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Theme
There is currently a renewed interest in NATO in ELF/VLFILF communications, particularly with respect to communications
to locations in the Arctic and to points under the sea and beneath sea ice; and the concern about VLF transmitting antenna
performance for 4-channel MSK transmission, which requires an antenna band-width of 200 Hz. This band-width exceeds that
available for the major VLF stations in the world. Also, recent developments in the application of VLF/LF computer codes to
predict propagation in the earth's ionospheric waveguide have exemplified the need to predict circuit performance, rather than
field strength only, and for this one requires a world wide model for ELF/VLF/LF radio noise, and detail on the performance of
MSK modems in a non-gaussian radio noise environment.
During the past decade, since propagation, communications and systems aspects were considered by the AGARD/EPP for this
frequency band, there have been new developments in antenna design, for fixed stations (changes to existing stations and
commissioning of new stations); for transportable application; and for deployment from space platforms. Performance
prediction for space based systems requires a detailed knowledge of the complex interaction between long wire antennas with
the earth's magnetic field and ionospheric plasma, and associated problems with respect to generation and radiation of ELF!
VLF/LF radio waves from antennas in space, particularly with regard to propagation through the ionosphere, and with coupling
into the earth ionosphere waveguide mode.
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Communications
PO Box
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Introduction
Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen. I
am pleased to welcome you to this Specialists'
Meeting on "ELF/VLF/LF Radio Propagation and
System Aspects".
VLF/LF
radio
propagation
and
zommunications is a research area that brings
back nostalgic remembrances for me. I started
my research career in September 1951 as a
young
engineer
in the field
of
LF
-ommunications engineering, see Belrose et. al.
[1959].
In 1953 1 joined the Radio Group,
Cavendish Laboratories, Cambridge University,
then headed by the late Jack Ratcliffe, where I
carried out studies on the propagation of long
waves. The results of my studies conducted at
Cambridge,
and
further
studies
made
subsequently on return to my home Laboratory
in 1958, were written up as an AGARD Lecture,
see Belrose [1968].
This lecture was one of
several on radio propagation presented at
Leicester, UK in 1968, and subsequently
repeated at Ottawa, CA in 1970.
The last time the AGARD/EPP panel
The thasttimAGAD/EP

pnel

wave
addressed the subject of long/very long
in
was
forum
conference
full
propagation in a
1981, a conference which was held in Brussels,
It is coincidental
BE, 21-25 September 1981.

is frequently said that long distance radio
communications began at VLF.
I will make
comment on the need to revisit the subject of
ELF/VLF/LF propagation and systems aspects.
And, with the hope of stimulating discussion I
will address a few topics that are of special
interest to me.

Long Distance
Communications

Radio
Began

at

LF

Heinrich Hertz's classical experiments
were conducted in his Laboratory using a small
end-loaded dipole driven by an induction coil
and a spark gap for his transmitter, and since
the frequency transmitted was determined by
the resonant frequency of his antenna system,
his experiments in 1887 were conducted at
VHF/UHF (60 to 500 MHz) ---- this being a
practical

dimensional

wavelength

for

indoor

Marconi's initial experiments, following
the lead of Hertz, were also conducted at UHF.
But for his transatlantic experiment in
December

1901,

he

employed

a

much

larger

but appropriate that this specialists' meeting a
decade later is being held in the same city.

antenna system, which radiated on a frequency
of about 820 kH. Recall that the frequency of
a spark gap transmitter is determined by the
The
resonant frequency of the antenna.
transmitting station at Poldhu, Cornwall,
station call sign PN, was designed and

The published proceedings of this
parlier
meeting
provided Belrose
a good overview
on This
the
propagation medium,
[1981Ia].

supervised by Fleming. While the fundamental
frequency of his transmitting system was about
820
kHz,
there is no way that this signal could
hv
enhaddrn
atm

subject will not be addressed in ibis meeting.

subject will notew
A

good

overview

addresse

on

ELF

iF t

tiong
wa

propagation

was

presented by Bannister [1981], who will
VLF
present paper(s) later at this meeting.
propagation was in my view not well
verviewed.
Concerning LF the title of .the
paper by Belrose [1981b] was "LF Propagation:
An Overview", however the paper was not really
an overview, since emphasis was given to some
of the peculiarities of LF propagation.
The
subject of numerical
modeling of the
propagation medium at ELF/VLF and LF was
overviewed
Morfitt,willFerguson
and Snyder
at this
be re-visited
[1981]. Thisby subject
e19ig. Tisjt
ibPoldhu

In my introduction to this specialists'
meeting
I will
overview some since
of the
It
of briefly
radio communications,
z-arly history

tSga
il
have been heard during daytime at Signal Hill,

Newfoundland,

a distance of 3500 kilometers,

c.f. Ratcliffe (1974] -- even though it was
winter, in a sunspot minimum period, and there
were no magnetic storms on days before or on
the day when he claimed to have successfully
received the signal (on 12 December 1901). His
receiver was untuned, and he used a kite
supported long wire antenna.
Unbeknownst to
him
he
must
have
been
listening
to a harmonic,
him heemustuhaveibeen listeningotogathan.onie
perhaps the third harmonic (2460 kHz), of his
spark gap transmitter.
Even this frequency is
rather low.
We have experimentally modeled
the

antenna

system

used

by

the

sender

at

in Cornwall. Our antenna was resonant
at 943 kHz and 3660 kHz. It was anti resonant
at 2390 kHz.
Marconi's kite supported
receiving antenna was a wire 152.4 metres long,
receiv receivee frequency
fre
of24 2460
60 loz
kHz
of
At a possible
this wire antenna

would be

1.25-wavelengths

••

j,
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long--which corresponds to the 5X/4 resonance
Recall that a wire
(X is the wavelength).
monopole antenna fed against ground is
resonant on odd multiples of a quarter
Marconi's receiver was untuned.
wavelength.
The bobbing of the kite which supported his
antenna was probably in part responsible for
the erratic nature of the received signal---this
bobbing action would in effect "tune-anddetune" the antenna of his receiving system--the antenna being the only "tuned element" of
his receiver,
Reginald Aubrey Fessenden. perhaps
some of you will say who was Fessenden, a
Canadian working in the USA, began his
experiments at VLF. His belief was that radio
transmission should be by way of continuous
waves, see Fessenden [19081, not the dampedwave whip-and-lash type of transmission
Marconi,
provided by spark transmitters.
Fleming and others ridiculed Fessenden's
suggestion that a wireless signal could be
transmitted by applying an alternating current
to an antenna.
All were unanimous in their
view that a spark was essential to wireless.
Some "antenna authorities" even claimed that
the gap, which initially was between the
antenna input terminal and ground, was an
essential element of the radiating system.
The not wanted 'gap' was eliminated by
Braun, a German physicist who in 1898
patented a circuit in which the spark gap was
in a separate primary circuit in series with an
But the
appropriate coil and condenser.
contribution of the Braun patent is about as
controversial as is the subject of who was the
first to devise electromagnetic antennas.
The
German patent has been criticized, since
nothing original was said about tuning. On the
contrary, Braun seems to have had no clear
understanding of spark transmission, since the
oscillating circuit was said to be much 'slower
(tuned to a lower frequency) than the antenna
While a double humped amplitudecircuit.'
frequency response is possible if the tuned
primary and secondary circuits are overcoupled, this is an undesirable feature,
Notwithstanding,
his "tank circuit" was
coupled inductively to a secondary consisting
of the antenna in series with a coupling coil in
which the driving electromotive force was
induced and which provided a continuous
conducting path from the antenna to ground.
Except for the later insertion of a transmission
line between the antenna and the coupling coil
the Braun antenna arrangement provided the
complete electrical equivalent of the present
day base driven monopole antenna.
Fessenden
was
the
inventor of
continuous waves. The idea came to him during
discussions with his uncle Cortez Fessenden,
while visiting with him at his cottage on

Chemong Lake, near Peterborough in 1897. He
discussed his concept of wave transmission by
dropping pebbles into a quiet lake, and noting
how waves traveled radially out from the point
His theory of
source of the disturbance.
continuous waves is described in his US patent
No. 706,737, August 12, 1902, but it was not
before the fall of 1906, when he developed the
HF alternator to a point where it could be used
to generate frequencies up to 100 kHz, that
continuous wave transmission over long
Early
distances was practical and feasible.
versions of HF alternators developed by Tesla
[Quinby, 1984] provided a capability to
generate frequencies in the 10-20 kHz range,
and there is no fundamental reason that long
distance communications could not have used
frequencies in this band---but there was a
practical reason. The physical practical size of
early
radio
by
the
used
antenna's
experimenters was too small to radiate
efficiently at VLF, hence long distance radio
communications began with Fessenden at LF in
January 1906.
To illustrate the reaction of Fessenden's
colleagues to this departure from conventional
transmission methods, from spark or whip-andlash transmissions to continuous waves, we
should note that J.A. Fleming in his book
"Electromagnetic Waves" published in 1906
said, in reference to Pat. No. 706,737, that
"there was no HF alternator of the kind
described by Fessenden, and it is doubtful if
any appreciable radiation would result if such
a machine were available and were used as
History, and present
Fessenden proposes."
knowledge, showed that Fleming was totally
wrong, since 1906 was the year of Fessenden's
greatest achievement, using continuous waves
generated by a HF alternator (the only means of
generating CW at that time). The HF alternator
was connected between the antenna's input
terminal and ground.
For the first time the
transmit frequency was not determined by
Antenna tuning affected the
antenna tuning.
transfer of power from the generator to the
antenna system.
Certainly that statement did
not appear in subsequent editions of Fleming's
book. Judge Mayer, in his opinion upholding
Fessenden's patent on this invention, said, in
effect it has been established that the prior art
practiced, spark or damped wave transmission,
from which Fessenden departed and introduced
a new or continuous-wave transmission for the
-practice of which he provided a suitable
mechanism -- which has since come into
extensive use, cf. Kintner [19321.
Fessonden had built and tried arc
transmitters but without much success.
The
only known way to generate continuous waves at
a sufficient power level and having the
required spectral purity was to use a HF
alternator.
But in the late 1800/early 1900s,
10 KHz was the highest frequency achieved
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In the meantime he made significant
improvements to spark gap transmitters.
In
1900, he devised an interrupter that would
operate at an unheard of rate of 5000 to 10,000
breaks/second. The reason for this was because
he wanted to transmit voice without wires,
Using this interrupter, with a spark gap
transmitter, see Fig. 1, and inserting a carbon
microphone directly in the antenna lead, he
successfully transmitted his voice over a
distance of 1-mile, between 50-foot antennas.
The voice was said to be perfectly intelligible,

in Fessenden's words was a "useless machine"
capable only of generating frequencies as high
as 10 kHz. So Fessenden rebuilt it. Finally he
succeeded in November 1906 in developing a
machine capable of running at speeds that
would generate frequencies as high as 100 kHz.
His first HF alternator was a small machine of
the Mordey type, having a fixed armature in the
form of a fixed disk, or ring, and a revolving
field magnet with 360 teeth, or projections.
At
a speed of 222 revolutions per second, an
alternating current of 80,000 Hz was generated.
The maximum output of this alternator at the
above speed was about 300 watts.
Very little
difficulty seems to have obtained in running
the machine at so high a speed, a simple flat
belt drive was used, driven by a steam engine,
and a thin self-centering shaft which entirely

but it was accompanied by an extremely loud

obliviated excessive vibration and pressure on

disagreeable noise due to the irregularity of
the spark.
The frequency used was probably in

the

using an HF alternator.
But the efficiency
practical antenna systems was very poor
such a low VLF frequency.
So he strove
increase the frequency generated by his
alternator.

of
at
to
HF

bearings.

the 3-5 MHz band, judged by the physical size
of the antenna masts used,

Again,

using

a

carbon

microphone

Fessenden's
early
radio
telegraphy
experiments had to make due with spark
transmitters, the only known means at that time
to develop appreciable power, and so he set his
mind to make this type of transmission more
CW like. This lead to his development of the
synchronous
rotary
spark-gap
transmitter,
Fig. 2.
The AC generator providing the power
was directly coupled to the rotary spark-gap.
If the rotary gaps were phased to fire on both
excursions
of
a
positive
and
negative
3-phase 125 Hz waveform, this would generate a
spark
rate of 750 sparks/second.
This
provided pseudo-MCW,
certainly
a more
continuous transmission than existing spark-

inserted directly in the lead to the antenna, but
this time modulating a true CW wave, he began
experimenting in November 1906 with voice
transmission,
using for the first time a
continuous wave at a frequency well above voice
band frequencies.
Let me recount the first
transmission of voice across the Atlantic.
Fessenden and colleagues were conducting
experimental transmissions using his newly
developed HF alternator, between stations at
Brant Rock and Plymouth, MA. About midnight,
on an evening early in November, 1906
Mr. Stein was telling the operator at Plymouth
how to run the dynamo. His voice was heard by
Mr. Armour at the Machrihamish, Scotland
station with such clarity that there was no
doubt about the speaker---and the station log

gap transmitters, and the musical tone heard in

book confirmed the report.

the headphones of Fessenden receivers was
more
easily
distinguishable
against
the
atmospheric noise and interference compared
with the buzz-buzz of the spark gap transmitter

Reginald Fessenden's greatest success
was still to come---the first radio telephony
broadcast to ships in the Caribbean and North

of that day.
Using 420-foot umbrella top
loaded antennas (Fig. 3), tuned to about 88 kHz,
he successfully communicated two-ways across
the Atlantic in January 1906, between Brant
Rock, MA and Machrihamish, Scotland. Marconi
in the meantime
had not succeeded in
transmitting a complete message, even one way
across the Atlantic.
Marconi was however
building bigger antenna systems, and hence
moving down in frequency.
By 1904 his

Atlantic on Christmas eve in December 1906.
The broadcast was repeated on New Year's eve.
So much for the early history of radio
communications.

NATO

Interest

in

ELF/VLF/LF

pyramidal

There is currently a renewed interest in

and the
wires,
monopole with umbrella
In 1905 his Canadian
frequency was 70 kHz.
antenna, installed at Olace Bay, NS was a
capacitive top loaded structure, with 200

communications,
in
ELF/VLF/LF
NATO
particularly with respect to communications to
locations in the Arctic and to points under the
sea and beneath sea ice; and there is at present

horizontal radial wires each 1000 feet long, at a

a

English

antenna

had

become

a

height of 180 feet, and the frequency
kHz.

was 82

In the September 1906 the GE Company
delivered a HF alternator built for Feasenden
This
under the supervision of Alexanderson.

concern

about

VLF transmitting

antenna

performance for 4-channel MSK transmission,
which requires an antenna band-width of
200 Hz.
This band-width exceeds that
available for all but one of the major VLF
recent
Also,
world.
in the
stations
developments in the application of VLF/LF
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computer codes to predict propagation in the
earth-ionosphere wave guide have exemplified
the need to predict circuit performance, rather
than field strength only, and for this one
requires a world wide model for ELF/VLF/LF
radio noise, and detailed knowledge on the
performance of MSK modems in a non-gaussian
radio noise environment,
During
the
past
decade,
since
propagation,
communications
and
systems
aspects were considered by the AGARD/EPP for
this frequency band, there have been new
developments in antenna design for fixed
stations [Belrose, 1991], changes to existing
stations and commissioning of new stations; and
progress has been made wrt antennas for
transportable application; and for deployment
from space platforms.
Performance prediction
for space based systems requires a detailed
knowledge of the complex interaction between
long wire antennas with the earth's magnetic
field and ionospheric plasma, and associated
problems
witn respect to generation and
radiation of ELF/VLF/LF radio waves from
antennas in space, particularly with regard to
propagation through the ionosphere, and with
coupling into the earth ionosphere wave guide.
Aspects of these topics will be covered
by papers to be presented at this meeting.

On

few

Topics

of

Propagation
VLF

waves

Interest

to

Me

Mode
steeply

VLF propagation
as noted
above
provides some insight on the way ionization
builds up and decays, and provides a routine
monitor for the detection and time change of
solar-geophysical disturbances.
VLF waves
steeply incident on
the
ionosphere
are
reflected from heights within the D-layer, and
exhibit a cosinusoidal diurnal variation.
For
example the classic pattern for the GBR, Rugby
16 kHz path to Cambridge, Fig. 4. Such a phase
change can be interpreted as giving a measure
of the scale height in the D-region, and scale
height is related to temperature.
The regular
decrease in phase height during the hours
before dawn is clearly indicative of a nocturnal
electron production.
The
winter/summer
difference is due to a seasonal change in
pressure.
The electron density profile is
closely tied to a pressure isopleth.
VLF waves very obliquely incident on
the ionosphere are reflected from the base of
the D-region, and, particularly for north-south
paths, exhibit a trapezoidal diurnal phase
variation (c.f. Fig. 5 the Balboa - Ottawa path).

Finally
A

The D-layer is dominantly due to solar
The
ionization of a trace constituent NO.
ionization source for the C-layer is cosmic
Since the electron production by
radiation.
cosmic rays is the same during the daytime as
during nighttime, the sudden appearance of a
low ledge (the C-layer) at dawn is due to the
photo detachment of electrons from a bank of
negative ions; and the disappearance of this
ledge at night is due to disappearance of
electrons to form negative ions.

The phase height decreases rapidly at dawn,
incident

on

the

ionosphere, and low frequency waves more
obliquely incident on the ionosphere, penetrate
to heights within the D-region, and the phase of
a received signal exhibits a diurnal variation
that changes continuously with the altitude of
the sun -- a cosinusoidal diurnal variation.
VLF waves and LF waves more obliquely
incident on the ionosphere, particularly for
north-south paths, exhibit a trapezoidal
diurnal variation in the phase height of
reflection. There is a marked difference with
respect to the frequency-distance range where
the change over from a cosinusoidal to a
trapezoidal pattern occurs, between Europe and
North America. This difference is attributed to
the higher geomagnetic latitudes for paths at
similar geographic latitudes in North America.
This difference has long been known, since the
fifties. These differing phase-height variation
patterns were first pointed out by Bracewell
and Bain and colleagues while working at
Cambridge. UK. The differences are attributed
the formation and decay of two "layers" in the
D-region---a D-layer and a lower ledge or Clayer.

increases somewhat less rapidly at sunset, and
is fairly constant during the daytime.
The

phase variatiorn for these very oblique
incidence paths give information on the
appearance and disappearance of the low lying
ledge (the C-layer).
Fot long east-west paths the diurnal
change of phase exhibits a step-like
perturbation of a basic pattern, see Fig. 6, as if
the sun rose over each ionospheric reflection
point, thinking of propagation in terms of a
multi-hop wave-hop mode, followed by another
step change of phase later, and etc. This in
spite of the fact that many of the properties of
long distance VLF propagation are best
described, and better numerically modeled, in
terms of a wave guide mode propagation model.
I have discussed these features in some
detail for two reasons.
First, because there
seems to some misunderstanding of the physics
behind the observed phase changes on long VLF
paths.
The daytime phase height does not
change for a long north-south path, whereas
phase does change throughout the morning (and
afternoon) on a long east-west path. But such a
phase change has nothing to do with the regular
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build up and decay of a D-layer due to
ionization of NO, as inferred by the author of a
manuscript
I
recently
reviewed,
since
reflection takes place below this height.
.'ie
continuous phase change is because the sun
does not rise abruptly along a long EW path.
Also, it interesting to note that while
VLF/LF propagation over long paths is best
described by a wave-guide mode propagation
model, there is evidence, the stepped phase
changes, to suggest a multi-hop wave-hop mode
of propagation.
Perhaps some one may wish to
address this topic at this meeting.

Distant stations, toward the west,
beyond about 1000 kilometers, are typically
received up to 15 dB stronger on the vertically
polarized loop compared with the dipole.
The
dipole is too low to the ground to form a good
low angle lobe.
The variability in signal
differences between the two antennas depends
on
distance
and
propagation
conditions.
However stations to the east, whatever distance,
are always received better on the dipole. What
is the reason for this apparent unidirectional
pattern of my NS oriented half-loop?
Its
pattern should be bi-directional in the EW
directions.

On figure. seven I have drawn a circle
centered on my house with a radius of
4 kilometers (50 wavelengths at 3750 kHz).
Toward the east, for distances less than
50 wavelengths, there are two golf-courses, so
It is well known that an extensive radial
th
grudcncivysoldb
goye
the ground conductivity should be good, yet
wire ground screen must be used to reduce the
wiregroundresistancren must ber used
antodenthis
is the direction in which my vertically
ground resistance loss for VLF/LF antennas,polarized antenna apparently does not launch a
particularly so for VLF frequencies, since
godarowdangen
skyave.
d
t
h a
practical monopoles are electrically short, and
beyond 50 wavelengths, we have the cities of
the radiation resistance of practical antennas
Effect of the
the Ground

is very small.
ground in front
performance of
of the antenna
and excite
into
Belrose [1983]

Finite

Conductivity

of

Less well known is how the
of a VLF/LF antenna effects the
the antenna, that is the ability
to launch skywaves or to couple
propagation mode.
a wave guide describing
LF/MF
has argued,

Belrse
ha

arueddesribig
1983

L/MF

propagation
as multi-hop wave-hop propagation
the
medium that for long distance propagation
meoundiumnt
forlong disthanen propagtion thre
ground in front of the antenna fifty or more
wavelengths is important for low angle skywave.
At 3.75 MHz this corresponds to a distance of
is a
4 kilometers, and I have evidence that this
realistic distance.
But at 25 kHz this distance
amounts to 200-kilometers.
Should one be
concerned with the ground conductivity in
front of an antenna to such a distance?

Hull/Ottawa.
Toward the west to distances less
than 50 wavelengths and beyond this distance
we have fields, a river and fields again.
Clearly the
ground conductivity
to
te
m ustinuec
bond
eavlenthsa
50
the
influence
must
beyond
and
wavelengths
50

ability

of a vertically

polarized

antenna

to

a
skypare. Thete effective
ti
angle skywave.
low anger
a ow
launch
conductivity of cities is poor compared with
fields and rivers.

range VLF propagation.
A northern hemisphere
coverage
pattern for a hypothetical
VLF
transmitter
located
in
central
Canada,
predicted by the NOSC Wave Guide Propagation
Prediction Program, this program will be

SAt my home I operate a HF radio
amateur Atamion.
LetmeI
etel
au Hadiout m
station.
Let me tell you about my
experience
in
long
distance
nighttime
propagation using a frequency in the 75/80M
band (3750 kHz), an observational experience
During
extending over more than 5-years.
nighttime hours it possible to communicate
such
using
distances
long
very
over
I am control station on Saturday
frequencies.
nights for a group of fellow amateurs, the Pow
Wow Club, with station locations from coast to
I have
coast in Canada, and in the UK.
regularly used two antennas, a grounded half-

addressed later, is shown in Fig. 8, calculated
for
1 kW radiated power, summer day
conditions, at a frequency of 24 kHz. The field

Both

surrounding low conductivity of Arctic terrain.

antennas are oriented NS and should have biFor
directional patterns in the EW directions.
the loop, the polarization is vertical.
Recall
that finite ground conductivity affects the
vertical
for
pattern
radiation
vertical
polarization much more than for horizontal
The ground in front of a vertical
polarization.
antenna very much affects the antenna's ability
to launch a low angle skywave.

The terrain in front of the antenna is
conductivity
high
by
characterized
(o = 10-20 mS/i), see Pig. 9, and so if the
surroundings to a distance of a hundred or
is
antenna
about
the
more
kilometers
important, this should be a good location for a
VLF transmitter.

wave loop, and a dipole at IS metres.

Notice
strengths are in dB relative to I gVfm.
agree with
that in general the contours
Propagation from east-to-west is
expectation.
the
and notice
better than west-to-east;
interesting anomaly in the field strength
contours which results from the very low
ground conductivity of Greenland.
But the
point I wish to make is the increased field
strengths due to the good conductivity of the
sea water of Hudson Bay, compared with the

We have tried to
make a detailed study
of the effect of finite conductivity, and relate
this to criteria for antenna
siting---but
without too much success.
The finite ground
conductivity along the whole of the path is
important, e.g. notice the effect of the
Greenland icecap.
Another example follows,
We show in Fig. 10 a similar field strength
contour map for a hypothetical
24 kHz
transmitter located at Halifax, NS.
We will
next examine in more detail field-strength vs.
distance for a particular path, but let us refer
again to Fig. 9. Note the poor conductivity for a
path from Halifax across the Laurentian Shield
and over the Ungava Peninsula. On Fig. 10 this
path is marked, and notice that even on this
scale of mapping, there is a minor "tightening"
of the 40 dB jt/m contour and a suggested
anomaly in the field-strength as the path
passes over the Ungava Peninsula. In Fig. 11 we
show field strength calculations vs. distance
for this path, at three frequencies 15, 25 and
35 kHz, for daytime propagation conditions.
The poor
ground
conductivity
for this
propagation path, across the Laurentian shield
in Canada, affects the frequencies differently.
A transmit frequency of 25 kHz is the best
frequency for this path.
The frequency
differences are less marked at night. see
Fig. 12.
Coincidentally a frequency of 25 kHz is
the middle of the VLF band currently in use for
maritime fleet broadcast---but the move to
higher frequencies (to the band 20-30 kHz) was
prompted by the need to improve antenna
radiation
efficiencies
and
bandwidths
compared with the band previously used (15-20
kHz).
It was not made to improve propagation
in the Canadian Arctic!

Antennas

VLF

The

search

continues: an
radiation

radiation

for a better

VLF antenna

antenna that provides improved

characteristics,

particularly

efficiency and wide

high

bandwidth, and

Final

Remarks

Perhaps some of these random thoughts
will provide food for thought and stimulate
discussion in the pertinent sessions.
So, let us
get on with the technical program,
by
introducing the first speaker.
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM AT VLFILF
J. A. Ferguson
Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center
Research. Development. Test and Evaluation Division
San Diego, CA 92152-5000, USA

SUMMARY
A reliable knowledge of radio signal amplitude and phase
characteristics is required to design and maintain communications and navigational circuits at vif and If. The ability to
accurately calculate signal levels as a function of frequency,
position and time is of considerable importance in achieving
reliable assessment of communication and navigation coverage,
Detailed computer models based on multiple mode waveguide
theory have been developed. These models have been found
to produce good comparisons between measurements and
calculations of signal variations as a function of propagation
distance. However, results can be very sensitive to the
ionospheric inputs to these computer models. This paper
presents an overview of the computer model and results of
empirical modeling of the propagation medium.
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of long wavelength radio waves is of
considerable practical importance for communications, navigation systems, and worldwide frequency and time comparisons,
The propagation of these signals is characterized by high
stability in both phase and amplitude. Little attenuation of the
waves occurs so they propagate to great distances. The
signals are not greatly affected by most naturally occurring
ionospheric disturbances apart from high latitude disturbances,
and radio communications can usually be maintained under
conditions that make communication very difficult at higher
frequencies.
Because of these characteristics, vAf and If
systems are prime components in emergency communications
networks. Marine communicators are highly dependent upon
the vif radio frequency band for broadcast communications to
ships at sea. Other communicators have interests in propagation at frequencies at the lower end of the If range for transmission between inflight aircraft. These frequencies are used
for navigation at the low end of the vif range (OMEGA) and in
the middle of the If range (LORAN).
The emphasis of this paper is on selection of representstive ionospheric conductivity profiles for use in propagation
predictions. Morfitt otal.(1981) compared measured data with
calculations using several different models of the ionosphere,
This paper reviews more recent results of similar comparisons.
In this endeavor, we prefer data recorded as a function of
distance from the transmitter, such as aboard inflight aircraft,
because it gives us a number of visual clues to guide our
selection of the optimum ionospheric profile. We have recently
collected valuable data aboard merchant ships making repeated
crossings of the ocean along a number of similar tracks,
Few approaches to find Ionospheric profiles are available,
The most natural approach Is to survey the literature for
published profiles of ionospheric density, notably Desks (1966),
Piggott and Thrane (1966), Thomas and Harrison (1970), Bain
and Harrison (1972), Bain (1974), Bain (1981), Balrose and
Segal (1974), Bjentegeard (1974), Mowforth and Jones
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(1983). McNamara (1979). Barr (1982), Orlov et al. (1983),
Campbell .t a/. (1988) and Liande (1988). The profiles
presented by these authors derive from a common approach,
namely, fitting observations of the signal strength of radio
waves to calculations on relatively short propagation paths. In
our cases, we use a similar approach using much longer paths.
In the approach used in both cases, the ionospheric profile is
used to compute signal strength variation as a function of
distance from the transmitter and perform some sort of
comparison with measurements. The strength of this approach
is in the increase in the number of fitting factors, which we will
discuss later.
With enough different profiles and signal measurements,
regression analysis could be performed in terms of temporal
and geophysical variations to determine the required profiles.
Unfortunately, the number of propagation paths for which we
have many sets of measurements is very low. In addition to
this shortcoming in the data base, we have rarely found profiles
from short path observations, as are commonly found in the
literature, to give us calculations which match the measured
long path measurements of signal strength, especially at night.
Consequently, we have resorted to using exponential conductivity profiles because these simple two parameter models are
easy to modify.
PROPAGATION MODEL
The propagation of long wavelength terrestrial radio
waves is conveniently represented in terms of waveguide mode
theory (Sudden, 1961). The waveguide model developed at
the Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center
INCCOSC), formerly the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC),
is used in the analysis presented in this paper. In general, this
model obtains the full wave solution for a waveguide that has
arbitrary electron and ion density distributions and collision
frequency (with height) and a lower boundary which is a
smooth homogeneous earth characterized by an adjustable
surface conductivity and dielectric constant. The model allows
for earth curvature, ionospheric inhomogeneity, and anisotropy
resulting from the earth's magnetic field. It also allows for the
calculation of both horizontal and vertical components of the
electric field at an arbitrary height in the waveguide. The
NCCOSC waveguide model is described in a series of papers by
Pappert (1968, 1970, 1981) and Pappert at ao.(1967, 1970,
1972, 1975).
The simplest form of the waveguide is horizontally
homogeneous and Is applied to most daytime propagation paths
which have unvarying ground conductivity. Generally, the
parameters of the weveguide must be varied to realistically
describe propagation paths. Obviously, some of these paths
arose land-sea and day-night boundaries and, not so obviousIV, regions through which the geomagnetic field variations are
significant (Bickel et W/., 1970). The modeling of such paths Is
accomplished by dividing them into horizontally homogeneous
segments. As an example, a land-sea boundary might mark the
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end of one segment and the beginning of the next.
The simplest method used for computing fields over these
segmented paths is mode conversion (Pappert and Snyder,
1972). The so-called WKB (Wait, 1964) has been used when
changes in the modal parameters are sufficiently gradual along
the path. This method has been used successfully (Bickel at
a/., 1970). However, we have found that this method is not as
generally useful as the mode conversion modal. In this letter
model, conversion coefficients from each incoming mode to
each out-going mode are calculated at each boundary of the
path. The mode conversion model allows for an arbitrary
number and order of modes on each side of each segment
boundary. Furthermore, the mode conversion model can be
applied even in the event that the propagation path has only
slowly varying waveguide parameters, in place of the WKB
model.
MODELING OF LONG PATH VLF/LF MEASUREMENTS
As stated earlier, we prefer using data collected as a
function of distance from the transmitter. Such data provide an
indirect but useful description of the ionosphere for propagation
prediction. The important ionospheric parameter needed to
simulate actual propagation data is the ionospheric conductivity
profile through which the radio waves must pass.
This
parameter is the principal unknown and most variable input to
the propagation models and is a function of the height variation
of electron and ion density distributions and collision frequencies. The procedure for determining the effective conductivity
profile using long path propagation measurements works
indirectly by comparison of fields calculated with the waveguide computer program to the measured fields. The ionospheric profile input to the waveguide calculations is varied
until acceptable agreement with measurement is reached. In
the past, this approach required some sort of systematic trial
and error procedure. The degree of fit was generally limited by
the cost of computer time.
For propagation during ambient conditions, only the
electron density distribution need be considered in calculations.
The ion distributions may be neglected.
The ionospheric
conductivity, w,, becomes just a function of the electron
density divided by the electron-neutral
particle collision
frequency.
One of the simplest ionospheric profiles is an
exponential variation of conductivity with height. It can be
specified by only two parameters: a scale height, f, and a
reference height, h'. Following Wait and Spies (1964), we
write the conductivity at height, h, as
ia,(h) - 2.5 x 10s exp (f(h-h')).
In general, for daytime conditions, we find 8 in the range 0.3 to
0.5 km' while h' is in the range 70 to 75 km. For night
1
conditions, we find 8 in the range 0.3 to 2.0 km- and h' from
84 to 90 km at middle geomagnetic latitudes. At high geomagnetic latitudes at night, we find that h' tends to be in the range
75 to 80 km. These lower values of h' at high latitudes have
also been reported by Egeland and Riedler (1964), Mursoka
(1983) and Westerlund and Roder (1973).
Furthermore,
working with 10 frequency sounder data, we find that P varies
with frequency. The exact nature of this variation is not well
known due to a wide variation in the measurements from one
sampling period to the next (Morfitt, 1977; Ferguson, 1980).

of the measured data. Thus, many small amplitude variations
are averaged. It is possible that profiles of more complex forms
than the exponential could be found to produce a better fit to
measured data in some instances, but since the propagation
paths considered are quite long, any profile determined to
produce a good fit to the data is still an average profile for the
total path.
AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS
Part of the problem in generating ionospheric models is
illustrated in Figure 1. These data represent the single most
frequently sampled path at one frequency found in our data
bass: 6 measurements onlyl The path is from Jim Creek in the
northwest corner of the state of Washington towards the east
coast; 4 measurements while flying towards Annapolis,
Maryland and two while flying towards Cutler, Maine. The
data are for nighttime propagation. This plot shows a vertical
scale with dB above one microvolt per meter, normalized to one
kilowatt of radiated power (dB/1VN/m/kW). The horizontal axis
represents distance from the transmitter. If we focus on the
location of the deep signal minimum between 2000 and 3000
km, we see 4 cases with the minimum near 2000 km and two
with it near 2300 km. Furthermore, we see that this minimum
can move 300 km from one night to the next (the middle pair
of curves).
To illustrate the observations made earlier, Figure 2
shows one sample of data from Figure 1 together with a
calculations using a best fit ionospheric profile. We claim that
the data (dashed line) are well fit by the calculations (solid line).
This is about as good as we expect to fit any data. However,
we note the value of h'. Observe that typical values of h' are
expected to be in the range 70 to 75 km in the day and 85 to
90 km at night. Here we have a nighttime measurement giving
us an h' of 76 km. Such a low value of h' is consistent with
our expectations at high geomagnetic latitudes. In fact, we
consider this path to be in what might be called the transition
between middle and high latitudes.
Another example of night time complication is illustrated
in Figure 3. The data were collected on a flight from Jim Creek
to Hawaii. The solid line represents the measurement and the
dashed and dotted lines are for two different exponential
profiles. Note that neither theoretical curve fits the deep signal
minimum near 3000 km. However, we found that satellite data
of particle precipitation showed a clear enhancement where the
magnetic dip angle was 700 (Larsen ot a/., 1976). So, just for
modeling purposes, we defined an arbitrary boundary several
degrees wide and varied h' linearly across that boundary. The
result of this spatially varying h' is shown in Figure 4, with
some improvement in the degree of fit between the measurp
ments and the calculations. The satellite data suggest a width
of 40 to 6, consistent with our results. Although the fit to the
data is not extremely good, it is clear that a spatially varying
ionosphere is required for such paths. The missing factor at
this time is establishment of the location of the boundary and
its variability with solar or geomagnetic activity.

In general, the ionospheric models determined from the
above procedure must be considered to represent an averaged
ionosphere since the modeling assumes that the ionosphere
was static during any aircraft flight period. The data fitting

Now, as part of our ongoing validation effort, we have
digitized all of our aircraft data and developed procedures for
automatically generating comparisons between models and
data. During the process of digitizing the data, I reviewed the
reports from which the data were taken. Generally, these
reports contained comparisons between calculations and
measurements and if I liked the fit, I recorded the 0 and h'
reported. For example, I like the fit shown in Figure 3, so an
entry was made in my data bass for that set of data. One of
the reasons for doing this was to help resolve the disparity

procedure attempts to find a calculated pattern of amplitude as
a function of distance which agrees with the large scale pattern

between daytime models observed by other workers, primarily
the split between # equal to 0.5 km' and 0.3'. For instance,
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Morfitt 11977) suogested t of 0.5 km` for the Pacific Ocean in
the summer but 0.3 km, at other latitudes and seasons. The
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5. This figure
shows , and h' organized according to the date of the aircraft
flight. This figure includes all frequencies and paths. Data for
a single date are further sorted by frequency, mostly 10
Sounder data. The open squares are for p. As expected, h'
range" from 70 to 75 km with the bulk of the data suggesting
73 km. However, there are only 7 cases calling fore of 0.5 kin1
'. Furthermore, the combination of 0.5 km- and 70 km occurs
only 6 times out of the 24 cases shown. We expect that the
day time data should be sensibly organized according to solar
zenith angle. Those flights for which we have take off and
landing times, we have calculated the midpath solar zenith

homogeneous over the path defined by the transmitter and the
segment of data. Furthermore, generation of the model date Is
simplified by using a single propagation path from each
transmitter. Furthermore, since the data were collected during
a period of low solar activity, we ignored the possible effects
of the polar cap. Daytime propagation Is taken to occur when
the solar zenith angle at both the transmitter and the ship is
less than 90'. For daytime propagation conditions, we set up
a 9 x 9 matrix of profiles with,$ ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 km-' (incemant of 0.025 km-') and h' ranging from 72 to 80 km (increment of 1 km). Similarly, we define all nighttime propagation
when the solar zenith angle at both the transmitter and the ship
is greater than 99 *. For nighttime propagation conditions, we
set up another matrix of profiles with 8 ranging from 0.3 to 0.7

angle and organized the data accordingly in Figure 6. Sed to
say, but we only have 4 samples of data outside the range 420
to 450. More importantly, the difference between # of 0.5 km
1
1 and 0.3 km- is not resolved by this comparison.
Recent
measurements by Bickel (Private communication) still strongly
support p of 0.5 km" for summer conditions at near the
equator.

km-' (increment of 0.05 kmw') and h' ranging from 82 to 90 km
(increment of 1 km). Calculations of signal strength along the
fixed propagation path were made for each of the 81 profiles
in each of the matrices.

We now consider 8 and h' organized by date for the night
time cases in Figure 7. The two samples of data from the 10
frequency sounder are seen in the middle of the figure and we
see the two different ranges of 8 for those data. Other than
that, there is not much to say about this figure. The night time
data do not show a pattern when organized this way. However, we might expect the night time date to be organized in
some way by the magnetic latitude. Again, for those flights for
which we have the necessary information, the corrected
geomagnetic latitude of midpath was computed. We see that
at least the values of h' show some stability below 400 and
much variability above 400, as expected.
SHIPBOARD MEASUREMENTS
The data from the Callaghan measurements were signal
strength as a function of distance from the US transmitters at
Annapolis, MD, radiating at 21.4 and 51.6 kHz, at Cutler, ME,
radiating at 24 kHz, and the English transmitters at Rugby,
radiating at 16 kHz, and at Anthorn, radiating at 16.4 kHz.
Data were recorded aboard the Military Sealift Command ship,
Callaghan, from March 29, 1985 through April 18, 1986.
During this period the ship made 50 crossings of the North
Atlantic, each crossing taking about a week. The data recorded during these crossings are unique in the large number of
measurements repeated at various distances from the transmittar over a long time, thus permitting examination of the
variability of the signal in space and time. The track of the ship
varied with the tides and the weather, but a lot of the date
were recorded along a corridor from the eastern coast of the
United States and from the area around England southwest into
the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean. These date were
analyzed using a new, computer aided technique which
determined the most frequently occurring profile over a
distance range from the transmitter to 4000 km from each
transmitter (Ferguson, 1992). This technique is summarized
below.
The data available from the repeated ship crossings
allows us to determine an ionospheric profile which fits most
of the available data and to deduce something of the spatial
and temporal variability of the environment. The approach
taken here is to fit small segments of the measured signal
strength with caloulations generated from a number of profiles
from a predeterminid set. We accumulate the number of
occurrences in which calculations from each profile matches
the data. We then plot contours of occurrence in the P-h'
plans to pick the most commonly occurring profile. The
application of this technique assumes that the Ionosphere is

Figure 9 shows measurements of signal strength recorded
during a single crossing of the Atlantic Ocean when the path
from the transmitter to the ship was all daylight. The vertical
1
scale is dB above 1 pVm- and the horizontal scale is kilometars. This figure illustrates the first step in the process of
profile selection. A single curve of calculated signal strength,
using a 8 of 0.3 km-' and an h' of 74 km, is shown with the
segments of data. In this figure we see the expected general
pattern of signal strength minima and maxima as a function of
distance. The average of the absolute value of the difference
between the measured and calculated signal strength over each
segment is found. If this average is less than 3 dB, then a
counter for the profile is incremented by 1. In this figure, the
calculations for the sample profile fit the segments of data at
1800, 4200 and 5000 km so the counter for this profile would
be incremented by 3. We have tried different values of the
measure of fit and found 3 dB to give the most unambiguous
results.
After all data segments have been compared to calculations for all profiles in the matrix, we make a plot of contours
of equal occurrence in the p-h' plane using the accumulated
counts. The combination of P and h' which occur most often
is selected from the maximum in the contour plot. The contour
plot for the daytime data at 21.4 kHz is shown in Figure 10.
This figure shows the best fit profile is forp equal to 0.284 km
I and h' equal to 74.25 km.
Figure 11 shows a plot of all of the daytime portions of
data collected over the entire measurement period. It can be
seen that the best fit profile gives calculations which run
through the middle of the measurements while basically
ignoring very low and very high values. The analysis technique
gives us the most frequently occurring horizontally homogeneous profile. However, it is clearly evident that the calculations using the resultant profile do not fit every sample of data.
In fact, an otherwise unbiased observer might just as reasonably chose the upper envelope. Indeed, a modified criterion for
incrementing the profile counter based on fit to the data should
give a different best fit profile. In any case, the procedure is
automatic and objective. We also note that this sort of data
collection shows the inherent day to day variation of the signal
strength far better than the small sampling seen in Figure 1.
Such data also help us with the engineering questions concerning reliability and time availability.
Figure 12 shows a summary of the values of P and h'
obtained with the above analysis for both day and night
propagation. In each panel, the solid straight line represents
parameter variations suggested by Morfitt (1977) and Ferguson
(1981). In the daytime, P shows 3 of the 5 values along the
dashed line which crosses , - 0.3 km' at 10 kHz and 0.26
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km*' at 60 kHz. The values at 16 and 19 kHz are below and
above this line, respectively. The resulte for h' are less
scattered with 4 of the 5 values close to 73.5 km. The
variation of p at night show some scatter about the linear fit
but the values of h' are quite close to the linear fit. It is
speculated that part of the difference between the parameter
variations shown in the solid versus the dashed lines will be
found to be in the difference in solar activity during the data
collection periods.

middle latitudes deduced from the reflection of long radio
waves, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 2, 9f, 413-437.
Egeland, A.. end Riedier, W. (1964), Long-term variation of
ionospheric reflection heights for v.l.f. radio waves, J. Atmos.
Tarr. Phys., 26, 351-365.
Ferguson, J. A. (1980), Ionospheric profiles for predicting
nighttime vif/If propagation, Naval Ocean Systems Center
Technical Report 530, NTIS, ADA 085399.

CONCLUSION
Propagation of VLF is sensitive to the D region of the
ionosphere. Many of us have taken advantage of this sensitivity to infer information about the ionosphere using VLF measurements. Much of the earlier work was based on short
paths, hence, steep incidence. The profiles of electron density
variation with altitude which were derived in this eady work
depended a great deal on preconcieved notions of the structure
of the ionosphere. Morfitt 6tl/. (1981) has shown that these
structured ionospheric models do not reproduce long path
measurements. Our work has consistently relied on simple
exponential models of ionospheric conductivity which have
been very successful in reproducing long path measurements,
i.e., Bickel at a/. (1970), Morfitt (1977) and Ferguson (1981).
Recent collections of data provide even more detailed insight
into the variation of signal strength and, consequently, into
ionospheric variability. Evolving automation of the propagation
calculations makes analysis of these data more straightforward.
More complicated analyses of these data are limited only by the
available computer time.
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Discussion
U.S.

INAN (US)
Your exponential profiles have very low electron densities at low altitudes, say below about
40-50 km. Have you done any modeling with profiles that are described by three parameters, maybe
having two different slopes (b) above and below 40-50 kin? Are your results sensitive to ionization (or
lack of it) at these altitudes?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We have not made detailed analyses of such perturbations to the exponential model. My intuition
tells me that such a modification would provide a means for adjusting the attenuation rate without
modifying the excitation factor. However, such an analysis would presume strict homogeneity along the
measurement path.
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ELF PROPAGATION HIGHLIGHTS
PETER R. BANNISTER
U.S. NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER
NEW LONDON, CT 06320 USA

INTRODUCTION
Elf electromagneticwaves(30-300Hz)have a remarkable ability to propagate with very little attenuation in
the earth-ionosphere waveguide. The resulting fields
are also able to propagate to moderately great depths
in the ocean in spite of the higher conductivity of the
sea water. After considering the costs and benefits of
various systems for communications with its submarines, the US Navy made the positive decision to build
an operational long range ELF communication system
using a single dual sight ground based transmitter,
The ELF system became operational in late 1989.
One of the reasons that the US Navy chose this
submarine communication system over the alternatives is that, for the most part, the overall variation of
the ELF system sizing parameters (propagation, earth
conductivity, antenna steering, receiver performance,
and atmospheric noise at sea) is small and predictable. Furthermore, the ELF system is relatively
inexpensive, and it can provide continuous year round
operation.
The general nature of ELF propagation in the earthionosphere waveguide has been the subject of
theoretical and experimental study for many years and
is, apparently, well understood. The texts by Wait
(1970), Galejs (1972), and Burrows (1978) describe
the theory in the form accepted today and provide a
bibliography of earlier work. Reference may also be
made to Special Issues of the IEEE transactions
edited by Wait (1974) and Burrows (1984), review
papers by Bernstein et al. (1974) and Wait (, 77),
and a collection of papers by Bannister (1987) and
Bannister, et al. (1980, 1987). Since nearly ten years
have elapsed since the last special issue devoted to
ELF communications, this paper will summarize
recent events. Particular attention will be paid to ELF
propa"•tlon highlights,
FIELD STRENGTH CALCULATIONS
At ELF, the effective waveguide height h is of the
order of 45 to 90 km. Because h is much less than a
free-space wavelength X, the waveguide is below
cutoff for all but the lowest order mode (i.e., the TEM
mode). The electric and magnetic fields are wholly
transverse to the direction of propagation, with the
electric field vertical and uniform and the magnetic
field horizontal and uniform. In practice, inhomogene-

ities and nonuniform surface conditions perturb the
ideal TEM field configuration and the result is the
quasi-TEM mode.
Attenuation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide at ELF
for the quasi-TEM mode is low, on the order of 1 to 5
dB/Mm. The effective conductivity of the ionosphere
(10"5 - 10-7 S/m) is usually much lower than that of the
ground 104 -5 S/m), and so the surface impedance of
the ground (ng) is typically much smaller than the
surface impedance of the ionosphere. Thus the
attenuation in the guide is attributable mainly to
power absorption by the ionosphere. The expressions
most often employed for calculating the fields in the
earth-ionosphere waveguide are based upon a simple
theoretical model that assumes the earth and ionosphere to be sharply bounded and homogeneous. But
the ionosphere is neither homogeneous nor sharply
bounded. Therefore, a question arises concerning the
usefulness of a simple model.
It is necessary to know whether there are simple
curves showing the variation with frequency of parameters equivalent to those of the h, S, and n. parameters of the simple theory, that can be used to calculate
the fields with sufficient accuracy for communication
system design. (The real part of S is c/v, the ratio of
the speed of light in free space to the wave speed in
the guide. The imaginary part is proportional to the
attenuation rate in the guide.) The real ionosphere
may be essentially different in its properties from a
well behaved, sharply bounded model. In fact, theoretical calculations using certain layered ionospheric
structures have produced propagation data exhibiting
resonant absorption and strong dispersion (Galejs,
1972, pp. 254ff; Barr, 1974; Pappert and Moler, 1978;
Pappert, 1980; Pappert and Shockey, 1978). On the
other hand, experimental measurements
of the
properties of the guide have consistently shown them
to be, on the average, relatively stable and predictable
and, in particular, to be accurately represented by the
simple formulas (Burrows, 1978).
The experimental corroboration of the simple formulas
does not, of course, mean that the ionosphere is
actually sharply bounded and homogeneous; direct
measurements of its conductivity profile show that it Is
not. Rather, the corroboration supports the view that,
over the frequency range of interest, simple curves
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exist of parameters equivalent to h, ng, and S that can
be used in the formulas to obtain accurate field
estimates.
The next question to be asked about the simple theory
is whether the parameters (e.g., the effective ionospheric height and propagation constant it requires as
input) can be readily obtained. It seems likely, based
on the theoretical work of Jones (1967, 1970); Greifinger and Greifinger (1978, 1979); Bannister (1979,
1985); Booker (1980); Behroozi-Toosi and Booker
(1980), and the experimental propagation measurements of Ginsberg, (1974) ; Bannister, (1974, 1975,
1987); Bannister et al. (1980, 1987); White and Willim
(1974) that they could be calculated accurately if
enough ionospheric data were available. However,
the calculation would not be wholly convincing without
periodic experimental verification. The experimental
verification in itself is a measurement of the parameters, and so establishes their magnitudes and behavior in time and space directly. Then the interpretation
in terms of ionospheric physics is superfluous, apart
from the reassurance that it can give that the measurements are consistent with other data (Burrows,
1978).
The substantial body of propagation data now available from measurements of sferics (the propagating
electromagnetic pulse originating from a lighting
stroke), from Schumann resonances and measurements of signals radiated from man-made sources
presents a coherent quantitative description of propagation parameters. Thus, estimates of numerical
values to be used for the parameters can be obtained
from existing data.
Instead of the parameters h, na, and S appearing in
the theoretical propagation model, it is convenient to
measure a composite of the three called the excitation
factor, E, defined by

E

=

____(1)

h

]po1S

and also the modified form of S, which is the attenuation factor as defined by

cx

=

0.0290 (j) I /m {S}
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giving the attenuation in dB/Mm. (It should be noted
that the E defined here is not the same as the excitation factor A,, used by Wait (1970) and Galejs (1972)
for a different purpose.) The utility of these two
factors is demonstrated by substituting them in asymptotic form for the horizontal electric current source.
Thus,
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There are essentially six distinct factors in this
propagation formula. The first is the source strength
I dl. The second is E. The third is a collection of
free-space parameters, all of wiich are determined
exactly once the frequency is specified. The fourth is
the spherical focusing factor. The fifth is the radial
propagation loss factor, including both the exponential
decay due to absorption and the p-"2 decay due to
spreading. The sixth defines the directional dependence of the radiated field. Once the current moment
I dl, frequency w, and coordinates p, 4 of the field
point are specified, only two parameters are left
undetermined, i.e., E and ca. Thus, when these two
are evaluated, the field calculation can proceed
(Burrows, 1978).
IONOSPHERIC CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE PARAMETERS
Greifinger (1978, 1979), Booker (1980) and BehrooziToosi and Booker (1980) have derived simple-form
approximate expressions for the TEM eigenvalues
(propagation constants) for ELF propagation in the
earth-ionosphere waveguide. They demonstrated that
eigenvalues obtained by their methods were in
excellent agreement with full-wave numerically calculated eigenvalues. The Greifinger's showed that the
propagation constant depends on four parameters,
two altitudes and a scale height associated with each.
The lower altitude is the height at which the conduction current parallel to the magnetic field becomes
equal to the displacement current. The associated
scale height is the local scale height of the parallel
conductivity. Under daytime ionospheric conditions,
the upper altitude is the height at which the local wave
number becomes equal to the reciprocal of the local
scale height of the refractive index. Under the simplest nighttime conditions, the second set of parameters Is replaced by the altitude of the E-region bottom
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and the local wave number just inside the E-region.
The relative phase velocity depends, in first approximation, only on the ratio of the two altitudes. The
attenuation rate depends on the other two parameters,
as well. The two principal attenuation mechanisms
are Joule-heating by longitudinal currents in the
vicinity of the lower altitude and energy leakage of
the whistler component of the ELF wave at the upper
altitude.
In a lesser known publication, the Greifingers (1979b)
have extended the results presented in their earlier
two papers to a more general class of ionospheric
conductivity profiles. Their expressions allow the rapid
computation of ELF phase speeds, attenuation rates,
and excitation factors for a wide range of ionospheric
conditions without the necessity of lengthy fullwave
computer calculations. The results can be applied to
the rapid evaluation of the effects of a variety of
ionospheric disturbances, both natural and artificial, on
ELF communication systems.
Booker (1980) has combined the reflection theory of
Booker and Lefeuvre (1977) with the Greifingers
treatment (1978, 1979) of the effect of ionization
below the level of reflection. The theory allows for the
influence of the earth's magnetic field, reflection from
the gradient on the under side of the D region (or, at
night, or a ledge below the E region), reflection from
the gradient on the underside of the E region, and
reflection from the gradient on the topside of the E
region.
For daytime propagation, the Greifingers' expressions
for a and c / v are

c / v - (hi / ho) 112

(4)

and

0.143 f

~0.143 f

v

ho

+c
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f[(c v) +1] dB
N [
CIVl

(5)

The single scale-height profile employed by Wait
(1970) for determining VLF propagation parameters is

(z

(6)
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where H is the (arbitrary) reference height. The
altitudes h, and h, may be determined from
ho

H
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(2.39 ? x 10'4

(8)

and

hi =ho +2-,I[.~n

Note that in (6), (7) and (8) all heights and scale
heights are in kilometers.
The Greifingers (1979b) have also shown that the
effective waveguide height of reflection is roughly h,
,rather than the higher reflecting height h1. This is in
excellent agreement with the effective reflection
heights inferred from the Sanguine/Seafarer propagation measurements. The fact that it is the lower
height is not really that surprising since the horizontal
rate of energy flow is essentially constant up to an
altitude h0, above which it falls off very rapidly with

altitude.

The most common values of H and • employed in
interpreting VLF daytime propagation measurements
are H = 70 km and Q = 1/0.3=3.33 km. By using
these values in (4), (5), (7), and (8) we can readily
determine h,. hl, c/v, and a at ELF. For example,
at 75 Hz, h, - 49.1 km, h, - 79.5 km, c/v - 1.26,
and a -1.5 dB/Mm. Furthermore, at 1000 Hz, h, 57.7 kmn, h, - 70.8 km, c/v - 1.10, and at- 16.6
dB/Mm.

Mm

where h, is the altitude where a = cnco; h, is the
altitude where 4opoaý, 2 = 1; and C0 and • are the
conductivity scale heights at altitudes h, and h1 ,
respectively,
From (4) and (5) we can see that the phase constant
depends primarily on the two reflecting heights and is
essentially Independent on the conductivity scale

ii

heights. On the other hand, for a single scale-height
conductivity profile (i.e, , = C0 ), the attenuation rate
is directly proportional to scale height.

_

The theoretically determined values of the ELF daytime attenuation rate are plotted in figure 1 for frequencies of 5 to 2000 Hz. Also plotted, are various
experimentally determined values of a.These are all
determined from controlled source measurements,
except for the 7.8, 14, and 20 Hz attenuation rates,
which were inferred from Schumann resonance
measurements (Chapman et al., 1966). The 45 and
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75 Hz data points are average values determined from
the 1970-72 Project Sanguine/Seafarer propagation
measurements (Bannister, 1975), the 156 Hz value is
from Ginsberg (1974), and the 400 Hz value is from
Kuhnle and Smith (1964). The 630-1950 Hz data
points were obtained by employing the Navy VLF
antenna at Jim Creek, WA, as the source (Ginsberg,
1974). From figure 1 it can be seen that there is
excellent agreement throughout
the ELF range
between the theoretical (employing the Wait exponential ionospheric - conductivity profile) and experimentally determined values of ELF daytime attenuation
rates.
The theoretically determined values of the ELF daytime phase velocity are plotted in figure 2 for frequencies of 5 to 1000 Hz. Also plotted are various experimentally determined values of c/v. These values were
all determined from measurements of atmospherics.
The 7.8, 14, and 20 Hz values were inferred from
Schumann resonance measurements (Chapman et
al., 1966), the 50-225 Hz values are from Hughes and
Gallenberger 1974, and the 300-900 Hz measurements are the two station results of Chapman et al.
(1966). From figure 2 we see that there is excellent
agreement between the theoretical and experimentally
determined values of c/v for frequencies greater than
50 Hz and fair agreement for frequencies less than 50
Hz.
Under nighttime propagation conditions, a sharp E
region bottom is usually encountered before the
altitude h, is established.
The electron density
undergoes a very sharp increase in passing through
the bottom, above which it can be quite variable. The
Greifingers' (1979) have considered the simple model
where the density above this bottom varies slowly on
the scale of the local wavelength. The result is
c /v

-

(hE / h0 )1

(9)

We have also employed Waits' nighttime ionospheric
conductivity model (with a reference height of 90 km
and scale height of 1/0.4 = 2.5 km) in conjunction with
the Greifingers' nighttime theory. We also assumed
the height of the E region bottom was 90 km and its
conductivity was approximately 8 x 10"6 S/m. The
theoretically determined values of the ELF nighttime
attenuation rate are plotted in figure 3 for frequencies
of 40-1000 Hz. Also plotted are various experimentally determined values of a. These were all determined from the previously mentioned controlled
source measurements. From figure 3 we see that, for
frequencies from 45 to 800 Hz, there is excellent
agreement between the theoretical and experimentally determined values of the ELF nighttime attenuation
rates. Also, the 45-, 75-, and 156-Hz effective waveguide reflection heights (approximately 75 km) are in
excellent agreement with those inferred from the Sanguine-Seafarer measurements.
We have also considered the inverse problem (Bannister, 1985). We used experimentally determined
values of the ELF effective attenuation rate and
excitation factor, along with a modified theory of
Greifinger and Greifinger, to establish representative
ionospheric conductivity parameters for each propagation path over which ELF measurements were made
from 1966 to 1982. Both daytime and nighttime
(ambient and disturbed) propagation conditions were
considered. The representative ionospheric parameters include the reflection height ho, scale height •,
and reference height H.
For ambient daytime propagation conditions, the
individual path variations in the reflection height h0,
the inverse scale height P3
(which is equal to 1/
),
and the reference height H of the equivalent exponential ionospheric conductivity profile were 43-57
1
kin, 0.24-0.32 km" , and 67-82 km, respectively.
For ambient nighttime propagation conditions, the
individual path variations in h0, A, and H were 56-91
km, 0.21-0.49 km", and 74-107 km, respectively.

and
a - 0.143 fc

v k

O+
0

(10)
7CkO
TIE hE

where hE is the altitude of the E region bottom and
kon, is the E region local wave number. Comparison
with the daytime results (4) and (5) shows that the
altitude of the E region bottom has replaced the
frequency-dependent altitude h, as a parameter and
the local wavelength just inside the E region, has
replaced r.

We have also established representative ionospheric
conductivity parameters for the disturbed propagation
period of November/December 1982 (Katan and
Bannister, 1987). The largest value of inferred attenuation rate during SPE (solar proton events) disturbed
propagation conditions were for the WTF/Gulf of
Alaska path (2.51 dB/Mm at night and 2.6 dB/Mm
during the day). In fact during the November 23,
1982, minimum nighttime field strength period of 06300830 GMT, the apparent attenuation rate for this path
exceeded 3 dB/Mm. These attenuation rates are
substantially higher than those measured during
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ambient propagation conditions on WTF/east-andnortheast paths (-1.0 dB/Mm at night and -1.25dB/Mm
during the day).
The probable reason for the higher effective attenuation rates observed on the WTF/Gulf of Alaska path is
that this path is nearly tangent to the exterior boundary of the disturbed polar cap. That geometry causes
lateral refraction of the TEM mode and thus shadow
zones (Field and Joiner, 1982; Field et a/., 1986).
For ambient nighttime-propagation conditions, the
average interpreted values of the reflection height, h.,
the scale height, C0, E layer reflection height, hE, and
the reference height, H, of the equivalent exponential
ionospheric-conductivity profile are 77.5, 2.47, 93.0
and 92.8 km, respectively (Bannister, 1985). During
SPE disturbed nighttime-propagation conditions, the
average inferred attenuation rate and excitation factor
were 1.88 dB/Mm and -1.4 dB(O.85). The average
interpreted values of ho, 1, H, and hE were 59.6,
5.18, 92.0, and 91.0 km, respectively, i.e., the average
reflection height was decreased by about 20 km and
the scale height was doubled.
For 76 Hz daytime propagation, the representative
ionospheric conductivity parameters can be calculated
from the inferred values of ca and E by employing
the following seven-step procedure (Bannister, 1985):
1. Estimate

o

9.201 x 10-2
cth 0 C/V
(c/v )2 + 1

(16)

7. Determine H from
(17)

H - ho + 6.26 ro

The first check on the accuracy of this procedure uses
the determined values of •, hQ, and c/v in

+ 1]

[
a

-

10.868

ho

j (cv

c/v

1

]

dBIMm

This result should yield the starting value of
0.01 dB/Mm.

(18)

ac within

The second check uses the determined values of •,
h,, and X in
h,

~ho + 2 ýoX

(19)

The resulting value for h1, from (19), should be within
2% of the value obtained from (15).

, from
o2.25(ca/E)

2. Determine

6. Determine • from

y

(11)

from
x

In(314.5/

)

(12)

(1 + 0.09 UX

(13)

-

0

3. Determine c/v from
c/V

-

4. Determine h. from
ho

55.90
E( clv )¶rl

(14)

5. Determine h, from
h- ~ h,( cIv )112

(15)

As an example of the above procedure, consider the
March to April 1971 results for the WTF Utah-Hawaii
path. For this path, the inferred daytime attenuation
rate was 1.50 dB/Mm and the excitation factor was
+0.3 dB (1.035) (Bannister, 1975). From (11) -(17),
Q 3.25 km, X - 4.57, c/v - 1.27, ho - 47.9 km, h,
~ 77.4 km,Co~ 3.21 km,f3 -0.31 km", and H -68.0
km. Using (18) and (19) as checks results in ac- 1.50
dB/Mm and h, - 77.3 km, which are well within 1%
of the determined results. Also note that the initial
estimate of • is within 1% of the determined value.
RECENT MEASUREMENTS
Many of the earlier controlled source ELF field
strength measurements were solely amplitude only
measurements (i.e., the relative phase (AO) between
the daytime and nighttime periods was not measured).
This oversight has been corrected in recent measurements.
At the present time, the U.S. Navy has land based
ELF receiving sites located in New London, CT;
Norfolk, VA; Kings Bay, GA; and Pearl City, HI. Their
distances from the dual ELF transmitter site
(WTFIMTF) are 1.50, 1.54, 1.85, and 6.67 Mm,
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respectively. Typical daily plots of signal (both amplitude and relative phase) and atmospheric noise field
strengths are presented in figures 4 and 5. If the
excitation factor is assumed to be identical at the
Hawaii site and one (or all) of the closer in sites, the
effective attenuation rate is just equal to the difference
of the normalized field strengths divided by their
difference in distance from the transmitter. (The
normalized field strength is equal to the measured
field strength with the spreading loss added and
WTF/MTF pattern factors subtracted.) That is,
(20)

H#1 - H#2 dBIMm
/P2

-

P1

where
/(VI20

A,

-20 log

(21)

1
[ B

Jfrom

is the normalized field strength at the closer site
(located at a distance p, )
and

/-H, = 20 log H,, + 10 log
- 210 log

a sin

(22)

F)

is the normalized field strength at the farther site
(located at a distance p2 ). For dual site omnidirec-

tional operation, the pattern factors vary from 7.2 to
7.6 dB for the above mentioned four sites.
When the effective attenuation rate has been determined, the effective excitation factor can be determined by adding a constant (139.1 dB at 76 Hz) and
the product of the effective attenuation rate times the
measurement distance to the normalized field strength
at either site. That is"(cv)
(23)
20logE =1, 1 +139.1 +ap, dB
=H+ 139.1 *+apzdB

For a day, D, to night, N, path change, the corresponding relative-phase change at each received site
would be

(2rP A (c'

(24)

V
where A(c/v) = (c/v),
space wavelength.

-

(cv)N , and 2, is the free-

Therefore, from the Hawaii and one (or all) of the
closer in sites measured field strengths (both amplitude and relative phase), we can determine the
effective daytime and nighttime attenuation rates and
excitation factors, as well as the average relative
phase velocity difference between daytime and
nighttime propagation conditions [A(c/v)]. In these
interpretations, particular emphasis should be given to
the Hawaii relative phase measurements, since a 0.03
change in A(c/v) corresponds to a 180 change in A4ý,
while the corresponding A4 change for the closer in

sites is only
20loga0log
sin
ýF (•)values

-

40

to

50.

Many years ago (Bannister, 1975), we plotted inferred
of cc versus inferred values of E. These 75 Hz
values, which are presented in figure 6, were obtained
controlled source propagation measurements
taken during 1970 - 72. This procedure, which does
not depend upon the selection of a particular ionospheric model, yielded cc 1.4E dB/Mm at 75 Hz for
both daytime and nighttime 1970 - 72 propagation
periods. The fact that a is proportional to E is not
really so surprising since, for both isotropic and
exponential ionospheric conductivity models, both a
and E are inversely proportional to the effective
ionospheric reflecting height ho.
From (1) and (5) for a single scale height exponential
ionospheric conductivity profile (for a frequency of 76
Hz):
L 0.1944
E "

¢oCJ"' .(cIv) 2 +11
v

[

(25)

c/v

The average phase velocity ratio inferred from the
daytime propagation measurements made during
1970 and 1972 was c/v - 1.25 (Bannister, 1975).
This ratio results in the quantity
2

C

1

+ II

2.05

(26)

Note that this estimate is good
within 2% when 1.15
<_ c/v < 1.35. For ambient nighttime propagation
(1.05 <:.. c/v < 1.15), this quantity w 2.01. With a
little bit of hindsight, if we let the relative daytimia and
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nighttime phase velocity ratios be 1.25 and 1.12,
respectively, then
TE z 0.445

(27)

for daytime propagation conditions and 0.414 • for
nighttime propagation conditions. That is, the ratio of
aLto E is directly proportional to the scale height of
the ionospheric conductivity profile. Thus, we can
obtain a very good initial estimate of the scale height
Co from the inferred values of a and E. That is,
o2.25(cE)

(11)

for ambient daytime propagation conditions and
o2.41 (olE)

(28)

for ambient nighttime propagation conditions. Employing (11) and (28) with the average inferred values of
a and E obtained from the 1970 - 72 propagation
0.3 km-) for
tests results yields o 3.3 km (3
both daytime and nighttime 1970 - 72 propagation
periods. Also, o/E = 1.42 which is almost identical to
the experimentally determined results plotted in figure
6.
Presented in tables 1 and 2 are recent 75 Hz band
interpretations for ambient daytime and nighttime
propagation conditions. The representative daytime
ionospheric parameters were obtained from the
inferred values of a and E and (11) through (17).
The nighttime relative phase velocity ratio (cNv)N was
obtained by subtracting the measured value of A(c/v)
from the calculated value (13) of the daytime relative
The representative
phase velocity ratio (c/v) 0 .
nighttime values of the reflection height, scale height,
and reference height were then calculated from (14),
(16), and (17), respectively.
Tabulated in the last column in tables 1 and 2 are the
scale heights calculated from the approximations (11)
and (28). Note that these approximate values of
scale height are almost identical to those calculated
from the more rigorous formula (16).
Both the daytime and nighttime inferred values of
excitation factors and daytime attenuation rates listed
in tables 1 and 2 are in good agreement with previous
75 Hz band measurements taken over various propagation paths (see tables 1 and 3 of Bannister (1985)).
However, the summertime nighttime attenuation rates
are substantially lower( - 0.6dB/Mm compared to- 1.0
dB/Mm). Also, the summertime daytime attenuation
rates (- 1.25 dB/Mm) are lower than measured during

othertimes of the year (- 1.50 dB/Mm). This apparent
seasonal effect will be investigated further.
DISCUSSION
A convenient quantity to describe the characteristics
of the lower ionosphere is the "conductivity parameter" o,, which is defined by
or = o0Iv

(29)

where oo is the (angular) plasma frequency of the
electrons and v is the effective collision frequency
(Wait, 1970). The plasma frequency at a particular
height is determined directly by the electron density
profile. Experience has shown that simple exponential
models of the electron density and collision frequency
in the lower ionosphere are adequate to describe
ELFNLF/LF radiowave propagation in most cases.
The exponential height profile of the conductivity
parameter o, successfully employed by Wait and
Spies (1964) is
co(z) =2.5 x 101 eI•(H -,)J

(30)

where 13is equal to 1/1 and H is the (arbitrary)
reference height.
From tables 1 and 2 we see that, on the average, 13
- 0.30 km-1 and H - 75 km for ambient daytime
propagation conditions. For ambient nighttime propagation conditions, 13- 0.36 km-' and H - 95 km.
Figure 7 shows four typical height profiles of the
These profiles are
conductivity parameter (or.
representative of (1) ambient daytime (3= 0.30 km-',
H = 75 km), (2) disturbed daytime (13= 0.18 km-' ,
H = 74 km), (3) ambient nighttime (13= 0.36 kmin,
0.19
H = 95 km), and (4) disturbed nighttime (13
km, H = 92 km) propagation conditions.
Typically, the electron density profile will change from
day to day, even during magnetically quiet periods.
As a consequence, the profile of the conductivity
parameter (o, will be somewhat variable. Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to suggest that a suitable
analytical model for the lower ionosphere is described
by an effective conductivity that varies exponentially
with height.
It should also be mentioned that heavy ions will
contribute to the effective value of a), In fact, if the
frequency of interest is much less than the Ion collision frequency, the lower ionosphere may still be
represented by an effective conductivity that is numerically equal to so", (see chapter VIII of Waft (1970)).

f
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a tutorial overview
on ELF propagation. We have also compared the
Greifingers simple form approximate expressions
(which relate ELF propagation constants to realistic
ionospheric conductivity profiles) with experimentally
derived results for both daytime and nighttime ambient
propagation conditions.
The inverse problem has also been considered. We
have used the experimentally dete,,,ined values of
effective attenuation rate and excitation factor, along
with the modified Greifinger equations, to establish
representative ionospheric parameters for each
propagation path considered.
These parameters
include the reflection height h., the inverse scale
height 1 (which is equal to 1/.), and the reference
height H of the equivalent exponential ionospheric
conductivity profile.
We have recently analyzed some of the field strength
data taken at the U.S. Navy's four land based ELF
monitoring sites (New London, CT; Norfolk, VA; Kings
Bay, GA; and Pearl City HI). Both the daytime and
nighttime inferred values of excitation factors and
daytime attenuation rates are in good agreement with
previous 75 Hz band measurements taken over
various propagation paths. However, the summertime
nighttime attenuation rates are substantially lower (
"- 0.6 dB/Mm compared to - 1.0 dB/Mm). Also, the
summertime daytime attenuation rates ( ~ 1.25
dB/Mm) are lower than measured during other times
of the year ( - 1.50 dB/Mm).
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TABLE 1. 75Hz BAND INTERPRETATIONS FOR AMBIENT DAYTIME PROPAGATION CONDITIONS

PATH

DATE

cI
(dB/Mm)

E
(dB)

TaE

c/v

ho
(kin)

(kin)

(km)"

H
(kin)

Approx
P.=2.25 (a/E)
(kin)

Alaska-Saipan

5/72

1.60

-0.7

1.73

1.28

53.8

3.84

0.26

77.8

3.89

WTF-E & NE

1977-78

1.25

-1.0

1.40

1.23

56.5

3.18

0.31

76.4

3.15

WTF-N & NW

1977-78

1.50

+0.3

1.45

1.27

47.9

3.21

0.31

68.0

3.26

Conn-Hawaii

6/90

1.31

-1.0

1.47

1.24

56.3

3.32

0.30

77.1

3.31

Conn-Hawaii

7/90

1.31

-0.8

1.44

1.24

55.0

3.24

0.31

75.3

3.24

Kings Bay-Hawaii

7/91

1.25

-0.8

1.37

1.23

55.3

3.11

0.32

74.8

3.08

Conn-K.B.-Hawaii

8/91

1.13

-I.4

1.33

1.215

59.6

3.04

0.33

78.6

2.99

Conn-Hawaii

11/91

1.48

-0.2

1.51

1.265

50.9

3.37

0.30

72.0

3.40

1.45

-0.6

1.55

1.26

53.4

3.47

0.29

75.1

3.49

1.36

-0.7

1.47

1.25

54.3

3.31

0.30

75.0

3.31

Norfolk-Hawaii

3/92-4/92

AVERAGE

TABLE 2. 75Hz BAND INTERPRETATIONS FOR AMBIENT NIGHTTIME PROPAGATION CONDITIONS

PATH

Alaska-Saipan

DATE

a,
(dB/Mm)

E,
(dB)

a/E

Meas
A(c/v)

c/v

ho
(km)

(km)

(km)-'

H
(km)

Approx.
L'=2.41(ci/E)
(kin)

5/72

0.8

-4.5

1.34

0.16

1.12

88.6

3.24

0.31

108.9

3.23

WTF-E & NE

1977-78

0.9

-3.8

1.39

0.15

1.08

83.3

3.44

0.29

104.8

3.36

WTF-N & NW

1977-78

0.9

-2.1

1.15

0.13

1.14

66.7

2.74

0.36

83.9

2.76

Conn-Hawaii

6/90

0.54

-4.0

0.86

0.11

1.13

83.3

2.05

0.49

96.1

2.07

Conn-Hawaii

7/90

0.62

-3.6

0.94

0.12

1.12

79.9

2.26

0.44

94.0

2.26

Kings Bay-Hawaii

7/91

0.73

-3.1

1.04

0.09

1.14

74.8

2.49

0.40

90.4

2.51

Conn-K .B.-Hawaii

8/91

0.65

-3.5

0.97

0.115

1.10

79.8

2.37

0.42

94.6

2.35

11/91

0.89

-2.5

1 19

0.145

1.12

70.4

2.86

0.35

88.3

2.86

1.06

-2.5

1.41

0.13

1.13

70.1

3.39

0.29

91.3

3.41

0.79

-3.2

1.14

0.13

1.12

77.4

2.76

0.36

94.7

2.76

...-..
-

...

Conn-Hawaii
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Fig. 4. Typical Hawaii signal and noise data
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Discussion
V. LAMMERS (US)
In view of the high man made interference levels at or near your frequency and the limited ability
to discriminate directionally, what bandwidths do you have to employ to communicate successfully?

AUTHOR'S REPLY
The transmitting antenna system bandwidths are of the order of 16 Hz, while the receiving system

bandwidths are the order of 1 Hz or less.
P. KOSSEY (US)
In deriving the exponential electron density models from the ELF data, do you include the effects of
ions, as well as electrons?
AUTHORS' REPLY
Heavy ions will contribute to the effective value of mr. As Jim Wait has pointed out, the lower
ionosphere may still be represented by an effective conductivity that is numerically equal to £owr
The Greifingers' have shown that the reflection height at ELF is equal to the height where a = Oxo.
Therefore, ELF waves will be reflected from heights where the value of O)r (ho) is much less than it is at
VLF (105 to 106 radians). In particular the 76 Hz value of wr (ho) is approximately equal to 500 radians.
U.S. INAN (US)
I am very pleased to see the good agreement between data and modeling and the fact that ELF
modeling is quite insensitive to magnetic field and directional effects, this might mean that ground
conductivity models may be improved as a result of such measurements. Would you like to comment on the
use of ELF measurements for geophysical prospecting?

*

q

AUTHOR'S REPLY
At the present time, the dual site ELF system is operated in an encoded MSK mode; the signals can
only be received by the operational ELF receiver. If, at some future time, the system was operated in the
CW mode, the signals could be received by a simple ELF receiver (such as modified wave analyzer). In the
CW mode, the dual site ELF transmitter could be used as a controlled source for ELF surface impedance
measurements - which would make it a very useful geophysical tool.
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THE CONE STRUCTURE AND FOCUSING OF THE
ELECTRIC FIELD OF VLF AND LF WAVES AT
HIGH ALTITUDES OF THE IONOSPHERE
Ya.L. Alpert
Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
60 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
J.L. Green
Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA
SUMMARY
This paper presents a short review of the frequency and
angle dependencies of the electric field radiated by an electric dipole E = E0 coswt in a magnetoplasma and detailed
results of numerical calculations of jEJ in the VLF and LF
frequency bands 0.0 2 fb < F < 0.5fb in the ionosphere and
magnetosphere in the altitude region Z = (800-6000) km
(F -' (4 - 500) !:Hz and fb c (1.1 to 0.2) MHz is the
electron gyro-frequency).
The amplitudes of the electric field have large maxima in four regions: close to the direction of the Earth
magnetic field line B 0 (it is the so called Axis field E 0 ),
in the Storey Est, Reversed Storey Epevst, and Resonance ERe- Cones. The maximal values of E 0 , ERos, and

ERev.St are the most pronounced close to the low hybrid./
frequency, F- FL. The flux of the electric field is concentrated in very narrow regions, with the apexes angles
of the cones AO ý- (0.1 - 1) degree. The enhancement
and focusing of the electric field increases with altitude
starting at Z > 800 km.

b. The electric field also increases strongly in the, so
called, Storey and Reversed Storey Cones, namely around
the angles 13.,, and 3,,ri. of the maximum and minimum
of the )3(0) dependence (see below Fig.l), where E is the
angle between the wave vector k and B 0 . The enhancement of the field is especially large in the Reversed Storey
Cone. This characteristic of the field was also omitted because in the earlier studies, the influence of the ions was
not taken into account. Due to the ions, the minimum of
3(O) and the Reversed Storey Cone are produced.
c. The fourth field growth region is near the resonance
frequencies, in the so called Resonance Cones.

90
.

sC +

The main features of the electric field studied in Ill to
[4] are the following:
a. In the vicinity of the direction of the magnetic field
B 0 , when the angle between the direction of the group
velocity of ELF-LF electromagnetic waves 0 -- 0, the amplitude of the electric field IEI strongly increases. This
important characteristic of the field was omitted in the
earlier studies of this problem (see [5]).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The linear theory of radiation of an electric dipole in
a homogeneous magnetoplasma, used in this study, was
developed by Alpert, Alpert & Moiseyev, and by Alpert,
Budden et al. (ase 111, 121. (31. 141). The general
theoretical results obtained In these papers, the
formulae, the computer analysis and the general physical
understanding of this problem. are used in this study.

R

stco

60

At Z > 1000 up to 6000 kin,

the relative value of E, in comparison with its value at
Z = 800 kmn is about (102 to 10o) times larger. Thus, the
flux of VLF and LF electromagnetic waves in the Earth
magnetoplasma produces and is guided by very narrow
pencil beams, similar, let us say, to laser beams.

VLF (Fb -

1

WLC8

Zý

RmCOM
P*

Xb- =

n

"60

0

(19

l
Fig 1. The dependence of the angle between the Sgoup
veooty U and the magpetic dd Beo the ange 6
between the wave number vector k and Be.

The enhancement of the field is especially large by ap-

proaching the low hybrid frequency. In the following parts
of the paper, all these characteristics are described in more
detail by analyzing results of calculations of the electric
field E at high altitudes of the ionosphere.
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2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM, FORMULAE.
A homogeneous cold magnetoplasma, which is characterized by a superimposed magnetic field B 0 , by an electric
permitivity tensor co and a refractive index n is considered. The magnetic field B 0 is parallel to the z axis in
coorthe cartesian (x, y, z) and in the cylindrical (p, p, z)
dinate systems. The refractive index is thought as a vector
n with components
cosV, n. = +n1+,
nsinO2 sing,2

n

=

nsin

n.

=

ncos0, n, = (n.+V)=n2 sin 2 e,

Jo, J, - (27rn.Lp)l

1

(2)

since the plasma has rotational symmetry around the z
axis.
The general solution of the system of the Maxwell equa-

2

exp [-i (nP

-- 4)]

(5)

may be used. The saddle points are estimated in this region by the equation
cos/ drll + sin/3 = 0

(1)

where e is the angle between the wave normal vector k
and the z axis, z 11B 0 . The electromagnetic waves E, H eiWt, generated in the magnetoplasma, are produced by an
electric dipole of moment Iei~t, w = 27rF or w = 2frf is
the angular frequency of the waves. The electric dipole
is parallel to the z axis, i.e. I [ B 0 . The source dipole
is placed at x = y = z = 0. The receiving point is at a
distance r = vr 2 + z 2 from the source in a direction / to
the magnetic field B 0 and
x= r sin 13, y = 0, z = r cos 1

The second important case is when n±p > 1 and the
observation point is sufficiently far from the axis, from the
direction of the magnetic field B 0 , and the asymptotic of
the Bessel function

(6)

dn(
The field is enhanced in that region again because of the
contributing of two saddle points of the integrands when
they are close together - they coalesce. In this case the
field is enhanced at different angle intervals #. These field
enhancements are the Est and ERev.St and form Storey
and Reversed Storey cones. They respectively exist in the
frequency bands FRS :5 F < Fs 2 and FRs :5 F < FL (see
below Fig.1). The field ERem.st becomes especially strong
at frequencies w < WL.
One more region of the enhancement of the field ER.

tions of this problem is described by a sum of complicated

is the resonance cone. It occurs when the coefficient of
refraction n -+ 0. At the resonance
-= ±-', tan2 3 = -(7)
ZZ

integrals (see [2], [31). The integrands of these integrals
are rapidly oscillating functions. They are described by

where ec and e., are the elements of the tensor co. In our
case, in the cartesian coordinate system

the Bessel functions J0 (nl, hp) and J, (ni, •p), and the
derivatives dn- where
nx.=nsinE,

)
2
n 1 1=ncos0, n =n2 +n.

These integrals can only be studied by numerical methods.
The method of the steepest descents, i.e. the stationary
phase method, was used for this purpose. Certainly, the
accuracy of this asymptotic method is sufficiently high only
in the far zone from the source, namely, when

W p2 + z2 = Wr > 1.
c
c

(3)

The main contributionto the field is made by saddle points.
Two cases are considered by analyzing the integrals. Namely
these cases characterize the basic physical properties of the
field,
The first case is when the observation point is at very
small horizontal distances from the source, namely, when
r - 0 (i.e. the angle 1 of the ray direction is very small).
In this region the field is growing larger and becomes tery
strong close to the direction of the magnetic field. This is
called the Axis Jield E.. The saddle points are estimated
in this case by the equation
±a

=0

(4)

dn,

C

CC

0

0

0

C•

e.. = e(8)

J

The computer analysis and formulae used in the paper
cited above by Alpert, Budden, etc. [4] for numerical calculations of the moduli [El was developed by K. Budden.
The first order descents evaluation of the integrals used
by these calculations give the contribution o. the saddle
points of the Axis and of the both Storey and Reversed
Storey cone fields.
The field E9 is expressed by an algebraic combination
of the both Bessel functions Jo(n±,p) and J1(njp) (see
(5)), and also by a combination of the components of the
refraction index n and of the elements of the tensor co of
the plasma. The fields lEsti and IEV.,vStl are expressed
by a combination of the Airy integral function Aj(p) and
its derivative A'(p), and also by n and co. The field in the
resonance cone 1E&.1 is much simpler and is expressed
by an algebraic combination of the elements of the tensor,
and of the refraction index n. Certainly, all these formulae
depend on the angular frequencies w and the angle of the
ray direction /.
The general formulae of

ElE
and

the formulae used in

the computer analysis are complicated.

For orientation,

The Axis field enhancement appears at frequencies w 2! wt,
(wL = 2irFL is the low hybrid frequency). Fbr many

only seeMaatic formulae were given here. They show the
distance and angle dependence of the moduli of the field

deades, it was believed that thef"eld*diVslredo

used in this study

to

the direction of the magnetic field Be (me, for example,

Arbel and elson (51).

'I

I!1 = (lE.1i + IE,1I + IJE.1)

(9)
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These asymptotic formulae are of the following shape:
The Axis field

The

3

lEol ""

n
xJ, n,

4zn] X
(10)

CO],

This model is close to the parameters of the plasma in the

vicinity of the maximum of the ionosphere. This figure
and Fig.2, where a schematic frequency dependence of the
coefficient of refraction n is given, demonstrate the distribution of the angles and the characteristic frequencies of
the cones formed in a magnetoplasma in the VLF and LF
frequency bands.

The field in the two Storey cones
I_

X
exp(-i{ ...
(Cos,3)1/3. (sin/0)1/2

0)•(

Fst [A.(p), Ai(p), n, e0]

The generatrix of the Storey cones, shown in Fig. 1 contains the maxima angles /3M of the angle dependencies
/#(G). The maximal value of m
= O/st,M corresponds
to the upper frequency limit WRs/IW, (WRS = 2IrFRs),
where the Storey cones and Reversed Storey cones dis-

(11)

,

where all the values of Fst[.. . depend on w, P, etc., Aj(p)
and A•(p) are the Airy function and its derivative,
1/2

p

dn= +)
dn _ z/

('
/
\ 11J

and is determined by the point of inflection of

2appear

(_Z)2/,
C

(12)

N3(O). The generatrix of the Reversed Storey cones contains the angles 8,. of the minima of /(G). The upper

and Fst{...} is determined by some parameters of the
magnetoplasnia. by w and [•

IER.I L

I-

(I

M.. = 5.44 . 10-4,

quencies respectfully Pe is the electron-ion collision frequency, m and MH, are the electron and proton masses.

where all the values of FAx[.. .]depend on w, /3 and on the
characteristics frequencies of the magnetoplasma.

lEstil

= 2.49.
104 Hz, V'i = 102 sec,
ieldMH1

(15)

where fo and f are- the electron Langmuir and gyro- fre-

[4
e.rp [i

xFA[JO, J

FL

xis

(27n,\ 1/2

(w_

fo = 3.39. 106 Hz, fb = 1.194 - 106 Hz

W3)??P'e~p-i!e,(nsin~n~csO)
i

x FRf? In(w.,13), eo(w,13),

13].

x

(13)

3. FREQUENCY, ANGLE DEPENDENCIES OF JEl.

frequency limit of #,.,ax = #Mmaz also corresponds to
Ws/Wb, where both the maxima and minima of 83(0) ap-

proach each other and disappear. The low frequency limits of the Storey and Reversed Storey cones correspond to
nWs
2 /l,,• and WL/to (Ws2 = 2rFs2), where again the maxima
and minima of /3(0) disappear (see Figs. 1 to 3). Thus,
the frequency bands of the Storey and Reversed Storey
cones respectively are: (WRS to Ws 2 ) and (WRS to WL), the
frequency wRs < WL. In the model of the magnetoplasma
used in this section (see (15)) these characteristic frequencies F and the characteristic angles # of both of the Storey
cones are equal to:
FStMarX

=

The structure of the electromagnetic field in a full ionized and homogeneous magnetoplasma discussed here was
initially studied by detailed investigations of the behavior
of the direction of the group velocity vector U = dw/dk in

a magnetoplasma. The dependence of the angle /3 between
the vectors U and B0 , and the angle 9 between the wave
vector k and B0 reveals the basic features of the field (see
[D.
The vector U and the Pointing vector S are collinear in
an non-absorbing plasma (see [6]). This theorem is applicable because the collision frequency v of the ionospheric
plasma used in this study is very small (see below). Let us
illustrate here the behavior of 0(0) by the following two
figures.
In Fig.l the dependence of /) on 9 is shown. It is
determined by
(1 .)field
\
= 03
9- arctan
(14)
where n = n(Oe,w) is the coefficient of refraction of the
magnetoplasma. By calculation of 0(0) given of Fig.1 and
of different dependencies of the electric field given in this
section, we used the following model of a magnetoplasma,
consisting only of one kind of ions (namely protons H+):

-- 2.6" 10'

21r

Ws2
2-

Hz , 1st,m_ = 210;

Hz , jdso = 00;
(16)
2.087 • 10-2 Hz , #Ro.StO = 0'
2
0r
The resonance cones are formed in the frequency band (FL
Fst,o =

FR.!ý.st~o =

=.48f

-L-=
WL

Angular dependencies of the electric field in different
cones and of the Axis field at different frequencies ratios
F/f6 are shown on Fig.3. It is natural that the Axis
field and the fields inside both Storey cones are oscillating
because they are formed by superposition of two modes
(mathematically by contribution of the saddle points, see
previous section II). The maximal values Max Elm,, of
IEI,,,. of these oscillations of the Axis field and Reversed
Storey cones are closer to the direction of Bo. They are
determined below by the notation /3,,,.
The resonance
has only one maximum. It is formed only by one saddie point and it is also denoted by #,.,.
Let us note here that the notations MazIEI.,. both of
Eimv.sir, IEstj,.,, and of iEn-j,
1 ,. are used
below in this and in the following sections. The values of
B shown in the figures and in the tables below are also the
values p. of these fields.

I
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very little on tihe oscillations of ions which Inroduce the
low hybrid resonance and the Reversed Storey cone. In
the earlier studies, the influence of the ions was not taken
into account by discussing the guidding of LF waves, i.e. of
the electron whistlers, along B0, and the formation of the
Reversed Storey cone, was omnitted.

band JEst I,.,. is almost a constant magnetude.T

The values of 8 of the Storey cones are changing in the
frequency band F/fb - 0.1 to 0.28 from 13_., = 21' up to
8.9°, and &., '--+00, when F/fb = 0.48. The amplitudes
of the electric field iEsti.., are about (10 to 102) times
larger than the predicted electric field in free space, however, much smaller than the Axis field and the field in the
Reversed Storey and Resonance cones.
The enhancement of the field by approaching the low
hybrid frequency is absent in the Storey cone because it
is formed by the oscillations of the electrons and depends
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(10) to (13)). This factor is only used on the dependencies shown on Fig.4 and 9 by normalization of tEl and by
comparison of lEol and lEresI.

From Fig.5 it follows that both the Axis field and the fields
in the Reversed Storey and Resonance cones are very large
and increase very quickly, especially by approaching the
low hybrid frequency FL. The maximum values of lEt become in this region about 10' times larger than in the
Storey cone and the directions (angles 13,,.,) of the maximum values of lEt become closer to the direction of the
magnetic field B 0 . The apexes of the cones, where most of
the flux of the field is concentrated, become very narrow.
This effect is shown in the next section in more detail, by
presenting the results of calculation of [El at high altitudes
of the ionosphere and in the lower magnetosphere.
4. THE ELECTRIC FIELD

Preliminary calculations have shown that the amplitude of IEI is growing up very quickly in the altitude region Z = (400 to 800)kmn. For example, at Z = (400, 500,
800, 1000)km the maximum values of IEol of the Axis
field are equal to MaxlE0Imx !- 6.6 . 10-2, 2.9, 9.5 •
102, 1.4 • 105; and at Z = (800, 1000)km, the values
MaxlEreolm..x " 28 and 1887. Thus, the enhancement
of the flux of VLF and LF electromagnetic waves in the
Earth magnetoplasma, caused by the caustic focusing, is
especially pronounced at high altitudes greater than or
equal to 800 kmn.

lEt, Z = (800 - 6000)km.

By these calculations we used the model of the ionosphere and magnetosphere given in Table IL This model is
representative of day-time middle latitude conditions. The
notations used in the table are: Z is the altitude above the
Earth's surface, Nne, are the densities of the neutral partides, electrons and ions, T° and B are the temperature

The altitude behavior of the electric field in the ionosphere and magnetosphere is presented in this section by
detailed calculations of the Axis field tEal and resonance
field jEres.. By calculation of JEl, both in this and in the
previous sections, the factor (I-") is omitted (see formulae

JEJ
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FMaxlEJ.....-3310
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- O=.02285
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Axis field
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in Kelvin degrees and the magnetic field in gammas along
the Earth's magnetic field line, v,, and vei are the collision
frequencies between the electrons and the neutral particles
and the ions, fo and F0 are the Langmuir plasma frequencies of the electrons and ions, fb, Fb, FL are the electron's
and ion's gyro-frequencies and the low hybrid frequency of
the ions where:

FL

lium ions (O' and He+) including protons (H+). Therefore, in the lower part of the ionosphere, we use by calculations of the electron and ion gyro- frequencies fb and Fb,
the effective mass of the neutral particles
,

(17)

R

IEJ
"

.

M
s = 1,2,3.

,

In (18), Nio and Mi, are, respectively, the ion densities
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0.02 10
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1
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lot

1

0.0573
0.01

____

10',
10'
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f,

- --

0.020960

0.020965 F/l,

(18)

and masses of H+, He+ and O+. For fixed altitudes Z, the
results of the calculation of IEol and of lEr..l are shown
for illustration on Figs. 5 to 8. The main characteristics
of these fields are given in the Tables III and IV.

Up to the altitude about (800 - 1000) km the ionosphere consists of a noticeable number of oxygen and he-

5000

Ni

M.=.

0.0208

0.0210

0.0212

Fig 6. The field lEol and the frequency dependence of 0 of the Axis field.
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Z ,km
800
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
6000

Table III.
FL/Fb
0.02088
0.02281
0.02226
0.02101
0.02029
0.02048
0.02115
0.02236

Data of the Axis field E0 l.
F,,,/F. F,x.. ,kHz MaxIEo,..m
0.02297
22.60
951
0.022831
20.71
1.38- 05
0.02227
16.59
2.17- 106
-0.021
13.02
1.58. 107
0.02030
10.33
8.285- 107
1.116.108
8.951
0.02062
0.02126
6.825
1.557-1
.s
0.022345
4.264
2.109- 108

tromagnetic waves is concentrated in very narrow angles
namely A/8< (10-1 - 10-2) deg.
To compare the data discussed above of the altitude
dependence of IEoI and lEres, the values of MaxjEoim.x
and of MaxjEreslmaz were normalized to Z = 800 kin,
namely the dependencies

6jEjm-

Table IV. Data of the resonance field JEr- .
Z,km FIFm. F,,.a, kHz MaxZEo,,.
f3m., de
800
0.03
29.6
27.7
- 1.12
1000
0.0285
25.85
1937
0.0998
3000
0.0220
9.548
1.1574- 0
0.496
6000 j0.0240
4.584
2.449. l0r
0,527

5. DISCUSSION OF THE PROPERTIES OF IEl.
The dependencies of IEoI on x and of MaxlEolmax on
their oscillatF/fb shown in Figs.(5 and 6) demonstrate
field line
magnetic
the
from
away
moving
by
character
ing

(MaxJEl,,. .F•aý)s
(MaxIEmax.
IF•)Z=I00k,

(22)

were calculated. The results of these calculations are shown
in Fig.9 and in Table V, where the altitude dependence of
these fields and the values of F = Fm- at different altitudes of the Axis field and Resonance field are also given.
It is seen that the behavior of the relative values of the
maximum of the Axis and Resonance fields are in general
similar. The values of JEl increase very quickly by a factor
-, 10' in the altitude region Z = 800 to 2400 km, and diminish slow at higher altitudes. The frequencies F,,, are
also comparable, but Foma. is a little smaller than F,.....x.
3
the
namely
of and
IEl, IV,
values IIl
maximum
of the
The direction
angles
/ ma•, given
above
in the Tables
are also
commensurable.

Bo (3 = 0) and the very pronounced MaxIEo,,,m, of the
electric field lEof depending on F/fb. Besides, the closest
maximum of E30 to B 0 is MaxiEolI,,; it is characterized
by the angle 0 mx = arctan x/r. These angles are very

Table V. Normalized data of IE0l and lEresI.
z,ki 6bEol_
IFoI.. kHz 61E..I_ IF, ..I,.JUHz
800
1
20.60
1
29.6
32
1000
111.34
20.71
43
25.85
71
1500

902.32

16.59

small, and increase with altitude as the following:

2000

3,18- 10

13.02

2500

8.32 -.10

10.33

8.95

1.3-104

9.55

9.6

60000
6000

4951.03

4.82
4.26

1 0
3,03. - 03

4.58

8
81

Z, km

=

800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500

j, deg

=

0.014, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.07

(19)

The frequency dependence j3(F) has a minimum which is
a little shifted from the frequency Fm. and 13(F) increases
when approaching the low hybrid frequency FL (see Fig.6).
The dependence of MaxIEolI._ on frequency in the neighborhood of F = Fmar is also given on this figure. A very
important characteristic of the frequency dependence of
the Axis field is its narrow-band character of the value
in the vicinity of MaxlEol,,r,. Namely, about 99%
F,
of the flux of these electromagnetic waves are concentrated
in the frequency bands
AF_•-

4

7.29-103
1,49. - 0'

The depe0den of th
on the cllision freqenc
vWe at z = 1000 km is shown for illustration in Fig.10,
The maxi
i = 40
tie
1.93E0
imns wh v
wrF
ou
m
4.8. 10', namely when vei "- 100 s-1. Thus, the enhancement of the amplitude of the field is very sensitive to the
ion-electron collision frequency which dominates in the altitude region of interest here.
BRIEF CONCLUSIONS.

(20)

It is important to note that the most interesting and

at the altitudes Z = (800 to 6000)kin.
The behavior of both the electric fields IE 1.. l, shown
on Figs. (7 and 8) and of lEstI and IEpt.v.St.I, (see Figs. 3
and 4), differs, in many respects, from the behavior of the
Axis field E 0 . The maxima MaxlEolmox of these fields are
also pronounced close to the low hybrid frequency at FL.
However, the value of f,&., changes considerable with fre0.03, 0.1, 0.3,
quency. For example, at F/lb = (F/fb)m.,
0.5, the values lEresimx. are conformed to the following
values of •o at Z = (1000, 3000 and 6000) kin:

important feature of the electric field E intensity of a radiating dipole in the ionosphere at Z = 800 - 6000 km
is the concentration and focusing of the field in the VLF
and LF frequency band by a factor of 102 to 10' and more
in cones by approaching the low hybrid frequency. Due to
the caustic focusing, the flux of the electromagnetic waves
produces in the magnetoplasma very narrow pencil beams.
The apexes of these cones are about (0.1 to 1) degrees and
under certain condition even less.

=
=

(2' 10-3 to 9. 10- )Fma.

3000

(0.496, 1.42, 6.35, 19.6, 36.26), deg,
(0.53, 1.19, 5.84, 18.1, 31.10), deg.

The narmow.angle character in the vicinity of F = Fm.,,
(see Fig.7) is also an important characteristic of IEI,,o ,
At these frequencies about 99% of the flux of the elec-

It is very important and interesting to investigate in
detail these predicted theoretical results in situ by experiments on satellites. Such experimental data will help both,
to better understand the physics of different processes in
the magnetosphere and also to improve the existing theories of these phenomena. Further theoretical investigation
should be done for the study of the guiding of these waves
along the magnetic field lines a0 with apogees up to (5 -

1
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6) Earth radii. This theory should be also developed for
an inhomogeneous magnetoplasrna.
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Discussion
HILDEBRAND

COMMENT. As an experimentalist I am impressed with the strong confinement of the EM

propagation to a narrow path/cone. Do you have a feel/estimate for the effects caused by an
inhomogeneous ionosphere along the propagation path?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
It seems to me that the inhomogeneity of the magnetoplasma (ionosphere), due to

ionized clouds,

will produce more than one narrow beam in any characteristic direction of the cones. Thus, multilobe structure of the electric field, will be produced by the ionized clouds.
TACCONI

COMMENT. The interesting phenomenon of superdirectivity which you have presented appears to be
fairly unstable. Can you say something on possible applications in case the instabilities will be

overcome?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I have not a good answer to this question. It is a new problem. An important problem indeed.
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VLF/LF PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS
John E.

Bickel

Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Division
San Diego, CA 92152-5000, USA
i. SUMMARY
and
Test,
Development,
Research,
The
Evaluation (RDT&E) division of the Naval
Control and Ocean Surveillance
Command,
the
which is
(NRaD,
(NCCOSC),
Center
abbreviated logo for "NCCOSC Research and
and its predecessors, Navy
Development"),
Naval
(NEL),
Laboratory
Electronics
and
Electronics Laboratory Center (NELC),
Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC), have had
a continuing program to develop a reliable
VLF/LF communications coverage prediction
capability for the U.S. Navy (ref.l). This
involves the measurement of field intensity
the
stations,
communication
of
many
development of propagation models to fit the
data measured, and the validation of these
models to verify predictions for all seasons
world-wide, including possible solar cycle
effects.
During the current campaigns, data have been
recorded using various platforms, including
three
ships,
six
aircraft,
numerous
submarines, and up to 28 fixed sites since
Currently, data are being recorded
1981.
aboard two ships and at seven fixed sites,
An attempt is made to maintain an overall
root-mean-square (rms) accuracy of 0.5 dB,
and stability
system calibration
with
The
measured to the order of 0.1 dB rms.
goal for the model under development is to
fit these data and extrapolate predictions
to other propagation conditions to within 1
dB. This has been a challenging task where
effects can cause
local environmental
significantly larger perturbations.
A review of the literature is presented
comparing methods and
summarizing and
techniques used by other researchers in the
This is followed by discussion of
field.
the
commercial
equipment
used,
the
procedures
recording
and
calibration
followed, a comparison of results obtained
simultaneously using various platforms and
sites, and an estimate of the overall
accuracy/reliability of the data obtained.
2. EARLY MEASUREMENTS
The first measurements made of radio waves
His
were by Heinrich Hertz in about 1885.
an
"vibrator",
a
included
apparatus
"induction coil with a Leyden jar or a pair
to form a
of plates for a capacitor,
When this
resonant circuit (ref. 2).
the
circuit was set into oscillation,
presence of RF fields was detected by the
"resonator", a piece of copper wire bent
into a circle, or square, with conducting
balls spaced closely together at the ends of
The spacing was precisely
the wire.
In the
adjusted by an insulating screw.
presence of a properly oriented oscillating
observed sparks
Hertz
field,
magnetic
between the balls, and the brightness of the

sparks was an indication of the field
strength. This "resonator" was used to map
the position and direction of the magnetic
field produced by the vibrator.
Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic
radio signal on 12 December 1901 at St.
Johns, Newfoundland, from England (ref. 3).
public
commercial
The first permanent
service radio station in the United States
was constructed at Avalon, Santa Catalina
By 1907 there were over
Island, in 1902.
300 stations in the United States equipped
with transmitters of U.S. manufacture and by
1915 the number was over 1100 (ref. 4).
In 1905, Duddell and Taylor made the first
accurate measurement of wireless signal
Louis W. Austin
5).
(ref.
strength
published a series of reports of VLF/LF
field intensity measurements made between
1922 and 1925 and a summary of these
measurements showing the 5-year annual
variation of several stations is published
These data illustrate the
in ref. 6.
diurnal, monthly, and annual variations, and
show a correlation with magnetic storms, but
not with sun-spot number or "the weather at
the receiving site in Washington, D.C." In
A. Bailey et al. (ref. 7) concluded
1928,
lower frequencies near 60 kHz were best for
trans-Atlantic radio-telephone transmissions
and that a wave-antenna in Maine provided a
20,000 times improvement over a loop antenna
reception of English
in
New York in
Lloyd Espenschied,
transmitting stations.
C.N. Anderson, and Austin Bailey (ref. 8)
reported two years of trans-Atlantic field
intensity data recorded between 1923 and
1924 of frequencies from 15 kHz to 60 kHz.
From these data they noticed the "remarkable
correlation between the signal level and the
intensity of the earth's magnetic field."
They developed the famous empirical formula,
which bears their name, that provided a best
fit to daytime propagation data recorded on
the New York-London path.
Round et al. (ref. 5) report measurements
made in 1922 and 1923 aboard ships during
cruises from England to Australia via the
Panama Canal, and from Australia to England
It was Hollingworth
via the Suez Canal.
(ref. 9) that first reported, in 1926, the
oscillatory variation of signal level with
distance that is due to interference between
the ground wave and the ionospherically
His measurements were
reflected sky wave.
made of 5 stations, at 4 fixed locations,
and with a portable system, simultaneously.
From these measurements he deduced an
effective height of ionospheric reflection
to be 75 km in the day and 90 km at night.
He attempted to avoid making measurements
near hills, long distance telegraph wires,
and heavily wooded areas.

y
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During these earliest years of radio, a
quantitative
of making
method
common
measurements of the strength of radio waves
consisted of injecting an RF signal into the
front end of the receiving equipment,
adjusting its amplitude until it sounded to
the ear to be the same level as the radio
then
signal received by the antenna,
determining the level of the injected signal
with a galvanometer and attenuator. This is
particularly true of distar.. transmitters
were
which
levels
signal
producing
The
frequently exceeded by spherics.
galvanometer
a
drive
would
spherics
erratically, making accurate quantitative
measurements impossible. In 1921, Vallauri
published the first results on the use of
He used two
the comparison method (ref. 5).
loops at right angles, one to receive the
signal to be measured and the other, which
received
signal,
radio
the
nulled
atmospherics and the injected C.W. signal.
The injected signal was adjusted until it
sounded like the same signal to noise ratio
and then
as the keyed radio signal,
measured. Tremellen later improved on this,
using a "chip-in" technique, where the
calibration signal is injected into the
receive antenna only at the end of a message
(of Morse Code) or during a pause (ref. 5).
Austin (ref. 6) refined the procedure with
After properly
the use of a dummy antenna.
adjusting the level of the calibration
signal, he replaced the antenna with the
dummy antenna to measure the level of the
injected signal without the interference of
spherics.
In 1925, three long-wave field intensity
measuring systems were compared with each
other at the Bureau of Standards in
They differed
Washington, D.C. (ref. 6).
primarily in the way the local reference
signal was injected. The Bell Laboratories
system (ref. 10) injected an RF signal
across a 1 ohm resistor into the antenna
The Radio Corporation of America
coil.
RF
the
introduced
11)
(ref.
system
calibration signal using "a calibrated
mutual inductance". The Bureau of Standards
"telephone
a
used
12)
(ref.
system
comparator" in which an audio frequency
signal of measured amplitude is matched
against the signal heard in the "telephones"
The
(ear phones) of the receiving set.
agreement between the three systems, when
was
were not too heavy,
disturbances
generally less than 20 per cent (about 1.7
dB).
The accuracy of manually recorded
field intensity data was about + 25% in
1922,

+ 20% in 1923,

on long path signals in an attempt to
develop a method to predict their behavior.
During the 1930s and 1940s, more and more
making
to
devoted
was
work
VLF/LF
measurements of the sky wave at short ranges
to determine the reflecting properties of
However,
the ionosphere (ref. 18,19,20).
Brown (ref. 21) measured the strength the
Annapolis (MD) 15.5 kHz signal which had
The
traveled completely around the world.
delay time measured on two occasions was
0.1365 and 0.1373 seconds. Reviews of early
long range VLF/LF propagation measurements
prior to World War II can be found in
references 2, 5, 22, and 23.
3. LONG DISTANCE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS
AFTER WORLD WAR II
3.1 Surface Measurements
As radio developed during the 1930s, it was
would
frequencies
high
that
learned
propagate reliably to great distances, with
less power required, and at less cost for
As a result, less and less
equipment.
emphasis was put on the study of VLF/LF
However, the U.S. Navy had an
propagation.
interest in maintaining its transmitting
submarine
and
shipboard
for
stations
communications and after World War II
supported an increased effort in VLF/LF
The Bureau of Ships,
propagation studies.
had the
Navy Department,
of the U.S.
Stoddard Aircraft Radio Company build the
Radio test set AN/URM-6 (also known as the
NM-10A) which, for a while beginning in
1949, became the standard equipment for
making VLF/LF propagation measurements.
Baldwin, a principal author of the BaldwinMcDowell empirical propagation formula (see
ref. 22), was instrumental in having the
field strength meter built.
Pierce (ref. 24),
Using this equipment,
under contract to the Office of Naval
obtained measurements of field
Research,
intensity on 5 frequencies, between 30 and
104 kHz, recorded at 8 locations in the
continental United States and the Pacific
Ocean during the summer of 1951. From these
and other data previously published, he
developed the empirical formula which bears
It
predicts daytime field
his name.
strength as a function of time, frequency,
latitude and distance. Dinger et al. (ref.
25) used the equipment to measure, at 5
locations in Alaska, transmissions from an
transmitting
experimental
balloon-lifted
antenna on the USS Burton Island ice breaker
in the Bering Sea, and from other VLF/LF
stations.

+ 15% in 1924 and 1925,

and + 10% in 1926 to-1930 (ref. 13).
1920s,
continuously
During
the
late
recording field intensity meters were being
developed which had gain stabilities of +
15% and over-all precision of measurement
estimated at + 20% (ref. 14). The Bureau of
Standards began recording long wave stations
in 1915 and by 1930 was recording 14
This data was being
stations (ref. 15).
used to develop propagation prediction
Empirical formulas representing
formulas.
mean daytime propagation conditions were
developed by Austin and Cohen (ref. 16) and
Espenschied, Anderson, and Bailey (ref. 8).
Austin Bailey at al. (ref. 17) analyzed the
diurnal sunset dip and solar eclipse effects

Several methods are used to calibrate the
URM-6.
The equipment is provided with a
built-in standard noise source which is used
to inject a reference signal into the front
end to check and re-set the overall gain of
More accurate
the receiver, if needed.
calibrations are made by using an external
signal generator and the Stoddard "loop
calibration network" to apply a known
voltage across a 0.1 ohm resistor which is
Dinger et
in series with the loop antenna.
al. (ref. 26) developed the shield injection
method that involved applying an RF voltage
across the gap in the metal shield of the
A resistor in series with the loop
loop.
shield was selected so that the field
strength indication in microvolts per meter
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is equal to the signal generator output in
microvolts.
Beginning in 1958, Pickard and Burns, Inc.,
under the sponsorships of the Bureau of
Ships and using the URM-6 equipment,
recorded up to 6 VLF stations at up to 9
recording sites in the North Pacific Ocean
and two in the Arctic.
They also recorded
data aboard two ships making several cruises
across the Pacific Ocean, and across the
Atlantic Ocean and into the Mediterranean
(ref. 27). The measurement program provided
a complete year of field intensity data.
The data were initially used to develop
improvements to empirical VLF propagation
prediction models.
Maxwell (ref. 28) reported the measurement
of transmissions from Hawaii on 5 VLF
frequencies during May to July 1965.
The
data were recorded at Guam, Japan, and
Boulder (CO).
Rhoads et al. (ref. 29,30)
recorded aircraft measurements during the
same tests.
This was part of a test to
demonstrate the best operating frequency to
be assigned to the station Lualualei in
Hawaii. A similar test was conducted using
station H.E. Holt (North West Cape, Australia) when it was completed and ready for
service in 1967.
It sequentially operated
on 6 VLF frequencies during September,
October, and November 1967 while its signal
field strength was recorded by the Naval
Research Laboratory personnel at Bahrain,
Choshi (Japan), and Tanarive (Madagascar)
(ref. 31).
In 1963,
Parks et al.
(ref. 32) made
measurements of all 6 field components (the
x, y, and z components of both the magnetic
and electric fields) of VLF propagating
waves. Calibrated field intensity measurements were recorded at Perth (Australia) and
at Tracy (CA) of signals from Cutler (ME),
Rugby (England), Jim Creek (WA), Lualualei
(HI), and Balboa (Panama).
Each E field
antenna consisted of two plates, 16 feet
wide and 30 feet long, spaced 15 inches
apart. The magnetic field antennas were one
turn loops of aluminum pipe.
The Ez/Hy
fields ratio (Ry), where Ez is the vertical
electric field
component, and Hy is the
horizontal magnetic field component which is
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, was computed and plotted versus time
to show a time variation of this impedance
quantity, which would be constant at 377
ohms in free space. Figure 1 is an example

showing Ry is relatively stable at 377 ohms
for NPM (Lualualei, HI) most of the time at
Tracy, but it deviates during sunrise and
sunset on the propagation path. Three other
examples illustrate that field intensity
measurements using the E field antenna and
the H field antenna differed by as much as
6 dB much of the time.
Chilton
et
al.
(ref.
33)
reported
measurements of the phase and amplitude of
the Balboa 18.0 kHz signal at Boulder (CO)
and Tucamon (Argentina) that indicated a
difference in the diurnal phase height
change, and in the signal level which is
significantly
lower at Tucamon than at
Boulder.
They suggested the difference
results
from a latitude variation in
ionization due to cosmic rays. Ishii (ref.
34) compared four years of Jim Creek 18.6
kHz signal field intensity with sunspot data
but found no significant correlation.
3.2 Airborne Measurements
It
was in 1953 that Budden (ref. 35)
reported
measurements
made aboard
an
aircraft of the GBR 16.0 kHz signal level as
a function of distance.
The data were
recorded by K. Weeks on daytime flights
between England and Cairo in June-July 1950
and show for the first time the modal
interference pattern out to a distance of
4000 km.
From these data, Budden deduced
the height of ionospheric reflection was
69.1 km, and the electron density there was
between 135 and 400/cc.
A review of Budden's report prompted the
Navy
Electronics
Laboratory
(NEL,
a
predecessor to NRaD) to record aircraft data
of U.S. Navy VLF stations.
Bickel et al.
(ref. 36) reported data recorded on both day
and night flights across the Pacific ocean
made in September 1954, December 1954, and
August 1955. This included flights from San
Diego to San Francisco, Hawaii, Wake Island,
Tokyo, Adak, Kodiak, Seattle, and back to
San Diego.
To convert the relative signal
voltage recorded aboard the airplane to
absolute field strength, the system was
calibrated in flight using two methods: (1)
The aircraft was flown at a low altitude
over a ground monitor with known calibration; and (2) was flown for some distance in
the field of a transmitter of known radiated
power where the field intensity was varying
inversely with distance. However, when the
data are normalized to one kilowatt of
radiated power, it is not necessary to use
either

,20
-05

NAA

-

Taircraft

AT TRACY

.
.4,,K

"western
o

Zoe
NPM AT TRACY
___________

J2

calibration

factor

for

the

receiving/recording system or the
actual radiated power of the transmitter.
All the data values are adjusted so that the
data which varies inversely with distance
are equal to 69.3 dB above 1 pIV/m when
adjusted for a distance of 100 km.
Aircraft
extensive

." "

0

the

measurements
made during an
set of flights in the north

hemisphere and Arctic were reported
by Bickel (ref. 37).
The flights were at

night during November and December 1957 and
at day during June and July 1958. In figure
are shown the flights made in

1958,

the

earlier flights over the Pacific Ocean area
(ref.

Fig. 1.
Magnitude of Major-Axis-E-ToTransverse-H Ratio for 18 Aug. 1963, NBA and
RPM signals ( from ref. 32).

K

36),

and

the

cruise

of

the

USS

Catamount from Seattle to Alaska aboard
which some VLF data were recorded.
The
effect
of
the
variable
low
ground

_
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conductivity on the propagation path from
Jim Creek at Seattle, and across Canada and
Greenland to Norway, is illustrated by the
high attenuation rate shown in figure 3.
Also shown is an averaged equivalent single
mode signal level decreasing with distance
that approximates a dominant wave guide
mode.
Data values read from the equivalent
single mode, for all
the flights shown in
figure 2, are used in figure 4 to construct
the estimated contours
of equal
field
intensity
illustrated.
The very high
attenuation of signals propagating over
Greenland,
and
other
regions
of
low
conductivity, is one of the more dominant
features illustrated by the contours.
Watt et al. (ref. 38), determined from 98.5
kHz and 82.05 kHz aircraft data, recorded on
flights between Goose Bay, Labrador and
Thule, Greenland, that regions of ice cap or
permafrost cause very great propagation
attenuation and sky wave antenna cutback.
Belrose et al. (ref. 39) determined D region
electron density profiles, down to 59 km and
30 electrons per cc, using 80 kHz aircraft
data recorded to 1,300 km on an Ottawa to
Churchill

flight

and

partial

..
Fig. 2. An azimuthal-equidistant projection
map centered on Washington, D.C., showing
and the
approximate flight paths flown,
cruise of the USS Catamount.

reflection

.-

measurements at these locations. Rogerson
(ref. 40,41) and Bickel (ref. 42) reported
and Snyder et al.
aircraft measurements,
(ref.

43)

reported

ground-based

measurements, made in Africa at the antipodeJ
of VLF transmitters

located in

Hawaii.

the

location

significant

of
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In January 1969, Bickel et al. (ref.44) made
airborne measurements of the NPM signals
while
flying radials
at night through
Ontario (CA), Samoa, and Wake Island.
The
modal interference pattern recorded varied
significantly with direction of propagation
relative to the earth's magnetic field and
showed remarkable agreement with theoretical
calculations made using NELC'I
waveguide
mode propagation prediction program. During
the same flights, data were recorded on the
aircraft by Naval Weapons Center (NWC) China
Lake personnel using a sounder transmitter
operating on ten frequencies simultaneously
from 9 to 56 kHz.
Analysis of this data was
first
reported
by Morfitt
(ref.
45).
Morfitt also reported on the analysis of as
much other data as he could find in order to
determine ionospheric profiles that provided
the best
fit
between
the
propagation
predictions and all
the data (ref. 45,46).
From 1965, NWC personnel conducted additional studies of long path VLF/LF propagation
on the
Hawaii
to
Southern
California
propagation
path
using
the
multiplefrequency and pulse sounding techniques
described in
ref. 47.
The broad band
transmitting antenna needed, designed by
Seeley
(ref. 48),
was a stagger tuned
horizontal dipole laid out on the lava beds
in the saddle between Mauna Loa and Mauna
Kea on the island of Hawaii.
A description
of the sounder transmitting and receiving
equipment is given by Wulfing et al. (ref.
49).
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predicted large increase in signal level at
the antipode was observed.
The data were
used to deduce average daytime seawater
attenuation rates of the dominant waveguide
mode, and indicated a diurnal variation in
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Fig. 3.
Airborne data recorded of NLK/NPG
on 18.6 kHz during flights across Canada and
the Greenland ice cap to Norway.
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Fig. 4.
Daytime contours of equal field
intensity of the Jim Creek 18.6 kHz signal.
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In 1972, Bickel (ref. 50) reported on
measurements made aboard a Piper Aztec
airplane of TE and TM signals produced by
a TACAMO
aircraft during daytime and
Gallnighttime propagation conditions.
enberger et al.
(ref. 51) describes an
attempt to measure TE noise at 20,000 ft.
altitude but it
was below the aircraft
generated noise level.
Another extensive set of aircraft data was
collected by Naval Electronics Laboratory
Center (NELC) personnel during October 1973
and January 1974 using an Air Force KC-135
aircraft outfitted with both TE and TM loop
receiving antennas and a long wire E field
antenna. A map showing the routes flown is
shown in figure 5.
In- flight data were
recorded
of
signals
from
shore-based
communications transmitters, airborne TACAMO
and ABNCP transmitters, and 10 frequency
sounder transmitters located at Hawaii and
the NELC field site at Sentinel (AZ).
The
Sentinel antenna was a north-south oriented
grounded dipole 8.5 km long and which was
end-fed using a transmitter as its center
and a reflection transformer at one end. A
ten-frequency sounder receiver was located
at Glasgow, Canada.
Using data from these
flights, and all other data available to
him, Ferguson (ref. 52) developed a revision
to the recommended ionospheric profiles to
use
for
making
communication
system
coverage predictions. Both TE and TM field
strength measurements generally agree with
computed fields as predicted using the
waveguide theory developed by Pappert (ref.
53).

i--

reception was limited to about 2000 km. The
relative TM calibration of the antenna
system was obtained by recording data while
flying level within the inverse distance
field of a station of known radiated power,
and the TE calibration was obtained while
at a low
the aircraft is in a bank,
altitude, in a known TM field. Kelly et al.
of LF
(ref.
56)
reports measurements
transmitters during 1976 and 1977 flights
from Washington, D.C. to Europe, through the
Mediterranean, and return. Also, Kelly, et
al. (ref. 57) report VLF measurements in the
Arctic at Spitsbergen, Norway and aboard an
aircraft.
The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) made
measurements of Omega Navigation system
signals aboard inflight aircraft as part of
the Omega Navigation System validation
program.
This program was designed to
evaluate the coverage and accuracy of the
Omega navigation system in most regions of
the world.
Airborne data were recorded in
the Western Pacific Ocean in 1977, North
Atlantic Ocean in 1978, North Pacific Ocean
in 1979, South Atlantic Ocean in 1980,
Indian Ocean in 1983, South Pacific Ocean in
1985, and again the Western Pacific Ocean in
1986 (because the Australian Omega Station
had not been installed in 1977), and in the
Mediterranean Sea in 1987.
The measured
data analyzed included the amplitude and
phase of various Omega signals ranging from
10.2 to 13.6 kHz.
Similar data were
recorded also at more than a couple dozen
fixed monitoring sites located worldwide.
The primary information developed was the
area of the world covered by signals from
each of the Omega stations and the measured
navigation error in the various regions.
Maps of contours delineating the boundary
between regions of coverage and no coverage
were prepared.
Some of the aircraft
amplitude data were compared with waveguide
propagation predictions to evaluate the
"accuracy of the predictions. This program
was sponsored by the Omega Navigation System
Center

'*'

(ONSCEN)

in

Washington,

D.C.

Omega

.validation
reports were prepared for each of
the seven regions validated ( ref. 58, 59,
60, 61, 62 ,63 , and 64).

.......
.

Height-gain measurements of VLF/LF signals
have been made by balloons and rockets to
500 kilometers altitude. Measurements were
reported by Orsak et al. (ref. 65) of
-...

.

... .

.

..

Fig. 5. Routes flown by the KC-135 aircraft
in October 1973, and January 1974.

The TE measurements made aboard the Piper
Aztec aircraft (ref. 50,51) were made at
10,000 and 20,000 feet altitude and aboard
the KC-135 aircraft at 30,000 feet. Kossey
at. al. (ref. 54) report measurements made
aboard a U2 aircraft at 60,000 feet of TZ
and TM fields produced by an airborne
transmitter. Bickel (ref. 55) developed an
antenna system which is placed against the
inside surface of aircraft windows to
receive TI and TM fields. This was tested
on numerous commercial passenger flights
between 1972 and 1974, but the aircraft
noise level was high and the range of

several stations, up to 200 to 400 kilometer

altitude.
Harvey
et al.
(ref.
66)
presented day and night data recorded at
Elgin APB, Florida in 1965, and day data
recorded at Natal, Brazil in 1969, and at
Fort Churchill in 1971.
At each site, data
were recorded on 3 to 6 stations to heights
of 70 to 500 kilometers. The stations were
at ranges from 1300 to 15,500 kilometers.
Harrison et al. (ref. 67) reported daytime
measurements of TE and TM fields from an
with a *nearlyairborne transmitter,
horizontal antenna", at 31,000 feet and a
Planck (ref. 68)
range of 1,300 km.
recorded with rockets TE and TM fields to
250,0000 feet altitude from TACANO aircraft
Two daytime rocket
at 725 n. mi. range.
launches 30 minutes apart illustrated a
change in the recorded height gain profile
during this interval. The T2 and TM height
gain profiles recorded at Thule, Greenland
of nine U.S. and European stations, and a
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TACAMO aircraft, were published by Turtle
Okada et al. (ref. 70) recorded
(ref. 69).
the altitude dependence of the signals from
Yosami (17.44 kHz) and three of the Omega
Navigation System signals from the Japan
Omega station.
All of the height gain data available from
the references cited should provide a
valuable source of information for validating the height gain predictions possiblL
from the NRaD propagation prediction code.
4. NRaD MEASUREMENT PROGRAM FROM 1984
Beginning in June 1984, NOSC, now NRaD,
began its current effort to develop a
reliable VLF/LF system coverage prediction
computer program. The procedure is to first
record appropriate VLF/LF propagation data
where
in regions of operational interest
there is an uncertainty regarding signal
level prediction accuracy. The ionospheric
profiles used in the long-wave prediction
code are then modified in appropriate ways
to fit,
on a global scale, all reliable data
available.
During the past eight years,
data have been recorded aboard numerous
ships,
three
aircraft,
six
inflight
submarines, and up to 28 shore locations,
with varying
degrees
of
success and
accuracy.
The receiver used at all
locations has been the Hewlett-Packard 3586C
selective level meter.
It is automatically
tuned throughout the VLF/LF band with a
bandwidth of 20 or 400 Hz.
Figure 6 is an example of a 24-hour plot of
data recorded aboard the ship GTS Callaghan
and is typical of the data recorded at fixed
locations as well. Under computer control,
the HP 3586C receiver samples the amplitude
of 20 signals, or noise channels, once every
six minutes using the 400 Hz bandwidth
setting.
This requires about 1 to 1 1/2
minutes to complete.
The upper curve of
figure 6 is a plot of these six-minute
readings of the 24 kHz Cutler signal.
During the
4 1/2 to 5 minutes available
between these readings, the computer stepped
the receiver from 23.0 kHz to 25.0 kHz in 25
Hz steps, to record a 2 kHz spectra.
A 20
Hz bandwidth is used for the spectra. It is
recorded four times per day, centered on
each of the 20 frequencies recorded using
the 400 Hz bandwidth.
The time of day the
spectra are recorded is indicated by the
position of the vertical dotted line on the
X axis.
This spectra allows an evaluation
of S/N ratio, or possible interference, from
Aboard
stations nearby in frequency.
aircraft, the 20 frequencies were recorded
continuously, using the 400 Hz bandwidth,
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C-141 aircraft (dashed lines) and
Fig. 7
GTS Callaghan (solid lines) tracks in 1984
and 1985.

1986,

-

I
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4.1 North Atlantic Campaign
The first campaign, beginning in 1984, was
in the North Atlantic operational area.
Hepner (ref. 71) describes the recording of
VLF/LF amplitude data aboard aircraft and a
ship. The aircraft data were recorded on C141 transport aircraft during 55 regularly
scheduled U.S. Military Airlift Command
(MAC) freight and passenger service flights
in June 1984, February 1985, and September
A map showing the flight paths (as
1985.
well as the ship GTS Callaghan tracks) is
shown in figure 7.
The equipment used on
the aircraft consisted of an HP model 3586C
selective level meter and an HP85 desktop
computer. The E field aircraft antenna was
a blade bolted to the outside of an escapehatch cover and its battery-operated pre-amp
was attached to its inner surface.
Upon
boarding the aircraft, the equipment was
strapped down, the existing aircraft escape
hatch was replaced with the one which had
the blade antenna bolted to it,
and the
antenna coaxial cable and power cable were
put in place.
The installation took about
15 minutes
and was completed
before
passengers were boarded.

Callaghan during 15 round trip crossings of
the Atlantic Ocean from March 1985 to April

A

'[
-

Several campaigns, described below, have
to resolve propagation
been conducted
allow
and
prediction
uncertainties
improvement in the propagation prediction
code.

The shipboard data was recorded on the GTS

40A014

-

except when the spectra were recorded
occasionally at times selected manually by
the operator.

-

[

sailing primarily between New York and

Bremerhaven, Germany.
It is described in
ref. 71 as well.
Figure 8 is a block
diagram of the equipment used on the ship
and at fixed recording sites.
4.2 Trans-CONUS Campaign

-

WA&RSAKLU:T

Fig. 6.
Annapolis 21.4 kHz data recorded
aboard the GTS Callaghan on 17 Feb. 1985.

Between September and December 1986,
VLF/LF receiving/recording
equipment

the
was

installed at 10 locations on the great
circle path between Annapolis (21.4 kHz) and
the Jimalso
Creek
(24.8 kHz)
(ref.an72).NRL Data
were
recorded
aboard
P-3
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4.3 The Arctic Campaign
The Arctic Campaign, described in ref. 73,
included data recorded at Fairbanks (AK) and
Thule, Greenland during 1987 to 1989, and
aboard two ice breakers which sailed into
the Arctic Ocean during this period.
In
April 1988, a receiving/recording system was
on the USCGC Northwind at its home
port of Wilmington (NC).Data were recorded
aboard her during cruises across the North
Atlantic Ocean to Iceland, Greenland, and
Norway.
At Tromso, Norway on 2 September
1988, a VLF/LF system was installed on the
Norwegian
ship MVS
Polarbjorn.
The
Northwind then escorted the Polarbjorn into
the central icepack north of Svalbard
(Spitsbergen), where the she was left to
become frozen into the ice pack and drift
free to the south of Svalbard the following
spring.
The Northwind then returned to
Wilmington via England.
This campaign was
designed to record diurnal and seasonal
changes of US Navy operational communication
Figure 10
in the Arctic region.
shows the Northwind's track from Wilmington
to Tromso and return. The Polarbjorn ended
its Arctic expedition at Tromso on 22 May
1989.

Fig. 8 Block diagram of the receiving and
recording system used on ships and at fixed
sites.

aircraft during three overflights of the
This data recording
recording sites.
campaign was carried out partly to evaluate
the time variability of aircraft data,
primarily of concern during nighttime
propagation conditions, and to determine the
extent to which this variability influences
the best fit ionospheric profile determined
The mean of 7
from aircraft data.
consecutive days of noon data values,
plotted with the predicted field intensity,
is shown in figure 9. At distances between
3 and 4 megameters, the averaged data are
about 2 dB below the predictions.

I

120

1*

60
60

Fig. 10.
in 1988.

0
30
USCGC Northwind navigation tracks

4.4 Auroral Zone Campaign
The purpose of the aurozal zone campaign was
to detect and document the anticipated
variation of VLF/LF long path propagation
into and through this geophysical feature.
The 6 fixed recording sites, shown in figure
11, were selected based upon the positions
of the propagation paths from the VLF

at Cutler and Annapolis relative to

[101stations

the auroral zone.
These paths include one
perpendicular to the auroral oval
(to
Thule),
one tangent to the ring of maximum
visual auroral activity, (to Fort Smith and
Fairbanks), and to Meanook, Bangor, and San
Diego with propagation paths which are at
increasingly greater distances relative to
the auroral ring.
It was anticipated that
more intense a "magnetic storm" became,
the effect on the D region, and therefore
VLF
propagation,
would
extend
to
increasingly lower geomagnetic latitudes.
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Fig. 9. Trans-CONUS daytime weekly average
data and prediction of Annapolis 21.4 kHz
signal.

4.5 Solar Effects Campaign
Previous researchers have

looked

for

correlation between VLF/LF propagation
the solar sunspot number.
The effect
solar flares on VLF/LF propagation
immediate and well-known, but there's

a

and
of
is
an
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returning to Long Beach, every 4 weeks.
Analysis of the data is planned, also in a
manner similar to that performed for the GTS
Callaghan, to support US Navy VLF/LF systems

Aý

coverage predictions

5.THE

in

the Pacific Ocean.

RECEIVING/RECORDING

SYSTEM,

"~

CALIBRATION, AND EXPERIMENTAL ERROR
Much valuable information can be obtained

Fig. 11. Propagation paths from Cutler 24.0
kHz
to Thule, Fairbanks, Meanook, Bangor,
and Z•n
Diego, and the auroral zone.

transmitting station in order to infer
properties of the propagation medium.
In
this
section,
the used
receiving/recording
system,
the
procedures
to
calibrate
it
at its recording site, and the error due to
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about a physical phenomenon by observing
changes in signal level rather than making
calibrated observations.
For example, in
-1
.
VLF/LF propagation, one ban learn about the
'0
propagation medium by recording the change
in signal level from known locations within
the inverse distance
field,
where no
significant ionospherically reflected sky
is present, to the field at greater
A1;
'distances
using an aircraft or other
However,
for observations at
-only,
it field
is
0¢,,, distant
necessary recording
to know sites
the absolute
strength and the radiated power at the

uncertainty regarding an averaged long-term,
perhaps
subtle,
change
the background
number.
D layer
within sunspot
ionospheric
The
GTS Callaghan data (ref.
71)
n, was
recorded
during
the
previous
sunspot
minimum.
Between June 1991 and February
1992, solar maximum data has been recorded
aboard the Sea-Land container ship Ile de
France during its regularly scheduled round
trips between New York and Bremerhaven,
Germany, every four weeks.
Figure 12 shows
a composite of its tracks to date, which
covers the same general area as the routes
sailed by the GTS Callaghan in 1985 and 1986
(shown in figure 7).
The plan is to conduct
the same analysis of the Ile de France data
as had been used to determine ionospheric
profiles from the GTS Callaghan data.
Any
difference in the D region between sunspot
minimum and maximum should become apparent.
70
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uncertainty in the transmitting antenna
radiated power, are discussed.
5.1 The VLF/LF Receiving/Recording System
A
block
diagram
of
the
generic
receiving/recording system is
shown in
figure 8.
The Hewlett Packard 3586C
Selective Level Meter shown is a selfcalibrating RF voltmeter with a specified
accuracy of 0.2 dB in the VLF/LF band. The
pre-amplifier is of NOSC design and fabrication and has a nominal 50 ohm output
impedn and as a gain selectable at 20 dB or
40 dB.
The whip antenna is a fiberglass
covered wire completely insulated from the
environment.
Eight ground radials of #16
copper wire are normally extended to about
10-12 feet from the antenna for an antenna
system ground plane. Out the back of the HP
3586C is available a 0 + 0.t dBm (at 50 ohm)
reference signal which is injected into the
preamp at the base of the whip through a
computer-controlled VHF switch and a
pF
a0
capacitor. At fixed sites and aboard ships,
the switch injects a
calibration signal
the pre-amp twice a day and the
resulting
signal
is
recorded by
the out
3586C.of the
Thispre-amp
recorded
by th
plotte Ti
recorded
signal is plotted and examined
to detect any gain drift

of 0.1 dB or more

""

or other malfunction of the antenna or preThe HP 9114 disk drive records
. -amp.
/propagation
and calibration data on a 3 1/2
*data disk, and the HPIL/IB interface allows
the serial IL data stream from the HP-71
(hand-held) computer to control the IB, or
-•-I • r....'
or
parallel, devices of the system. The system
I
, I I •records
the RF voltage out of the pre60
0
amplifier in dB relative to 1 volt.
The
primary requirement for the
installation
Fig. 12.
Tracks of the Ile de France
location is that it be an electrically quiet
between June 1991 and May 1992.
site that provides a good S/N ratio for the
stations monitored.
4.6 Pacific Ocean Campaign
In June 1991, a VLF/LF receiving/recording
system was installed on the Sea-Land
container ship Spirit, which has been making
its regularly scheduled runs from Long Beach
to Hawaii,
Yokahama,
Oakland (CA),
and

5.2 Calibration
The recording system is
calibrated by
measuring absolute field intensity (in
dB/pV/m) with a second system which is
mobile, normally in a car.
The difference
between dB/pV recorded at the fixed site,
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and
dB/pV/m
measured
with the
mobile
calibrating
system,
yields
dB/m,
the
calibration factor for the recording system
and its
E field antenna in its environment.
The mobile equipment includes another HP
3586C selective level meter to measure RF
voltage from a calibrated loop antenna.
Normally, field intensity measurements are

21

made at 4 to 6 selected locations within
about 1/2 VLF wavelength of the recording
site.
An effort is made to choose sites
that are at locations where there are no
objects or terrain that may distort the loop
measurements, such as nearby metal fences or
other objects, overhead power lines, buried
conductors,
railroad
tracks,
buildings,
hills
and valleys, etc.
If
hills
and
valleys cannot be avoided, then an effort is
made to include both so that their effect
can be averaged.
For example, Korchagin et
al. (ref. 74), report a 10 to 16 dB increase
in the VLF/LF field intensity on a 60 meter
high hill
and 8 dB at the peak of a 30 meter
hill.
Measurements made aboard a ielicopter

17

19

NiKeflavik

1

The loop antenna
used with the mobile
calibration equipment is itself
calibrated
by placing it
in an accurately known RF
magnetic field and recording its
output
voltage.
Garner et al. (ref. 77) discuss
calibration of a loop by the generation of
a standard field in a shielded enclosure
excited by a wire transmission line that is
Greene
stretched across the enclosure.
(ref.
78),
and Jean et al.
(ref. 79),
analyze the coupling between two loops
placed coaxially a distance apart and give
equations that describe the coupling between
them. This method was used at NELC when the
current series of campaigns began-in 1984.
Today, a two-meter diameter Helmholtz coil,
designed
by
A.D.
Watt,
is
used
to
periodically calibrate the loop antenna used
in
the field.
This latter
method is
preferred, since the placement of the loop
relative to the source generating the field

is not as critical (Smythe ref. 80).

exactly
recorded
are
data
Calibration
simultaneously (through program control) at
the fixed recording site
and at the mobile
Ten frequencies are used normally,
sites.
selected to include the strongest VLF/LF
stations on the air the day the measurements
are made.
The system is
described by
These data will yield 4
McGrath (ref. 81).
of
to 6 values (one for each mobile site)
whip
antenna
effective
height "m",
in
meters, or dB/m, for each of the signals

that are received with a good S/N ratio.
Figure 13 is
an example of the C-141
aircraft
calibration
results.
These
measurements were made with the calibrated
loop about 50 ft. in front of the airplane
at the various airports where it was parked.
Figure 14 is an example of calibration data
obtained for the GTS Callaghan on 24 October

o
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flying from 700 to 7000 feet ali itude are
reported by Harrison et al. (ref. 75), and
indicate
a
decrease
in
the
field
perturbation with
altitude
above
small
hills.
Bickel (ref. 37) observed the effect
while flying over the foothills and high
peaks of the Rocky Mountains in northwestern
CONUS.
Watt et al. (ref. 76) discuss the
perturbations
in
field
intensity
measurements
produced
by
the
objects
mentioned
above
and
techniques
for
mitigating their effect.

a McGuire (9-21-85)
Lages (9-21-85)
A Keflavik (6-09-84)
* Norfolk (6-13-84)
(6-144)
0 McGuire (6-15-84)
* Dover (6-24-84)

1
1
I
I ,10
I
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
FREQUENCY (kHz)
Fig. 13 Calibration factor curve for C-141
flights where the hatch blade antenna and
preamp. serial #3 were used.
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Calibration curve for preamp. #8
Fig. 14.
8-foot whip on the GTS Callaghan.
and its

1985 while it was docked in New York harbor.
The mobile measurements were made in various
parks in the area.
The frequency response
curves of the pre-amplifiers, shown in both
figures,
are measured
by injecting
a
constant signal into the antenna input of
the preamp through a 20 pF capacitor used as
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a dummy antenna.
Calibration factors used
to reduce recorded data are then taken from
the response curve which has been adjusted
to be the estimated best fit to the measured
data points.
Most of the data points in
figures 13 and 14 are within + 1 dB of the
respective response curves.
A
change
in
effective
height
of the
shipboard VLF/LF receiving system, when the
ship leaves a pier, has been observed. When
the calibrated USCGC Northwind departed pier
5 at Norfolk (VA), there was a 1 dB increase
in the measured signal level of 4 VLF/LF
signals
(ref.
73).
There was nothing
obvious about the environment around the
pier that may have been responsible for this
increase.
Seven hours later, when the ship
arrived at a different pier, and between two
other large ships, there was a 2 to 3dB
decrease,
depending upon the frequency.
These perturbations need to be allowed for
when processing
data recorded
in
open
waters.
The "pier effect" has not been
observed with other ships, even though an
effort has been made to look for it.
An indication of the accuracy of data
recorded by the C-141 aircraft and the GTS
Callaghan is
obtained by comparing data
recorded by them. During the September 1985
aircraft flights, the aircraft flew closely
to the GTS Callaghan on two occasions while
the ship was in the English Channel.
They
were 146 km apart at 1415 GMT on the 17th
and 292 km from each other at 1145 on the
18th.
Field intensity values of four
stations, all
beyond 1.5 Mm, were recorded
on both platforms.
When these data values
are
adjusted
for the
relatively
small
in position
of the
two platforms,
difference
the ship data averages 0.9 dB greater than
the aircraft measurements, the range of the
difference being from -0.4 dB to 2.9 dB.
A
possible difference due to height gain,
where the aircraft altitude is
at about
30,000 feet, has not been investigated,
Another comparison can be made using data
recorded as the platforms
approached, or
left
the area of, the three Annapolis (MD)
transmitters on 21.4, 51.6, and 88.0 kHz,
and the Driver (VA) transmitter on 77.15
kHz, where the inverse distance field was
recorded.
From these data, the radiated
power of these transmitters was determined,
The ship and aircraft data provided radiated
powers that differed from -0.73 dB to 0.55
dB, with an average of - 0.1 dB.
In this
case, the aircraft was at a lower altitude
as it approached or departed an airport.
These comparisons provide an indication of
the repeatability, and suggest the accuracy
obtained,
using the adjusted
frequency
response curves plotted in figures 13 and
14.
Much of the scatter shown is due to
field
perturbations
from the
immediate
surroundings of the various calibration
sites.
The
averaging
of
10
to
20
calibration points leads to a determination
of the signal field intensity averaged over
the area in which recording site
calibration
measurements were made with the mobile
system.
On a couple of occasions, the calibration
measurements were being made near the end of
the day when the propagation path involved

was in day/night transition. The resulting
calibration factor would vary with time.
This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 15.
Shown is a plot of the relative dB/V of Jim
Creek (24.8 kHz) signal recorded at San
Diego using the whip antenna, and the dB
difference between it and a recording of the
relative dB/V Jim Creek signal made using a
loop
antenna.
The dB
difference
is
relatively stable during the all
daytime
propagation conditions, but varies with time
at night.
This same phenomenon is being
recorded at San Diego of Stockton (CA) on
55.5 kHz, and at Fairbanks of Adak (AK) on
57.9 kHz, and H.E. Holt (Australia) on 22.8
kHz.
Parks (ref. 32), reported similar data
recorded
at Tracy
(CA),
and at Perth,
Australia,
(see
figure
1).
These
observations illustrate
that measurements
made using a loop to calibrate a whip should
be made during all-day conditions on the
propagation path when modal interference is
least likely to be present.
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Fig. 15.
Upper curve is relative dB/pV of
Jim Creek 24.8 kHz
recorded at San Diego
using a whip antenna.
Lower curve is dB
difference between the simultaneous whip and
loop antenna recordings.

An unexpected phenomenon observed at the
HIPAS site
near Fairbanks (AK),
where the
NRaD
VLF/LF
monitoring
equipment
is
installed,
is
illustrated in
figure 16.
Shown is the apparent sinusoidal variation
in the recording site
calibration factor
with direction of arrival of VLF/LF signals.
This could possibly result from the very low
conductivity
permafrost
in
the
area.
Because of this, there may be no good ground
plane and a buried metal conduit, carrying
power lines within the site,
can possibly be
considered as one side of an asymmetrical
dipole receiving antenna, the whip antenna
being the other side.
This dipole, having
a vertical component and perhaps a very
large
horizontal
component,
since
the
effective electrical length of the pipe may
be up to a mile long, couples to both a
vertical E field and a horizontal E field.
The horizontal E field can be present
because of the very low conductivity permafrost in the area.
The standard deviation estimated for various

sources
of
propagation

error
in the
measurements,
conditions, include:

NRaD
under

VLF/LF
ideal
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SM6.

CONCLUSION

affect the
factors
Many environmental
measurement of VLF/LF field intensity. For
data to be most useful for developing
and
validating
propagation
prediction
environmental
and
local
the
models,
perturbations need to be understood and
allowed for.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fixed site HP 3686C recordings, 0.1 dB
Mobile site HP 3586C readings, 0.1 dB
of loop antenna,
0.2 dB
Absolute cal. variability
Environmental
of site,
0.2 dB.0. 4 dB
Instability of the pre-amp,

If each error is normally distributed, and
varies independently of the others, the
overall
deviation
of
the
standard
measurement error is the square root of the
sum of these uncertainties squared, or 0.5
dB. Therefore, 31% of the data have error
greater than 0.5 dB and 5% of the data have
error greater than 1.0 dB.
5.3 Transmitter Radiated Power
A knowledge of a station's radiated power
may be necessary in order that the data are
in
verifying or improving the
useful
propagation prediction model. But, radiated
power is
derived from field intensity
measurements which are made within the
radiation field of the transmitting antenna
and close enough so that the ionospherically
not significant.
skywave
is
reflected
Therefore, the measurement is subject to the
same error as measurements made in the
distant field, or approximately 0.5 dB rms.
usually
Since the antenna current is
measured to an accuracy of 1 % when the
radiated power is determined, the 0.5 dB
error represents an uncertainty of the
radiation resistance of the transmitting
antenna.
However, during routine operation of the
stations, the antenna current does vary.
Tietsworth (ref. 82) has developed and
installed at four U.S. Navy LF stations an
automatic transmitting antenna monitor that
records the antenna RF voltage and current,
and computes the radiated power for both the
mark and the space frequencies, once per
These data show a variability in
minute.
radiated power with a standard deviation of
0.2
dB.
As thebefore,
of theall
LF
radiated the
power over
uncertainity
of
stations is the square root of 0.2 squared
The
plus 0.5 squared, or 0.5 dB rms.
antenna current variability at U.S. Navy VLF
stations is generally less than at the LF
stations (ref. 83).

deviation

in

the

uncertainty

of

measured field strength at a distant
location, the overall experimental error is
0.7 dB rms. The error will be greater than
0.7 dB 31% of the time, and greater than 1.4

dB 5% of the time.

The above conclusion about experimental
error involve the assumption of ideal
experimental conditions. Much of the time,
ideal conditions do not prevail.
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ABSTRACT
For the past three years, during a period of
high sun spot numbers, propagation measurements
have been made on the reception of VLF signals in
the Canadian Arctic. Between August and December
1989 the received signal strengths were measured on
the Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker, John A.
MacDonald in the Eastern Canadian Arctic. Between
July 1991 and June 1992 the received signal
strengths were measured at Nanisivik, Baffin Island.
The purposes of this work were to check the
accuracy and estimate variances of the Naval Ocean
Systems Center's (NOSC) Long Wave Propagation
Capability (LWPC) predictions in the Canadian
Arctic and to gather ionospheric storm data. In
addition the NOSC data taken at Fort Smith and our
data at Nanisivik were used to test the newly
developed Longwave Noise Prediction (LNP)
program and the CCIR noise predictions, at 21.4 and
24.0 kHz. The results of the work presented and
discussed in this paper show that in general the
LWPC predicts accurate values of received signal
strength in the Canadian Arctic with standard
deviations of 1 to 2 dB over several months.
Ionospheric storms can cause the received signal
strengths to decrease some 10 dB for a period of
several hours or days. However, the effects of these
storms are highly dependent on the propagation
path. Finally the new LNP atmospheric noise model
predicts lower values of noise in the Arctic than the
CCIR model and our limited measurements tend to
support these lower values,
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe
work done to test the validity of several propagation
and noise models in the Canadian Arctic. The work
began as technical support for the Canadian
Submarine Program, to test the accuracy of the
Naval Ocean Systems Center's (NOSC) Long Wave
Propagation Capability (LWPC) to predict field
strengths in the Canadian Arctic. Subsequently we
became involved in the ONR/DNA (Office of Naval
Research/ Defence Nuclear Agency) noise workshops
from which Pacific Sierra produced a new Longwave
Noise Prediction (LNP) program. The measurements
discussed in this paper relate to both of the above
mentioned models.
In 1989 an automatic monitoring system
that was installed on a Canadian Coast Guard
Icebreaker was used to measure received signal
strengths in the Eastern Arctic. In June 1991 a
similar system was installed at Nanisivik, on the
Northern part of Baffin Island to record received

signal strengths for a one year period. Since this
measurement period coincided with the peak of the
sun spot cycle, it has been possible to observe the
effects of several ionospheric storms on received
signal strengths. Finally the NOSC data collected at
Fort Smith have been used to test the LNP noise
model for four seasons. The Nanisivik data can also
be used in a similar manner.
1989 MEASUREMENTS
In order to measure the received signal
strengths across a wide area of the Arctic it was
decided to use a mobile platform. Each year the
Canadian Coast Guard has several icebreakers in the
high Arctic for the purposes of supplying remote
settlements and giving aid to Arctic shipping. In
1989 the ship that was scheduled to go to the
highest latitudes and stay the longest above the
Arctic Circle was the Canadian Coast Guard Ship
(CCGS) John A. Macdonald. This ship was chosen
as our monitoring platform. The northern limit of
the trip was Tanquary Fiord, 81:30N and the western
limit was 100:00W.
The LWPC [Ferguson,1989] was developed
from data at mid-latitudes. This series of programs
computes the received signal strength as a function
of distance for a I kW transmitter from inputs of:
transmitter location and frequency, date and time,
bearing angle from the transmitter to receiver and
maximum distance. The signal strengths are
computed by obtaining modal solutions to a specific
earth-ionospheric waveguide. The propagation path
is treated as a series of horizontally homogeneous
segments whose parameters are determined by the
ground conductivity, height of the ionosphere and
slope of the ionospheric profile.
EQUIPMENT
To reliably measure the received signal
strengths from a number of existing fleet broadcast
transmitters in the hostile electromagnetic
environment of a ship and with the minimum of
operator intervention, an automatic monitoring
system was assembled, consisting of: an active
antenna, a programmable field strength meter
operating in the RMS mode with a 200 Hz
bandwidth and a controlling and data logging
personal computer (see Fig.1). With exception of
the antenna, the equipment was shockmoanted in a
rack, which was installed in the ship's radio room.
The system was controlled by a program
written in the ASYST control and data logging
language. The program: tuned the receiver, calibrated
the receiver and measured the actual frequency and
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signal level (automatically selecting the input
attenuation to ensure an onscale reading). Each of
the nine frequencies, as listed in Table 1, was
sampled every ten minutes. At the end of the
program, which ran for 11.5 hours, the data were
written on disk along with the start time, date and
the ship's location at the start of the program. A
limitation of the software package would not allow
the program to run over 2359 to 0001 UT. This was
the primary reason for running 11.5 hour programs.
It also gave the operator more flexibility, le, a
longer time interval in which to restart the program
in case he was busy.

NAME

16.0kHz RUGBY U K.
19.0 kHz ANTHORN U.K
21.4 kHz ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND
23A kHz RHAUDERFEHN GERMANY
24.0 kHz CUTLER MAINE
48.5 kHz SILVER CREEK NEBRASKA
51.6 kHz ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND
73.6 kHz NEWPORT CORNER N.S.
88.0kHz ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND

DATE/I'ME
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

FREQUENCY (kHz)
18.1 19.0 21.4 24.0 51.6 77.1
-16
-16
-15 -16
-16
-17
-16 -14

09115:30ADT
10/09:30ADT
10/13:00ADT -16
10/18:40ADT

-17

-17

LOCATION
52:22N,
54:55N,
38:59N,
53:06N,
44:36N,
41:15N,
39:OON,
44:57N,
39:00N,

1:11W
3:16W
76:28W
7:35E
67:17W
97:55W
76:30W
63:58W
76:28W

The propagation paths for receiving
locations in the Canadian Arctic from these
transmitters are either South to North over northern
Canada or East to West over the Greenland Icecap.
The DUK active vertical antenna was a onemetre whip which had an upper frequency cutoff of
250 kHz. It was mounted on the port crane
stanchion post (about 18.3 metres above the water)
next to the main HF receiving whip. It was
connected to the receiving system with 30 metres of
RG-214 coaxial cable. The antenna could not be
characterized as a short vertical whip over a perfect
ground but was in reality a short vertical whip over
a 91.4 metre icebreaker over a perfect ground. Thus,
it was necessary to empirically calibrate the antenna
in its measurement configuration. Measurements to
determine values for the Antenna Factor of the
system antenna were made with a calibrated loop
antenna while the ship was sailing from St. John's
Nfld. to Dartmouth N.S. on August 10th and 11th.
One value was also obtained during a sea trial, 8 km
outside St. John's harbour on August 9th. Since two
of the main calibration signals, ie, ANNAPOLIS at
21.4 kHz (except just before reaching Dartmouth)
and NEWPORT CORNERS at 73.6 kHz were off
the air during this period, measurements were taken
on three other strong signals, ;e, ANNAPOLIS at
18.1 kHz, ANTHORN at 19.0 kHz and NORFOLK
VIRGINIA at 77.1 kHz. The loop measurements
were made with the loop located on the front deck of
the ship (measurements taken at various locations
on the ship during the refit in St. John's showed
very little variation and the front deck was the least
obstructed part of the ship) and simultaneous
measurements were made on the system antenna.
The values of the Antenna Factor (AF in dBWn) (see
Table 2 below) were calculated from the following
equation:
AF - Fl - SYSTEM

Table 2 Antenna Factors of the system antenna

Aug 11/09:50ADT -17 -16
-17
Aug 11/13:30ADT
Aug 11/17:30ADT

Table 1 1989 Monitored transmissions
FREQUENCY

where FI is the received field strength in dB above
Igv/m as measured with a calibrated loop antenna
and SYSTEM is the measured antenna reading in dB
above I^V.

These values were consistant over the
frequency range and thus a value of -16 dB/m was
used in the subsequent calculations.
DATA COLLECTION
The original plan was for the ship to sail to
the Arctic on July 25th. However, delays in a refit
put off the departure until August 17th. Spikes on
the ship's power supply blew a varistor on the
automatic monitoring system's power conditioner
before the start of the trip. This subsequently put a
ground fault on the ship's power supply. The fault
was not discovered until the ship was underway to
the Arctic and resulted in the monitoring system
being powered down for several days. When the
receiver was powered up after being off for several
days its frequency calibration had shifted (tests in
Ottawa before installation had predicted this type of
behaviour since the receiver is tuned by means of a
linear VCO but the Ottawa tests did not predict the
extent of the shift). After several weeks of operation
the frequency calibration stabilized, however, at
frequencies 300 to 400 Hz above the correct tuning
frequencies. This problem was not corrected until
October during a visit to the ship at Nanisivik at
which time the system was retuned. After this was
done the tuning remained correct for the remainder of
the trip. This problem rendered the September data
useless for signal strength measurements.
At the end of the trip, in Halifax, the signal
levels of each transmitter in a frequency range from 400 Hz to +400 Hz in 50 Hz steps around the
nominal frequency were measured (Note: the receiver
bandwidth was 200 Hz). This provided correction
factors and limitations for recovering some of the
off-frequency data.
The data, which consist of sets of
amplitude and frequency measurements of the nine
monitored transmissions taken ten minutes apart for
a period of 11.5 hours (some data cover three or
eight hour periods), have been analyzed for the
following days: August 22nd to 29th, October 13th
to October 31st, November I st until November 29th
(during a fierce storm in Gulf of St Lawrenoe at the
end of the trip).
The August data consist of measurements:
along the Labrador coast, in Davis Strait, Baffin
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Bay, Jones Sound and up the West coast of
Ellesmere Island to Eureka.
The October data consist of measurements:
at Nanisivik, across Lancaster Sound, Navy Board
Inlet, Eclipse Sound to Pond Inlet, back across
Lancaster Sound to Little Cornwallis Island and back
to Clyde River.
The November data consist of
measurements: from Clyde River to Pangnirtung (in
Cumberland Sound), up Baffin Bay to the eastern
edge of Lancaster Sound, north of Bylot Island and
back down Baffin Bay, Davis Strait, along the coast
of Labrador and into the Gulf of St. Lawrence west
of Newfoundland.
ANALYSIS
Since the ship could be viewed as a slow
moving platform, it was felt that recording its
position at the start of each data run would be
adequate. In fact, for a significant portion of the trip,
the ship was in a specific location for several days.
The diurnal pattern of VLF/LF received
signal strength consists of two long periods of
stable levels (day and night with the nighttime level
being some 10 dB above the daytime level) with two
transition periods at sunrise and sunset (sunrise and
sunset being defined as the time when the terminator
passes between the transmitter and the receiver),
Therefore, it was decided to analyze the data at local
noon and local midnight for the receiver (1700 UT
and 0500 UT), although all the other data do exist,
The data for the RHAUDERFEHN transmitter were
analyzed at 1600 UT and 0400 UT because 1700 UT
and 0500 UT were found to be in the midst of the
day-night transition periods.

The LWPC computes the received signal
strength as a function of distance for a specific 1 kW
transmitter at a specified date and time along a
specified bearing. Each profile takes 30 minutes of
computer time on the CRC VAX-750 (a newer VAX
3800 has reduced this time to about 5 minutes). To
reduce the computer time, profiles were calculated for 5
degree bearing increments and for one date per month.
Preliminary runs for the first, middle and end of the
month showed no significant differences in the
computed profiles, likewise for intermediate bearings.
Thus, for the August data, August 25th was the
comparison date, for the October data, October 15th
was the camparison date and for the November data,
November 15th was the comparison date.
The results of this analysis for each
transmitter were grouped together to produce a
cumulative distribution of DELTA's for each
frequency. Because of the relatively low powers, 4 and
5 kW respectively, the received signal levels were too
low for the data from ANNAPOLIS at 51.6 and 88.0
kHz to be used in this analysis. The received signal
levels from the RHAUDERFEHN transmiter were
more variable than the other transmitters. For most of
the measurement program it was observed that the
transmitter power was cycled between 'high' and low'
every hour, thus producing a pulsed waveform as a
function of time, see Fig.2. The 'high' levels were
used in this analysis. The cumulative distributions for
all the transmitters are presented in Figs.3 to 6. From
the cumulative distributions, as shown in Table 3
below, it appears that the LWPC seems adequate for
predicting received field strengths in the Canadian
Arctic under normal conditions. Because the ship was a
moving platform these results give a variation that
consists of both time and location variability.

To test the accuracy of the NOSC
propagation model, the following comparison
equation was used:

Table 3 Summary of DELTA
TRANSMWITER

# POINTS MEDIAN MEAN SID DEV

DELTA = CALCULATED FI - MEASURED FI

RUGBY
ANIHORN
ANNAPOLIS
L
rRH
SILVERCREEK
NEWPORTCRNR

81
88

where MEASURED FI is the received amplitude in
dB above l1V plus the system Antenna Factor (-16
dB/m) and CALCULATED FI is the level for a 1
kW transmitter in dB above lpV/m plus a POWER
term in dB which accounts for the actual radiated
power of the transmitter. The following POWER
terms were used in this analysis:
16 dB (40 kW)
17 dB (45 kW)
23 dB (213 kW)
18 dB (60 kW)
6 dB (4 kW)

for RUGBY
for ANTHORN
for ANNAPOLE
S
for SILVER CREEK
for ANNASOLIS

22 dB (160 kW)
7 dB (5 kW)

for NEWPORT CORNER at 73.6 kHz
at 88.1 kHz
for ANNAPOLIS

at 16.0 kHz
at 19.0 kHz
at 21.0 kHz
24 kHz
at 51.6 kHz

These values came from various sources.
Values for RUGBY, ANTHORN and SILVER
CREEK came from Canadian frequency allocation
tables. Values for ANNAPOLIS and CUTLER came
from NOSC measurement reports [Hepner,1988] and
[Hepner,19891. Finally, the value for NEWPORT
CORNER came from private comunications with
Canadian Depminenit of National Defence personal.

92
65

89
46
58

+00 dB 1.4dB
-+01 dB 2.6dB
-01
-0.5dB
- dB
d
-2.6dB
-26 dB 2.8 dB

5.8dB
7.5dB
4.6dB
4.6dB
6.2dB

-07 dB
+03 dB

8.1dB
9.8dB

-6.4dB
1.2 dB

There was great uncertainty in estimating the
radiated power of the SILVER CREEK transmitter.
From Table 3, assuming the predictions are accurate, it
seems that its true radiated power is about 200 kW.
Also, the RHAUDERFEHN transmitter seems to be
radiating about 650 kW. The high values of standard
deviation are in part caused by including data taken
during a major ionospheric storm in October 1989 (the
effects of this storm are discussed below).
1991/92

MEASUREMENTS

In order to eliminate the location vauiability
and to collect data over a longer time period it was
decided to install a modified version of the monitoring
system at Nanisivik, NWT,(74:03N, 84:33W) at the
northern tip of Baffin Island, near Lancaster Sound.
The choice of this location was based on several
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factors, in addition to it being located well above the
Arctic Circle and near one of the major sea-lanes in the
Arctic. One of these was that this town is very radio
quiet, ie, no above-ground power lines. The cutoff
frequency of the antenna at 250 kHz protects against
local broadcast transmitters affecting the results. The
operating program was extended to 20 hours, with a
four-hour leeway for the operator. The data disks were
mailed to CRC on a weekly basis. This allowed for
corrective action to be taken if the system started to
drift off frequency.
The list of the nine monitored frequencies, as
shown below, in Table 4, was modified to include
JIM CREEK, a West to East path and AGUADA, a
long South to North path. The path lengths vary from
3.2 to 4.5Mm except for AGUADA which is 6.2Mm.
Table 41991 Monitored transmissions
LOCATION
NAME
FREQU

DELTA = CALCULATED FT - MEASURED FI
where MEASURED FI is the received amplitude in dB
above IjV plus the system Antenna Factor (-25 dB/m)
and CALCULATED FI is the level for a I kW
transmitter in dB above ll±V/m plus a POWER term
in dB which accounts for the actual radiated power of
the transmitter. The following POWER terms were
used in this analysis:
16 dB
17 dB
23 dB
28 dB
29 dB
24 dB

(40 kW)
(45 kW)
(213 kW)
(650 kW)
(750 kW)
(250 kW)

forRUGBY
forANTHORN
for ANNAPOLIS
for RHAUDERFEHN
for CUTLER
for JIM CREEK

at
at
at
at
at
at

16.0 kHz
19.0 kHz
21.4 kHz
23.4 kHz
24.0 kHz
24.8 kHz

These values came from various sources.
Values for RUGBYand ANTHORN came from
Canadian frequency allocation tables. Values for
ANNAPOLIS, JIM CREEK and CUTLER came from
NOSC measurement reports [Hepner,1988] and
the value for
Finally,
[Hepner,1989].
RHAUDERFEHN came from the 1989 results as
shown in Table 3 above.

1:11W
3:16W
76:28W
7:35E
67:17W
121.55W
The model and the measurements were
67:11W compared at 1700 and 0500 UT. The data were divided
97:55W into two seasons; Winter (December, January and
63:58W February) and Spring (March, April and May).
Cumulative distributions of the DELTA's for each
The antenna, which was the same antenna as frequency and season were produced (see Figs. 7 to 10)
was used in the 1989 measurements, was mounted on

16.0kHz RUGBY UK.
19.0 kHz ANTHORN U.K
21.4 kHz ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND
23.4 kHz RHAUDERFEHN GERMANY
24.0kHz CUTLER MAINE
24.8 kHz JIM CREEK WASHINGTON
28.5 kHzAGUADAPUERTORICO
48. kHz SILVER CREEK NEBRASKA
73.6kHzNEWPORTCORNERN.S.

52:22N,
54:55N,
38:59N,
53:06N,
44:36N,
48:12N,
18:24N.
41:15N,
44:57N,

a steel mast, 9.75m above the ground at Nanisivik. As
in 1989 the antenna was calibrated in situ to
determine values for the Antenna Factor.
Measurements were made on two nights in June 1991
and repeated in 1992 with the results shown below in
Table 5.
Table 5 Antenna Factors of the system antenna at
Nanisivik
DATE

FREQUENCY (kHz)
21.4 23.4 24.0 24.8 48.5

Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

-24
-25
-26 -20 -26
-24 -19 -27
-24 -20 -25

22/91
24/91
11/92
12/92

-20
-20
-20
-20

-26
-25
-24
-23

These values were consistant over the frequency range
and thus a value of -25 dB/m was used in all the
subsequent calculations.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Measurement data were collected continuously
from June 1991 until June 1992 with very few missed
days. Since these were the first data collected by us
over the winter period, this paper presents the results
of the analysis of the measurement data from
December 1991 until May 1992 inclusive for:
ANNAPOLIS,
ANTHORN,
RUGBY,
RHAUDERFEHN, CUTL.ER and JEW CREEK.
To test the accuracy of the NOSC
re omprisn euaton efiing
Proasaionmodl.
DELTA, a used in dol 1989 analysis, was used leie:

Table 6 Summary of DELTA
TRANSMrI[ER

#POINTSM

RUGBY
ANTHORN
ANNAPOLIS
RHAUIJER
CUTLER
JIM CREEK

180
181
169
182
170
162

TRANSMrITER

SPRING
# POINTS MEDIAN MEAN STD DEV

RUGBY
ANT'HORN
ANNAPOLS
RHAUDERFON
CUTLER
JIM CREEK

162
174
167
180
169
176

DIANMEANSIDDEV

+06 dB
+04dB
-02dB
+02 dB
-O6dB
+00dB

+10dB
+11 dB
-02 dB
+06 dB
+05dB
+01 dB

6.8dB
6.4dB
-1.2dB
2.3dB
7.1 dB
0.7 dB

7.4dB
6.2dB
1.4dB
3.5dB
3.0dB
2.6dB

7.7dB 6.3dB
10.3dB 5.3dB
-1.4dB 1.6dB
7.4dB 6.4MB
5.3 dB 2.2dB
1.6 dB 1.6dB

To explain thes results one must consider a
number of factors: transmitter power, path, and
monitoring system calibration. For ANNAPOLIS dhe
transmitter power is known and, as seen from the
measured data, is
now
seem
v
ry. the
measured data, it does not seem to vary. The signal
path passes over very little poorly conducting soil, ke,
it tiraverses Hudson Bay and then small land areas of
the Arctic. Therefore, the one to two dB difference is
very easily explained by measurement system
standard deviation of I - 2 dB sho s
uncertainties. MTe
very consistent results. Similar Comments Apply to
JIM CREEK except that it's signal path traverses a
large portion of Arctic tundra. The low values of
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DELTA and standard deviation show that the model is

height is lowered, thus, increasing the signal

accurate for this area. However, for the Cutler path
there seems to be a problem. The signal path traverses
a large portion of the Canadian Shield. The 1991/92
results seem different from those in 1989 (see Table 3.
One explanation is that the transmitter was only
radiating about 400 kW in 1991/92.

attenuation. For the ANTHORN data, signal level
predictions were computed for various values of h and
compared with the measured results.Values of 45, 30
and 24 dB above I ;LV/m were calculated for reference
heights of 74, 60 and 56 km respectively at 1700 UT.
On October 19th and 21st the measured field intensity
from ANTHORN at 1700 UT was 24 dB above I
pV/m. Also on October 22nd the measured field
intensity was 29 dB above 1 lLV/m. These results
show that the storm lowered the reference height to
about 56 km for the period from the 19th to the 21st
and then the reference height recovered to about 60 km
by the 22nd. Over the same period of time the
measured field intensity of 29 dB above lp.V/m at
0500 UT was compared with calculated values of 49,
51, 44, 34 and 29 dB above 1 pV/m for reference
heights of 80, 70, 60, and 56 km respectively. Again
these show the reference height was depressed to about
56 km during the peak of the storm.

The signal paths for the other three
transmitters cross the Greenland icecap. The
RHAUDERFEHN winter data show good agreement
with the model predictions. However, the spring data
seem to be affected by a lower transmitter power for
part of April and May. Both RUGBY and ANTHORN
seem to be operating at regular power and at one
quarter power (&e40 to 45kW and then 10 to 1lkW)
for most of the measurement time . This showed up as
a double peak on the density distribution of the
DELTA data and then as a step in the curve of the
cumulative distribution as shown in Figs.8 and 10.
Separating out these data would show a much clearer
picture.
STORM DATA
The causes of ionospheric storms and their
effects on VLF signal strengths have been discussed in
the past [Field,1970]. However, very little data show
the occurrence rate, ie, how many per year or month,
Also, as far as the NOSC LWPC is concerned, Polar
Cap Absorption events (PCAs) are an anomaly and are
not dealt with in the model statistics,
There was a major ionospheric disturbance in
October 1989 (see Proton Flux in Fig.1 la [US
Department of Commerce,1989]) that affected the
received signal levels from the different tansmitters to
varying degrees from the 19th until the 26th. From
time plots of the DELTAs (Calculated FI - Measured
Fl) from four transmissions, two North/South and two
East/West over the Greenland icecap into the Lancaster
Sound area during the storm one can make some
interesting observations (see Fig. lb,c.d,e). Note that
a positive DELTA means an attenuated signal. Also
the - - - mean no data were available. The reception of
the ANNAPOLIS, 21.4 kHz, transmission which was
on a path over a small part of the Canadian Shield and
then over Hudson's Bay was attenuated only for periods
of a few hours on the 20th and the 23rd. The
CUTLER, 24.0 kHz, transmission which was on a
path over a major portion of the Canadian Shield was
attenuated in two stages for several days at a time. The
first was from the 19th to the 21st and the second
more serious attenuation from the 22nd to the 27th.
Both the RUGBY, 16.0 kHz, and ANTHORN, 19.0
kHz, transmissions which were on paths over the
Greenland icecap were attenuated during the early part
of the storm from the 19th to the 24th, with the
RUGBY transmission recovering more quickly than
ANTHORN.

During the measurements at Nanisivik three
ionospheric storms occurred; one in August 1991, and
one in February 1992 and one in May 1992. The
August storm occurred between August 26th and about
the 30th peaking on the 28th (see Proton Flux in
Fig.12a [US Department of Commerce,1991]). The
ANTHORN transmitter was off during this storm.
Also the monitoring system was experiencing tuning
problems on the RUGBY and JIM CREEK
frequencies. The effects of this storm do show up on
the ANNAPOLIS data (for one day) and the CUTLER
data as shown in Fig.12bc. The February storm
occurred between February 7th and 9th (see Proton
Flux in Fig.13a [US Department of Commerce,
1992]). It had a negligible effect on the ANNAPOLIS
and JIM CREEK paths as shown in Fig.13b and c and
a small effect on the CUTLER path, Figl3d. The
RUGBY path, Fig 13e, showed the largest effect.This
storm also had very little effect on the
RHAUDERFEHN transmission (see Fig 13f). The
May storm occurred late on May 9th and continued for
several days (see Proton Flux in Fig 14a [US
Department of Commerce, 19921). Unfortunately the
system was off on May 9th. The effects of the storm
were only seen on the RHAUDERFEHN path, Fig
14b. the North American paths from ANNAPOLIS,
CUTLER and JIM CREEK were unaffected as shown
in Figs 14c,d,e.
NOISE MEASUREMENTS

One can use the NOSC model to explain
what was happening to the earth-ionospheric

Over the years there has been some doubt
concerning accuracy of CCIR atmospheric noise
predictions in the Canadian Arctic. With the release of
the new LNP model it was decided to test the CCIR
model [CCIR,19881 and the new Longwave Noise
Prediction (LNP) model [Warber & Field,1991,
Waztm,1991] with some NOSC data being collected in
the Camdian Arctic. The o ationa characterisic of
these channels were used to our advantage, k, when a
trmmitter is off hen no oet elm is an therquency.
It has been observed that the CUTLER tranmittuer at

waveguide during the storm. The ionoseric profl

24.0 KHl is regularly shut down on Mondays during

model is defined by an exponential in conductivity

the dayime and the ANNAPOLIS trastmitter at 21.4

with height specified by a sope. P, in km'- and a

reference height h, in km. For the daytime period the

Kkk is regularly shut down on Tuesda
ft dg
daytimeThe NOSC data were olleced at Poet Smith

standard model values for these parmeters ae na0.3
km 1 and h -74 km During a storm the reference

(60.OON, 112:00W) between December 1969 and
November 1990 using an RMS measuring circ•it with
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a bandwidth of 400 Hz and a short vertical monopole
antenna. The measured data were in terms of received
Field Strength, the LNP model gives the noise in
terms of received Field Strength and the CCIR model
gives the noise predictions in terms of Field Strength
(EN) with the following equation:

2) The new theoretical LNP atmospheric noise model
predict lower values of noise in the Arctic than the
CCIR empirical model and measurements tend to
support these lower values.

EN = Fa + 20 log F - 95.5 + 10 log b

We would like to thank Captain D.H. Johns
of the Canadian Coast Guard for permission to use the
CCGS John A. Macdonald in this work. We would
also like to thank Captain G. Barry and the crew of the
CCGS John A Macdonald, especially the radio
operators, W.E. Fontaine and J.W. Walker for their
cooperation.

where Fa is the CCIR noise parameter, F is the
frequency in MHz and b is the bandwidth in Hz.
The data were compared with the CCIR
predictions for the 0800 to 1200 local time period and
for 1600UT ( 0830 local time) for the LNP model.
The median and standard deviation for the CCIR
model, the LNP model and the measurements are
shown in the Table 7. N is the number of
measurement points. Figs.15 to 18 show the median
values for the two models and the measurements.

We would like to thank W. McNeil, manager
of Nanisivik Mines Limited for permission to locate
our equipment at Nanisivik. We especially thank R.K.
Light for his cooperation and E.T. Rowan our operator
at Nanisivik for his cooperation.

Table 7 Noise field strength at Fort Smith
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The data tend to favour the new theoretical
LNP model over the empirical CCIR model. However,
as shown in Fig.18, there is a problem with the
frequency variation predicted by the LNP model for the
winter season. The general shape of the noise level
versus frequency graph was expected to be
monotonically decreasing with frequency as was seen
in the figures for the other three seasons. At this site
the two models predict quite different values except for
the autumn season. Also the LNP model always
predicts the lower value of the two models.
CONCLUSIONS
1) The LWPC seems to be able to predict accurate
values of the received signal strength in the Eastern
Canadian Arctic. When the radiated power is known
the stadard deviation may be as low as I to 2 dB over
several months. However, during periods of
ionospheric storms (possibly three times a year near
sunspot maximum) the received signal strengths will
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days. The effects of such storms are highly dependent
on the pmpagatlon peth, with paths crossing the

Greenland icecap being most affied.
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Discussion
U.S. INAN (US)
You showed an example
Greenland) was not affected but
particularly intense one? I am
extend to lower latitudes, and that

of a geomagnetic storm during which the RHALUDERFEHN path (over
the Cutler path (at lower latitudes) was perturbed. Was this storm a
thinking that in a relatively intense storm, the auroral electrojet may
VLF paths lying to the north of the electrojet may not be as affected.

AUTHORS' REPLY
No, the May storm (where RHAUDERFEHN was affected) was more intense than the February storm
(where RHAUDERFEHN was not affected). It should be noted that, at the time of the February storm, the
receiving site was mostly in darkness with a brief period of sunlight near noon, i.e., the terminator may
have a greater affect on this path at this time.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL COVERAGE ANALYSIS OF A VLF TRANSMITTER

Detlev Borgmann
TELEFUNKEN SYSTEMTECHNIK
Radio Communications Subdivision
P.O.Box 1730, D-7900 UIm, Germany

SUMMARY
The coverage area of a VLF transmitting station, located
in the northern part of Germany, should be analysed. In
order to predict the availability of receiving skin depth for
the complete operation area of the VLF station some

With the knowledge of the field strength above the sea
surface at any point of the coverage area and the
physical constants of the sea water an estimation of the
receiving skin depth is possible.

investigations have been made in theoretical propagation

models.
Then a computer program based on the wave
guide mode
theory was implemented. To verify the

2. COVERAGE AREA

validation of the theoretical model, measurements of field
strength insome specific areas were carried out.

The coverage area of this radio system shown in Figure 1
is the Baltic Sea and parts of the North Sea. For the field
strength calculation the area was covered with a net of
radials. Different land/sea transition phases characterize
this area and complicate the calculation.

The first part of the paper is concerned with a description
of the theoretical approach of the coverage analysis. The
second part describes some properties of the operation
area and gives in detail results from measurements. And
data
finally a comparison of theoretical and measured
then shows the quality of agreement between theory and
praxis.
t

NTOUCTION

To calculate the field strengths over water, a simulation
model was sought which on the one hand would take
Into account all possible variants and influence factors of
the ionosphere and, on the other hand, would enable
verification of the selected ionosphere parameters by
specific measurements. Fundamentally only the
WAVEGUIDE MODE method was suitable for the
theoretical analysis [1]. Various methods of calculation
are described in the literature 12-41 which are exclusively
based on the WAVEGUIDE MODE theory.

A VLF transmitting station for radio communication to
submerged submarines was installed in the northern part
of Germany. In order to prbcnct the system availability the
receiving skin depth for the complete operation area of
the VLF station must be calculated. This analysis should
be based on a theoretical simulation of the field strength
supported by an empirical evaluation of physical
parameters of the transmission path. These permeters
e.g. Ionosphere reflection profile must be estited b
specific measurements.

In the examination of the VLF field strength, the method
for determining wavegulde constants "MODESRCH" [2.
and the mode conversion procedure "GRNDMC" [4]
were employed. With the MODESRCH procedure, the

The problem now consisted of finding a suitable
calculation method which, by simple variation, would
sdow the
xowere's Influence factors to be examined.
In a compaison of aciakted WteWst
wft

mode constants can calculated depending on the
homogeneous charaoct
of the earth and
Ionophere. MODESRCH has the advantle that the
charctes•t of the ionosphere (conductlty proie) are
descriable by two parameters. Compared to tirew-

measured values, tet aim was to fn

M of kxxmpheaf

parameters Ionospher•c

Parameters. With ft

d•t

description simplifies the ver•ifection by measurament. A

IwflO

tWpeted measurements,

obuilnod by

fth fi0W strngt

sould then be extended over the entire

-

.

anayIs
a of

models,

the two parameter

detailed anays* of two-paramelter Ionsphri moel Is
descrbed In [5]. It serves as a basls for theoag

anyIsis.
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VLF mode conversions coefficients and mode sum for an
earth-ionosphere waveguide which is inhomogeneous
along the direction of propagation can be determined
with the procedure GRNDMC.
Using the methods described in [2] and [4], a calculation
concept was developed (Figure 2) which consists of a
total of six steps and establishes as a result the course of
the field strength on the ground. The coverage area was
overlaid with a network of radials (Figure 1) on which the
field strengths were calculated.
At the beginning of a field strength simulation the
parameters of the VLF channel to be calculated have to
be fixed in an initial step. This means that all the
waveguides
parameters
which
influence
wave
propagation warameere
assigd a
ingluene t
ae
propagation were
assigned according to the
geographical and physical circumstances. Figures 3 and
4 show examples of the modelling of a propagation
channel. The marked land/sea transitions describe the
lower boundary of the waveguide. The ionosphere in
Figure 3 is assumed with constant daytime propagation,
whereas dawn/dusk propagation was approximated in
Figure 4 with a stepped model of the ionosphere.

To calculate the mode constants with the aid of the mode
search procedure [2], the waveguide has first of all to be
The
divided into sections with homogeneous values.
mode constants are then calculated for each further
homogeneous waveguide section. The determination of
the mode conversions coefficients of each section
follows in the next step. The subsequent mode summing
procedure is followed by the calculation of field strength
along the direction of propagation. A field strength plot
completes the calculation.

The reports [5] and [6] describe detailed examples for
effective electron density distributions serves as a basis
for simulation of the ionosphere's parameters. A variation
of the reference height H' = 70 km to H' = 76 km at a
constant electron density gradient of Beta = 0.3 km-1
appeared to be the most sensible way to simulate
daytime propagation for this specific coverage area.
Figure 5 shows the field strength for variations of the
ionosphere's height. Mainly the position of the distinct
maximum of interference (minimum of field strength) is
influenced by the variation of the reference height. As the
position of the interference can be precisely determined
by measuring the field, the ionosphere's parameters can
thus be verified relatively accurately.
In chapter 4,

some

examples of day and

night

simulations are compared in detail with measurements.
An 'nvestigation of the influence of day-to-night
transitions for possible field strength changes took on
particular significance. Observations of field strength
carried out earlier had, in certain areas, resulted in
particularly severe field strength reduction during the
dawn/dusk period. The theoretical investigation was
intended to provide information about the fundamental
behaviour of the field strength during dawn/dusk. To this
end, an ionospheric night-to-day transition model was
designed (Figure 7) which, verified by measurements,
tob
u
fie
strnghsurvtw
nabled the
calculated. Figure 8 shows, as an example, a calculation
of the field strength curve for the night-to-day transition
on a west-east land path. The transition curves from night
to day is vividly discernible. Distinctly conspicuous is a
drop in field strength at a certain distance and at a certain
time of the transitional phase. This field strength minimum
was confirmed by measurements.

The current Ic -al ionospheric parameters are determined
in principle via a comparison of measured field strengths
with theoretically determined field strengths. By varying
certain simulation parameters (ionospheric conductivity
coefficient), the calculated field strength curves are so

Continued investigations of dawn/dusk occurrences [7]
confirmed that the simulation method is also
fundamentally suitable for calculating dawn/dusk
influences theoretically and enabling them to be
analysed.

altered until congruence with the measured values is
achieved.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The ionospheric conductivity coefficients can be derived
via an exponential electron density profile. According to
[1], two parameters are sufficient to describe the profile.
The parameter Beta (kmi1 ) defines the vertical gradients
of the electron density whilst the term H' (km) represents
a reference height. By varying both factors, all
conceivable ionospheric states can, in principle, be
simulated,

During extensive measuring activities In 1983/84, field
strength measurements were taken by a ship and an
aircraft. The measurements took place on several
singular radials in winter as well as In summer to take Into
account area and seasonal influences. The flight
measurements proved to be beat suited for field strength
analysis and ultimately the determination of the mode
parameters. Additional positional measurements with a
ship supplemented the analysis.
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The objective of the measuring was to determine field
strength curves for daytime, night-time and dawn/dusk
propagation in summer and winter in order to verify
current ionosphere parameters. Figure 10 shows the field
strength
curve
resulting
from daytime
flight
measurements in summer over a distance of
approximately 2000 km. In principle, two curves can be
perceived which represent the outward and return flights
respectively. The slight shift of the curves can be
explained by the deviation in time of the two sets of
measurements. This meant that the ionospheres
characteristics had already changed somewhat between
the outward and return flights.
A comparison of the in-flight data readings with
theoretically determined curves (Figure 9) shows that for
the outward and return flights (Figure 11 and 12) there is
very good concurrence with the parameters H' = 74 km
resp. H'= 75 km and Beta = 0.3 km" 1 . Particularly
pronounced was a drop in field strength at around 600
km. Further comparisons with other in-flight data
readings led to similar findings.
The ionosphere data for night-time propagation were
considerably more difficult to determine. Figure 14
shows, as a typical example, the data readings for a night
plot with several
flight. The field strength curve shows a
drops in signal strength which is typical for night-time
propagation. Also noticeable is a shift in data readings
from the outward and return flights. But a comparison
with calculated data (Figure 13) does not lead to such
clear concurrence as in the case of daytime readings.
Figures 15 and 16 show a comparison for the outward
and return flights respectively. The theoretically
determined curve is based on the ionospheric
parameters H' = 83 km (outward flight) resp. H' = 81
1
(return flight), Beta = 0.5 km" .
Further night-time measurements taken in summer as
well as in winter, also produced similar results. Unlike the
daytime propagation, a pronounced null in the field
strength curve could not be observed. The in-flight
measurements were supplemented by shipboard
measurements
at certain
the area
fieldstrength mimat
were locatio~ns
lation
b exen (inted.
a[5] where
eto be expected).

Night
Night

Summer
Summer

H' = 80 km
H' = 80 km

Beta = 0.4 km"
Beta = 0.4 km"1

With the aid of the ionospheric parameters determined by
the measuring, field strength calculations were carried
out for the entire area of operation. Based on these
calculations, the attainable depths were calculated for
reception when submerged. It then emerged that there
was an area, approximately 600 km distant, in which
underwater reception was no longer possible due to an
extreme drop in field strength during daytime.
As these reception limitations, especially in this area,
were unacceptable for operational reasons, it was
examined in the further analysis to what extent the null
could be shifted or reduced by selecting a new
frequency. Figure 6 shows the simulated field strength
curves for various frequencies under daytime condition.
The investigation demonstrated that the reception
limitations in this particular area could be avoided by
shifting the frequency.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE
NIGHTTIME MODE CONVERSION AT VLF*
Verne Hildebrand
IWG Corporation, 1940 Fifth Avenue, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92101, United States
Sumnmary: Research to define equatorial zone nighttime modal interference for VLF signals is described.
Modal
effects are
of
ionosphere
parameters,
examined propagation
in relation to path
orientation
plausible
ranges
and VLF frequency. Results of various comparisons are
described where VLF signal amplitude and phase calcula-/
tions for low latitude and transequatorial paths are
matched to measurements. D-region ionosphere models,
used as input to a fullwave VLF propagation computer
program, are iteratively adjusted to improve the agree-

Reaepae
hat
i
Prsbae
08 July 1986

ing equatorial zone ionosphere dynamics, and (2) the

13.5kaz

Background. Under a grant from the U. S. Office of
Naval Research, we are studying the dynamics of the
equatorial zone nighttime D-region ionosphere, using
mode conversion effects on VLF signals as sensors of
ionosphere variation. Our research interests are to determine if large dynamical processes are occurring in the
equatorial nighttime ionosphere and, if so, to attempt to
relate them to geophysical processes.
During previous analysis of VLF propagation in the
Western Pacific, we observed some unusually large phase
changes at nighttime on several signals undergoing
transequatorial propagation. As illustrated in Figure 1,
for a path from Omega Japan to Brisbane, the deviation
from a normal nighttime phasecanbe an appreciable part
of the normal diurnal change. The phase scale is In
CentiCycles(CECs), acommonly used measurefor Omega
Analyss sposeed by th U.I Navy, Ofik of Nava p..ah

_.

///

ment between calculations and measurements. Findings
are interpretedwith respect to (1) thefeasibility of explor-

Introduction! VLF Radiowave propagation provides one
of the few viable tools for exploring the properties of the
lower D-region ionosphere. Conversely, VLF communications coverage analysis and prediction is directly dependent on the quality of models for the D-region ionosphere. The VLF Omega navigation signals are an excellent and under-utilized resource for conducting D-region
research in direct support of VLF communications. Stations are well placed for investigating polar, mid latitude
and equatorial phenomena. Much can be learned by fully
utilizing the very stable signals radiated at five frequenand
cies, available from each of the eight transmitters,
While the
taking full advantage of modal structure.
Omega signals, 10.2 to 13.6 kHz, are well below the VLF
communications band, we contend that much of the
knowledge gained on D-region characteristics can be
directly applied at the higher frequencies. The opportunity offered by Omega needs to be exploited nowl With
the Global Positioning System (GPS) coming on board as
the prime means for global navigation, pressure is mountingto phaseout Omega. In this paper we describe how we
are using Omega along with computer codes of fullwave
VLF propagation, provided to us by the U. S. Naval Ocean
Systems Center (NOSC), for ionosphere research and by
example illustrate the potential for other investigations,

"

///

,/
10.2 kHz •
11.3
Il3kHz -.

value ofusingOmega signals tobuildpropagationmodels
for predicting VLF communications coverage.
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Figure 1. Examples of Night Phase Change
navigation. For the two dates shown, the diurnal phase
plots for all three frequencies undergo a near normal
sunset transition between 0400 and 1200 GMT. Later in
the night, for both dates, the measured phases undergo
an additional shift, indicating a further increase in
ionosphere reflection height. These later phase shifts are
anomalous perturbations that, while occurring infrequently, can approach 50 percent of the day/night phase
shift. We suspect that such large phase perturbations
may be unique to equatorial propagation as we have not
found similar perturbations on other paths. The propagation path for Figure 1 is outside the equatorial modal
conversion zone. We noted these phase changes on paths
that both did and did not incur modal conversion. An
example of a large phase deviation where modal effects
are strong, is shown in Figure 2. Here, the Omega
Australia signals measured in Japan, show strong modal
effects occurring quite consistently during the middle of
the night, for six consecutive days. In this case the 13.6
kHz phase follows a fairly normal diurnal pattern. Part
of the large phase changes can be attributed to receiver
performance. The modal effects seem to suggest that the
ionosphere changes primarily occur in the equatorial
zone. The times of occurrence often are near or after
midpath midnight, as further illustrated in Figure 8, for
Omega Japan measured at Cubi Point in the Philippines.
Arrows point to the disturbance onset for each night. In
these three figures we show quite different phase effects,
with each example likely to have different information
content regarding derivation of ionosphere parameters
associated with the perturbations.
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Ionosphere Dynamics
Based upon these observations, we have
addressed two questions: (1) does the geo1000.
physics literature indicate that large D-region perturbations occur, particularly at
equatorial latitudes, and (2) can more definitive measurements be made? In regards
to question one, we have not found any
information specific to the altitude interval
important to VLF propagation. However the
6eo0
literature, in general, clearly shows that the w
equatorial ionosphere dynamics at higher V.
altitudes are much different than at mid or
400high latitudes and that major perturbations
do occur. We will briefly address question
one and then turn to question two as the
main topic for our paper.
200"

March 6, 1963

-

At higher altitudes, the Equatorial Spread-.O
NE
F (ESF) is characteristic of the large scale
20:25:02
20:45:02
21:05:02
2125:02
21:45:02
dynamics that could be of interest to us.
Local Time
Spread-F is a disturbed nighttime condition
Figure 4. Electron Depletion Plume; JMcamarca Radar
that is characterized by large scale plasma
"bite-outs." Bite-outs are complicated ionosphereplumes
served plumes have a very complex shape in both space
or "holes' that can extend 100 km in diameter and have
and time. Several plumes may be generated in time
ionization depletions up to three orders-of-magnitude.
sequence from a given region of instability and also
An example of the Jicamarca (Peru) radar detection of
within a general geographic area. While the measuresuch a plume is shown in Figure 4 (KELLY et al 1986). It
ment tools are insensitive to the D- and E-regions, we on
is noted that the plume height can extend over an altitude
evidence in the data of disturbances associated with the
range of 400 km. A time slice example of theoretical
plume development occurring at or below 100 kn. The
plume modeling (shown in Figure 5), taken from an
equatorial spread-Flt a nighttime phenomena, occurring
analysis of plume development, indicates the geometric
at approximately 2300 local time *S hours, centered
extent(ZALSAKet al 1980). Each contour linerepresents
about the geomagnetic equator, ±20" latitude. Our intera factor-of4wo change in electron density. The contours
est in spread-F is enhanced because, much evidenc
inside the plume show decreases in electron density
exists to indicate that the triggaing source for the initial
relative to the plume boundary. We note that the obinstability originates belowthe F-region, possibly within
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To date, our research has focused on (1) assessing the
extent and propagation characteristics ofthe
mode conversion phenomena, (2) gaining exin using the NOSC VLF propagation model to
interpret modal conversion measurements, and (3) designing experiments than can best utilize the mode con-
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/ !'\equatorial
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tially with increasing height. Representative profiles are
showninFigure6. The values Band h'designate the slope
and reference height after the notation established by
Wait (WAIT 1964). While we use nominal or average
profiles for guidance, our interests are to derive specific
profiles for specific measurement events. Though, these
profile models frequently give surprisingly good fits to
data, we find many cases where we believe a more
complex shape is needed. Also, we need a capability to
vary the profile along a propagation path. We hope to
have the needed computer code modifications completed
soon.

1oo

version process.

am)

Figure 5. Theoretical Model Showing Several
Orders of Magnitude Depletion
the lower atmosphere. Argo (ARGO et al 1986), in analysis
of digital ionosound measurements at Huancayo in Peru,
suggests seeding of F-region disturbances by gravity
waves of local origin, possibly from thunderstorms in the
rain forests to the east or from the Andes mountains. If
this is so, the D-region must also undergo disturbances.
We emphasize that the above evidence only suggests a
rationale for study of the D-region.
With respect to question two above, our conjecture is that
the equatorial mode conversion phenomena gives an
opportunity to obtain more definitive data. Equatorial
mode conversion occurs as a result of the earth's magnetic
field influence on VLF reflection. The efficiency ofconversion is dependent on the orientation of the path to the
magnetic field and on ionosphere and collision frequency
profiles. For each transmitter, equatorial zone modal
conversion occurs over a confined geographic region.
Most ofour research to date hasbeen to establish boundaries ofmodal conversion zones and to explore amplitude
and phase effects in relation to path orientations and
profile parameters. With the knowledge and insights
gained, we believe that we truly can make and interpret
more definitive measurements. Being able to interpret
medal effects is as big an adventure as being able to make
good measurements.

We have described our research on the equatorial zone
modal conversion phenomena and criteria for establishing a zone's geographic boundaries in several papers
(HILDEBRAND 1991, 1990). The conversion zones shown
in Figure 7, for three Omega transmitters, Hawaii, Australia and Japan, are of particular interest to us because
of unique possibilities and availability of some data from
the Omega Validation Program. In this paper, we focus
on propagation from Hawaii, examining radials in and
near the eastern edge of the Hawaii Omega signal mode
conversion zone. The radials we examine are shown in
Figure 8. The analysis we describe is in preparation for
the more complex task of attempting to interpret modal
conversion measurements. Along the way we make
several comparisons between analysis at Omega frequencies and at 23.40 kHz, from NPM in Hawaii.
ComputerExplorationofMode Conversion: Ourfmrst
goal is to understand the equatorial zone mode conversion process in relation to geography, ionosphere parameters, and propagation frequency. We are concentrating on exploring potential information content of
various sight selection and measurement choices. In the
process we are building a database ofcalculations to help
us design a measurement program. As we will show,
there are many factors and trade-offs to consider.
o0

Our analysis makes extensive use of the Long-Wave
Propagation Capability (LWPC), software package developed at NOSC (FERGUSON et al 1989) and adapted by us to
the Macintosh personal computer. We find that this
software works very well. Our investigations are to
evaluate and devise geophysical models to be used with
LWPC in assessing VLF communications and navigation
"coverageand performance. This study is viable because
of the interactive tools we have developed for the Macin.tosh, which allow us to make utensive graphical comrparisons between various hypotheses and to obtain calculation rmelts while the questions are still fresh in our
minds.
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Presently, our calculations are limited to using electron
density profiles where the density increases eiponen-
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Our original concept in propsingto usemedal conversion
was to select a geometry where only the last portion of a
propagation path incurred modal conversion; the idea
being, that with proper experiment design, we could
localize the profile derivation to a small area in the
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Figure B. Modal Effects Versus Propagation
Path Radlals BO0. Ionosphere
(1947 to 2060), for the Omega Hawaii 13.6 kHz signal.
____

equatorial zone. The ideal experiment would locate
several receivers along a radial, one before modal conversion occurs and several within the region of modal conversion. These within would be spaced to record maximum
differences in modal structure in both distance and frequency space. Simultaneous measurement along several
radials would be a significant bonus. The zone boundaries, shown in Figure 7, were derived from a rather
simple and static model. This model needed to be refined
for our purposes. As we will show, the model is quite
complex; with path bearing, profile height, profile gradient and signal frequency all contributing to the obser vable modal effects. Presenting a complete picture would
require publishing a Compact Disk (CD), so a few axample. will have to snuffice.

From this figure we note, for this ionosphere moedl (B] 0.4,
h' 87 kin), that (1) modal effects are most obvious over a
distance interval between 2.5 and 4 Mm, (2) their onset is
beyond the magnetic equator, (3) their magnitude in-

In Figure 9, we show computed modal effects on signal
amplitude versus distance and path bearing from Hawaii

11a and 11b), the modal effects first become clearly
evident on the 1W8 curve. By the 204 radial, the modal

creases with increasing bearing, and (4) beyond 4.5 Mm
negligible amnplitude change occurs with increasing bearing that can be attributed to modal conversion. The
modal effect would be hard to measure on the 1940 radial,
but would be quite pronounced beyond 200°. In Figures
10, 1 a and 1 lb, we show similar calculations for respectively, Omega Hawaii and NPM at 23.4 k~ls for an ionosphere model of (B .5, h' 87 kin). We note that the modal
effects on the Omega signal are stronger than in Figure
9, yet the curves are very similar from 0 Mm to 2.5 Mm,
the magnetic equator. Modal effects could easily be

measured on the 1960radial. For the NPM signal
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0.76 km over this height interval. We believe
that
reflection heights may vary over this range from 85 to 90

ARMds

Varying 0 and frequency have similar effects. In Figures
14 and 15, we show modal structure on the Omega Hawaii
signal propagated along a 204' radial as a function of B
with h' = 87 km for respectively, 10.2 and 13.8 kHz. For
both frequencies, the mode structure increases with increasing 13. Modal interference is stronger and more
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complex at 13.6 kHz for any 8. We also show the locations

Hawaii Phase Received in Tahiti; 13 - 17 Feb 1985

of two possible measurement sites in close proximity to
this radial. The space between the magnetic equator and
Swains Island is all open ocean.

10.2 kHz

pakul

11.skil
13.0kliz

DiCal

an experiment design viewpoint, several things are
From
ev ident fro m our c al c ulatio ns . F irs t, for a p r ofile (8•.3 , h'

D
2-.

e

CMCa

,e

"

. . ... . . . . . .. " • . - - . _ _ .
87 km) which is commonly used to model nighttime
_nghtIntrva
Feb
propagation at Omega frequencies, we should not observe
modal effects in the vicinity of Samoa. Either 1 or h' has
-_
to be larger. The beat place to make measurements is
14
within a megameter of the magnetic equator. For fre------.
quencies above the Omega band, the modal structure
..
rapidly becomes very complex, which we interpret to
mean much more difficult to analyze. For each transmit- .--ter, there is an optimum sector of radials for making
.measurements. As we showed in Figure 9, the modal
--effects are too small until a certain radial is reached.
Further rotation to a more westward equator crossing
improves the measurement potential, but a radial is
eventually reached where modes originating at the transj
.
--.*------mitter extend into the equatorial zone and mask the
equatorial effects. For Omega Hawaii this occurs around
S
sunr
210/212° depending upon the ionosphere model. Froma
I
I
I1
I
I
I I
very large set of calculations, we have derived the three
00
04
06
12
16
20
24
71ie (GMT)
most optimum measurement regions which are shown in
Figure 17. Measured Omega Phase
Figure 16. While these are the best choices for using
Omega, none are particularly good for site placement or
Hawaii Phase Received in Tahiti 13 17 Feb 1985
logistics. Finally, a lot of variables are involved which
10.2 kHz . . . . . . . .950leads to a lot of uncertainty. Any bounds that can be
102
.
..
placed on parameters is very helpful in experiment de-.
25_cE
"sign. We are now comparing calculations with propagation measurements to attempt to establish better bounds.
13 .
Ionosphere Profile Derivation: We hope to gain
considerable insights into the nature of equatorial mode
conversion phenomenaby studying transequatorial propagation on radials from Omega Hawaii. We are comparing
paths that lie both outside and inside of the conversion
zone. Our first step is to model the nighttime p.ath from
Hawaii to Tahiti using data collected from the Omega
validation program (HILDEBRAND 1989). In Figure 17, we
show measured diurnal phase for four successive days on
three Omega frequencies. We selected this data for two
reasons, it is representative of this path and we have
flight measurements for the night of 13 February.
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In Figure 18, we compare Omega hourly PPC calculations
for 10.2 kHz with measurements for these four days. The
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GMT because we have not referenced the measured phase
moeasreon phase values are set to the PPC values at 0000
to the transmitted phase. The PPC model gives no infermation on ionosphere profiles but it does model changes
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over time. We note that the predictions fit very well for
the daylight interval between 1900 and 0500 GMT. During nighttime, the measured values vary quite a bit, both
with time and between dates. Particularly for 13 and 16
February, the phase is less than predicted. The PPC
values aid us by providing a good reference for comparing
propagation from night-to-night and for assigning a phase
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velocity. For our comparison, we used LWPC to calculate
the day/night values of phase, respectively selecting the
commonly used values of(8.3, h' 70 km) and (8.5, h'87
kin). As noted in Figure 17, the calculated phase values
versus time differ markedly from those measured. Again,
we have normalized the 0000 GMT measured and computed daytime phases. The reference height interval
chosen, 70 to 87 kin, gives too large a diurnal change in
phase, by about 20 centicycles. The question is, which
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profiles should we adjust, day or night, or both?
To address this question we turn to measurements aboard

aircraft on radials flown from Hawaii. An example of

.6U

daytime measurements using three frequencies of a multifrequency sounder on a 64* radial is shown in Figure 19.
Using a profile of (3.32, h' 71 km) resulted in a very good
fit. We caution that this is only one sample. Our problem
is that we have very few samples. In Figure 20 we show
a nighttime sample measured on the same radial which
we compare with calculations using a (8 .4, h' 85 km)
profile. We note that the overall fit is reasonably good in
terms of matching the distance interval of signal minima
and the magnitude of the medal structure. This fit is
definitely better than from any of the h' = 87 km profiles

we examined. We also have Omega flight data recorded
1500
1300
1100
0900
0700
0600
on 13 February 1985 on the radial to Tahiti that we show
Time (oGM)
inFigure2l. Weget a our best match to these measured
Figure 20. Hawai to San Diego; 17August 1983
nulls when a (3.3, h' 85 km) profile is used. However, this
model produces signal levels that are too high for distances beyond the 1.6 Mm maxima at 10.2 kHz and
[*:
5.3;h'.f56
P
correspondingly at progressively greater distances for
the higher frequencies. In Figure 22 we compare a
3
4
Distance (Mm)
calculation that gives a better fit to the data beyond 2 Mi
but which lacks the structure to match the data within 2
lO
nse
Mm. None of our attempts have produced an acceptable
Tbta Pat
fit to the modal structure in the distance interval from 0
to 2 Mm. We are convinced that the electron density102k
profile was changing during the course of this flight. A
good indication of this change is the amplitude decrease
Hawaii to San Diego, 64TRadial
February 19748
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In honor of this meeting, John Bickel of NOSC provided us
with measurements of NPM Hawaii at 23.4 kHz obtained
on a flight from Hawaii to Samoa and return. We show
this data in Figures 23 and 24 along with our best match
of calculations. Both sets of data show strong and quite
different equatorial zone modal structure as well as other
differences. Clearly different profiles are needed tomatch
each measurement. Our fits are less than ideal, but we
believe the agreement is sufficient to demonstrate that
for both nights the ionosphere height increased with
time. For 29 January (Figure 23), the signal null at 0.8
Mm is best fit using an h of 84 km. The h' then gradually
increases to a height above 86.4 km by the 4 Mm distance.
For 31 January (Figure 24), the flight started at 4 Mm
where the h' was about 90 km. We estimate that h' was
about 92 km at 1.5 Mm. Both flights spanned most ofthe
night.
NPM Hawaii 23.4 kHz

Hawaii to Samoa nigft
Meareements
29 January 1969

40
S-

30
sio-sequence
100

1

Figure 23.

Distance aim)
Comparing Measured and Computed
Signal Level for 29 January 1969

Figure 24.

Comparing Measured and Computed
Signal Level for 31 January 1969

Analysis Interpretation: We believe that assessment
of equatorial zone modal effects requires the use of a
fullwave VLF propagation computer code along with representative geophysical parameters. We find that the
LWPC developed by NOSC is an excellent program. However, our matches to data often leave much to be desired;
we believe because the ionosphere model in not good
enough. The ionosphere parameters we have previously
used to model transequatorial propagation are largely
derived from mid latitude measurements. Our analysis
to date suggests that for thepaths studied, the ionosphere
gradients (B), need to be increased for both day and night
and the reference height (h'), probably needs to be slightly
raised for daytime and lowered for night. We expect that
with lower nighttime reference heights the ionosphere
gradients will have to increase significantly to explain
measured modal effects. We know from experience in
matchingflight data, that to get a close fit the profile must
be adjusted throughout the flight. This implies that we
really need to adjust the profile along the path. Also, we
expect that a much more complex ionosphere profile
shape than the simple exponential will be required to
model the equatorial zone modal structure.
Finally, we are dealing with large amounts of data, both
from measurements and calculations. Interactive computer displays are essential for efficient comparison of
data. The emerging display capabilities and analysis
tools are as important to our progress as the computer
propagation models. Apple computer has recently published Macintosh system software called "QuickTime"

that allows us to paste a sequence of computer
images
into movie frames and then play the movie either as a
movie or frame by frame. Forward and backward asquences can be played. In Figure 25 ab,c,d we show
frames of a movie clip depicting computer amplitude and
phase for a sunset interval. The movie is built by adding
a calculation for the next successive time to the previous
calculations. Parts a and c show the last frame of the
where the transition has been made from fullday to full-night. Very interesting patterns are produced
over time that can be studied in detail. Parts b and d are
stepped backwards to reveal the most pronounced modal
interference. What is most important for analysis, is that
thisclipcanbeplayedover and over, stopped at any point,
sequenced frame-by-frame or about any combination
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Figure 25a

Figure 25b

90

9D

Figure 25. Sunset Transition Along 202° Radial; Hawaii to Samoa at 10.2 kHz
that is useful. This is apersonal computer! We are excited
about what we can do.
We clearly have a lot of learning ahead of us to b• able to
interpret equatorial ionosphere dynamics usingVLFmeasurements. With respect to communications modeling,
we expect that it will be much easier to initially explore
ionosphere parameters using Omega frequencies rather
than higher ones.
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Discussion
J.A. FERGUSON (US)
Have you considered the effect of ionospheric structure in the equatorial region?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We are concerned with two types of structure - profile variation along the path and profile shape
with height. We are in the process of adapting our computer program to study each type of structure. Our
philosophy is to determine if measurements can be explained with exponential profiles and if not what
structure is needed.

J.H.

Richter (US)
In your modeling, you use a simple, two parameter electron density profile and assume horizontal
homogeneity as well as temporal persistence. Is it appropriate to match individual segments of measured
data and relate the profile parameters providing such a match to dynamic ionospheric properties (e.g.,
reference height).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
My use of a two parameters horizontally homogeneous profile is for only initial studies. I am now
adapting the computer program to handle arbitrary profile shapes and variation of profiles along a path.
Two points: (1) the simple model gives information about the need for added complexity. Often the simple
profile fits quite well. (2) my analysis shows that the profile changes with time, i.e. during the night.
However, the changes are sufficiently slow that at any one time the profile likely is about the same along
the path. Exceptions do occur. Matching individual segments to describe an aircraft measurement is
necessary because the flight takes a long time (6 hours).
I contend that, if the profile changes are
consistent with a reasonable physical model and, if the model fits "many" measurements, the process Is
valid.
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Transient ( 10 s) VLF amplitude and phase perturbations due
to lightning-induced electron precipitation into the ionosphere
(the "Trimpi effect")
A.J. Smith

P.D. Cotton'
J.S. Robertson
British Antarctic Survey
High Cross, Madingley Road
Cambridge CB3 GET, UK

SUMMARY
This paper describes certain characteristics and statistics of the Trimpi effect, as observed near to and equatorward of the Antarctic Peninsula region, inferred using
data from specially designed narrow-band OPAL (Omega
Phase and Amplitude Logger) receivers deployed in 1989
at Faraday aind Halley stations, Antarctica. The amplitude and phase of signals from four Omega VLF transmitters were recorded in each Omega segment (8 segments per 10 s). A 12-month-long data set has been
scanned for Trimpi events which, however, were observed
on only three of the eight paths, namely Hawaii-Faraday,
Argentina-Faraday, and Argentina-Halley, due to inadequate signal-noise ratio on the other paths. The great
majority of the -3500 observed events occurred at night.
For the all-sea Hawaii-Faraday path at night, with a
single mode dominant at the receiver, lightning-induced
electron precipitation (LEP) was inferred to be occurring
up to -.-1.8 Mm from Faraday. A scatter plot of Trimpi
amplitude versus phase for this path is interpreted to infer that LEP regions responsible for the events occurred
horizontal size of an
2-3, with the ein
mostly in the L-range
iin th
affected region affetedregon
the ioosphre
ionosphere being typcaly
typically 5
50 km
km
longitudinally.
km
200
and
latitudinally

1 INTRODUCTION
It is now recognised that interactions between whistlers

constants). The magnitude of the perturbations is typically a few degrees in phase and a few tenths of a dB in
amplitude. Perturbations may be of either sign, though
phase advances combined with amplitude decreases are
the most common, as predicted by the simplest model of
increased phase speed under a temporarily lowered ionosphere (Ref [3]).
In this paper we briefly note relevant previous work on
the Trimpi phenomenon and describe recently established
VLF 'imaging' networks, in which intersecting paths between widely spaced transmitters and receivers are used
to locate and delineate the precipitation regions associated with Trimpi events. Results from one such network,
OPALnet, in which Omega transmissions are received in
Antarctica, are presented here. We show the statistics
of the phenomenon in terms of the occurrence as a functi
of local time and season, and also the distribution
of signed amplitude and phase perturbations which are
observed. From these observations, inferences are drawn
regarding the size and location of the LIEs giving rise
to the Trimpi events. This report is a only a summary;
r
submi
in apper to b
will even
fl de
be given in a paper to be submitted for
details will
full
elsewhere.
publication

2 OBSERVATIONS OF TRIMPI EFFECTS
The Trimpi effect was first reported nearly 20 years ago

(originating in lightning) and energetic electrons trapped
in the earth's magnetosphere, can cause scattering which
leads to the precipitation of electron bursts into the ionosphere, known as LEP (Lightning-induced Electron Pre-

([2)) but has recently been the subject of increasing attention. References to work on the topic prior to 1990
are given in Ref [4].

cipitation). The incidence of precipitation bursts with
energies greater than about 40 keV can be detected over a
wide area from ground stationi by means of the secondary
ionisation enhancements they produce in the lower ionosphere (40-80 km altitude), which in turn cause transient disturbances to the long-distance propagation of
VLF radio signals. The ionisation enhancements have
been termed lightning-induced ionisation enhancements,
or LIEs (Ref (1]), whilst the propagation perturbations,
which generally occur in both the amplitude and phase
of the received signal, are known as Trimpi events ater their discoverer (Ref [2]). Trimpi events are readily
recognisable from their asymmetric time variation, haying an onset time of order 1 s (determined by the pre-

used as a technique for studying LEP which is both a loss
mechanism for the trapped radiation belts and a source of
energy input to the upper atmosphere. Indeed, because
the altitude of the LEP is generally too low for satellite observations (although a few experiments have been
done--see e.g. Ref [5]), VLF measurements of Trimpi effect seem at present the only feasible technique for the
systematic study of LEP characteristics.
Secondly, as far as the user of VLF transmissions is concerned, the effect is an additional source of lightning associated noise. Greater knowledge of its properties could
be used as input data when engineering improved VLF
communications or radio-navigation systems.

cipitation flux time profile) and a recovery time in the
range 10-30 s (determined by ionospheric relaxation time

Much early work on the Thimpi effect used observations
made at a single receiver site, and most experiments ob-

The importance of the effect is twofold. Firstly it can be

I'Now at James Rennell Centre for Ocean Circulation,
Southampton SOl 7NS, UK
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served just the signal amplitude and not the phase (see
e.g. Ref [6]). More recently, multi-point receiver networks
have been deployed specifically for Trimpi studies, and
phase as well as amplitude measurements have been more
commonly
made. Such
increasing
in number and currently
exist networks
in North are
America,
Australasia,
erope, South Africa, and Antarctica.
Europe, Smining
Inan et al. (Ref [7]) have recently described such a network in North America for 'imaging' LIEs. The method
assumes that a LIE will result in a Trimpi event on a
particular received signal only if the transmitter-receiver
great circle path (TRGCP) passes through or very close
to it (Ref [8]). With this assumption, a network of intersecting TRGCPs can be used to map the location and
shape of LIEs over a wide area, including simultaneous regions in opposite hemisphere (Ref [9]). However Dowden
and Adams (Ref [10]), citing theoretical work by Wait
(Ref [11]), have argued that this geometrical optics approach is valid only for large LIEs in which the ionisation
enhancement at the edge decrease as a Gaussian function. ('Large'
in this
meansthan
greater V,,X/
in horizontal
extent
transverse
to context
the TRGCP
where A•
ixthent radioswvelsengothe and
thetran-smitterreeive
is

Adams and Dowden (Ref [12]) have reported such 'echo'
Trimpis arising from LEP occurring up to 1000 km from
the TRGCP.
Apart
from have
the wide-area
networks,
Dowden and
Adams
(Ref [13])
also shown
the importance
of closelyspaced (less than a wavelength) receiver arrays, in deterthe direction of arrival of the perturbation signal,
as additional information for locating the LIE regions.
3 THE OPALNET EXPERIMENT
OPALnet is a network of OPAL (Omega Phase and
Alne
is
retwors
of
up inmeg89Pas ant
Amplitude Logger) receivers set up in 1989 as a joint
experiment between British Antarctic Survey and the
University of Otago, New Zealand. Figure 1 shows a
map of the network. Seven of the eight globally spaced
Omega transmitters are shown. Receivers were placed
at Faraday (650 15' S; 64" 15' W; L = 2.3) and Halley (750 36' 5; 260 36' W; L = 4.3), Antarctica, and
at Dunedin, New Zealand. The map shows a selection
of possible transmitter- receiver paths. Other OPAL receivers were operated
(Ref [14])
cieswr
prtdfra for a time
iei in Norway
owy(e
1] and
n

the radio wavelength and s the transmitter-receiver

Macquarie Island. In this paper we will discuss only the
data collected
at Faraday and Halley.

distance; this is typically of order - 300 km in problems of practical interest.) Non-Gaussian or small LIEs
can scatter radiation incident upon them, to produce observable Trimpi events, even when well off the TRGCP;

Each OPAL receiver was capable of receiving signals from
four of the Omega transmitters. Those chosen for the
Faraday and Halley receivers are indicated in Figure 1,

Lib

HB

I

Figure 1. Map of the OPALnet experiment. OPAL receivers were located at Faraday (FA), Halley (HfB) and Dunedin
(DU). During the 12 months beginning April 1989 the Faraday and Halley OPALs each received signals from four of
the Omega transmitters, as shown by the corresponding TRGCPs. Trimpi events were observed only on the three

paths shown as thick lines.
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and were expected to give the highest signal amplitudes
(shorter paths, or paths not crossing the Antarctic ice
sheet). In each Omega segment (8 segments per 10 s),
the average amplitude and phase (relative to a local reference) were measured and recorded digitally by a host
computer on to floppy disc. The receiver firmware was
programmed with the Omega transmission format and
therefore 'knew' which frequency, either unique or one of
the four common frequencies, ~o expect to receive in each
segment. Figure 2 shows two examples of the data including some typical Trimpi events. The events are best seen
in the top panel corresponding to the unique frequency
(12.9 kHz for the Argentina transmitter in this case), because there are four unique frequency transmissions per
10 s Omega repetition cycle, giving an average time resolution of 2.5 s; in contrast, each common frequency is
transmitted in only I segment (10 s time resolution).
During the 12 months beginning April 1989, both Halley and Faraday receivers operated essentially continuously. All the data produced during this period have
been examined for the occurrence of Trimpi events, us-

ARG-FA

ing a combination of visual examination of paper charts
and an automatic searching routine (see Ref [15]). For
each unambiguously identified event (3489 events in aUl),
the onset time was noted, and the maximum amplitude
and phase excursions seen in the unique frequency were
scaled. Events were seen on only three of the possible
eight paths: those for which the typical nighttime received signal amplitude was > 1 pT rms (300 jsV rms),
i.e. Argentina-Faraday, Hawaii-Faraday and ArgentinaHalley. For the effective receiver bandwidth of about 1 Hz
(averaging was done over one Omega segment) and ambient noise levels, the signal/noise ratios for these paths
were Z 30 dB. For the other paths observed, Trimpi
events of typical size would not have been detectable
above the noise.
4

DIURNAL/ SEASONAL OCCURRENCE
Figure 3 shows the occurrence of Trimpi events observed
on the Hawaii to Faraday path over the 12-month period. Time of year is plotted horizontally and UT vertically. For each hour of each day the corresponding pixel
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Figure 2. Example of data from one of the OPAL receivers. Two five-minute framts are shown, for each of which
is plotted the amplitude and phase variation of the signal from Omega-Hawa", received at Faraday, for the unique
frequency (12.9 kliz) and the four common frequencies. All panels are auto-scaled and so arm not directly intercomparable; the full-scale range for each panel is indicated at the right. Examples of ThimpI events are indicated by arrows
in the top margin; some additional smaller events may also be discerned.
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AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF THE PERTUR.BATIONS
In the scatter plot of Figure 4a, each point represents
for a single Trimpi event the magnitude and sign of the
maximum perturbation of the amplitude (AA) and phase
(A0) with respect to the unperturbed signal. The 865
events observed on the Hawaii-Faraday path at 11.8 Hz
(the unique frequency) during the 12-month period are
plotted. The bands devoid of points, near to both axes,
represent the limit due to noise. The ratio of the scales on
the two axes is such that lines of slope ±0.14 dB/degree
(shown dotted) bisect the four quadrants. In this representation, the perturbation phasor (see Ref [18]), i.e.
the perturbed signal phasor minus the unperturbed signal phasor, is represented in amplitude and phase by
the magnitude and direction of a vector from the origin
(Ref [1]).
5

is grey or black if one or more events were observed, and
is otherwise white. Data gaps are indicated by shading. It is well known from earlier studies, e.g. at Palmer
(Ref [16]), that events are invariably observed when the
ionospheric region affected by the associated LEP is in
darkness; energies of the precipitating electrons are generally insufficient to penetrate to the lower effective reflection height of the daytime ionosphere. This explains the
lack of events around the December (local summer) solstice when the ionosphere above Faraday is permanently
sunlit, and at UTs corresponding to local day-time for
the propagation path. If all LIEs corresponding to ohserved Trimpis occurred at the same geographic point,
we would expect the day-night terminator for that point,
when plotted on the time-of-year vs. UT plot, to act as
a separatrix between occurrence and non- occurrence. In
fact for terminator plots corresponding to all points on
the Hawaii-Faraday TRGCP, the best fit is that shown
in Figure 3 which corresponds to a point 1.8 Mm from
Faraday and 80 km altitude (cf. Ref [17]).

The great majority of events (- 90%) lie in the top left
quadrant, corresponding to phase-advance amplitudedecrease Trimpi events, though a few lie in the other
quadrants. The problem here involves a subionospheric
signal which effectively consists of a single mode; the
h results in theifirs mode be
12.3 Mm l g le at
results in the first mode being
path
all-sea
long
12.3 Mm
at all the Omega frequencies. This, together with the assumption that mode conversion at the LIE is negligible,
allows us to draw some conclusions from the scatter plot
regarding the size and shape of the LIEs giving rise to
the Trimpi events. Corresponding plots for the other two
paths show a similar behaviour.

We note in the figure that occurrence is greater at
equinox than winter solstice, and greater post- than
pre- midnight, in agreement with earlier work at Palmer
This is thought to be a consequence of
(Ref [16]).
the greater occurrence of lightning whistlers at these
times. Similar results were found for the other two paths
(Argentina-Faraday and Argentina-Halley) except that
in these cases a small fraction of the events (-, 6%) occurred at times when the entire TRGCP was in daylight,
presumably indicative of unusually energetic LEP.
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Figure 3. Occurrence of Trimpi events observed at Faraday on the unique frequency from Omega-Hawaii, versus UT
and time of year, for the 12 months from April 1989. See text for details.
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by the model plots of Figure 4b-4e, in which the Poulsen
Haw -b-FA, April 1989 - March 1990

et al. (Ref [8]) scattering algorithm is used (see Ref [20])

S(a)

to estimate the amplitude and phase of a perturbation
due to a LIE of width (transverse to the TRGCP) a and
length (along the TRGCP) of al, distance 1 Mm from
Faraday. When the LIE is on the TRGCP, the pertur-

6•

bation phasor is in the top left quadrant. The spiral
represents
how thefrom
phasor
changes for
LIE[19]).
further
displaced
the TRGCP
(seeaRef
For and
the

4-&

..

S

®

,further

....

circular 150 km LIE, the spiral winds up rapidly, i.e. it
produces Trimpi events only when close to the TRGCP.
For smaller a the wind-up is much slower because the LIE
can fit within a single Fresnel lane (an elliptical annulus
with the transmitter and receiver as foci, within which
all scatterers produce perturbations with phase within
a 180* range, see Ref [1]) up to considerable distances
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served events, interpreted by a simple scattering model

-5.

0

fact that the distribution of points in Figure 4a is
as shown, and points lie neither on a line in the top left
nor evenly distributed around all quadrants,
coupled with the single mode assumption, implies that
the typical LIE sizes transverse to the TRGCP are comnparable to that of the first Fresnel lane, i.e. in the case
of the Hawaii-Faraday path about 50-100 kin. Note that
TRGCP is roughly east-west, this corresponds approximately to the latitudinal dimension. The size of the ob-

-.-

is smaller unless ai is increased to compensate. For a
statistical sample of Trimpi events from such LIEs, we
would expect a spread of distances from the TRGCP to
occur, and therefore phasors to be scattered more or less

A A (dB)

Figure 4. (a) Scatter plot showing Trimpi amplitude
(AA) and phase (AO) for all events seen at Faraday
on the unique frequency from Omega-Hawaii, for the 12
months from April 1989. (b)-(e) Spiral plots of calculated
A A vs. A0 dependence as a LIE of horizontal dimension
a (along the TRGCP) and al (transverse to the TRGCP)
is displaced away from the TRGCP. Poulsen's scattering
algorithm is used (Ref [4]). See text for more details.
6 DISCUSSION
For a simple model in which all LIEs giving rise to Trimpi
events straddle the TRGCP and are large in their dimension perpendicular to the TRGCP, and in which the LIE
is considered as a region of lowered effective reflection
height and thus increased phase velocity, AA and A0 will
be negative and positive respectively, and the AA/A0
ratio will be a constant (-0.48 dB/deg for the NPMPalmer case considered by Inan and Carpenter, Ref [3]).
abovThis
isclearly noti canno
rvthe present data, so the
On the other hand, the Dowden and Adams model of
small scatterers distributed over a range of distances from
the TRGCP (Ref [19]) predicts an equal distribution of
points in all four quadrants (Ref [I]). This is illustrated

as illustrated in Figure 4b-4e, suggests that typical sizes
along the TRGCP (i.e. in longitudinal extent near Faraday) are of order 100-500 km. These conclusions are
in agreement with the work of Carpenter and LaBelle
(Ref [6)).

Similar distributions of events in AA vs. A0 plots were
found for the other two paths. Although for those cases
the interpretation is more complicated, owing to the possibility that more than one mode needs to be considered,
it seems that a similar interpretation is plausible. Figure 5 shows the three paths together with the appropriate first Fresnel lane for the unique frequencies, and
summarises our conclusions. LIEs giving rise to observed
Trimpi events are inferred, from the results of Section 4,
to occur only south of the points on each path marked
by a cross. In this sector of the path, the typical LIEs dimensions transverse to the TRGCP are comparable with
the size of the Fresnel lane width, i.e. 50-100 km. It is
clear that such regions would be unlikely to produce a
response on more than one of the paths. This is confirmed by the finding that almost all (Q 95%) of events
were non-coincident (not within 5 s) of an event seen on
a different path.
It is interesting to note the differences between the results reported here for the Ha,vaii-Faraday path and the
results for NWC (22.3 kHz) to Dunedin reported by Dowden et al. (Ref [1]), in which they mostly found small scattering regions well off the TRGCP. Although the path
lengths (12.3 Mm for the former and 5.7 Mm for the
later), and frequencies were somewhat different in the
two experiments, in other respects they were rather simi-
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Figure 5. The three paths on which Trimpi events were
observed, shown with their corresponding first Fresnel
lanes. Corresponding LIEs were inferred from the diurnal/seasonal occurrence to lie mostly between the receiver and the point on the path marked by a cross.
The constant L contours show that this corresponds to
a region with L Z 2 in agreement with previous work
(Ref [6]).
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LIGHTNING-INDUCED EFFECTS ON VLFILF
RADIO PROPAGATION
by
U. S. Inan and J. V. Rodriguez
Space, Telecommunications and Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
USA

VLF paths (NLK-HU, 48.5-HU, 48.5-AR). The path nomendclature (ie., NLK-HU) refer to the transmitter (as identified
either by call sign or frequency as listed in Table 1) and the
In recent years, at least two different ways in which energy
receiver sites, which in this case are Arecibo (AR), Puerto
from lightning discharges couples into the lower ionosphere
Rico, and Huntsville (HU), Alabama. The fact that the NAUand the radiation belts have come to fore. In this paper, we
HU signal is not perturbed is consistent with the disturbed
briefly review these recent results especially from the point
ionospheric region being located between the 48.5 kHz transof view of their effects on VLF/LF radio propagation in the
mitter and Huntsville (HU), near the perturbed collinear VLF
earth-ionosphere waveguide. We separately discuss two different mechanisms of coupling, namely (i) lightning-induced
and
heating
electron precipitation, and (ii) lightning-induced
ionization of the lower ionosphere. We also discuss a planned
active VLF wave-injection experiment designed to investigate
ionospheric heating by VLF waves under controlled conditions and to generate ELF waves by modulated VLF heating.
1. SUMMARY

2. LIGHTNING-INDUCED ELECTRON
PRECIPITATION

based on extensive measurements of associated ionospheric
disturbances as subionospheric VLF/LF amplitude and phase

changes [lnan et al., 1990] as well as satellite measurements
[Voss et al., 1984] and theoretical modeling [Chang and loan,
1985]. The LEP phenomenology and the associated ionospheric disturbance is depicted in Figure 1.

SThe

subionospheric VLF method of detection of LEP associated ionospheric disturbances is illustrated in Figure 2.
VLF/LF signals propagating in the earth-ionosphere waveguide provide a sensitive means for detection of ionospheric
disturbances at altitudes of 60-90 km. At night, the 'reflection height' for VLF/LF waves is -85 kin, so that the subionospheric VLF signal characteristics (e.g., amplitude and/or
phase) depend most sensitively to conductivity changes (either due to electron density or temperature changes) near -85
km. In recent years, perturbations with a characteristic time
signature, involving rapid onset (<2 s) followed by slower
recovery (10-100 s) (see Figure 4), and referred to as 'Trimpi
Events', have been measured in association with lightning
discharges and/or whistlers [e.g., Burgess and loan, 1990].
These events have been interpreted as ionospheric signatures
of LEP bursts. Both theoretical [Poaulsen es al., 19901 and
experimental work [loan et al., 1990] indicates that the disburbed ionospheric regions associated with LEP events are in
most cases within <- 200 km of the perturbed VLF great
circle Paths.

"

An unusually high rate of LEP event activity observed on 23
February 1990 is illustrated in Figure 3, showing individual
events simultaneously registered on ftee dirent collinear

.

I

Many aspects of the physics of Lightning-induced Electron
Precipitation (LEP) have now been relatively well documented,

A.h

,

IH,

--

Figure 1: Lightning discharge (1) launches a radio atmospheric,
or 'sferic' (2), which propagates in the Earth-ionosphere waveg
uide and is often strong enough to be detectable all over
the planet. Enhancements of the plasma above the ionosphere, aligned with the geomagnetic field and known as
'ducts,' can trap a portion of the sferic energy and cause it
to propagate along a field line to the opposite hemisphere
as a whistler (3). During its journey the circularly-polarized
whistler can interact with gyrating energetic radiation belt
electrons, scattering them in pitch angle so that some escape
from their geomagnetic trap (4). Upon striking the ionosphere,
the precipitating electrons cause significant secondary ionizaton (5). Meanwhile, the whistler emerges from its duct and
can be observed, along with the subionospherically propagating 'causative' sferic, with broadband VLF radio equipment
in the opposite hemisphere.
TABLE I.
Call Sign
NSS
NPM
NAU
NAA
NLK

VLF/LF Transmitters.
Frequency Latitude Longitude
Transmitter
76'W
21.4 kHz 39TN
USN Maryland
1580W
23.4 kHz 21*N
USN Hawaii
67OW
USN Puerto Rico 28.5 kHz 18*N
670W
24.0 kHz 45 0 N
USN Maine
122*W
USN Washington 24.8 kHz 48ON
980W
48.5 kHz 42ON
USAF Nebraska
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Data from the National Lightning Detection Network (courtesy of Vince Idone of State University of New York (SUNY)
in Albany) for 0900-1000 UT on 23 February 1990 shows
(Figure 3) an isolated storm center (+'s represent locations of
CG lightning) well south-east of the region of overlap of the
collinear VLF paths as the only thunderstorm active at this
time. Temporal association between some of the lightning
discharges from the storm and some of the VLF perturbations
is used to establish a causative connection, similar to previous
cases studied in detail [lnan et al., 1988b; Yip et al., 1991].
That the storm center is not near the perturbed VLF paths
is consistent with the dependence of the ionospheric disturbance location on the availability of magnetospheric propagation paths (i.e., 'ducts') and/or energetic particle distributions
[Yip et al., 1991].
Expanded record of one event shown in Figure 4 illustrates

induced electron precipitation burst [Chang and lnan, 1985].
The relatively slow (10-100 s) event recoveries are consistent with expected relaxation times for secondary ionization
produced in the D-region by precipitating energetic electron
bursts [Glukhov et al., 1992]. While the LEP event signatures shown in Figure 3 are events with negative amplitude
changes, in general both negative and positive changes can
occur [lnan et al.,1990].
48.5 at HU 23 Feb 90

typical detailed temporal features consistent with whistlerinduced electron precipitation as the causative agent, including; (i) - I s delay between the causative radio atmospheric
and the event onset representing the time-of-travel of of both
the whistler wave and the electrons respectively to and from
the high altitude (equatorial) interaction region, (ii) onset duration of - 1-2 s, representing the duration of the whistler-
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(a) Schematic description of the disturbed iono-

Fiue :The top three panels show a sequence of events
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served on the nearly collinear subionospheric VLFLT
F paths

sper. b) Representative electron density profile within the
disturbed region. (c) A typical V.F/LF perturbation
eocasignature

illustrated in the lowest panel. A thunderstorm center off the
coast of Florida is shown, with the '+"s indicating the

of a lightning-induced electro precipitation burst observed on
the 48.5 kflz signal (see Table 1) at Arecibo (AR), Puerto Rico
(see Figure 4 for propagation path). The signal amplitude A is
plotted using a linear scale, with A - 0 representing absence
of signal,

tlon of cloud-to-ground flashes which were recorded during
0900-1000 UT. All signal amplitudes (A) are plotted in linear
arbitary units, with A - 0 representing absence of signal.
The largest perturbations on the 48.5-KU signal (third panel
from top) involve ~14 dB reduction in amplitude.
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In recent years, Stanford University has developed a network of observation sites across the continental United States
and at Palmer Station, Antarctica, which enables the simultaneous monitoring of conjugate ionospheric regions as illustrated in Figure 5. These observations led to the discovery
that geomagnetically conjugate ionospheric regions are cornmonly disturbed simultaneously (within 1 s) in single lightning events [Burgess and Inan, 1990]. A 10-minute sequence
of events observed on 19 April 1990 are illustrated in Figure 6,
9-9 at AR 21 4eh 90
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not accompanied with VLF perturbations were determined to
be arriving from directions not overlapping with VLF paths
monitored at Palmer Station.

40
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In terms of the effect of such lightning-induced ionospheric
disturbances on VLF/LF communications, it is useful to note
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that event occurrence rates are now known to sometimes
reach >40 events per hour [lnan et al., 1990], with amplitude changes ranging from a fractions of a dB to up to - 15
dB, as shown in the 48.5-AR panel of Figure 3. Quantitative
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interpretation of the observed VLF/LF amplitude and phase
changes in terms of the altitude profile of enhanced ionization and the transverse structure of the disturbed ionospheric
regions must rely on accurate models of VLF/LF propagation in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. For this purpose, a
new three dimensional model has been developed at Stanford,
which is based on the NOSC LWPC code but which accounts
for the presence of localized disturbances located on or off the
great circle path [Poulsen et al., 1990; 19931. Application of
this model to the NSS-Stanford path for a typical disturbance
located near the middle of the path is illustrated in Figure
7. Future interpretation of data such as that shown here will
rely heavily on the use of this new three dimensional VLF/LF
propagation modeling capability.

.85at AR 23 Peb
40

where many VLF/LF paths lying in the northern and southern
hemispheres are simultaneously perturbed. Detailed analysis
[Burgess and lnan, 1992] indicates that for the case shown,
22 individual events were detectable on the NPM-HU path
during the period shown, 21 of which were time-correlated
with 21 out of a total of 23 observed whistlers originating in
northern hemisphere lightning and propagating along the magnetic field lines to be observed at Palmer Station (see Figure
1). Expanded record of one of the events and the accompanying whistler are shown in Figure 6. All 21 of the correlated
whistlers were measured to be arriving from the direction of
the NPM-PA signal, indicating that they exited from a duct
located on or near this path. The two whistlers which were

0924:3g UT

Figure 4: Typical temporal signatures of LEP events illustrated using an expanded record of one of the perturbations
from Figure 3.

(L =2)

3. LIGHTNING-INDUCED

HEATING AND
IONIZATION OF THE LOWER IONOSPHERE

Subionospheric VLF perturbations which are clearly associated with lightning, radio atmospherics have recently been

L.

-

==•=2

NAA

NLK
-.

1NSS

48.5

-

HU
NPM

(L a 2)

A

LU14
CD96

PA-.....-

(L - 3)---Figure 5: The great-circle paths of some of the signals monitored in Stanford experiments. The transmitters are listed in Table
I; all other locations are receivers. The right-hand panels show closeups of some of the path segments. The shaded areas
indicate a 2000 km diameter region in the Northern Hemisphere and its geomagnetic conjugate in the Southern Hemisphere,
representing zones which have a relatively high 'conjugate coverage' of monitored signal paths.
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Figure 7: Amplitude and phase plots of a signal propagating along the three great circle paths shown for one particular example
of a localized ionospheric disturbance near the NSS to Stanford path. The effective radius of the disturbance in this case was
taken to be - 100 kmn, with its center located 3000 km along the path and at a transverse distance of 100 km from the 'direct'
path. The lengths of the three paths are given in the center part of the Figure. (Note: not drawn to scale.) [Figure taken from
Poulsen er al., 19931.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the VLF/LF signatures of LEP events and early/fast events. The latter are believed to result from
M PiF~iting and ionization of the lower ionosphere by lightning radiation, as depicted in Figure 9.
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observed and/or whistlers, but which do not exhibit the onset
delay and duration features shown for the 23 February 1990

The heating process is inherently nonlinear, since absorption
of the wave energy increases the electron temperature which

case. In such cases, the onset of the VLF perturbation was
found to be within <50 ms of the causative atmospheric (i.e.,
an early event) [lnan et al., 1988b]and/or the onset duration
has been measured to be <50 ms (i.e., a fast event) [lnan et
al., 1988a]. In Figure 8, the temporal signatures of early/fast
events are contrasted with those of LEP events. Illustrating
an early/fast event observed on the 48.5-HU path, using an
expanded scale comparable to that used in Figure 4. With the
20 ms resolution available in the data shown, no significant
onset delay or onset duration is visible. Recovery signatures
of early/fast events usually appear similar to those of LEP
events, with somewhat longer recovery times observed in the
few cases studied. That these events do exhibit 10-100 s
recoveries is strong evidence that enhanced secondary ionization in the D-region is a resultantfeature of the physical
Both with
the
process
eryandwhich
fast leads
aspectsto ofthese
suchunusual
events signatures.
are inconsistent
e incon siste
with
early andast aspe t icl
a high altitude whistler-particle interaction as the causative
agent, and suggest direct upward coupling of lightning to the
overlying ionosphere (Figure 9).

in turn leads to enhanced absorption (i.e., self-absorption).
The dependence of the amount of secondary ionization generated via the impact excitation of N2 by the heated electrons
is also highly nonlinear [Tnan et al., 1991]. While the electron temperature is increased by factors of 100-500 above the
ambient during the lightning pulse (i.e., 50-100 ps), cooling
occurs within 1-10 ps of pulse termination. Thus, heating of
electrons is not by itself sufficient to explain the early/fast
subionospheric VLF changes, which do exhibit 10-100 s recoveries as shown. The effects of discharge orientation and
radiated electric field on the transverse structure and magnitude of the heating and secondary ionization were described
recently using a simple model by Rodriguez et al.[1992].
Examples of early/fast VLF events observed in association
with an isolated thunderstorm on 13 March 1987 off the eastcoas•t were reported previously [lnan et al., 1988b]. One of
these events, evidenced as an amplitude change on the 28.5
kHz signal from the NAU transmitter observed at Lake Mistissini (LM), Quebec, is shown in Figure 10. The data from
another narrowband channel (in this case the 24.8 kHz NLK

Heating of D-region electrons by the intense radio impulse
from lightning leading to the production of secondary ionizadon [lnan et al., 1991] was proposed as a possible cause of
such events. Such heating and ionization of the lower ionosphere by energy from lightning represents a new means of
electrodynamic, thermal and aeronomic coupling of energy
from lightning to the lower ionosphere and is in retrospect
fully consistent with the measured intensities of radio impulses produced by lightning, which range from an 'average'
of 5 V/m to > 20 V/m (10% of the time) at 100-kin distance
[Krider and Guo, 1983]. That lightning-induced ionospheric
[Krier
983. ndThatlighnin-inucedionsphric
uo,
clearly
would
lead
to
an
early
VLF perturbation
heating
flashes, the is
onset
duevident. In cases of individual isolated

channel) shows the impulsive radio atmospheric, which can
also be seen on the frequency-time spectrogram below. The
event shown, and two others observed during the period 00000130 UT, were time-correlated with CG flashes detected by
the east-coast lightning detection network [nan et al., 1988b].
The CG flash which was correlated with the event shown had
an electric field intensity as measured (by the network) at
100-km distance of - 30 V/m [Orville, 1991].

ration would be < 100us (i.e., fast); however, longer onset
durations may occur due to multiplicity of flashes.

heating and ionization
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F ig Depiction of a VLF/LF signal being perturbed due
t an ionospheric disturbance created by direct interaction of
lightning radiation with the lower ionosphere.

The altitude profile and transverse extent of secondary ionization (ANe) produced as a result of heating of lower ionospheric electrons by a 30 V/m (at 100-km distance) CG flash
V/r
t 10-k distan
e fh
by a 30
areshshownonin Figure
i 1. The theory used to estimate the
structure of the heated region is described by Rodriguez et al.
[1992].

An unusually high rate of early/fast VLF perturbation events
observed on 25 January 1990 is illustrated in Figure 12, showing individual events simultaneously registered on three different collinear VLF paths (NLK-AR, 48.5-HU, 48.5-AR),
presented in the same format as Figure 3. The fact that the
NAU-HU signal is not perturbed is again consistent with the
disturbed ionospheric region being located between 48.5 kHz
transmitter and Huntsville (HU), near the perturbed collinear
VLF paths. Data from the National Lightning Detection Net"work (courtesy of Vince Idone of State University of New
York (SUNY) in Albany) for 0200-0245 UT on 25 January
1990 shows two main thunderstorm centers (+'s represent locations of CO lightning) one very near the perturbed collinear
VLF paths in central Missouri and another well southward of
the paths in Louisiana. A few other scattered lightning is also
recorded between the two centers.
"That these VLF events exhibit early/fast signatures is illustrated in Figure 13, where one event is shown with high
time resolution together with the causative radio atmospheric
and associattd CG lightning. The signal amplitude in the
23.4±0.25 kHz channel is used as a measure of radio atmospherics. The second within which a CG flash was recorded
by the network is indicated with CG.
A total of 33 early/fast perturbations were observed during
0200-0245 UT on the 48.5-HU signal, all positive changes in
amplitude. The onsets of 7 out of these 33 events occurred
within I second of a CO flash located within < 50kin of the
VLF path (i.e., from the storm center ON the collinear paths).
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Spatial variation at 94.5 km of ANe due to
a vetical discharge of E1o0 = 30 V/m
13 Mar 87, 0015:04 UT
37.1* N, 72.2* W

None of the early/fast events were correlated with lightning
from the Louisiana region. The intensities of the correlated
CG flashes as recorded by the network ranged from 6 to 15
V/m normalized to 100-km distance.
In summary, early/fastsubionospheric VLF amplitude changes
provide clear evidence of direct coupling of electromagnetic
energy from lightning to the lower ionosphere. The temporal
signatures of these events are distinctly different from those
produced by lightning-induced electron precipitation (LEP)
bursts. In all cases analyzed so far, lightning associated with
early/fast events is found to be nearby the perturbed VLF
paths. In contrast, lightning activity associated with VLF perturbation signatures of LEP events can often be far away from
the affected VLF paths.
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Figure 11: Structure of the ionospheric region disturbed by
CG flash displayed in Figure 10, estimated in the same
manner as described by Rodriguez et al. [19921. The lower
panels show the altitude profile of temperature T, and collision frequency v on the left and electron density N, on the
left. Result shown is for a single ionization cycle; up to 1015 cycles are expected to occur during a typical 50 ps long
lightning radiation pulse [lnan et al., 1991].

does indeed occur, as suggested by the data displayed here, a
natural consequence would be the excitation of optical emissions from the D-region due to impact of the heated electrons.

-30
000
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4

6

Time (sec)

6 -fsod

Figure 10: An example of a VLF/LF signature of lightninginduced ionospheric heating and ionization. The observation
shown was made during an isolated thunderstorm off the east
coast of the United States, as represented by the cloud-toground (CG) lightning discharges shown as +'s in the upper
left comer. The lightning data was recorded by the SUNYAlbany lightning detection network. The data display on top
shows an individual perturbation event on the 28.5 kHz NAU
signal received at Lake Mistissini (LM), Quebec. The vertical
axes show signal strength (A) in linear arbitrary units, with
A-0 representing absence of signal. The lower panel shows
the signal intensity in the 24.8 kHz (NLK) channel, which
shows the signature of the impulsive radio atmospheric from
a cloud-to-ground lightning discharge recorded by the network during the same second [lnan et al., 1988b]. The lower
panel shows a 0-10 kHz dynamic spectrogram of the causative
spheric originating in the CG flash,

First quantitative estimates of optical emission intensities indicate that many spectral lines would be excited well above
detectable levels, although the duration of the more intense
emissions (e.g., first positive of N2) are short (50-100 14s)
[Taranenko et al., 1992b].

4. AN ACTIVE VLF WAVE-INJECTION
EXPERIMENT USING THE NAA TRANSMITTER
The first hint that the early/fast VLF/LF events observed in
association with lightning may be due to heating of the lower
ionosphere was revealed in the context of a controlled experiment in which man-made VLF waves were found to produce detectable ionospheric heating [Inan, 1990; lnan et at.,
1991]. In an effort to further investigate VLF heating under
controlled conditions, and to study the possibility of generation of ELF waves by modulated VLF heating, Stanford University plans to conduct an active wave-injection experiment
using the NAA facility at Cutler, Maine, as described in Figure 14a. Stanford equipment has already been deployed at
Gander, Newfoundland, and is operating continuously monitoting various VLF transmitter signals, including the 21.4 kHz
signal from the NSS transmitter in Annapolis, Maryland.
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Subject to arrangements with the U.S. Navy, plans are to opthe NAA transmitter with specialized formats (typically
ON/OFF at ULF (secs) and ELF (INs of milliseconds) rates)
for up to 15-30 mins per night. The signatures of heating
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Figure 13: Expanded record of one of the events shown in
Figure 12. The lower panel shows the radio atmospheric
intensity in the 23.4±0.25 kHz band. The associated radio
atmospheric was found to be time correlated with a CG flash
occurring during the same second.
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would be detected as cross-modulation on the NSS signal at

Gander. Depending on the size of the heated region, weak

"effects may also be measured on other signals due to off"great-circle-path scattering. A first estimate of the heated region size, calculated using the model described by Rodriguez
--- -Huntsvi--- et al.[19921 is shown in Figure 14b. The asymmetry of the
.HU:HUMSV4II
transverse structure of heating.is due to the dependence of the

_____"'"________
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heating on the magnetic field [nan et al., 19921.

- •~mo,•,

Modulation of the VLF heating at ELF rates might lead to
the generation ELF waves through auroral current modulation
similar to that which commonly occurs in HF heating experiments [Barrand Stubbe, 19921. There is some theoretical evidence that VLF heating might be more effective in generating
ELF than HF waves [Taranenko et al., 1992a]. To investigate these possibilities the NAA heating experiments will be
closely coordinated with ELF receivers at various sites, such
as New Hampshire, Connecticut, Newfoundland, Alaska, and
Europe.

Ito

-

t(AR)

Figure 12: The top three panels show a sequence of early/fast
events observed on the nearly collinear subionospheric VLF/LF
paths illustrated in the lowest panel. Simultaneous lightning
activity is also shown, with the '+"s indicating the location
of cloud-to-ground flashes which were recorded during 02000245 UT. All signal amplitudes (A) are plotted in linear arbitrary units, with A = 0 representing absence of signal.
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Discussion
SMITH

COMMENT. You have pointed out that for the propagation perturbations associated with lightning
induced precipitation the location of the lightning can be well separated for the location of the
perturbed region of the ionosphere. For the events with no delay following the radio atmosphere,
ascribed to heating, you would expect the disturbed ionospheric region to be approximately colocated with the causative lightning. Have you verified this, in support of your interpretation and if so,
what was the result?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We have very few cases of these direct coupling results that are well studied: for two of these cases,
the thunderstorm is indeed directly under the affected VLF paths; for other cases, we have just
recently received the lightning data and have not yet checked. I agree that we woul! expect the
lightning induced disturbance in these cases to be within 100-200 km of the VLF paths.
ALPERT

COMMENT. The heading of the ionosphere by the elastic field produced by an atmosphere in the
frequency band F - 5 - 10 KHz is indeed very large. Thus your idea about the "ionization" of the
inosphere (D or E layers) is indeed a good idea. By our you have done these complicated calculations,
taking into account the velocities V1 Vi Vh and the diffusion frequencies nln nin nhn to calculate the
temperatures T1 Ti Th ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We have the Budden and Maslin 11974, 75,761 models for heating and used a full magneto-ionic
model and a slowly varying (WKB) formulation to calculate the electron temperature T1. We have also
looked at using the Sen and Wyler corrections to nln but have found that the correction needed is
small. For the parameters involved, DTh , DTi is very small; we have only calculated DT1 , but using
a full model (Appletar Havtree) for the refractive index. The imaginary part of refractive index is C.
We find ivc/c to be nearly independent on frequency in the range 100 Hz to 100 KHz.
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SUMMARY
Low frequency (30 - 300 kHz) radio waves can propagate to
great distances with little attenuation in the cavity formed by
the earth and the ionosphere. Because of the relatively high
frequency at LF, many active propagation modes can occur
between the transmitter and receiver. Changes in the
ionospheric conductivity or reflection height can influence the
phase and amplitude of these modes and, hence, produce
mutual interference. Because of these inference effects, the
propagation is less stable than at VLF and the received field
strength becomes more difficult to predict. In the present
investigation, the WAVEHOP program (11 has been
employed in conjunction with a range of ionospheric models
to estimate the receiver field strength over a number of
experimental paths. The predicted values have been
compared with those measured in an attempt to validate the
ionospheric models and the method of calculation.
1.

*

INTRODUCTION

As the result of previous work (Jones and Mowforth [2]),
several computer programs were available for the calculation
of the field strength of VLF and LF signals as a function of
distance from the transmitter. Although the theory of the
propagation is well defined, considerable uncertainty exists
concerning the ionospheric electron density variation with
height to which the analysis is applied. It is well known that
the lowest region of the ionosphere (the D-region) plays a
dominant role in the propagation of VLF and LF radio waves,
However, it is extremely difficult to measure the electron
density distribution of this layer due to the very low values of
the electron density and the relatively high electron collision
frequency. The electron density distribution is known to
change appreciably with time of day and season and at high
latitudes can also be influenced by geomagnetic storm
activity,
In order to validate the theoretical modelling work, receiving
equipment was deployed at a number of locations world-wide.
The amplitudes of several LF transmissions were observed
over a period of more than a year at Aberdeen, Scotland and
at Tromso, Norway, and over shorter periods at Clyde River,
Baffin Island, Canadian North West Territories and at
Gibraltar. The data from these receiving sites provided an

indication of the received field strength as a function of time
of day and season at a number of frequencies within the band
of interest. It must be emphasised, however, that all the
measurements are for fixed, though differing, ranges. No
attempt was made to measure the field strength variation as a
function of distance (i.e. the Hollingworth pattern).
Several features are apparent in the amplitudes of the received
signals which are found to be related to the solar zenith angle
and to the time of year. WAVEHOP calculations of the signal
mode structure for a number of ionospheric models provided
an estimate of the expected signal strength and these results
are compared with the experimental data in order to assess the
validity of the model calculations.
2.

SIGNAL STRENGTH CALCULATIONS

2.1 The WAVEHOP program
The WAVEHOP program [1] calculates the amplitude and
phase of the vertical electric field on the Earth's surface as a
function of distance along the propagation path (assumed to
be along the great circle), given a ground-based source of
vertically polarised radio waves of known frequency in the
VLF or LF bands. The Earth is assumed to be a smooth
sphere with known values for the electrical conductivity and
dielectric constant and the ionosphere is assumed to be
concentric with the Earth and to have known reflection
properties. The vertical electric field at the receiver due to a
vertically polarised source is the vector sum of several
components which travel via different paths to the receiver.
Before the WAVEHOP method can calculate the field
strengths, the reflection coefficients of the ionosphere must be
determined. These coefficients depend on the height profile
of the electron density, the magnetic field parameters
(strength, dip angle, azimuth relative to the direction of
propagation), the signal frequency, the collision frequency
and the angle of incidence. At the frequencies of interest, the
ionosphere can change significantly within a path length of
one wavelength, therefore a full wave solution is required in
order to calculate the reflection characteristics of the
ionosphere. The theory has been developed by Wait [3],
Berry [4] and Berry, Gonzalez and Lloyd [5), and the
propagation characteristics of the wave hops are discussed by
Berry [4, 6] and Johler [7]. The WAVEHOP program as
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described by Berry and Herman [1] adopts a formula for the

around an HP3561A dynamic signal analyser (an FFT

reflection height which is correct for high angles of incidence
on the ionosphere, but at lower angles of incidence,
corresponding to shorter transmission paths, greater accuracy
is achieved when the reflection height is calculated from the
angle of incidence by the method of stationary phase [8, 9].

analyser) for signal measurement and an HP85B desktop
computer for control of the analyser and for recording the data
for subsequent analysis. The antenna was a vertical active
whip mounted well clear of local obstacles, either on the roof
of a building or on top of a mast. The instrument was
calibrated in signal strength by comparison with the output of

The WAVEHOP program has the major limitation that it
assumes that the geophysical parameters remain constant over
the full length of the path. This is not, in general, the case.
For example, the electron density profile is likely to vary over
the length of the path due to several causes including, for
example, sunrise/sunset effects and changes in latitude. It
should be noted that large variations in the electron density
will occur in the high latitude auroral regions. Furthermore,
the ground conductivity will vary as the signal propagates
over different types of terrain (e.g. land, sea, ice, etc.) and
local geological discontinuities will also have an affect on the
signal strengths. To rectify these limitations would involve
comparatively major modifications to the program code,
however it is possible to obtain useful information from the
program provided these limitations are clearly understood,
One of the aims of this investigation was to compare
measured signal strength variations with values calculated by
the WAVEHOP program in order to quantify the limitations
referred to above.

a Rohde and Swartz ESH 2 signal strength meter monitoring
the same "off air" signal. Good linear agreement was
achieved between the two systems when both antennas were
located on a clear site (see Figure 2).

2.2

Interpretation of WAVEHOP results

Measurements were made at four receiving sites during the
course of these experiments. The two main sites were at
Aberdeen, Scotland and at Troms0, Norway, with additional
sites operational for shorter periods at Gibraltar and Clyde
River, Canadian North West Territories (see Table 1 for
periods of operation). The principal transmissions monitored
covered the frequency range 57.7 kHz to 81 kHz with path
lengths well spread between 46 km (Aberdeen - Crimond) and
2654 km (Tromso - Geneva). The locations of the transmitter
and receiver sites are given in Table 2 and the frequencies and
path lengths in Table 3.

Table 1. Periods during which the receiving sites were
operational.

The WAVEHOP program calculates the amplitude and phase

of the vertical electric field at the receiver for each of several
propagating modes (ground wave, 1-hop skywave, 2-hop sky
wave, etc.) as a function of distance from the transmitter. A
typical example of the amplitudes calculated for a test path is
presented as the first frame of Figure 1, where the amplitude
of the ground wave is represented by a solid line and the
amplitudes of the sky waves as dashed lines (1-hop skywave
is rcpresented by the least broken dashed line).
to give the
These modes are then combined as a vector sum
overall amplitude of the signal as a function of the distance
from the transmitter. The results of this calculation for the
test signal are presented in the second frame of Figure 1.
Close agreement between measured and theoretical values at
VLF frequencies have been reported by other workers (e.g.
Campbell, Jones and Burgess [10]). However, at LF the
wavelength is shorter (4 km at 75 kHz) and the predicted
phase values are therefore expected to be less accurate than at
VLF, resulting in significant errors in the vector sum. The
amplitude dependence on the mode phases is illustrated by
calculating the mean, the maximum and the minimum signal
strengths which can be produced from a summation of the
propagating modes (see frame 3 of Figure 1) when their
phases are varied. Also shown on this diagram are the
maximum and minimum amplitudes which can be produced
when a ±6 dB error in the prediction of the sum of the
amplitudes of the secondary modes is included.

Aberdeen

4 February 1987 - 22 September 1988
(from 4 February 1988 for signals below
57.7 kHz)

Clyde River

21 July 1988 - 7 August 1988

Gibraltar

22 March 1988 - 26 May 1988,
10 January 1989 - July 1989.

Tromso

4 - 12 March 1987.
7 June 1987 - 18 June 1988
(from 13 March 1988 for signals below
57.7 kHz)

Table 2. Geograhic co-ordinates of the IF sites
Latitude
57.20ON
70.27*N
36.120 N

Tromso

0
69.67 N

Longitude
2.10 0 W
68.220 W
5.37OW

3.1 Experimental arrangement
A receiving system was developed which could measure and
record in digital form the signal strength at any given

Brest
Criggion
Crimond
Denmark
Geneva
Inskip
Rugby

48.42°N
52.729N
57.60°N
54.37*N
46.400 N
53.43ON
52.370 N

frequency in the range 10-200 kHz. The system was based

Trondheim

63.78ON

4.23*W
3.079W
1.920 W
9.47 0E
6.250 E
2.780 W
1.18 0W
11.38 0E

3.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Receivers

Transmitters

Location
Aberdeen
Clyde River
Gibraltar

19.00*E
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Table 3. Distances from each LF transmitter to the receiving sites.
Frequency

Location

57.700 kHz

Trondheim

60.000 kHz
65.800 kHz
68.000 kHz
68.900 kHz

Rugby
Inskip
Brest
Crimond
Denmark

73.250 kHz

75.000 kHz
81.000 kHz

61.835 kHz

Aberdeen
1037 km
541 km

Tromso

988 km
46 km
789 km

2187 km
2119 kmn
2765 km
1765 km
1765 km

*Criggion

503 km

2199 km

Geneva
lnskip

1391 km
422 km

2654 km
2119 kmn

422 km

Gibraltar

733 km

1839 km

Clyde River
3241 km
3871 km
3715 km

1372 km
2405 km
2330 km

4151 km
3355 km
4041 km
3773 km

1605 km
1938 k

4776 km
3715 km

* This transmission was from Rugby until 13 March 1987.

The principal aim of this study was to test the effectiveness of
the WAVEHOP program in predicting the expected field
strength for a range of paths and frequencies and in particular
to establish the effectiveness of various ionospheric profiles,
In order to minimise the affect of changes in ground
conductivity over the length of the path, most measurements
were for signals propagating over sea and damp soil
(assuming that European ground may be so categorised).
3.2 Observations
As a typical example of the results the amplitude of the
57.7 kHz signal from Trondheim, Norway measured in
Aberdeen is reproduced in Figure 3. In this plot the signal
amplitude is displayed as a function of (a) time of day along
the x-axis and (b) day number from the start of 1987 (1
January 1987 is represented as day 1) along the y-axis. The
amplitude level is represented by a grey scale on a logarithmic
(decibel) scale relative to the mean signal amplitude observed
throughout the entire data set. Periods when data are not
available are indicated as white and periods when the signal
amplitude is very low (e.g. during transmitter off periods) as
black.
As expected, the effects of the changing solar zenith angle and
the consequent changes in the electron density profile are
clearly evident in the amplitude data. The seasonal change in
the day/night transition are particularly evident, as are the
differences between day and night time signal amplitudes.
The data of Figure 3 have been re-plotted in Figure 4 to
illustrate the dependence of the signal amplitude on solar
zenith angle. To distinguish between the pre-noon and postnoon periods on the plots, the zenith angles during the
morning period are indicated as negative values (i.e. the
zenith angle has been multiplied by -1). This is done only to
separate pre- and post-noon data and does not imply any
physical significance. The largest signal levels occur at night
time, during which time there are marked fluctuations in
signal strength. In general the night time signal levels exceed
those observed during the daytime. The daytime signal level
exhibits a solar zenith angle dependence. The signal is
weakest during the summer noon period, at which time it is
approximately 12 dB less than the night time value. Marked
changes in signal level are associated with the dawn/dusk
transition periods when strong mode interference effects take
place as a result of the rapid change in the electron density
height distribution at this time.

Data for some of the other transmissions monitored at
Aberdeen are reproduced in a similar format in Figures 5 to 7.
The most significant feature of these plots is the rapid change
in signal amplitude during the morning at a solar zenith angle
of approximately 98%, corresponding to sunrise at an altitude
of about 60 kin. This is a well known feature of VLF/LF
propagation which was first reported in the literature by Bain,
Bracewell, Straker and Westcott [11]. The corresponding
effect at sunset is not as pronounced since the transition takes
place over a longer period. Several other features of the data
set also have a pronounced zenith angle dependence, for
example the low amplitude observed on the Trondheim Aberdeen path at zenith angles of less than about 90' during
the summer months and the deep fade observed on the Geneva
- Aberdeen path at zenith angles of approximately 95'.
Seasonal changes are also evident in the data. For example,
the Brest - Aberdeen and Geneva - Aberdeen signals display a
marked fade at zenith angles of around 60' and 50'
respectively during the first half of the year, whereas this
feature is not reproduced during the latter half of the year.
This difference is probably related to the change in the
geometry of the propagation path relative to the dawn/dusk
line. It could also involve the winter anomaly which occurs
after the Autumn equinox in the lower D-region electron
density distribution. The variation of signal amplitude with
the time of day for two of the transmissions (Brest 65.8 and
Geneva 75.0 kHz) received at Aberdeen are reproduced in
Figures 8 and 9. Deep slow fading is observed on these
signals, particularly during the night, which suggests that
phase changes between the component modes are producing
interference.
The marked modal interference effects at dawn and dusk are a
major feature of the diurnal signal strength variation. The
number and depth of the signal minima depend on the signal
frequency and path length. It is essential that any prediction
method correctly reproduces the signal amplitude variations
particularly during the transition period. The WAVEHOP
program cannot predict short term amplitude changes since
only slowly varying models, depending on the solar zenith
angle, are considered. Minor changes in the electron density
profile will change the relative phases between the component
modes, thus it is extremely difficult to model the amplitude
fluctuations due to fading. It is, however, possible to estimate
the highest (all modes in phase) and lowest (strongest
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interference) amplitude limits that might be expected for a

4.2

particular propagation path from any given ionospheric
model. Slowly varying features dependent on the zenith
angle, particularly the dawn/dusk transition, should be
reproduced by the model calculations.

The daytime signal strength depends on the solar zenith angle.
For individual days this control is not very strong and the
daily changes are dominated by the strong modal interference
which occurs at sunrise and sunset (discussed later).
However, the seasonal changes are very much in evidence
with summer values, some 6 dB smaller than those observed
in winter for the Aberdeen - Trondheim (57.7 kHz) path.
Similar changes are noted on the other paths monitored,
although the weakest signals are not always recorded at
summer noon. For example, the Aberdeen - Brest (65.8kHz)
path, the weakest signals are recorded in Springtime (see
Figure 5) and this is a consequence of the modal structure for
this path produced by the ionospheric electron density
distribution at this particular time of day and season.

The data collected at Tromso are for a much shorter observing
period than at Aberdeen but it is clear from the data available
that very similar features are present at both sites. There are
differences in absolute signal magnitudes and also in some
detailed features of the diurnal and seasonal variations,
However, the overall propagation patterns are similar at the
two sites.
4.

INTERPRETATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS

In this section the experimental measurements of signal
amplitude over a number of fixed paths are discussed in terms
of the predicted values as calculated by the WAVEHOP
program. Uncertainties in radiated power, antenna polar
diagrams, local conditions around the transmitter and receiver
and other factors make it extremely difficult to compare a
measured absolute field strength with a calculated value, even
for a fixed transmitter and receiver. The theoretical work has,
therefore, been confined to attempts to calculate the diurnal
and seasonal variations of average field strength and the
variability (fading range) of the signals. Field strength
calculations from ionospheric models have been made at VLF
with considerable success [101 and a similar procedure has
been followed here at LF. The analysis presented in this
section has been undertaken with the WAVEHOP program
and a series of ionospheric models proposed by Bain
(unpublished) which include a dependence on the solar zenith
angle.
Discussion of the data has been confined to the measurements
recorded at Aberdeen since these are the most complete and
those from the other receiving sites exhibit similar features.
4.1 Day - night changes
The night-time signal levels are greater than those measured
during daytime for all seasons. Moreover, the average nighttime value is approximately constant throughout the year,
unlike the daytime signal strength which changes markedly
with season. The night-time signal does, however, fluctuate
over short time scales with fading of up to about 20 dB
present on most of the paths (see Figures 8 and 9). The fading
period is very variable but the signal is unlikely to remain
constant for more than one or two hours. This behaviour
results from the low ionisation values present during the
night-time and the consequent strength of the lower order
modes. Small changes in the electron density profile change
the phase relationship between the modes which consequently
induce strong mutual interference and hence 'fading' in the
total received signal. A comparison of the calculated day and
night-time mode amplitudes is given in Figure 10 which
confirms the strong propagation of the higher order modes
during the night-time at distances greater than about 800 km.
The calculated field strengths of Figure 10 also indicate that
the night-time values exceed those obtained from the daytime
model (see Figure 1). This is confirmed by the experimental
results, although the magnitude of the change depends on
frequency and on the path length.

Diurnal variations

4.3 Dawn - dusk transition
A feature of all the LF signals monitored is the strong modal
interference that occurs at sunrise and sunset. This produces
major changes (often >30 dB) in signal levels and can
therefore greatly influence system performance. The dawn
transition takes place over a short time interval (<1 hour)
whereas the dusk transition is less abrupt and the change in
signal amplitude occurs more slowly (see, for example, the
57.7 kHz Trondheim - Aberdeen signal illustrated in
Figure 4). Strong modal interference is present on the
Aberdeen - Brest (65.8 kHz) transmission. Again, the dawn
transition occurs very quickly and is well defined. The dusk
transition is less well defined, particularly in winter. The
modal interference produces signal maxima and minima at
dawn at the equinox. Two minima and a maximum occur at
dusk during summer. A detailed study of these changes has
been undertaken for a typical period in summer and winter.
The measured changes in signal level are compared with those
obtained from the WAVEHOP program for the appropriate
frequency, path length and ionospheric model as indicated
below.
4.4 Summer conditions
Models of the electron density height profile for summer have
been developed by Bain (unpublished). These models can be
evaluated for any value of the solar zenith angle (Z). The
mode structure to be expected for each of the experimental
paths monitored have been evaluated from these summer
profiles by means of the WAVEHOP program. The mode
structure for the Trondheim - Aberdeen path is reproduced in
Figure 11 and the average of measurements on five summer
days in Figure 12. The marked difference measured between
the night and daytime signal levels are well reproduced in the
modelling results. The calculation indicates some modal
fading at sunrise and sunset which is not evident in the
measured values. A similar comparison is made for the
Denmark - Aberdeen path in Figures 13 and 14. Here the day
and night signal levels are approximately equal, a feature well
reproduced by the model calculations.
Some modal
interference is present both at sunrise and sunset, the sunrise
feature being less in evidence on the observed values
(Figure 14). For the Geneva - Aberdeen path, appreciable
difference between day and night-time are observed as are
strong interference minima at sunrise and sunset (see
Figure 16). All these features are well reproduced by the
calculated values reproduced in Figure 15. Similar good
agreement between the calculated and measured behaviour is
obtained for the Brest - Aberdeen path (Figures 17 and 18).
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4.S Winter conditions
The winter electron density profiles [121 are available for a
restricted number of zenith cycles only (X = 750, 85,0 94,0
95,0 960 and 1000). A comparison of the calculated and
measured field strength for winter conditions is presented in
Figures 19 and 20. Significant differences are evident
between the day and night values. However, there is no
strong modal interference for this path. Similar behaviour is
observed on the Denmark - Aberdeen path on which the
sunrise/set model effects are relatively weak (see Figures 21
and 22). For the Geneva - Aberdeen and Brest - Aberdeen
paths (see Figures 23 to 26), modal effects are clearly evident
in the experimental data during the morning transition. The
time resolution of the theoretical models is not sufficient to
reproduce these effects clearly, although there is some
evidence of amplitude fluctuations especially in the modelling
for the Brest - Aberdeen path. The relatively small change in
amplitude from day to night is well reproduced by the model
calculation.
5.

the measured data. The calculation of the absolute field
strength is probably not possible due to uncertainties
regarding transmitter power, antenna polar diagrams etc. The
success obtained in predicting the relative change in signal
level does, however, have considerable practical benefit in the
design and operation of LF communications systems.
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ELF PROPAGATION IN DEEP AND
SHALLOW SEA WATER
C.P. Burke
D. Llanwyn Jones
Physics Department, King's College,
London, U.K. WC2R 2LS

ABSTRACT
In this paper electromagnetic wave propagation at Extremely Low Frequencies (ELF) in deep and shallow
sea water is considered. The term 'ELF' is used here
somewhat loosely to refer to the frequency band 0-3
kliz. The radiation source is considered to be located
in the sea water and is taken to be a horizontal electric dipole (lIED) or a vertical electric dipole (VED).
For the deep water case, a comparison is made between results computed using complex image theory
and results calculated using the full Sommerfeld integral formulation. Both these formulations include the
lateral waves which propagate along the air-sea interface. Moving on to the case of shallow water, there
are two lateral wave modes of propagation - lateral
waves which propagate on the sea surface and along
the seabed. These modes are included by numerical
evaluation of the Sommerfeld integrals which appear
in the complete solution. We also compare the relative efficacy of sub-surface horizontal electric dipoles
and vertical electric dipoles as radiators. For the case
of zero frequency (dc), the Sommerfeld integrals suinplify considerably enabling the fields to be evaluated
as the sums of infinite series. This dc formnulatiomi leads
to much reduced computation time. Finally, the effects on propagation of long-wavelength water gravity
waves or tides on the surface of the sea are examined
by considering these waves as a perturbation to the
sea-air interface.

for calculating the electromagnetic fields in deep sea
water, where the effects of the lower (seabed) interface
can be neglected.
In this paper we explore the accuracy of Bannister's
complex image theory by comparing the fields calculated using Bannister's equations with those computed
using the full Sommerfeld integrals for the deep sea
water situation. Complex image theory (CIT) has the
advantage of allowing the propagation path to be interpreted in siml)le physical terms but it is not a 'fullwave' fornmulation.
Moving on to the case of shallow water, we compare
teaprir inted wields for sources situated close
sea-air interface with those for sources situated close
to the sea-seabed interface. We thei also conpare the
fields p to those
oroduced
by
horizontal
electric electric
dipole (lIED)
sources
produced
by vertical
dipole
IT
y
(VED) sources. Thxe special case of zero frequency
asexamined and exact formulas are
ieveloped
which
allow for very rapid comeputatio of the fields due to
both lIED and VED sources.
Tidal level changes, waves on the surface of the sea and
curvature of the sea hed will affect the propagation of
radio waves within the sea. Thus we finally examine
the effects of slow sea-level changes in the ELF band.
2. DEEP WATER PROPAGATION
We consider an x-directed lIED located at (0, 0, h) in
infinitely deep sea water as illustrated in Fig.l and
require the fields at a general point (x, y, z).

1. INTRODUCTION
Layff"i (ooaoir)oo

stratElectromagnetic wave propagation in layered or

ified media has been of continued research interest
since Sommerfeld's (1] initial pioneering work. Early
applications tended to concentrate upon propagation
in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. Hlowever, some
workers, e.g. W ait [2], also examined problems of interest in subsurface geophysical probing. Others, such
as Weaver [3) and Seigel and King [4], were concerned
with propagation in sea water. Owing to the attenuating nature of sea water, ELF is the most suitable radio
band for communication involving subsurface paths.
Bannister (5,61, building upon asymptotic expansions
due to Wait [7], has developed an approximate theory

Y

V.
flour"00bm.
t 2 (sea)

Ok
Fig. 1
Deep Water Geometry
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The air layer (1) and the sea layer (2) are both are
considered to be of infinite extent in tile horizontal
direction and to have a permeability li0 equal to that
time dependence is assumed.
of free space. Aln j
By writing the llertz vector as
1 9

II=-prim

+

(1)

H--jec,

where flitim
is the primary contribution produced by
tile source in layer 2 and Hl'..
is a secondary contribution associated with the interface, Sommerfeld showed
that the lIED fields in layer i (with i = 1,2),can
be derived from the two-component Hertz vectors
(1I.,, 0, IIH), tile z and z components being given by:
[00returned
fdl
11
Ido1
aeu"Jo(Ap)dA
47r' 2 -j
11•2 -

\

,(ldlfo
,Iro JO

(112

1(3)
ldl
-4ra
1122

/

0

-

I

b
be-ue
e

--

(2)

R21 =

U 2 -u

u 2 + ul

The electromagnetic field components call be cornputCd by numerical integration using these expressions. However, much effort has been expended , particularly through the last decade, in attempts to derive analytic or more convergent integral equations.
Two complex image theories have been p~roposed. The
first, which has been much developed and promoted
by Bannister [5,6] , models the dipole/half-space problem by locating an image dipole at a complex depth
and is valid for 'large' source-observer separations and
interfaces with a high refractive index. Attention will
to this approximation shortly. More recently,
Lindell and Alanen [8,9,10] have developed an exact complex image theory (EIT) for general source-

observer distanices lby taking the Fourier transform of
Jo(Ap)dA
the original Hlehlholtz equations and then finding the
(3)Laplace transform of the reflection coefficient which

ceu-zJo(Ap)dA

(4)

deu2'Jo(Ap)dA

(5)

2•Ox 10 M

yields a term interpreted as arising from an extended
image of time source. This leads to all integral equation
for the hlertz vector which is trore convergent than the
Soninlerfeld integrals (2) to (5) given above.
Tile advantage of Bannister's formulation is that it

2
k2 =
and
- k
V = +y2,
p = u•
which with
in
-jwpor*
a, + j U,3 .= o'uV52
is tile
complex
a
onductivity ill layer . In layer (1) o• is imaginary but
for i > 1 and layer conlductivities and wave frequen-

leads to simple algebraic equations for the fields produced by different dipoles in two-layered media. Hlere

cies of interest here, a* is essentially real as the displacement current is negligibly small. The equations

I) a direct wave component, 2) a image complonent
and3) a lateral wave co
bponent.
The published ex-

above (a) satisfy the relevant llelnhloltz equation in
each layer, (b) contain tile source singularity e-j"I/R

pressions [5] are ex)pected to be accurate whe (a)r
P > 3(z + h) and (b) 172P2 /(z + h)I > 4e1 where
72 = jk 2 and Cj = 3,6,9,15 or 25 depending ol tile
i~eld component.
We now compare some calculated results from Bannister's CIT with data obtained using the full integral approach. For the data presented here we have

where R = \/p 2 + (z - h)2 as the first term in 112,

and (c) satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. The
fields may then be found from
E = k 2 H + grad div HI

(6)

and
V
H = -.
curl Hi
JW/1O

(7)

we concentrate on tile fields of the lIED in deep sea
water. The field equations have three components:

used equations in Tables 11 and ill of Bannister [5].
As an illustration we consider a lIED of unit current
moment located at (0,0, 100) in sea water of conductivity 4 mho/m and calculate the field at (100, y, 100)

where j = ,'T. Because the permeability is assumed
to be the same everywhere, the boundary conditions
(continuity of tangential E and H at z = 0) reduce
to tile continuity of k'Il,, k 2 -, VH
k2
and div H1
at z = 0. The coefficients a,b,c and d can then be
determined. This is the comn)lete, exact or 'full-wave'
solution of tile two layer problem.

for frequencies of 10 and 100 lIz. Here, condition (a)
is satisfied for y _>592m. In Fig. 2 the x component
of the magnetic field at 10 lIz is plotted using CIT
and exact theory. Foi this field component cl = 6 so
condition (b) is satisfied for y > 510m. The dotted
line on tile graph indicates y = 592m. Good agreement can be observed between the two calculations,

To calculate the fields in tihe sea (layer 2), only coeflicients b and d are required. These are given by

especially for large source-observer separations. This
is reflected in the behavior of time relative errors for the
CIT results which are plotted in Fig. 3; these decrease

b

=hR

U2

2

smoothly for large y or p. In Fig. 4 the variation of
tile calculated z component of the electric field at 100
liz. is shown. For this field component, we have cl =3,
and so condition (b) is satisfied for y > 181m. Refer-

1eU2h

and

A

d = -- (I + R2)

(

-

k22

+ k2u

2

)

euzh

ring to the graph, we can see that in general there is
good agreement between the CIT and exact results.
is plotted as in Fig. 5,
wlowever, if the relative error

11-3

we can see that the error decreases after y = 592m
but then increases for a while before slowly tailing off.
Some care needs to be exercised if precise field values
are required from CIT.
Variation of Bx with distance:
comparison between full and Image Iher

Thus, in the numerical examples above, CIT gives
good agreement when compared to the exact theory,
although there are occasions when it can give imprecise answers even when conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Ilowever, the errors are fairly small. A great
advantage of CIT is that it leads to a simple physical
interpretation of the modes of propagation in terms
of direct, image and lateral wave components. In this
case the lateral wave can be thought of as an 'up-over-

down' mode, i.e. a wave that, in part, propagates just
_1

U

over the sea-air interface during subsurface to subsurface communication. In the case where the sea-air
interface can be neglected so that the two important
layers are the sea and seabed, the equivalent so called
mode becomes dominant.

h'down-along-up'

3. SHALLOW WATER PROPAGATION

y Dblanca Im

Fig. 2

3.1 The General Case

Variation of Bx errors with distance

"-

2

"t
Po',..0
l ,,.lidity

The shallow water problem is that in which the effects
of the sea bed (layer 3) cannot be ignored. To date
it appears that CIT has not been developed for the
three-layer medium where both an upper and a lower
interface are of importance. One condition for the vaof CIT - that the relative refractive index must
be large, does not apply to the lower interface in the
situation considered here. Wait (Ill has shown that

"theSommerfeld
,
1"

so,saddle-point

y D•tance/m

NO---

Fig. 3

Variation of Ez with distance:
Comparlion betwe

full and Image the"

,
,
,
,The

WWIinterface).

integrals can be evaluated asymptotically for large source-observer separations using the
method. Ilere we are concerned with the
fields for arbitrary source-observer distances and so
evaluate these integrals numerically, enabling us to
compare the effectiveness of the 'up-over-down' mode

with the 'down-along-up' mode (i.e. propagation along
the sea-air interface with that along the sea- seabed
We then consider the difference in the field
amplitudes produced by lIED and VED sources.

geometry for the three layer shallow sea problem
is shown in Fig. 6. The sea depth is d, otherwise the
notation is as used above. The Ilertz vectors for an

",
to14z-directed

.

,.

lIED are:
.

Idi

.U

.

700n0o

5"

Fig. 4

Variation of Ez errors with distance
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Shallow Water Geometry

magnitudes of the 'up-over-down' and 'down-along-up'

By applying the boundary conditions, we determine
the four constants B, C, S and T needed for computing
the fields in the sea water. The results are A -U2hh-e
R21R + R 23e-2u"(d-h)
U2
,J--R 2 1R 23e-2u"d

=
A
(U2

2
)

+ Be- 2

+ Ce)

(

surface for varying horizontal separations and (2) the
analogous situation for the seabed i.e. source 1 m
above the seabed and point of observation I m above
uation of the Sommerfeld integrals for a lIED at a
wave frequency of 100 lIz are shown in Figs.7 and 8
for the E, and B. field components respectively where
the source is loacated at (0, 0, h) and the observations
made at (O,y,h). In the case of the E, component
there is relatively little difference in amplitude between the two modes of propagation although as y
increases the 'up-over-down' mode appears to propagate with slightly lower loss, as anticipated. This

H - IR2e-U2d
21
T
1 - f 4 C-ae2u"d

2)e-ud (HRSae-Uzd
R•/211 3ae-•U~
? -•B2
-eh +

A

modes, we consider a sea 10 m deep and two separate
cases: (1) the source situated I m below the sea surface and compute the fields a distance I m below the

the sea bed. The results obtained by numerical eval-

I + R 2 1e-uh
C A e-U( 2d-h)R3
U2
G - R 2 1R 23 e-•'•d
T

Wait's [12] solutions for the three-layer problem (his
equations 3.30-3.37) are in agreement with those
above, except for missing factors jk 2 /2 in Wait and
differences in the final factors in our formulas for I
and II. It is evident that Wait's solutions are valid
only if the relative refractive indices of layers 1 and 2
and layers 2 and 3 are large (i.e.k 2 is much less than
k! or k 3 ). This is the case for the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide situation considered by Wait but does not
apply for the current problem.
Fraser-Smith et al [13] considered propagation in the
case where the effect of the upper interface (sea-air)
can be neglected. They computed the field when
the source was placed near the seabed so that only
the 'down-along-up' mode was involved by evaluating the integrals numerically. To compare the relative

03oV

B

vector, H,, is then required to satisfy the boundary
conditions because there is complete azimuthal symmetry.

)

difference is more marked for the B, component, with
the 'down-along-up' mode going through a local mini-

ke32
k32-2k
, k2 U3 + k32U2

mum near y = 50m; thereafter the difference between
the two modes is less marked though still considerably

in which

greater than for the E, component.

Variation of Ex with horizontal distance
for f=100 Hz

= U2 - II
R
U2 + Ul
R2 3 = U2 - U3

,

U2 + U3
=

qand

.1

and3

kU

2-Qj
k=u3- 2U3
3
k7u
2 + k4v,

8eadepth-10m
m-,.
*..

';!

2 - k22u,

>

10

TheP
R and 4 in the above expressions are reflection
coefficients for horizontal and vertical polarisations respectively.

1•

For the VED case, corresponding expressions have
been obtained, though only a single-component Hertz
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Variation of
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Laplace transforms of the Bessel functions of order
zero
and one. The analysis produces an exact infinite
expansion for 11, which is suitable for computa-

t- 10series
Ition

""to.
010*

The integral equations (8) to (13) can then be evaluated analytically using established formulas for the

'•=o

bo*tnII9

a top(h-l)

to

of the field components. In layer (2), the results
obtained for the HED are -
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Figs. 9 and 10 shows a comparison between the fields
produced by HlED and VED sources located at the
same point (0,0,5) in a sea 10 m deep; the diagrams
show the field variations along the ray x = y. This
for the
then means that the x and y field components
field components
major
the
For
same.
VED are the
the HED is the more efficient radiator. This is the
opposite of that which occurs when the dipoles are
situated in free space above the Earth or sea. The
HED is then a very ineffective radiator at ELF unless
it is elevated above the surface by a significant fraction of a wavelength - an lIED located on a perfectly
conducting half-space does not radiate at all!

n

The vertical polarisation reflection coefficients are
thus finite but independent of A. For the a-component
of the Hertz vector, the coefficients in the integral (12)
then reduce to

T

-e

+e-

r4n = 2nd - It - z
This solution is, in fact, nothing more than the
geometrical-optics (or real images) formula which, as
is well-known, is valid when the reflection coefficient
is independent of the angle of incidence (which in the
integral formulation discussed above is contained in
the 'dummy' parameter A). The images associated
with a positive sign preceding z in the formulas for
rin are in layer (1) and those with a negative sign in
layer (3). The series expansion formulas for the individual field
components are computed from (6) and
(7) with k/2 = 0 in (6) and -k 2 /jwpo = 0`2 in (7).
These formulas, together with those for the VED, are
be published elsewhere (see [14]). Implementation
of this formalism produces a much faster algorithm
for computing the field components than any involving numerical integration.

Changes in sea-level produced by gravity waves on the
surface or tidal variations will affect the field values in
the sea. We have calculated the effects of these sealevel variations by writing the Hertz vector as

(13)=
-

2 + ri2

4. EFFECT OF SEA-LEVEL VARIATIONS

0'3 + 0'2

+

(17)

1,

2nd + h - z

and

and

0+3 1

-Rd+

ri. = 2nd + h + z

--

B•

,=

Fi Ri,, + Rittrin

r2n = 2nd - h + z

R 23 -- 0
and
thus
both
B and C -.-. 0 so that only the first
term, which is the
primary excitation, contributes to
tr,
(9). Additionally,
112 in (9.to

S

2

R2

At dc (w = 0) considerable simplification results: as
w -+ 0, we have:
ui
A
R 2 ,*
0

R,

Z2X(Ro+Roi

r)-

where the sign si = +1 for i = I and 2; si = -1 for
i = 3 and 4, and

3.2 The DC Case

!6

-

e+

`3+

1

(

(14)

W3 + 0'2

n

n

+ nace + w

where n"'- is the perturbation to nIfl

(18)
and

l..

associated with the change in water level. The results
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R12 =

uL7 9T*U2

R
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u2O*

+

O*Ui

U23 U23*
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Discussion
ALPERT

COMMENT. Please give me all the lines of the Schumann resonances, recorded in you experiments.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We observed resonances up to the seventh or eight Schumann resonance mode. The frequencies of
these varied with time of day and season to a small degree. I do not have the values with me but I
shall send them to you later.
TACCONI
COMMENT. In the shallow water ELF propagation cone did you consider the sub-bottom
contribution?
AUTHOR'S REPLY

In our computational modell we have models of two and three layered sea beds. For the sedinent
layy a copductivity of 4 Sm- seems appropriate followed by a layer of conductivity of about 10 or
10 Sm- but there are no reliable estimates of the depth of the first sea-bed layer (the sediment).

I,

I
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Comparative study of undersea fields
produced by various dipoles
G. ANNAERT, A. BAREL
Free University of Brussels, VUB Dept. ELEC,
Pleinlaan 2
B - 1050 Brussels
Belgium

1. The Abstract.
ELF/VLF/LF- radiation by electric or magnetic
dipoles located above or on the surface of the
earth or sea is investigated from the exact Sommerfeld potentials. Due to the nonzero conducticvity of the ground or sea water, the waves are
strongly attenuated and only a small near field
can be effectively used for communication in a
low frequency range. The Fresnel coefficient approximation technique, which presumes a planar plane wave propagation, is correct in the
far-field but looses great accuracy in a region
close to the radiatior. It is the purpose of this paper to review the electromagnetic propagation
in layered media based on the rigorous spectral
domain method. This theory expresses the
Hertz potentials, either of the magnetic type A
or the electric type F, in terms of Sommerfeld integrals. A communication range, as the maximum depth at which satisfactory signal
reception is still possible, is derived in function
of ground parameters, frequency and dipole

Very often, the waves are treated as planar TE
and TM waves. The reflection and transmission
waves are calculated using the Fresnel coefficients for optical beams [1]. Although this approach is simple and gives much insight in the
distortion due to the interface, it is a wrong representation when the observer is near the interface.
The half-space problem has being solved analytically by Sommerfeld [2). His work was the fundamental basis for further studies of dipole
radiation in stratified media by Wait [31 and
Kong 14). Recently, Mosig 151 reviewed the computation of EM-fields in stratified media using
the spectral domain transformation method
(SDTM). He intensely applied the method to
microstrip antennas [6]. The SDTM method resuits in Fourier-Bessel integral expressions for the
electric and magnetic potentials. These integrals
however can't be solved analytically an(! it is still
a challenging task to develop an efficent algorithm for numerical integration. A variety of
methods exists for the evaluation of these integrals, but most of them fail when both source and
observer are close, in terms of wavelengths,
to the

2. Introduction.
The prediction of the electromagnetic field generated by a dipole near the interface of electrically different regions is important in radio
communication. The presence of the boundary
makes the field very different from that of the
same dipole in free air or above a perfectly conducting half-space. Due to the non-zero conductivity of the earth or sea, only very large
wavelengths are usefuli since the attenuation
factor limits the maximum depth of possible
signal reception in the lossy medium. The antennas are electrically small and can be treated as
electric dipoles (wire antennas) or magnetic dipoles (loop antennas).

interface. The most famous and efficient technique up to now which gives an accurate solution
is undoubtedly the steepest descent path (SDP)method [71, [8]. We have adapted this method so
that it can be used even when observer and
source are in different media.
In next, the spectral domain technique will be explained and applied to the Maxwell equations to
arrive at exact solutions for the electric and magnetic vector potentials. The SDP-method is used
to calculate the integrals and a comparison with
published far-field patterns derived from the
Fresnel approximation is made. Further, our
method has been applied to calculate the maximum communication range in the sea in terms of
frequency and dipole orientation.
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3. The method.

3.1 Spectral Domain Transformation.
Computation of the electric and magnetic field in
a layered medium is efficiently achieved via a
= 1o(kpp)jk(kp)k pdkp
spectral domain transformation method where
0
the transverse Cartesian coordinates x and y are
The second order derivative with respect to i,j =
replaced by their spectral counterparts k. and ky
xy is given by
according to the double Fourier transform
a•f___
_
2+-(kpp)?(kp)k~dkp)
)(p)(f -k(-xak-y (-k. Jkpkn
(11)
f(kJI

z

J

f(xy.z)e

e

Y

dxdy
.J. o(kPp)jk~ikf(k P)k PdkP

xj. jk

f(X.y.Z)

y
f f(kx, kYz)e x e Y dkxdky

=

0
(2)

Useful transform operators from the cartesian to
the spectral domain are given by
(3)

Jkx

,j(4)

Suppose a function V satisfies the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation
(V2 + )V(r) = 0

(12)

with k the complex propagation constant in the
lossy medium, expressed by
k=wodj
(13)
Then, the spectral transform of V is a solution of

(5)
The 'del' operator V becomes, in the spectral domain
a
Vjkp +e
e(6)
-

"

d2

(7)
kp =exkx+eyky
After introducing the Bessel function of the first
kind and zero order

j0,

we can express eq. (1) and

(2)as

(14)

2 k2

(15)

The general solution of eq.(14) is given by:
1(k pz) =A( kp )cosh (UZ) +B(kp) sinh (UZ)

(16)

It follows from Maxwell's equations that the components of the electric and magnetic fields,
(E , E , E ) and (HY Hy. H ), can be associated with
the q~anztity v.
X
z
For a layered medium, we can only use the normal components EZ and Hz as potentials.

f (k.PzZ = J 0 (k p)f(p. z)pdp
f(pz) fJ]0

(0
P,

where the parameter u stands for
u2

where k is the radial spectral variable defined as

2

(dz 2 -

(kp,Z) pdkp
pkp)f

(8)

The transverse components are given in the spectral domain by

0
with

k Ex =.jkxEz +wopkYHZ

k

22kPHX

XkYX
- JkXHZ

=k2x+k2

d2

22

rese2ct

=y

If fk is the transform of f(p), then the first order
derivative of=(p) with respect to i = x6y can be
written as

kEx9)
2

-

Z

tz
÷o
E+kx
y--kyEz

2-k
y
p

(17)
(18)
(9)
(19)
(20)
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3.2 Boundary conditions.
Next, consider the problem of fig. 1 where we
want to express the fields in layers i and i+1.
Each layer has its own relative permittivity
C
E= .

The relations between E, H and A, F are given
by
E=-jCoA+ --" V(v. A) -3Vx F
o~tt• •(23)

.j 0.

-i--0and relative permeability vi.

Z

HH=-jwF+ JV

(V-F) +l-v

Hi

v F!

+

A

3.3.1 The A- potential when F = 0.
n

layer i
S
Eil•t~

layer i+I

aand

In the two-dimensional case, as depicted in fig.
1, the A-potential consists of 2 components AX
Az, derived as follows:
4H = vx A = 1JkyA-1y (JkA Ax)-A IkyAx

From (24), we obtain

The half-space problem.

Fig. i

(24)

The boundary conditions impose the transverse
components to be continuous, when no sources
exist on the layers. This implies that at the interface between layer i and i+1 we must have

gHz
-

A

(25)

and

1
nE
= n xEx

niE

nA=

i1

i

nxH =nxH

(21)

ky

M=

Using (18) and (26) we attain

with n the normal vector to the boundary.
In what follows, the tilde - denoting a spectral quantity will be dropped. The type of a given quantity is clearly determined by the nature
of its mathematical expression and by the context. Working out (21), we derive
i+1 +

•i .i+1
z z

k 2Az

+ I (jkF

(27)

1(kF)

+jkFy X

(28)

From (28) we obtain:

9 i~l,,i~l
EE

•".i+1

Z=Z

Sz

H +ftopEz

3.3.2 The F- potential when A = 0.
Two components (Fx.Fz) of the F-potential are
determined, viz:
eE = -1x(jkyF

(22)

gk
Y

(kF)~

eE z =E'E E2z

9 i~i

(26)

-A

z

Eq. (22) remains valid with the field components
expressed in the spectral domain. From (22) we
conclude that in the case of planar boundaries
E and H are uncoupled.
3.3 Relations between the magnetic and electric vector potentials A and F and the z-components of the 2D fields E and H.
The magnetic (A) and electric (F) vector potentials are mathematical tools in obtaining solutions for the electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields.
The A- and the F- potentials present the electric
and magnetic current sources respectively.

E=
z

F

(29)

y

and
F(E3

(

F

jk y
Using (17) and (30) we obtain
kF2
P

k

k2FZ--F-tz~rj)g~z(31)
kY
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4.0 Fields in layered media.

Table lectric dipoles.

In this section we present solutions for the func-

GZY

GZX

tions V and W. representing E and H- respectively, where V satisfies the HeIfnholtz equation

G

(14) in each layer. Once E and H are known,
the other components arze derived from (17)
through (20). Note that in each layer V has the
form of (16) and on the source-free planar
boundary, between layers i and i+1, (22) must be
satisfied.

E

-jky

jk

__

_

4nui

41ui

4arwei

Ui

Ui

-Ui

Li

GZYz

GZX

H

Y

GEZZ
G

-jk

-jkx

2

k

0

_

47tJ°e iCjwi'luI

-Ui

Ui

-Ui

y
GH

zz
GH

zz
GE

jk

k2

We first introduce dyadics to represent Green's

functions relating an arbitrarily oriented dipole

Table 2Magnetic dpoles.

to the fields and the vector potential that it creates, viz:
dM(r) = GMIrr) J(r')dl'

ui

eGste
S=XY.Zt..Y.ZWith
t
where Gs is the s- component of the quantity M
at r due to the t-directed dipole at the source at
r'. Note that the Green dyadic can either be expressed in the spectral or spatial domain.

i"
k
41u.

Li

4. 1 Field functions in a half-space layer with
source inside.

jkx

Y
P
4irui 4i•jo~. 4i=jup. i rjwj.iui

Ui

Ui

-Ui

L

L

WL= a

Ui

UI +b

Lh
srnh U

z

(35)
sD

We then substract the source contributions
from (35) to give
U,

a

CS.

u .u+Z-D)
bU

sinhUz,•,

(36)

L

D)L

Xu.(z-

+ a coshUI'z + b sinh Ui.Z,0!5 Zý D

Wi =_Lie

jayer

Now at z
Fig. 2 A half-space layer with source inside, at height D.

-Ui

U=aUcoshU'z+bUbsinhU z'z'D

jiVL'
= Ue
eD

4 i+1
layer Wi+1

0

x

lution of the form

.U.z+b

DayrL

jkX

the planar boundary, we assume a so-

L

source

x
H

Ui

s=x~y.zt=x.y.z •

.........

E

(32)

with M = E, H, A or F corresponding to the electric and magnetic field and the magnetic and
electric vector potentials respectively. The Green
dyadic GM in the spatial domain is expressed
by
GM=

GZY

zX
E

= D,

(36) must satisfy the boundary

conditions
u

In an unbounded medium, the source function,
in the spectral domain, is of the form:

L

(37)

V,= Vi
U

-,L

-ui.(z-D)

.(z-D

UI u
L

ie

(34)

so
(

.z a D
U L4\(

-Lie
L)+t

( Lf

with Ui and Li given in Tables 1 and 2 [9].u
and

b

infinity.

-uiD

uiD I

+U e

(38)

-uieubDI

(38)

-aU due to the radiation condition at
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As an example, we derive the function for the zcomponent of the magnetic field of a HED (Horizontal Electric Dipole) in a half-space bounded
by a curve. From Table (1) and eq. (38), we obtam:

a

YsinhU D

j

a-

eq.(38), we have for the electric field

2nui

=L]

4.2.1 Arbitrarily oriented electric dipole.
The arbitrarily oriented dipole in the XZ-plane
can be decomposed into two components: a vertical component and a horizontal component.
Suppose the orientation of the dipole makes an
angle ý with the X-axis. Then from Table 1 and

(39)
Ea

Ycoshu.D

!27tui

jk+e

E le

-U D
1MU Z
2itjw•

2 -l

+•)kpe

giving
bL

b=
-a

L

-0

(4)2itjowu

kyeUD

+-

ad

sinhUZ

2E
2
ED=
a2=

(42)

and for the magnetic field
L_-u
z
•lae

-u.D
-1usinhUize

i(41)

Ik2
.O~z<_D

k 2HU
e 1)k

LH

of a dipole above a planar interface of two media, as depicted in Fig. 3, are determined. We assume, with no loss of generality, that the relative

tounty

(43)

W2

HU 2 z

/H=

2e

Expressing the boundary conditions (22) with
the
aid for
of (42)thand
equaions
e pa(43)
et results
r ,in the following

-l-

+~i,

Q2
jxuml
+ps n
27rjo(u 12 + U2 )

E
a-u=

-uD
a1

permeability of both media and the relative per-

mittivity of the upper medium are, each, equal

sinhUZ

2itu 1

+

4.2 Field components of a dipole above a platwo media.
narthe
boundary
folowigbetween
the derente

-U D

E e

=

a~

4

(JkCosx0lO+k(sin

21nJw°Ule 2 +u2)
-(44)
-l
the paransometeorI
e uingtedfeetfedcmoet
~ eqainfr
2

observer 1 (x~y~z)

z
~ follow~
In the

~

~

~

22

xHH

T

2
o,(•bserver 2

of a dip
source, at height D, in the upper half-space
laer separated from
pnterface. The Telatie permeability of both layer and the
relative permittivity of the uppermedium are,each, equal to

om

al
h spectrnd

co24
2H

which when substituted into (42), and (43) give
Eand H- in each layer. On the other hand, E,

E1.,.,nd

H are found from (17) through (20 .

Tn u

spatial domain, defined in (8), (10), and

(11), results in the spatial components of E and

H.

unity.
laye

searaedb

aromthelowe
lana

intefac.
oth ayesTh
ai reativ
th

A more elegant way to find
the nspatial
compoefied
(),
10) an
nents
of
H
E
and
is
by
using
the
magnetic
vector
pemeabli
potential A since for the electric dipole, = 0.cr

haf-sacelayr
tothespaialdomin,
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From (25), (27), (42), (43), and (44) we derive the
expressions for the spectral components of the
A- potential. Using the transformation equations
(8) and (10) results in the spatial components
given by

0o

,k

+D
g 4k
c

z)

-Ul

Ak1.

-"

eRk

Al

A.-

x

2

2

e

-vsinOý

Ji1 (k~p)
00

+

e

(45)

-

l

U

E2

Pp

u12++t2
E

10sin (e-)JkR

kpdkp + -4-n-

1E2
+u2

H e-

JkxU jc oO+k2 ,inO)

(46)

e-jkR'
eR

)

From (29), (31), (49), (50), and (51) we derive the
expressions for the spectral components of the
Fequations
(8) potential.
and (10) Using
resultsthe
in transformation
the spatial components

(47)
(47

2

e-U

COb0

F =

- U V+U z
1

U1 E2

2+
cost (

2nk2

F1
P

sin

Z

By making use of (23), one gets the spatial components of E and H.

-

F

(- X)

F2

-U

(k P)

jke
+ (cO)

+(in)

'inhU 1 z

sinhU Z

2irjouUl

1

(49)

H
H2
and for the electric field
a f the-uf ied
1eD
0)

+(C

2 nul

kpdp
4k

-

2

2
sin$(e-jkR

A
P4

in

R

(53)

-'kR'
e+

R'

-U1 D+Ur
2Z

(dk)

a) I,
1 (kpp)

-

150u2 2
e-UlD *U2Z
.. .

2
kpdk

Pp

kndk p

1+ u

4.3. Sommerfeld Integrals.
The integrals appearing in the expressions for
the spatial components of the A- and F- potentials are due to the transformation equations (8),
(10), and (11) which are known as Sornmerfeld
Integrals (SI) . In general, a SI can be written as

H a2 e

E =

_+

By making use of (23), one gets the spatial components of E and H.

21crjw

kpe

u

-l(D+Zz)
J(k
0
p)
-k
0 0k2
+ P

0

-uD

H _z

(52)

0

+s 2nc f 1-(k p ) e

a 1le

)(52+uP

(1kpP)
e

eu
-osD+2ut(U 2
-2-s

field
1

e-RR

4~ ,-f R

f• (J'aop)•% 2+u2 k
0

4.2.2 Magnetic Dipole.
For the arbitrarily oriented magnetic dipole
making an angle 0 with the x-direction, we obtam from Table 2 and eq. (38) for the magnetic

)j

0

2

F

WH

.s.j_

2

kdk

u2

)

s o, okpdkp+c40
e-kp

(48)

J1op)

*pin)
2kXuIcoso+k2SinO

CS

given by

-u 1 D+u2z
e-~
(u1 u2)

+ 2. 0sine

~

27tjw(ul +u 2 )

1

OCOSI

(51)

(U1 + U2 )
2 Ej co

u

(u2-u2

-u1-D) ,u2z dk
f ]0 (kpp) eu+U
'kP
2

=2X

aH

kdk

o0
U

UD
e- - 1D i k

a 2H

2()
jJl (kpP)

(x)

e
2x (u1 2 + U2)

a2

a

-Ul(D+z)

""COsO
ap 1

-U1 D
E

(50)

S! =

Hm (k p)h(kp)dkp = 2fI m(k pp)h(kp)dk

(56)

W2 E u2z0
=ea

E= 2tions
Invoking the boundary conditions (22) enables
us to define aE, a2` aH,and a2

aE

with H and I the Hankel and Bessel funcof'•e first'•and and order m respectively.

-u1 D

A number
of different
be found
in
the literature
to solvetechniques
a SI . The can
Steepest
Descent Path (SDP)Method first introduced by

Jk2yc
a 2e
2x(u4lg2+u
2)

Parhami et al.[71 and thereafter improved by
Michalski [81 is one of the most powerful tech-
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niques as long as the source and observer both
are away from the interface.
In ref. [ 8], the SDP method is explained when
source and observer are in the upper halfspace.
When the observer lies in medium 2, fig. 4, folto
lowing changes should be made according
the notation of [8].
u 2 z-U D= (u 2 -u)z-jkr2 cos

cosOi-Z
1

RTM

Y1

Z(sinoi)2

Z2(sinO.) 2
2z case
I
g

TTM

case+Z

1-Z2 (sine.)

2

1I
zg g
)
- 1 -Z(sinOi)

cosOi-

z

g

cosoi+Zgj1-

(57)

S

2

with

(59)

g

RTE cose.+--1-zl(.)
2
o z Zg•

2

g(

2cosO.
D

T

TP

r

22

1

-

cosOi+Z-_-Z (sin ei)

TT

= 7221
E

s•'verZg
Fig 4

However, for very small dista~ices of source and
observer away from the interface (<le-4 X),
h •k
has a very weak exponential decaying
andthe SDP-method fails. In that case, an improved method based on decomposing part of
the integrand in Chebyshev polynomials has
been developped [101.
4.4 Fresnel Reflection Coefficient Approximation.
tion.If
In this part, a "far-field"-approximation for the
fields on the boundary is used. It assumes that E
and H are perpendicular to each other and ExH

g

and e is the angle of incidence with respect to
the surface normal defined by a line from the
image point to the observation point.
For a VED, only a TM wave exists while a HED
excites both TE and TM waves.
The transmission angle et is related to the incident angle 0, regarding to Snell's law of refraction
k2 is complex, no radiation in the lossy medif
um 2 is possible.
If k2 is real, radiation takes place at an angle

gives us the propagation direction of the planewave. A comparison with the rigorous spectral
domain theory will be given further in the numerical results.
For the electric dipole the following expressions
for the A-potental in terms of the Fresnel planewave reflection coefficient [1], [91 are derived,
A IOe*jkR go
x 4 z. R

Az 4X R +4X

4x .

R,
TgR/M

R

(61)

=arcsinZ sine

gsi

t

So the transmitted wave angle is limited to
(62)

o0e t :0c =arcsinZg

For the magnetic dipole, the F-potental in terms
of the Fresnel plane-wave reflection coefficient
becomes

jkR'
TE

(60)

k sine = k2 sinet

g•IT

ejkR
-2 LO_
"-*•TT
Ax =
4ekR"
2 - ._ e-jkR" I 00
go
•-~gTM__V + -4•S#TM R
Az =xn

R' (58)

FI= I e -jkR
z

e-jkR'

1 e-jkR

1

'

e-jkR'

I dný
TE

4i+ _R +ii

1
-2
xx - U

I

+
+4-.,

sR
"

e-jkR'

TE

-)

(63)

(63)

eR R'

TM -R

jR

-R

-n*T
'ER
"

-'k# "

T"4 ER
zIx

F
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5. Results.
interface iss
a ar-ieldpaternaboe
In fg.5
the inerfce
above th
pattern
In fig.5, a far-field
technique
Domain
Spectral
the
compared using
is seen
It
approach.
Reflection
Fresnel
and the
that the 'geometrical optics' field is a valid representation for the far field.

Fig. 7 shows normalised depth sensitivity profor the
files
10kHz). dipole kinds in sea water (f
f = different
=lkl-z,
1-•z)
f=,
d=,i.
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+
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Fig. 6 shows a HED field pattern from the spec-

tral domain technique in a lossless ground for
two values of c (e = 80. 10). The improvement
of the directivity with increasing F, is a general
tendency, which is independent ofthe dipole
kind. This is in accordance with (62) where 0c
becomes smaller with increasing £r'

[+

-]
Ier-0o

HED, D- 0.2s), f = 1GHz

0.
330"*

30"

30o"

60"

270'

..

.
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1200
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÷0

depth W,)

0

10

20

6. Conclusions.
Exact analytical formulations for the electromagnetic fields produced by electric and magnetic dipole sources above a curved interface of
2 media are derived. The method can also handle N layers with arbitrary boundaries.
In the spatial domain, the field components are
written in a Sommerfeld integral formulation.
Such integrals can efficiently be solved by
means of the steepest descent path method
which is fully described in the literature [11].
Simulation results of EM radiation in a layered
medium with the above method and the extension to three-dimensional layers separated by
arbitrary surfaces will be presented later.
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Discussion
ALPERT

COMMENT. The used approximations of Zennech and even of the Sommefield integrals should be
checked.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The Zennech pole in our model is extracted via a pole extraction technique (following Michalski et
al. ref. [81 of my paper).
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A METHODOLOGY AND TOOL FOR THE PREDICTION OF DEPTH OF RECEPTION IN
THE SEA FOR A VLF/LF COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM

D M Nicholls
DRA, Portsdown,
Portsmouth, P06 4AA, UK
SUMMARY
This paper describes a method of predicting the depth
performance of a VLF/LF (Very Low Frequency/Low
Frequency) communications system for submarine
reception.
The method uses a Long Wave Propagation Capability
program which includes parameters of the system to be
considered, such as transmitter power, aerial and receiver
sensitivities.
Results from analysis for a particular communications
system are presented including an audio visual format to
show the expected variations in depth performance with
reference to operational frequency, transmitter power, time
of day and year and the signal to noise requirements for the
system.
The analysis method is flexible and could be adapted for
similar communications systems.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Vi
Esea
EaiT
hesea
heair

induced output voltage (V)
electric field in the sea (V/m)
electric field in air (Vim)
effective vertical height in the sea (m)
effective vertical height in air (in)

A
X
S/Nair
S/Nreq
Smin
f
a
0)
0

effective area (m2 )
wavelength (m)
signal to noise ratio in air (dB)
signal to noise required (dB)
minimum signal (V)
frequency (Hz)
attenuation rate (dB/m)
angular frequency (tad/s)
the sea (mho/m)
conductivity
o conuctiity
oof theseawherem

t

permeability

1. INTRODUCTION

Aside from its stable propagation and resilience to exoatmospheric nuclear disturbances, VLF and to a lesser
extent LF, offers useful penetration of the sea due to the low
attenuation rates in sea water.
The paper describes a method of analysis to calculate
antenna depth and which gives coverage and depth profiles
for VLF/LF in the North Atlantic. The predictions utilise

the Long Wave Propagation Capability program (LWPC)
supplied to DRA by NRAD.
A brief description of the mechanisms involved in
propagation and reception at depth in the sea is given
followed by a description of the parameters involved and
the analysis procedure. Typical results are presented in this
paper and in an audio visual format.
2. PROPAGATION THROUGH AIR SEA
IERAE
As shown in Figure 1, long range VLF and LF
transmissions are vertically polarised ie. a vertical electric
field and a horizontal magnetic field which propagate via
the earth-ionospheric waveguide. Due to the air/sea
interface, energy is absorbed from the electric field
resulting in it being tilted towards the interface with the
absorbed energy giving an electric field along the interface
which is approximately horizontal. The magnitude of this
field will be reduced compared to that of the vertical electric
field as a function of the conductivity of the medium. The
magnetic field passes unaffected through the interface since
the permeability of the sea is equal to that in air. The
resultant propagation of these two horizontal fields is in
the downward direction.
If we examine an underwater antenna comprising
of suitably combined orthogonal loops
omnidirectional reception and consider it as a
antenna then its induced output voltage will be
just above and just below the surface since the
field is continuous across the interface.

of a pair
to give
magnetic
the same
magnetic

Alternatively, if it is considered as an electric aerial then
the induced voltage will be a function of the effective
vertical height of the aerial and the electric field. The
electric field above and below the surface are at
approximately right angles and are different in magnitude
but each must produce the same induced output voltage Vi
where
Vi = Esea x hesea = Eair x healr
and therefore the ratio of the effective heights must be
inversely proportional to the ratio of the magnitude of the
electric fields.
The propagation wavelength is a function of the
conductivity of the medium and will decrease by the same
ratio as the electric field decreases since the effective
height of the aerial is
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She
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iv) healr
The effective height of the aerial in air which will vary with
frequency and is:

then
Esa a

heair ac ea

Eair

hesea

heair = 0.15 x f

kair

To calculate the induced voltage for the aerial either above
or immediately below the sea surface we can therefore
consider the effective height of the aerial in air and its
incident vertical electric field. As the aerial depth is
increased the induced voltage will be attenuated at a fixed
rate dependent upon the frequency and sea conductivity.
Atmospheric noise, produced by worldwide lightning
activity, is the dominant source of noise at VLF and LF and
limits the coverage achieved from VLF communication
transmitters. Figure 2 shows a diagrammatic view of the
relationship between signal to atmospheric noise ratio and
depth in the sea. The magnitude of the components of
signal and atmospheric noise, shown as S and N at the sea
surface, will both be attenuated at the same rate as depth is
increased. At point D1, the ratio of S/N will be unchanged
but as the depth is increased further the noise of the
submarine receive system will become a dominant factor
and the ratio of S/N will reduce as shown. At point D2 for
example the ratio of S/N is equal to that required to give a
specific character error rate for the system, and at this
point, the signal S will be the minimum signal required for
reception Smin. Reception beyond this point will be
degraded.
3. DEPTH CALCULATION
To calculate depth we need to determine:
i) S/Nair and Eair
The signal to noise ratio and the vertical electric field
strength in air at the sea surface for any receiver location,
These are calculated from the Long Wave Propagation
Capability and are dependent upon the operational
frequency, radiated power and location of the transmitter,
time of day and year and required time availability of the
communications link.
ii) S/Nreq
The ratio of signal to noise required for reception for the
system which will achieve a specified character error rate.
This will depend upon the modulation scheme
implemented. For this paper a range of signal to noise
values are considered.

v) a
The attenuation rate, in dB/m, in the sea which is dependent
upon frequency and sea conductivity and is calculated from:
a= 8.686
2/-wojt
For the purpose of the paper it is assumed that the sea
conductivity is 4 mho/m
4. LWPC
LWPC is a series of computer programs, designed to run on
a VAX system, which can be used to calculate the signal
strength (vertical electric field strength), the signal to
noise ratio and noise at the sea surface over any given area,
given details such as operational frequency, radiated power
and transmitter location, time of day and year.
Initially for any selected transmitter and operational
frequency the electric field strength is calculated, using a
waveguide mode model, at 501 points along a specified
bearing from which a data file is created which normally
contains results for multiple bearings.
There are two noise models incorporated in LWPC, the UT
(Universal Time) numerical mapping coefficients of
Zacharisen and Jones OT/ITS Report 2,1970 and the revised
CCIR (International Radio Consultative Committee)
coefficients of Spaulding and Washburn in NTIA Report
85-173,1985 either of which can be used to evaluate the
atmospheric noise at each point along the bearing from
which the S/N is calculated. A default condition which uses
the CCIR model was implemented. Any required time
availabilities for the communication link and the power of
the transmitter are taken into account. Jammers and their
effect on the Signal to Noise can also be incorporated.
The results of LWPC can be presented as plots of magnitude
(programmes PLTSNR and PLTFMC) against range from the
transmitter for a single bearing or contour maps
(programme PLTOPA).
Further details of LWPC can be found in Reference 1.
Discussion of various noise models can be found in
Reference 2.
LANALYS

iii) Smin
The minimum signal level required by the system to meet
the
nose ignl
rquiemets
t
nd wichwil be
determined by the sensitivity of the system. For the system
aerial itself
under consideration in this paper the receiving
determines the overall sensitivity of the system and is
dependent on the operating frequency.

Depth is determined by amending and incorporating
additional
calculations
and routines
and is
renamed PLTDPT.
A simplified
flow into
chartPLTOPA
for the analysis
is shown below.
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power, time of day, time of year, S/N requirement and time
availability are presented in Figures 3 to 13. Each figure
has the default conditions listed below unless specified
otherwise.

Calculate
Signal/Noise, S/N and
Field Strength, E
at sea surface using LWPC

S/N

No

a) Operational frequency of 16 KHz
b) Radiated power of 40KW
c) 99% Probability of reception
d) S/N requirement of -1.5dB in 1000 Hz BW
No communication

e) Reception at 1400 hrs GMT (Day) during July (Summer).

re sea
tat surface
ac ?Depth
=0

Figures are normally produced in colour but for this report
have been reproduced in black and white.

Calculate:
Effective aerial height, he
Minimum signal required, Smin
Attenuation rate, a

I

Depth = ((E x he)-Smin)/a

I
4

Analysis Flow Chart

Splotting

Using PLTDPT, at each point along the bearing the Electric
Field Strength and Signal/Noise at the sea surface is
calculated. If the Signal/Noise does not meet the
Signal/Noise required for reception then reception is not
possible at this point and the depth of reception at that
point is set to zero. However, if the Signal/Noise required
for reception is met then the effective aerial height, the
attenuation rate and the minimum signal required for
reception are calculated. Depth is then calculated as a
function of the "excess" signal, which is the difference
between the signal at the sea surface and the minimum
signal required, divided by the attenuation rate. Depth
calculations are placed in a depth data file which has the
same format as Signal and Signal/Noise files. The contour
functions of PLTOPA which remain in PLTDPT are
then used with the depth data file to produce contour maps.

Results are also presented in an audio visual format to show
the effect of frequency, power, time of day, time of year,
S/N requirement and time availability in much greater
detail.
7.

DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows a contour plot produced by PLTDPT. It can
be seen that the greatest depth of reception occurs at the
location of the transmitter and that depth falls of as a
function of range as would be expected. At the edge of
reception, indicated as a solid line, depth falls off very
sharply which is a typical feature of an atmospherically
noise limited system. Three nulls can be seen to the east of
the transmitter which are due to interaction between the
modes propagating in the earth ionosphere waveguide.
Figure 4 is a depth profile produced using PLTDVAL and
corresponds to Figure 3. The sharp fall of in depth of
reception at the edge of the coverage area is clearly seen
whereas the extent of the nulls are hidden by the
perspective view. Depths of reception of greater than 9
metres can be expected over the coverage area.
Figures 5 and 6 show the results for operational frequencies
of 51.95 and 81 kHz respectively. The coverage area
reduces compared to Figure 4 as does the depth of reception
due to higher attenuation rates in the waveguide and the sea.
At 51.95 kHz the depth of reception at the edge of the
coverage area is 3 metres and at 81 kHz is under 3 metres.
Figures 7 and 8 shows the results for radiated powers of 10
and 160 KW respectively. As would be expected reducing
the power reduces the range of reception and for a point by
point comparison reduces the depth of reception. Over the
reduced coverage area a minimum depth of reception of 9
metres is maintained. Likewise increasing the power
increases the range of reception and for a point by point
comparison increases the depth of reception. Again a
minimum depth of reception of 9 metres is maintained.

A further adaptation of the program which is called
PLTDVAL creates a data file which contains depth values
for the defined coverage area. This data file is transferred
from the host VAX computer to a Macintosh PC. Using the
Macintosh application WINGZ the depth data is read and
are
matrix, from which, depth profiles
formatted These
into aprofiles
It can
produced.
have been used to create an Audio(Night).
be seen that when compared to Figure 4 the depth of
reception is similar but there are additional nulls in the
Visual presentation of results.
6- RESU

S

A sample of typical results to show the effects of frequency,

I,

coverage. The nulls are due to the ionospheric height
increasing at night and causing further interactions
between the propagation modes.
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Figure 10 shows the results for January (Wini~er). When
compared to Figure 4 (Summer) it can be seen that the
coverage area has reduced slightly due to variations in
noise levels with the time of year. The noise model used in
LWPC varies with season only.
Figures 11 and 12 show the results for S/N requirements of 6 and 6dB respectively. It can be seen that as the S/N
requirement is increased to 6dB then the coverage and depth
of reception (on a point to point comparison) reduces and
the nulls become more pronounced. When the S/N
requirement is reduced to -6dB the opposite occurs.
Figure 13 shows the results for a 50% time availability,
When compared with Figure 4 it can be seen that the
coverage has improved because the noise level has
effectively been reduced since noise statistics are those for
an exceedence level of 50%. Depth of reception, except
that over the extended coverage area, remains unchanged
since the signal on the sea surface is unchanged.
Plots have been drawn for a specified system. If
aerial/receiver parameters are changed then the programs
would have to be modified. The program assumes a sea
conductivity of 4 mhos/m which is very generalised. The
Arctic waters are likely to have a lower conductivity whilst
for the Mediterranean areas it may be greater. The value of
conductivity used in the program could be changed but it
cannot take account of mixed sea paths.

C0:J.ISLQNiS
Details of a method to predict the depth performance of a
VLF system have been given. A representative series of
results has been presented for a series of parameters which
give a graphic indication of the typical depths of reception
and coverage that can be expected.
The depth performance of other VLF/LF communication
systems can be predicted.
The calculations are based on the LWPC and it will be the
accuracy of that which will determine the overall accuracy
of the predictions presented in terms of coverage and depth
performance.
REEERFNJE
1
NAVOCEANSYSCEN Long Wave Propagation
Capability Program
2
DRA/MAR/TM (MCC) 91025, VLF Communication
Environment for Future Submarines: Part I - Atmospheric
Noise, Unclassified, G A Ashdown, September 1991.
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Discussion
JONES

COMMENT. Isn't the answer to Dr. Belrose's question that the video we saw does not show simply
the radiated field strength but essentially the signal/noise ratio? So it may be it's the noise that is
varying and not the propagation.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The video shows depth performance which is derived from the field strength. The S/N determines if
the signal can be received and is purely a yes/no condition.
LNPC predicts noise at 4th time intervals whilst the field strength can be calculated at any time
throughout the day. In the case of the video the field strength was predicted for 1/2 intervals. It is
therefore both noise and propagation that vary.
INAN

COMMENT. 1) For the calculation of fields inside the seawater do you neglect the displacement
current, in other words, do you assume T>>wE. If so, is that valid at 80 KHz? 2) For an atmosphere
noise limited sytem, I understand the importance of the S/N requirement. What is the basis of the
Smin (signal minimum) requirement? Is this due to the thermal noise in the receiver system?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) Yes, we are primarily concerned with VLF frequencies which give the greatest depths of reception
and have therefore not considered the validity of the assumption at 80 KHz.
2) Signal minimum is the signal that the receiver system requires to meet the S/N requirement. It will
be dependent upon the sensitivity of the system i.e. thermal noise in the receiver system.
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A LONG WAVE TF/TM NOISE PREDICTION MODEL
C.R. Warber and E.C. Field, Jr.
Pacific-Sierra Research Corp.
2901 28th Street.
Santa Monica, CA 90405

',

magnitude. WGL modeled only radiation and propagation at
frequencies between 10 and 30 kHz and neglected the contribution from horizontal lightning entirely. They thus omitted
ELF and LF noise and the transverse electric (TE) component
of VLF noise, all of which are important to systems deployed
during the past two decades. The propagation algorithms used
by WGL are crude by present-day standards, particularly in the
treatment of non-stratified ground or ionospheres. Finally, the
WGL model did not account for ionospheric disturbances,
especially those caused by nuclear detonations.

1. SUMMARY
A computer model that predicts both horizontally and vertically polarized noise in the ELF to LF band (10 Hz - 60 kHz)
is described. Since naturally occurring radio noise in this band
is produced by lightning, and propagates to the receiver via the
earth-ionosphere waveguide, the model starts with average
lightning flash density data which it turns into radiated power
for horizontal and vertical noise. Adjustments are made to the
radiated power to account for seasonal and latitudinal differences in the lightning processes. The noise power is then integrated over fairly large geographic areas into horizontal and
vertical equivalent noise transmitters. The power radiated from
each of these transmitters is propagated to the receiver location
using standard anisotropic long wave propagation algorithms
and well-known models of the earth-ionosphere waveguide.
From the received power the model predicts RMS noise, standard deviation, voltage deviation VD, and the amplitude probability distribution of the noise for both polarizations. Since the
model is based on theory, it can also predict these parameters
under disturbed ionospheric conditions. The model's agreement
with data is demonstrated.

To address these limitations, we undertook a project to produce
a modern noise model. The main modernization stems from
our use of satellite and ground-based data on the occurrence
rate of lightning flashes as a function of longitude, latitude,
time of day, and season. Such data circumvent the need to infer
lightning occurrence statistics from TD maps and remove a
major uncertainty from the modeling process. We have also
benefited from recent data on lightning structure-especially
stroke altitude and orientation, which profoundly affects the
ratio of TE noise to transverse magnetic (TM) noise.

2. INTRODUCTION
Long wave communication systems use frequencies between
about 45 and 120 Hz in the extremely-low-frequency (ELF)
band and frequencies between 10 kHz and 60 kHz in the verylow-frequency (VLF) and low-frequency (LF) bands. In the
VLF/LF bands, both vertical and horizontal polarizations are
used for links between airborne terminals, whereas only vertical polarization is used for ground-based or submerged terminals. Strategic long wave systems must provide connectivity
between mid-latitude transmitters and receivers located at various latitudes, including polar regions. That connectivity must
be maintained even when the ionosphere has been disrupted by
radiation from nuclear detonations.

Computer codes containing the results of this work have been
distributed to a number of researchers since 1990. We are continuing to refine the model in accordance with their comments
and suggestions. This article presents the results from the current version, called LNP for Long wave Noise Prediction. LNP
predicts TE and TM noise in the 50 to 300 Hz and 10 to 60
kHz bands under both ambient and disturbed conditions. The
computer code is written in strict FORTRAN 77 for portability. It was designed to be easily extended and upgraded as
new data becomes available. We have tested LNP against data
from a number of sources including some of the original data
used for the CCIR model [Ref. 4] and data from the Stanford
University Global Survey of ELFNLF Radio Noise [Ref. 5].

When not being jammed, long wave systems are limited by
atmospheric noise. Therefore, in order to make performance
predictions, it is necessary to specify atmospheric noise for all
of the cases just cited. However, no data exists for atmospheric
noise in nuclear environments; hardly any data exists for horizontally polarized noise; little data over the ocean regions used
by submarines; and -until recently- not enough data existed
for ELF noise or noise in polar regions. Empirical models that
work well for mid-latitude, vertically polarized VLF/LF noise
therefore cannot be applied to a number of important opera-

3. OVERVIEW OF THE NEW PREDICTIVE MODEL
Although man-made or extraterrestrial sources might contribute to long wave noise at certain times or locations, the current
version of the model assumes that noise is caused solely by
lightning, which radiates strongly in the long wave bands. LNP
consists of two submodels: the source submodel, which
describes the occurrence rate of lightning flashes throughout
the world and the electromagnetic radiation from those flashes;
and the propagation submodel, which describes how the energy
radiated from numerous worldwide centers of lightning activity

tional conditions, and thus a predictive model is needed.

propagates in the earth-ionosphere waveguide to the location of
a long wave receiver. The total noise at a location is calculated
by summing the energy that arrives from all important thunderstorm centers.

The best known empirical noise database is that published by
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). The latest
version of their database, CCIR Report 322-3 published in
1986[Ref. 1], summarizes data taken on a network of nineteen
recording stations over a number of years (Ref. 2]. It consists
of contour graphs of the effective antenna noise figure (FA) at I
MHz superimposed on world maps. The 24 maps cover four
seasons and six diurnal time blocks. In addition to the maps,
supporting graphs give additional noise statistics as well as the
conversion from 1 MHz to frequencies from 10 kHz to 20
MHz.
Two decades ago, the Westinghouse Georesearch Laboratory
(WGL) developed a model to predict ambient VLF noise
throughout the world [Ref. 3]. They did this by assuming that
lightning flashes are the source of noise. Noise at a particular
location was then just the sum of all the noise radiated by
storm centers. Although the WGL model was state of the art at
the time of its development, it is now limited in several
respects. Since data on actual lightning flash occurrence rates
were scarce, WGL inferred the rates from records of thunderstorm days (TD), thus introducing an inaccuracy of unknown

LNP uses lightning distribution data taken by a satellite
launched from Japan in 1978 called the Ionosphere Sounding
Satellite-b (ISS-b). We will discuss this data in more detail
below, and compare the flash rates seen by the satellite to data
obtained by other means.
The total lightning discharge is called a flash and is made up of
many
Among these components are high-current
pulses components.
called strokes.
There are several types of strokes that act
as sources of long wave radio noise. If we knew the location of
every stroke that occurred over a long period of time and how
much power each radiated, we could use standard long wave
propagation techniques to determine how much power from
each stroke reached a receiving point. Then we could sum the
power from all strokes to calculate the total noise as a function
of time. In reality, of course, such an approach is impossible.
Instead, we assume that each flash can be represented by a
collection of a few types of lightning strokes. Wc then use
representations of both the number and power of these strokes
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to determine the average noise power radiated by a single flash
at a given location and time. The representations we use
depend on a number of factors which we will discuss below.
Then we combine the radiators from all flashes that occur in a
given area, which typically extends over several degrees of
longitude and latitude, into a single effective radiatior-an
"equivalent noise transmitter" (ENI)-which we assume to be
positioned somewhere near the center of the area. The power
contributions from all worldwide ENTs are then propagated to
the receiver location and summed to get the total average
noise.
The propagation is calculated using an almost standard, fullwave, anisotropic waveguide code, with mode coupling calculated at each boundary. We have included some approximations to increase speed. The propagation parameters
(attenuation and excitation factors) for a number of different
ionosphere models are stored in a database. Both TE and TM
modes are handled, and the code is able to determine how
many modes to use. The phase of the individual modes is
ignored, so the normal summation of complex numbers found
in standard waveguide theory is replaced by an RMS sum of
real numbers. Since this is a fairly well known procedure, we
will not discuss it further. The interested reader is referred to
Warber and Field [Ref. 6] for details.
Once the noise from a single noise transmitter is determined,
the RMS noise value is added to the RMS sum from the
remaining transmitters. The standard deviation is also combined into the total standard deviation. LNP also estimates the
amplitude probability distribution and the voltage deviation
parameter, VD
4. FLASH RATE FROM SATELLITE DATA.
The ISS-b was launched 16 February 1978 from Tanagashima,
Japan, into a circular orbit at an altitude of 1100 km, with a
70" inclination [Ref. 7]. This gave the spacecraft a 107 min.
orbital period. The orbit was such that the spacecraft was able
to observe any region on the earth from 70° North to 700 South
at all local times during a 120-day period for high-latitude
regions (60 days at low latitudes). The lightning detection
experiment was one of four on the spacecraft. The others
measured the electron distribution in the upper ionosphere, the
positive ion composition, and the temperature and densities of
electrons and ions. Each experiment was run repeatedly within
a period of 64 s; the lightning detection experiment observed
during 20 of those seconds, and took 32 data points per second
on each of the four channels. There were about 100 observation periods per orbit. The data in the database was taken from
June 1978 to May 1980. The data was divided into four seasons, and within each season, into six 4-h time blocks in universal time, 22-02, 02-06, 06-10, 10-14, 14-18, 18-22 h.
The lightning detection experiment consisted of monitoring a
four-channel, narrow-band, HF receiver (frequencies: 2.5, 5,
10, 25 MHz). Noise pulses from lightning should appear on all
channels above the critical frequency of the ionosphere beneath
the satellite. The location of the pulse can be determined if the
location of the satellite is known, since the condition of the
ionosphere and the frequency of the receiving channel establish
a maximum angle of incidence at which the signal can penetrate the" ionosphere to the satellite. Only flashes that occur
within the cone defined by this maximum angle will be seen by
the satellite. This has been termed the "iris" effect, since it resembles the opening and closing of the iris of a camera. The
critical frequency could not be determined in advance, thus
four different channels were used. However, since density data
was also taken by the satellite, critical frequencies could be
determined after the experiment and the field of view estimated. Fields of view with radii as small as 130 km were
reported.
After the data was filtered to remove man-made noise, the
number of discharges over every observation period normalized by the observation time were summed for each 10*xl0
geographic bin. The value thus obtained is defined as the flash
rate density (flashes/sec/km 2). Figure 1 is an example of the
data for Jun- July -Aug at 2200 to 0200 h. The entire set of 24
maps and tabular data was published [Ref. 8], and has already
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Figure 1. Global distribution of lightning discharges for JuneAugust, 2200-0200 UT. Contour are in units of
10-, flashes/s/km 2

been used to construct models of noise. Kotaki and Katoh [Ref.
9] constructed an HF model for 2.5 to 20 MHz. They claim
better agreement with measurements than the predictions of
CCIR Report No. 322. Greifinger et aL [Ref. 10] report that J.
Dea has modified the WGL model to use the satellite data
(albeit with a number of shortcuts) and obtained reasonable
agreement with 13 kHz data.
Since the flash rate data is central to the operation of the noise
model, we have compared the flash rates seen by ISS-b to
other flash rate data. Some of these are worldwide flash rates,
and others are at specific points. Next we present some of these
comparisons. Our effort to validate the lightning database is
one of the ongoing areas of research on the model.
The seasonal flash rate can be obtained by multiplying the
flash rate density in each geographic bin by the area of the bin,
and then summing the contribution from all bins. Results from
this calculation are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Seasonal global flash rates obtained from the ISS-b data.

Dec - Jan - Feb
Mar - Apr - May
Jun - Jul - Aug

Flash Rate
(sec-I)
54
64
55

Sept - Oct - Nov

80

Season

These values agree well with an estimate made by C.E.P.
Brooks in 1925 of 100 flashes/s worldwide. This estimate was
based on thunder day data. Other estimates of the global flash
rates made from satellite observations range from 30 to 120 s-1
[Turman and Edgar, Ref. 11, Orville and Spencer, Ref. 12, and
Turman, Ref. 13]. These estimates come from studies of
optical sensors on board satellites.
Anderson et aL [Ref. 14] present flash density data collected
over 15 years in Pretoria, South Africa, and over eight years
flash
for the entire southern Africa region. Although the annual
2
density for Pretoria is fairly constant at about 6.6 km- , with a
2
maximum value of 10.5 km- and a minimum of about
2
4.5 km- , the monthly flash density values can vary quite a bit.
January (summer in South Africa), for example, has a mini2
2
mum of 0.5 kmn- and a maximum of 3.5 kmn- . We can estimate the number density over the entire southern Africa region
2
from the data they give to be about 2.8 km- , which agrees
2
almost exactly with the value of 2.5-3 km- for the same region
in the ISS-b data. The ISS-b data can also be compared to the
Pretoria monthly densities if we sum the Pretoria data into seasons and scale the [SS-b data by a factor of 2 to account for the
averaging over a wider area. Doing so results in the data shown
In Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of Pretoria and ISS-b flash density data.
Season
Pretoria
(km-2) P ISS-bi
km-2)
Dec - Feb
Mar - May
Jun - Aug
Sep - Nov

Sunusual

Sbased
4

t

ro440-

'kifunctions
3.5
2.2
1.1
1.6
0.0

0.8

2.0

2.0

Since the ISS-b data was taken over a relatively short peroid of
time, we would like to compare it to data taken over a longer
term. Thunder day statistics have been recorded for many
years. We removed the dirunal information from the ISS-b
data and used a well known approximate relation between
thunder day and flash rate to study the dynamic range of the
ISS-b data. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
publishes thunder day data taken over a long period of time.
The WMO TD distributions are published as maps for each
month, the four seasons, and the entire year. To convert from
invert a standard relation between TV
rae
flash flas
rate tto TD
TD, wewill
weD
and flash rate. Most investigations of this relation find that the
flash rate is proportional to Tjn, where n - 1.1 to 1.5.
However a certain amount of caution is needed here, since the
data that for
goes
therate
fit has
a large
is not
ofscatter.
10 for Ita given
to vary
by amount
a factor of
flash
theinto
usTD.
To estimate TD from the ISS-b data, we sum over the diurnal
time blocks and then assume TD is proportional to the summed
flash rate raised to 0.8. Since we are interested in only relative
numbers, we set the maximum number to 60 for a season and
200 for a year. We then calculated the TD number for each
10°xl0° bin in the summed data. When we compared the
resulting values to values from the WMO maps, taking into
account the greater spatial precision of the WMO maps, we
found that the sets compare fairly well, except in the Northern
Hemisphere during winter, where the ISS-b results can be
greater by a factor of on the order of -10. There are several
possible explanations for this, the most obvious one being that
a factor of 10 variance is not unusual in lightning parameters;
thus the ISS-b data might simply have been taken during an
unusually noisy winter. Another possibility is that the relation
between TD and flash rate is not very accurate. For example,
the flash rate in Japan varies by an order of magnitude between
summer and winter; however, the TD number is exactly the
same-13 TV/season. The third possibility is that the satellite
has problems when the flash rate is too low; note that the discrepancies occur at low flash rates. The satellite might be
picking up man-made or extraterrestrial noise and interpreting
it as a flash. This would not be a problem when the flash rate is
high, since a few extra flashes among several hundred represent only a few percent. Extra flashes among several tens of
flashes, however, could represent a major overstatement of the
flash rate and cause our noise model to overstate the noise by
several decibels. Recently data from the lightning detection
network that covers the continential United States has become
available to us. The network is a large collection of ground
sensors, and records the time, position and intensitity of
cloud to ground flashes. Data is available for the entire U.S.
since 1988, and for the east coast area since 1983. We are
using this data to help us resolve the difference between thunder days and the ISS-b flash rate, which is confined to midlatitude, winter noise.

PROM()= XiORTi(T)PTi(T)

(1)

Here we express the latitude and longitude dependence of the
with the subscripts 0 and i. The power radiated from
the ith ENT is PTi, and PRTi represents the propagation of that
power from the ENT to the receiver. Note that in the rest of the
text, all quantities can be regarded as time or spatial averages
unless otherwise noted. Also, they will be functions of both the
spatial and time coordinates. We will suppress these coordinates or the average overbar, unless they are needed for
clarity or emphasis.
We write the average power radiated by a single ENT as:
Pr = NTOTALI PskNskNFk
(2)
k
where the index, k, denotes the different types of lightning
strokes that contribute to the total radiated power, NTotal is the
tota
t contribt toathe
o tal radiate power;
sete
by
in flashes
the region
of all of
kinds
number
total
the ENT;
NFkofis flashes
the fraction
those
thatrepresented
are of type k;
Nrk is the number of strokes per flash, and PSk is the power
radiated by a single stroke of type k.
Lightning parameters, such as radiated power or relative occurrence of a given stroke type, depend on a number of factors,
which we lump into several multiplicative terms called
modifiers." Thus we write:
PSk = MPCkMPSkMPEkMPGkPOk

(3)

Nsk =MNCkMNSkMNEkMNGkNOk

(4)

where the subscript P or N indicates whether the modifier
applies to the power or to the number of strokes per flash that
are of type k; MC is the charge height modifier; MS is a storm
severity modifier; ME is a terrain effects modifier; and MG is a
land-sea modifier. P0k and No0 denote the average power and
stroke-type fraction at the equator, so the modifiers have the
effect of normalizing the lightning parameters to their values at
the equator. Because most of these parameters have their
maximum value at the equator, most of the modifiers are less
than unity.
Many of the factors above have either fixed values near one, or
are slowly varying. These factors are of minor importance for
the results of the model, but are included above for completeness. In the rest of this section we discuss those factors which
play a major role in the model and the physical justification for
them. Space does not allow a complete discussion of all the
terms. A complete discussion can be found in Ref. 6.
5.1. Overview Of The Lightning Discharge.
In order to give some background for what follows, and to
define a few terms, we briefly review some facts about lightning. The reader who seeks more detailed information is referred to Uman [Ref. 15], upon which much of what follows is
based.

S. POWER RADIATED BY LIGHTNING FLASHES
The lightning rate distribution maps tell us where lightning is
occurring. Since the duty cycle of the ISS-b satellite is on the
order of a second, we assume that the satellite is recording
individual flashes. Thus we have to turn the flash into a series
of lightning radiators. This section describes the physics of
these lightning radiators and how we model them. We will
describe the average power radiated by lightning into the
ELF/VLF/LF and how that power is modified by various
lightning processes.

Lightning is a complex, propagating process of gas breakdown
that results in a transient, high-current electrical discharge. A
discharge typically neutralizes some tens of coulombs of cloud
charge over a path length measured in kilometers. Lightning
can be classified according to whether or not the discharge
channel contacts the earth. A flash that does contact the earth is
called a Cloud-to-Ground (CG) flash; one that does not is
called an In-Cloud (IC) flash. In addition, we classify individual strokes as vertical or horizontal radiators. Although in the
past it was assumed that CG contained basically vertical radiators and IC basically horizontal ones, it is now clear that both
CO and IC flashes have horizontally and vertically radiating
components. Thus we shall use the terms horizontal and vertical, and CG and IC lightning to refer to different aspects of the
total discharge.

The total average noise at the receiver point, PRo, is given by
the sum of the instantaneous noise powers arriving from all
ENT&at time, T:

At VLF there appears to be only two kinds of lightning strokes
that contribute significantly. The first is the return stroke, the

•
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most powerful and most widely studied of all lightning components. The second is called a bipolar discharge. Bipolars are
small strokes that occur within the cloud and normally precede
the return stroke. The power radiated by a single bipolar discharge is usually much smaller than that radiated by a return
stroke, but the power spectrums and the relative numbers of
these two stroke types are such that the bipolars contribute
significant energy near 50 kHz. The return stroke, on the other
hand, dominates at 10 kHz. Power spectrums and numbers of
strokes per flash are discussed below,
At ELF, only the so-called "continuing current" in the return
stroke appears to contribute,
5.1.1. The Cloud-To-GroundFlash.
Figure 2 is a Simplified view of a CG flash. The typical discharge starts in the cloud and eventually neutralizes tens of
coulombs of negative cloud charge. The total discharge from
start to finish lasts on the order of 0.5 s. In the present model
of the thundercloud, positive charge appears at the top of the
cloud and negative charge collects in layers at the altitude
where the ambient air temperature is near -10° to -200 C..
The first part of a flash is initiated by a preliminary breakdown
within the cloud. Although the exact form and location of this
breakdown is uncertain, small volumes of intense space charge
in the presence of a strong electric field appear to initiate it.
This sets the stage for negative charge to be channeled toward
the ground in a series of short, luminous steps called the
stepped leader. Typical values for the leader steps are 1 ps in
duration and tens of meters in length. The pauses between the
steps are on the order of 50 ms. A total of about 5 coulomb of
charge is spread out in the lightning channel in tens of milliseconds. The steps have peak currents of around 1 kA, whereas
the average leader current is 100 A. The stepped leader channel
branches in a downward direction during its development.

The flash could end at this point. However, more charge is
normally made available at the top of the channel by discharges within the cloud, known as J and K processes. This
causes a leader to propagate down the channel, lowýisng about
a coulomb of charge with currents on the order of 500 A. This
leader (called a dart leader) then initiates a return stroke. This
process can occur several times. Typically, a CG flash will be
made up of a first return stroke and three subsequent return
strokes, although up to 40 strokes in a single flash have been
reported. These subsequent strokes have less power than the
first return stroke. The time between successive return strokes
in a flash is usually 40 to 80 ms. Figure 3 shows a typical
return stroke wave form.
The terms J-changes and K-changes refer to mechanisms that
distribute charge within the cloud. They are identified by their
characteristic signatures on electric field change recordings
made during the storm. Associated with the K-changes are a
series of bipolar pulses that radiate in the VLF range. Figure 4
shows the wave forms for a burst of these bipolar pulses [Ref.
161; they appear to be the only other kind of pulse that will
radiate strongly at VLF [Ref 10]. These pulses will occur in
large numbers during a flash, and since there spectrum peaks
about 30 kHz, they dominate at the higher VLF/LF
frequencies. The leader pulses will also radiate a significant
amount of energy, but their spectrum peaks near 200 kHz, so
they will not contribute to the noise at VLF.
_
•
*

As the tip of the leader channel nears the ground, the electric!
field beneath it becomes very large and causes one or more

__

upward-moving discharges to be initiated at the ground. When
one of these upward-moving discharges contacts the downward-moving leader channel, the channel is connected to
ground potential. The charge in the leader channel is then discharged by a ground potential wave moving up the channel-the
return stroke. Peak currents are on the order of 30 kA, and the
total transit time on the order of 100 ms. This much energy in
such a small time period heats the air in the channel to near
30,000 K, generating a high-pressure channel that expands and
creates the shock wave, which eventually becomes thunder.
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Figure 3. Typical return stroke wave form.
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Figure 2. Charge distribution and flash channel for a typical
clddito-jmund flash.

The normal return stroke lowers negative charge to the ground
is thus termed negative lightning. It is also possible for a
flash to be initiated from the upper positive charge in the thunThis probably occurs when this positive charge
becomes horizontally separated from the negative charge
it. These discharges lower positive charge to the
ground and are thus called positive lightning.
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Positive lightning is generally composed of a single return
stroke followed by a period of continuing current. The positive
return stroke can have a much larger peak current than the
more common negative lightning. Positive lightning is relatively common in winter and uncommon in summer. The rate
of occurrence of positive lightning appears to depend on the
elevation of the cloud above the ground; the rate increases with
decreasing altitude. The rate also appears to depend on the
wind shear within the thundercloud. Orville el al. [Ref. 17]
found that, for a severe fall storm, overall only 4 percent of the
flashes were positive, but that the rate for positive flashes increased with the age of the storm, reaching 37 percent in the
last hour. This behavior has been observed in other storms as
well. Using a direction-finding system covering the northeastern United States, Orville et al. [Ref. 18] found that about 80
percent of the return strokes were positive in February 1985,
10 percent were in April, and only a few percent were during
the summer. The wave form of the positive return stroke is
similar to the negative, except for polarity. The median currents are about the same as the negative return strokes (35 kA
for positive, 30 kA for negative), but positive flashes can contain a higher percentage of very large peak currents. The amplitude probability distribution for both kinds of return strokes
is given in Fig. 10. LNP does not use a direct positive stroke
type in the calculation of average noise power, since the effect
of the positive strokes is contained in the modifiers. However,
we do use the positive stroke type in the calculation of the
amplitude probability distribution of the noise.
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The IC discharges have a total duration about equal to those of
the CG discharges (0.5 s). A typical cloud discharge neutralizes 10 to 30 coulomb of charge. Path lengths of 5 to 10 km are
generally accepted, but Richard et al. [Ref. 19] suggest that the

average path length is greater than this. The discharge is
thought to consist of a continuously propagating leader that
generates five to six weak return strokes called recoil streamera. These are very similar to the K-changes that occur in CG
lightning (except for opposite polarity).
S.2. Average Radiated Power.
In this section we present the models we use for the average
radiated power for each of the different kinds of strokes. We
discuss the power spectrum of an individual stroke of each tyje
and the average number of strokes per flash we assume or
each type. Included in this section is a discussion of the probability distribution of both the power and the number of strokes
per flash. We do this first for the return stroke, then for the bipolar stroke, then the ELF component.
Figure 5 shows the power spectrum of the return and bipolar
strokes used by the model in the VLF range. We assume that
the positive return stroke has the same form as the first
negative return stroke, but that it is about 35 percent more
powerful to account for its larger average current (35 kA to 30
"kA.)Subsequent return strokes also have the same form as the
first return stroke, but are about 25 percent weaker. LNP does
not include direct positive or subsequent strokes in the calculation of average power, but they are included in the modifiers.
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5.3. Numbers Of Strokes.

Figure 6 summarizes the number of return strokes per flash
from various studies [Ref. 20]. The average number of strokes
per flash is about four, which is also dose to the median. This
is in agreement with a later result by Thomson et aL
[Ref. 2 11of 4.0 strokes per flash In Florida and an earlier study
flashes 4.in1.South
Avica by Schonland Ref. 22], whose
of
IS8 showed
results
LNP uses 4.0 as its base vale,

Bipolar
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Figure 5. Power spectrum for the two basic types of VLF
radiators.
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5.1.2. The In-Cloud Flash
Since the IC flash does not reach the ground, it is not as well
studied as the return stroke, both because it is of less economic
remote could
from
importance and because its discharge channel is flashes
In-Cloud
measuring instruments. What we term
be further subdivided into those flashes that occur entirely
within a cloud (intracloud), those that propagate between
clouds (intercloud), and those that propagate from clouds to
air. However, the majority of IC flashes are intracloud, and
experimental data shows that these three types are very similar.
Thus the Noise Model does not distinguish between them.
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Figure 6. Probabllty distribution for number of return strokes
per flash form a number of sources.

There seems tc be little data on the number of bipolar strokes
per flash. Greifinger el al. [Ref. 10] recommend using 20
bipolars of the size in Fig. 5 per flash. This recommendation
resulted from comparing the spectrum of the bipolats with an
approximate spectrum for the entire CG flash and an IC flash.
We have made the number of bipolars per return stroke and per
IC flash adjustable parameters of the model, and have adjusted
them to agree with data at 50 kHz (5 and 20, respectively). We
have not found it necessary to make the total number of
bipolars different in CO and IC flashes.
For the horizontal radiators, only the bipolars contribute significantly to long wave noise. We have followed the recommendation of Greifinger et aL [Ref. 10] and have set the number of bipolars per flash equal to 20. There seems to be no data
on this parameter. For the average radiator power, we started
with the same average power as the vertical bipolars, and then
adjusted to give agreement with data on TE noise from the
3Nr.ALAN experiment [Turtle et al., Ref. 23].
SA Effees Of Charge Height.
The height of the charge center, from which the lightnng discharge begins, asua to be a very important parameter in the
description of th lightning discharge. A number of other
parameters in the model depend on it. Although a number of
researchers have looked for laitudinal variations in lJghtning

flash characteristics, Pierce [Ref. 26] appear to have been the
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first to suggest the meteorological interpretation for this variation. Since the usual model of the thundercloud has positive
charge collecting at the top of the cloud at, say, altitude H, and
negative charge collecting in a layer near altitude h, the basic
physics of spark breakdown imply that the smaller h is compared to H - h, the greater the chance the discharge will be to
the ground.

0.5
0.4 -

Z

0.3

'a

Krehbiel et al. [Ref. 24] found that the charge centers observed
in storms tend to collect at altitudes where the ambient temperature is between -10' and -20' C. This result is in agreement with a number of other authors. For LNP, we use the -15'
C level as the altitude at which the charge centers collect.
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5.4.1. Charge CenterAltitude AsA Function Of Season.

q =cost(e)

I

0.9

1.0

Figure 8. Ratio of CG flashes to total flashes as a function of
the height factor.

(5)

where q = h/ho, h is the altitude of the charge center, and ho is
the altitude at the equator (7.5 kin). Here k=2 in the winter; 1
in the spring, 0.5 in the summer, and 1.5 in the fall. We call ;A
the normalized charge center altitude parameter, or the charge
height parameter. We will use it to define a number of other
parameters that have a latitudinal dependence.

I

0.8

Height factor

Oort and Rasmusson [Ref. 25] have published tables of mean

temperature as a function of altitude and season. Figure 7 is
based on those tables. It shows altitude at the -15° C isotherm
as a function of latitude for the four seasons. This figure also
contains our analytic fit to that data. Basically, we have:
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5.4.2. Ratio Of CG To IC Flashes.
Both Pierce [Ref. 26] and Prentice and MacKerras [Ref. 27]
have found fits to the CG flashes-IC flashes ratio (Z = NC/NG)
as a function of latitude. The Prentice and MacKerras fit is
now regarded as the most current:
E = 4.16 + 2.16 cos(3e)
(6)
We have investigated the relationship between -7 and the
charge height parameter ; of Eq. (5) by plotting the NG I NT
ratio taken from Eq. (6) as a function of g in Fig. 8-the fit is
almost linear. Thus, the noise model assumes that
1
0.94- 0.84;
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Ratio of CG flashes to total flashes a a function of
latitude, showing the Prentice&MacKerras, fit, and
the noise model fits.
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Figure 9 shows the data Prentice and MacKerras used, as well
as their fit. In this figure, the points marked Model Summer are
the results of Eq. (7) using ; from Eq. (5) for summer. They
agree almost exactly up to 60* and, in fact, appear to match the
data better at latitudes of 60 and above. The data Prentice and
MacKerras used were for summer storms; winter storms have
much lower charge centers, so most of the flashes are CG dis.
charges. We have plotted the results for Eq. (7) using winter
values of ; in Fig. 9. According to these results, most flashes
are CO discharges at high latitudes, which is consistent with
experimental data.

5.4.3. Positive Lightning.
The recent paper by Biswas and Hobbs [Ref. 28) presented
flash rate density data for both negative and positive return
strokes along the East Coast of the United States. The ratio of
the positive to negative return strokes ranges from 10 to 30
percent. Using data from this and a few other sources (some
summarized in Uman [Ref. 15]), we find the following (albeit
crude) fit to the percentage of positive lightning in return
strokes:
-

np =1-;

(8)

5.4.4.
On measured
CloudSize.
OrvilleEffects
[Ref. 29]
the peak currents in a large number
of summer return strokes using the SUNY Ughtning Detection
Network. This data covers almost the entire United States east
of the Mississippi. A clear latitude dependence is seen in the
nearly factor of 2 difference in average peak current between
Florida and Maine. Orville found that he could account for the
difference if there is a dependence of the current on the size of
the average cloud. His argument is that ti.ý current in the return
stroke I depends on the charge Q, which, in turn, should
depend on the volume of the thundercloud. Using data from
return strokes on Mount San Salvatore near Lugano, Switzerland, Berger [Ref. 30] found that I *oQO.7 . The Noise Model
assumes that the cloud dimension d is related to the charge
height parameter as do m. Here m is a Noise Model
parameter, and we are saying that, on average, the closer to the
ground the -150 C level is, the smaller the cloud will be. Thus,
p.
94)2m
(9)
Orville's data suggests m - 1.5.
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At ELF, the published frequency spectrums depend on the

the voltage deviation [VD = 20 logl0 (RMS / AVG)], and the

model of the return stroke used (see, for example, Galejs [Ref.
31]), a consistent feature being that the spectrum is almost
constant over the range of the frequency treated by the model.
Rather than select a particular model for the stroke, we have
assumed a constant power which has been adjusted to agree
with the ELF noise data from the Stanford radiometers. The
agreement is very good over the entire 50-300 Hz range.

APD of the noise.

5.4.5. BipolarStrokes.
We assume that bipolar strokes occur in all types of flashes.
The model assumes that five bipolars occur for every return
stroke in a CG flash, and twenty for every IC flash. Thus, in
Eq. (4) the average number of bipolar strokes is:
NOV = 5NORnCG +

20 1

( -nCG)

(10)

The bipolar stroke power is taken from Fig. 5. The modifier is:
MCPR = 4 "2mc
(11)x
We assume that the current in a bipolar is a function of the
charge available, as is the current in a return stroke, and so
have a modifier for the bipolar power which is the same as
Eq. (9).
Lacking data to the contrary, we assume that the modifiers for
the horizontally radiating bipolars are the same as for the vertical ones.
5.5. Effects Of Storm Severity.
Large storms produce numerous lightning flashes, and evidence exists that larger storms tend to produce stronger discharges. It is well known, for example, that larger storms tend
to have more positive flashes, which can have larger peak
currents. We could not, however, find hard data to quantify
these effects. Therefore, early versions of the model did not
have a storm severity factor. We found that those earlier versions tended to underestimate the noise in the noisiest regions
and overestimate it in the quieter ones. Note that all the modifiers we have discussed so far have only the charge height or
latitude dependence, so they are the same for regions of low or

6.1. Lightning As A Random Process.
Lightning is known to be a highly random process, and almost
all-if not all-the parameters associated with the model have a
probability distribution around their average values. We
assume that the density function for most of the quantities we
deal with is formulated as:
p(x) =

exp(-(x/R)0)

(13)

Ra
This is known as a Weibull distr-hution. If a = 2, then the distribution corresponds to that of the Rayleigh distribution.
The amplitude-probability distribution is defined to be:
APD(x) = Prob(X > x) = fp(x)dx

(14)

Using Eq. (13) in Eq. (14) gives:
APD(x) = exp(-(x /R) 2 )

(15)

As an example of this, consider the distribution of peak current
in return strokes. In Fig. 10 the curves are fits to data from
Berger et al. [Ref 34], as shown in Uman [Ref 15]. The axes in
Fig. 10 are drawn so that APDs of the form in Eq. (15) are
straight lines. The parameters of the fit are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Weibull parameters for peak currents in retum strokes.
Type
a
R(kA)
re
First return
1.9
47.5
14.9
1.9
Second return
Positive return
0.85
53.3
The number of subsequent ret.:rn strokes per flash is drawn in
Fig. 11, which is fit to the center of the lines given by Thomson, and plotted in Fig. 6. This gives a fit with a = 1.2 and R =
3.4. We can determine the standard deviation from Figs. 10
and 11, since we know that:

high flash rate.

The physical justification for a storm severity factor is that
large storms tend to have greater updrafts within the clouds.
and since updraft speed is related to charge formation, we
expect greater power in the flashes. We know that the flash
rate, is directly proportional to the updraft velocity [see
Vonegut, Ref. 32]; therefore, we base our storm severity factor
on this relationship. Thus, we define:

5 10 "

"

.2Msp= (r/NT)rss

(12)

where NT is the average flash rate (-= O.1 flashes/s) and mss=
0.5 if the flash rate is above the average; otherwise, mss = 2.
We take the same factor for all three types of strokes. These
parameters have been set to adjust the model predictions to
data. The square root is suggested by some results due to Willlams [Ref. 33); WGL also used it. Uman cites reports that
indicate that the number of strokes per flash increases as the
storm severity increases. However, we could find no hard data
on this and so assume that the storm severity modifier on the
number of strokes per flash (MSN) is 1 for all types of strokes.
5.6. Terrain Effects.
We have built into LNP a crude terrain map. We speculate that
the ratio of CG to IC flashes is greater over mountains, and
that the average power radiated per stroke is also greater over
mountains. We include the first effect directly by lowering the
height of the charge centers based on the average terrain height
of the region. However, no data su
rting an increase in
power per stroke was found, and the effect of ad hoc modifiers
was not sufficient to include in the model.
6. LIGHTNING STATISTICS
In this section we discuss how the Noise Model calculates
lightning statistics other than the RMS noise value. The model
can predict the following statistics: the standard deviation (d),

0.01

20 40 60
80 90 95
Percent of time ordinate is exceeded

1

99

Figure 10. APD of peak currents in return strokes, as a function of type. The solid lines are for negative strokes
(upper is first, lower subsequent). Dashed line is
for positive strokes.
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Figure 11. APD of the number of subsequent return strokes
per flash.
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(xn)= .xflp(x)dx
2

(16)

= Rr(1i+n/a)

= (x2•- (x)

2

(17)

Thus
a 2 = R 2 [r(1 +2 /a)-r

2

(l+ l/a)]

(18)

This leads to Table 4, which expresses the RMS and the standard deviation of return strokes per flash expressed relative to
the average.
Table 4. Relative return strokes per flash parameters.
Parameter
Negative return
Positive return
No. of subsequent strokes

RMS / Avg
1.14
1.54
1.30

s/Avyg
0.55
1.17
0.83

6.2. Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD) and VD
Field and Lewinstein [Ref. 35] show that the narrow band
APD for long wave noise power can be described by two
parameters, which can be determined at the receiver. One
parameter, a, characterizes the impulsiveness of the noise from
local sources; the other, 12, characterizes the ratio of energy in
the impulsive-noise component to the energy in the background, non-impulsive component. The parameter a is the
same as the parameter in Eq. (13). The method assumes that
the local sources have a probability density function given by
Eq. (13). The probability density function for the amplitude of
the background noise, which is formed by summing the power
from many distant lightning storms, will be Rayleigh and can
be expressed as:

S2Y
exp-(y / r)2)
p(y)=ep-y/l)()

(19)

r
Field and Lewinstein show that the APD of the sum of the
local and background components can then be written as a
function of two parameters: a, and the ratio of the r to R. Since
the R's are proportional to the average amplitude of the cornponents, they depend on the average energy in the components;
thus, we arrive at the parameter Y2. Field and Lewinstein found
that they could attain agreement with noise data measured at
Boulder, Colorado, at 22 kHz in a 5 percent bandwidth, if
a = 0.4 and y = 5.50.
of the
The parameter a depends on the pulse characteristics
local component and on the bandwidth of the receiver. Typically, a becomes larger as the bandwidth is reduced, reaching
2 for narrow band noise. For a < 2, the probability density
function Eq. (13) assumes relatively large values for large
arguments, indicating the occurrence of intense noise impulses.
Thus, the smallest values of a correspond to the most impulsive noise.

""

As a measure of the impulsiveness of the noise, CCIR 322-3
defines the voltage deviation, VD, as the ratio in dB of the
RMS noise to the average noise. Impulsiveness, when observed
at the receiver output, is related to the bandwidth of the receiver. As the bandwidth gets narrower, the noise pulse spreads
out in time, so more pulses tend to overlap at the receiverwhich decreases the VD. Pulse spreading (dispersion) becomes
more pronounced as the propagation path increases. Thus, the
farther away the average lightning is from the receiver, the
lower the VD. Clearly VD is also related to a and y
The noise model estimates VD and APD by assigning value for
the parameters a and yto each individual ENT. These values
are functions of the number and kinds of strokes that make up
the ENT. Then LNP adjusts the parameters based on the distance of the ENT from the receiver, and then assigns the noise

of a from the closest ENT to determine the final total values
for VD and APD. The values that LNP calculates are done
assuming a five percent bandwidth, and adjusted to other
bandwidths using the method described in CCIR 322-3.
LNP adjusts the value of a because of the tendency of noise
pulses to spread out in time as they propagate down the earthionosphere waveguide. This tendency results from waves with
different frequencies propagating with different phase velocities. Thus, the effective a for a particular ENT depends on the
distance between the ENT and the receiver.
This method is not an attempt to closely model the physical
situation, but can produce resonable agreement with experimental data in most cases. This is an area of continuing
research.
7. VALIDATION OF RESULTS
Validation of LNP is an ongoing effort. This work can be
roughly divided into three areas. First, we review the physical
models we use for the various lightning processes as new data
becomes available. Second, as discussed above we are making
a major effort to validate the underlying lightning distribution
data. Third, we are always comparing the noise predictions of
LNP with data. In this section we will present some comparisons of the current model with data. It is not possible here to
present all of our validation comparisons due to lack of space,
so we have selected some representative results. Because horizontally polarized noise data is so scarce, we will only present
comparisons to vertically polarized noise data. In the following, the term Day refers to 1500 local time; Night means local
midnight. When the user requests a prediction at a particular
time, LNP determines in which 4 hour time block the time falls
and changes the request so that it is at the center time for that
time block. The next version of LNP will allow the user to request that LNP do an interpolation between two time blocks.
7.1. July Day, at Several Locations, 13 kHz.
At frequencies near 10 kHz, the power frequency spectrum for
bipolar strokes shows that they make almost no contribution to
the noise power. Thus noise at this end of the VLF range is
entirely due to the return stroke. Since return strokes are so
well studied, we expect the internal representations to be fairly
accurate. Figure 12 below shows this to be the case. The com,,rr,,,
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ponent of the the total noise based on the value of y. In this
way almost all of the energy from a nearby noise source is put
in the implusive component. If the ENT is far enough away, all
the energy Is taken to be Gaussian. In this way we can determine an effective value for y. Then LNP uses it and the value
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Figure 13 Data Collections Locations used in Comparisons.
parisons in this figure are to data collected for the CCIR database. Also shown in this figure are predictions from the
computerized version of CCIR 322-3 for those locations. We
do this in order to give some idea of the degree of variability
from the data one might expect from a noise prediction code.
7.2. January Day, Moscow, 13 to 60 kHz.
Figure 13 presents data at several frequencies at a single location. For the reasons discussed above, it was difficult to
produce correct predictions for the winter time block. The figure shows that we have solved the winter day problem.
,-m,,n-
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7.3. July Day, Mid Atlantic Locations, 21 kItz.
Since the CCIR data was taken at land station, an extrapolation
scheme was used to produce noise predictions at other locations. Thus we might expect that the predictions from CCIR
322-3 would depart from measured noise the most at locations
remote from the data stations, such as in mid ocean. LNP, on
the other hand, should have no particular difficulties at these
locations. The data in Fig. 14 were taken on board a ship during July. Again the agreement between LNP and the data is
very good.
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7.4. July Day and Night at Several Locations, 51 kHz.

the day. This allows noise to propagate over longer distances

At the upper end of LNP's frequency range, the lightning noise
power is dominated by the bipolar strokes. Since less is known
about the bipolar, we might expect that LNP's predictions
would not match the data as closely. From Fig. 15, which
shows day time data and predictions, this appears to be the
case. Note that LNP gives very good agreement in some cases,
specifically Singapore, and Kekaba, but very poor agreement
at New Delhi. The agreement is better at night as can be seen
from Fig. 16. In general, LNP's night predictions match data
better than day predictions. We believe that this is due to the
fact that at night the propagation attenuation is less than during

than during the day. During the day, the noise at a single location tends to be dominated by one or two ENTs because the
greater attenuation means that only a small number of ENTs
sum to the total noise. At night this tends not to be the case
since many more ENTs contribute to the total noise.
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Table 5. Comparison of High Latitude Day Data with LNP
Predictions.
Data and Predictions in dB//lljV/m.
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7.5. Noise at High Latitudes.
It is well known that CCIR 322-3 has problems with noise at
high latitudes. One of their data stations-Thule Greenland-is
believedto be contaminated with man-made noise. In the table
below we present data from several high latitude locations
compared to predictions from LNP and CCIR 322-3. Two of
the locations (Thule and Sondre Stromijord) are from the Stanradio noise survey. The data from Fort Smith was taken
by Wilfred Lauber [Ref. 36] at frequencies normally used by
the Annapolis and Cutler VLF transmitters. This data was
when the transmitters were off the air for
taken during periods
maintenance. It should be noted that there are only a few data
points in this data set, not enough for meaningful statistics to
be calculated; thus, the data given in the table represents range
of noise measurements Lauber found.
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7.6. ELF Results
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Hz is very good. Table 6 is a selection of ELF data from

the Stanford survey compared to the results from LNP.
Table 6. Comparison of Predictions and Data from the Stanford197
Radio Noise Survey at 80 Hz.
Location
Stanford CA
Stanford CA
Dunedin NZ
Dunedin NZ
Kotchi, Japan.
Kotchi, Japan.

•'model
0the

Season
Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Winter
Winter

Time Data
1200) 43
0000
42
1200
37
0000
37
1200
40
0000
40

LNP
44
47
37
41
41
46

8. CNCLUIONMinistry
LNP was originally conceived as an extension of the WGL
to predict horizontally polarized noise. We found that
original WGL code could not easily be adapted, and so
decided to completely abandon it and create a new model. In
LNP works well. We are continuing to develop the
and validate the code. Since the underlying lightning
database is very important to the results of the
model, we are in the process of validating it at the present time.
To do this, we are comparing the ISS-b data with ground based
lightning occurrence data. In particular we will use data from
the lightning detection network that covers the entire continenUnited States. This should give us a direct comparison to
the 1SS-b data. In addition, a recent paper by Price and Rind
37 gives a method to predict lightning occurrence from
cloud height data that is available from weather satellites. This
give us another comparison tO worldwide, long term

Sgeneral,
Smodel
S~occurrence

0tal

S[Ref.
Swould
*data.

*The
current version of the model has some problems producing
*close
agreement with experimental data in regions near
*moutainous
terrain. We are adding a terrain map and terrain
*
modifiers to the model to address this problem. Another shortcoming of the model seems to involve receiver locations near,
or in, the day-night terminator. We may have to introduce a
new propagation model to handle this situation.
Other ongoing research on the model includes an effort to
improve the method used to calculate APD and VD as well as
adding short term noise statistics of interest to receiver designers, such as pulse width, spacing, and height predictions. We
will also be adding the ability to use specific, as opposed to
iaverage,
weather patterns as the basis of the predictions.
aloloigit
h eea rbe
fhwanie
SWe
are aloloigit
h eea rbe
fhwanie
*
model can be validated. This involves both developing a
set of reference noise data that the user community
believes to be valid and determining what comparisons to that
data would be adequate to validate the model predictions. The
ikinds
of comparisons we have shown here only suggest that the
is valid, but they do not really demonstrate it.
i

S~master
Smodel
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Discussion
INAN

COMMENT. 1) Does your model properly calculate the propagation of noise in the wave guide cutoff
regions below about 1.8 khz? 2) Can we use the model to estimate atmospheric noise at South Pole?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) The current version of the code does not give predictions in the range 500 Hz to 8kHz. This
frequency range is out of the "communication band", and there was no interest in this range when
we started the project.
2) (See text over).
TACCONI

COMMENT. In your presentation you mention the additional contribution of spiky noise to the
previous gaussian distributed noise. Is that addition affecting the gaussianity of the resulting noise?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The model assumes that the total power that reaches the receiver from a single equivalent noise
transmitter can be divided into Gaussian and spiky parts. It keeps track of these components from
each equivalent transmitter and uses the totals of these components to estimate the APD and the
parameter VD. There are more details of the procedure in the printed text.
BuRK.E
COMMENT. Does your model go down to the lower ELF band and if no, can you predict Schumann
resonance spectra ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Although we allow the user to request predictions down to 10 Hz, the present version of the code is
not really designed to predict values less than 50 Hz. Thus we do not predict the Schumann resonance
spectra. In principle we could attempt to predict these spectra.
INAN

COMMENT. Concepts such as APD and rms are valid mostly for Gaussian Noise, where as the
nature of lightning noise is impulsive. If you had a communication system with I Khz bandwidth, say
around 20 Khz, then in principle you would have a time resolution of I ms. Thus, if you subdivide
the time series into intervals of -Ins, we should see discrete noise and very large variability from one
interval to another. Is this the case? I assume this is what you mean by short term statistics?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe that this is correct. Research into our next version of the code, where w will try to predict
short term statistics, has not yet begun in earnest.
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APPLICATION OF NON-STANDARD SIGNAL PROCESSING TO ELF NOISE CHARACTERIZATION
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Introduction

Summary

1.

Within the framework of the TSSl (Tethered
Satellite System)-Project
a measurement
programme on the electromagnetic background
noise has been foreseen. This programme,
denominated OESEE (Observation on the Earth
Surface of the Electromagnetic Emissions),
intends to carry out a number of passive
detections of possible emissions by the
orbiting tethered system. From theoretical
considerations on the cold plasma theory in
the ionosphere, the expected frequency band
of these emissions should be in the order
of about 1 Hz up to 60 hz.

The TSSl is a spatial experiment carried
out
according
to
an
international
cooperation between the NASA (USA) and ASI
(Italy).
The experiment,
described
in
details in several publications [1,2,3], is
essentially based on a space Shuttle
vehicle which is towing, by means of a long
tether (about 20 Km) a spherical satellite
of 1.5 meter diameter. The TSS concept was
initially conceived as a pure dynamical
system, namely a large, flexible, structure
orbiting in the ionosphere and obeyinq only
to mechanical laws. Since, on the other
side, the TSSl contains a long conducting
tether,
consequently
all the
orbiting
structure will
interact also with the
environmental
earth magnetic field and
the
plasma
field,
thus ionospheric
implying
also electrical
electrodynamical

In order to design an optimal receiver of
such a
signal,
the
noise statistical
characteristics have to be taken into
account.
Fromthis
the noise
literature,
it has been
proved that
is characterized,
from the statistical viewpoint, by a non
gaussian and non stationary behaviour.
This paper outlines some recently proposed
applications
of non gaussian and
non
stationary
signal processing techniques
which can be usefully applied to ELF
(Extremely Low Frequency) electromagnetic
noise characterization for detection and
parameter estimation purposes,
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Some simulation examples are presented
together with some results obtained from
experimental data of natural background
noise in the ELF range recorded at Canary
Islands as a preliminary test of the TSSI
mission.
The TSS1 (Tethered Satellite System) is a
NASA/ASI
(Agenzia
spaziale
Italian&)
research Project.
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effects connected with the experiment.
The TSSl vehicle orbiting in the ionosphere
can be practically regarded as a self
powered radiating antenna which transforms
kinetic energy into electromagnetic energy.
The
combined
interaction
between
the
orbiting system, the earth magnetic field
and the ionospheric plasma produces a
complex
phenomenon
of
radiation
of
electromagnetic perturbations in the ELF
bands : the klfven waves Il and 12]. The
Alfven waves can be interpreted as an
example of spontaneous radiations generated
by electrodynamic phenomena. The exact wave
form, however, is not well known, owing to
the complexity of the plasma effects.
Another possible artificial electromagnetic
radiation source is
constituted by the
modulation of the current in the tether
itself.
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The gene':ation of electromagnetic emissions
by the tether has been investigated by
of the Smithsonian
Grossi and Estes
Astrophysical
Observatory
in
Cambridge,
M.A. (USA) and the main results of such
researches
are
contained
in
.
Accordingly,
the
following
basic
assumptions for the estimation of the
signal produced by the tether have been
formulated :
i)
ii)

a guided mode of propagation in the
earth surface-ionosphere cavity;
a
non-guided
mode
propagation
through
atmosphere,

isotropic
the
earth

According to such a simplified propagation
model, the region of the earth's surface
that is
"illuminated" by the possible
emissions by the tether is a limited area
located around the vertical
projection
of the orbiting TSS. This area can be
called "hot spot" and its definition is a
consequence of the propagation model (ii)
and accordingly the receivinq site should
be selected as close as possible to the
center of this area.
On the contrary, in
the case of propagation model (i),
the
reciving site can be everywhere . Pappert
[5] and Wait [6] suggest a
propagation
model
according
to which
the
source
embedded in the ionosphere can be regarded
as
an elementary dipole of infinitesimal
length, which apparently seems to be an
incorrect assumption in the case of 20 or
100 Km tether. A comprehensive essential
research programme is therefore needed in
order to achieve a better knowledge about
the complex underlying physical process.
The
first step towards this direction is
to
ascertain
theoretically
and/or
experimentally the structure of the signal
radiated by the TSS, while the second is to
achieve an appropriate modelling of the
real propagation conditions through the
real medium from the ionosphere to the
earth's surface.
2

T

TSS Transmission Channel Model

The general propagation scenario for the
TSS1 experiment is represented in Fig.l,
and in Fig.2 it is shown a block diagram
representing
the
associated
transition
channel. As it can be noted, the OESEE
programme is mainly concerned within the
detection section, but it is worth noting
that
inputs
from
the
other
tasks
(transmitter and medium) are essential to
the accomplishment of the whole programme.
In
spite of the lack of a complete
knowledge of the characteristics of the
expected signal, some likely hypotheses can
be made in order to define a suitable
signal
processing
strategy.
For
this
purpose, it seems to be quite reasonable to
make the assumption of being in
the
presence of a very poor signal to noise
ratio.Furthermore, it can also be expected
(101, that the ELF noise may exhibit a non
gaussian behaviour of the type illustrated
in Fig.9.
Consequently,
the processing
which,
in
addition to the

-q

approaches
classical

conventional ones, have been considered are
:
After-the-fact-detection;
i)
Spatial processing;
ii)
iii)
on gaussian analysis;

a_

After-the-fact-detection

Under the assumption that the emitted
signal is due to a known modulation by the
TSS in a frequency band for which the far
field conditions are accomplished,
the
physics
of
the
propagation
scenario
suggests that the expected received signal
should consist of an increase of level in
the appropriate
frequency band,
which
reaches a maximum value corresponding to
the closest point of approach to the
receiver and then vanishes on getting away.
The received signal is
expected to be
slightly different from the one which is
transmitted owing to the modifications
introduced by the interactions with the
propagation medium scenario.
The problem, in its general outline, can be
therefore formulated as a typical detection
of a transiting signal with a poorly known
waveform, which is a classic problem in
many
applications
like,
for
example,
seismic
processing,
sonar
and
radar
surveillance techniques, etc. An extensive
research activity has been carried out,
during the last decade, in the theoretical
and in
the practical
field concerning
detection
and
estimation.
These
two
techniques have been generally regarded as
two
separate
statistical
tasks.
The
detection in terms of hit
probability of
detection,
which
implies
the
surely
presence of the signal, is performed under
the
simple
binary
hypothesis
which
considers the presence or the absence of
the signal independently
of any signal
parametrization.
From
the
statistical
theory of decision, it can be shown that
the optimum Bayes detector consists of the
comparison of a generalized
likelihood
ratio with a proper threshold fixed by the
estimation cost function, [7]. The analysis
performed by Esposito [8] shows that the in
case of a gaussianity hypothesis concerning
signal and noise, the optimum detector is
obtained by a Maximum Likelihood principle.
A further interesting result is due to
Porat and Friedlander [11], which show that
an appreciable improvement in the detector
performances can be achieved by including
some a-priori information in the detection
scheme. This can be done in a quite general
fashion, as far as linearity assumptions
are valid, by using ARMAX models, which
provide a very general tool for modelling,
according to a black-box principle,unknown
stochastic discrete-time dynamic systems
perturbed by gaussian white noises.
A block-diagran of the APRAX model is
illustrated
in
Fig.3,
where
the
relationship between known modulating input
signal x(t), unknown signal s(t), measured
signal r(t)
and noise n(t) is shown. Such
relationship
can
be
expressed
by
a
finite difference stochastic equation of
the type i
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p

p

r(t)= T bkx(t-k) + T akr(t-k) + e(t) +
P

Scke(t-k)

(1)

illustrated in Fig.7.
The two islands have a separation of 1/2
wave length at 30 Hz (about 5000 Kin) and
can be used as the locations for two
receivers sets, forming a dipole antenna at

this frequency, as shown in Fig.8. It can
be shown that such dipole can provide the
possibility to perform a spatial processing
gain to facilitate detection on the earth
A
surface of radiation from the TSS.
further gain can be achieved by using the
detection method of the
after-the-fact
transiting target in order to esploit the
domain
nature of the time
transitory
in
the previous
as discussed
signal,
paragraph. In the case of a significative
T
(2) detected energy at an even lower frequency
a b b . b c c.. cP
9 =[a 1 a..
2
aP
2
P
1 2
(1-3 Hz), the two-islands approach can be
used in an incoherent mode to achieve a
gain of about 3-6 dB in addition to the one
on the basis of finite time histories of supplied by the transiting target detector
input/output pairs ( x(t), r(t)}, t=l,..N. alone.

where e(t) is assumed to be a sequence of
white
gaussian
distributed
identically
noises. According to [11], it is possible
parameter
with
detection
combine
to
estimation by means of a MGLRT (Modified
Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test), which
estimates the model order p and the unknown
parameter vector

A recently proposed algorithm (12] allows 5, Non gaussiarn analysis
to determine the model order p before any
parameter estimation.
This approach
is
based
on
a
SVD
(Singular
Value As it is well recognized, one of the most
Decomposition) algorithm, and attempts to used
tool
for
signal
processing
is
determine the maximum number of eigenvalues constituted
by Power
Spectral
Density
different from zero which supplies the best (PSD)
estimation.
The
different
PSD
approximation to the sample autocorrelation estimation techniques can be divided into
matrix.
different classes, which include
In order to estimate the unknown parameter
vector e, a number of methods can be used,
all of which attempt to minimize a preset
cost function which takes into account the
difference between the observed output
signals r(t) and the corresponding model
detailed
A
s(t).
of
prediction
presentations of these methods can be found
in (13).
The advantage of the above approach over
is
conventional pure detection methods
shown in Fig.4, where the probabilities of
detection of a Energy Detector (E.D.) [14]
and the proposed MGLRT are compared on a
theoretical basis. In Fig. 6. the same
comparison is carried out on the basis of a
example
noise
plus
signal
simulated
modelled by a 2nd order ARMAX, the time
history of which is shown in Fig. 5. As it
the probability of
can be appreciated,
0.1, while there is a
false alarm is
for
improvement
significant performance
signal-to-noise ratios above -10 dB.

4.

Spatial processing

Since the radiating orbiting system will
pass close to the vertical of the islands
and
Tenerife
(Puertorico)
of
Mona
(Canaries), these two islands can be used
as a dipole which, at least in principle,
the
and spatially reduce
can process
background noise in the 15-30 Hz spectral
region. In case the radiated signal does
not contain a significant energy in such a
frequency band, the two-islands system can
also be used to detect lower frequency
energy by means of different approaches.
The theory and methodology of this spatial
processing are reported in details in [9f.
The geometry
of such
a detector
is

Fourier methods;
Maximum Likelihood;
Maximum Entropy;
Maximum Energy;
ARMAX;
A very large number of studies have
above
of the
each
that
demonstrated
by
characterized
is
methods
mentioned
in
specific advantages and limitations
terms of estimation error, computational
complexity ,etc. The suitability of each
method generally depend on the intrinsic
characteristics of the signal which has to
be processed.
It should be noted, however, that most of
strongly rely
the above mentioned methods
on a gaussianity and linearity asssumption
and the noise.
the signal
concerning
Therefore, expecially when a poor knowledge
underlying
the
about
available
is
suitable tests are strongly
processes,
recommended in order to determine if such
assumptions are effectively verified in
practice.
for testing
The most used techniques
gaussianity and linearity are based on the
analysis of Higher Order Spectra (HOS), and
particularly on bispectrum analysis (15].
The main advantages of HOS tecniques can be
concisely enumerated
i) provide information about deviation
from a gaussian behaviour;
ii)

of a phase
possibility
for a non gaussian
signal;estimation
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iii)

detection and characterization
non linear properties.

of

The test based on bispectrum analysis, also
called Hinich test [15], applies to every
zero-mean stationary time series (X(t)),
the bispectrum
B(f 1 ,f 2 )
of
which can
be defined as a two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the bicovariance function
C xx(n,m)=E[X(t+n)X(t+m)X(t)]

(3)

given by the generalization of the spectrum
relationship:
-21i(fIn+fm)
B(f1 ,f 2 )=X X C
(n,m) e
(4)
n m
It can be easily shown that the 3rd order
cumulant C
(0,0) verifies the following :
E[X(t)3]=C

(0,0) 1/2 1/2
[ C
=
B(f 1 ,f 2 )df 1 df
-1/2 -1/2
(5)

2

The bispectrum can thus be interpreted as a
frequency decomposition of the 3rd order
moment of a time series. The above relation
can be easily extended to higher order
moments of the time series,
it
In order to test gaussianity, however,
is sufficient to limit the analysis to 3rd
order moment . In fact, it can be shown
[15] that a suitable test is supplied by
the relation :

B(f 1.f 2 )

a

I
_--_

S(fU) S(f 2) S(fI

+

(6)

-

f2)

From the above relation it follows that ,if
the corresponding
(6)
one supplies in
estimates
and spectrum,
the
test
allowsfor
to bispectrus
conclude that
s
mrecorded
of
of
ofr the

MX(t))
ratio

§. Exierimental

results ad conclusions

This presentation has been prepared before
the
place 1992.
from
31th TSS1
Julymission,
until which
8th took
August
Consequently
its
content
represents
essentially
intentional tasks aimed to
detect
possible
from
the
orbiting TSSl on the radiations
ground track.
The OESEE programme was performed by
employing
two
sets
of
tri-axial
magnetometers (one of the air-coil type and
the other one of SQUID type), both located
at
the
Tenerife
island
in
Canaries
(Spain).
During
about
55
hours
of
continuous recording,while the TSS1 mission
took place, about 1.2 Gigs bytes of data
were collected and are now in the phase of
reduction and analysis. Unfortunately, it
is
not possible to communicate at the
moment any relevant result.
A part of real data recorded in December
1989 at Tenerife
Islands and at IAN
Liboratory in Genoa, have been analyzed by
means of conventional signal processing
methods as a preliminary integration test
of the data acquisition system deployed
during the OESEE programme. Some results
obtained

from the preliminary

analysis of

such data are concisely presented together
with a discussion of the software developed
for processing the experimental data.
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where S(f) is the sje jam of (X(t)) and
the
constant
U/0-is
the
square
of
Fisher's skewness measure associated to
linear representation of the time series.

i)linearity
constancy
consanc

Once a given stationary process has been
recognized to be non gaussian or non
linear,
the
task
of
a
statistical
characterization should be accomplished. We
note that the bispectrum itself can supply
a qualitative tool by means of the coupling
existing between different frequency pairs.
The problem of determining
a
more
quantitative characterization is a matter
of
current
research;
an
interesting
approach based on Gabor representation is
suggested in [16].

for

implies
every

A block diagram of the computer programs
designed and developed for non conventional
signal processing is shown in Fig.ll.
After
a
pre-processing
phase,
which
includes conventional statistical analysis
(graphical
presentations,
elementary
digital
analysis,
spectral
statistics,
is
test
a
transient
filtering,etc.),
carried out
in order
to classified
verify if
the
data
can
be
as
stationary or not. In the first case, after
Hinich test is
bispectrum computation,
carried
out for
gaussianity and
linearity.
In verifying
any
case,
an
ARNAX

identification is developed for detection
purposes, while in case of non gaussianity,
ii)gaussianity implies that the ratio
of
pair
every
for
zero
is
frequencies fiand f 2 .
The test is robust and powerful even on
small samples (as low as 356 ) and is
furthermore
characterized
by
nice
asymptotic properties.
In Fig. 10 an example of bispectrum relative

to a non gaussian and non linear process is
shown.

suitable qualitative characterizations are
performed by an interactive procedure.
In case of a non stationarity assessment,
the signal classification is carried out on
the basis of Middleton approach (173, (133
and, subsequently, a Gabor detector tlSI is
applied.

An example at evolutionary Power Spect..
Densitk of Vertical

2WF back~r:•
uMiLnos

recorded 'OVer 40 'hours by an air-coll
sensor in Genoa, is shown in ,ig.l.
a,
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highly non
noticed.

behaviour

stationary

can

be

In Fig. 13 and 14 , PSDs of horizontal and
lateral ELF background noise recorded at
Tenerife are shown. It is worth noting that
from such preliminary anaysis the well
known Schumann resonance frequencies are
evidentiated with a good approximation.
it
is
remark,
concluding
final
a
As
possible to say that the complete analysis
of TSSl-OESEE data may be an interesting
opportunity for applying challenging non
signal processing techniques
conventional
to
an
advanced
electromagnetic
communication problem.
7.
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COMMENT. When do you expect the next deployment of the TSSI?
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Not before I year.
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ELF/VLF RADIO NOISE MEASUREMENTS
AT HIGH LATITUDES DURING SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS
A. C. FRASER-SMITH
Space, Telecommunicatons and Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A.
J. P. TURTLE
Antenna Technology Branch, Rome Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base
Massachusetts 01731, U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY
We report simultaneous measurements of ELF/VLF radio
noise (10 Hz - 32 kHz) at three high latitude locations (Thule
and Sondrestromfjord, Greenland; Arrival Heights, Antarctica) during a number of moderately large and large solar
particle events (SPE's), including some of the largest that
have been observed during the last three decades. Thule
is close to the center of the northern polar cap and thus
the ELF/VLF noise signals reaching it are particularly exposed to the ionospheric effects of the SPE's, whereas the
ELF/VLF noise signals at Sondrestromfjord and Arrival Heights, which are located closer to their corresponding auroral
zones, should be less affected. These general expectations are
supported by the results of our measurements, which show
major changes occurring in the Thule noise statistics following the start of the polar cap absorption (PCA) caused by the
SPEs, and smaller changes at Sondrestromfjord and Arrival
Heights. The changes depend markedly on the frequency of
the noise signals. At Thule, for frequencies in the approximate range 250 Hz to 1.5 kHz, the diurnal variation in the
rms noise amplitudes is typically suppressed during the 23 days following the start of the PCA, and in most of the
examples we have examined there tends to be a decrease in
the average amplitude. Nevertheless, increases can occur:
Following the event of 12 August 1989 the noise amplitudes
increased by as much as 10-15 dB. For most other frequencies in the range 10 Hz to 32 kHz there is little change in
the noise statistics. However, in the range 3-10 kHz there
tends to be a marked decline in the rms noise amplitudes
at Thule in the 24 hours following the start of the PCA, after which there is a rapid recovery to the undisturbed levels.
At Sondrestromfjord and to a lesser extent at Arrival Heights
of the
the most marked change appears to be the suppression
noise
average
lower
thus
and
peaks
noise
diurnal variation
amplitudes in the 2-3 days following the start of the PCA.

I2.

Potemra, 1972; Duggal, 1979; Smart and Shea, 1989; Gorney,
1990]. As a result, it was expected that some SPE's would
occur during the 1989-1992 maximum phase of the present
solar cycle. Nevertheless, the concentration in such a short
interval of seven relativistic SPE's that were detectable with
ground-based cosmic ray measuring instruments and which
included the largest such event observed since 1956 [Bieber
et al., 1990] was a surprise. The occurrence of these SPE's
during the operation of three high-latitude ELF/VLF radio
noise measuring systems provides a unique opportunity to
study the effects of SPE's on naturally-occurring ELF/VLF
radio noise in the polar caps.
The three high latitude ELF/VLF measurement systems are
located at Thule (TH) and Sondrestromfjord (SS) in Greenland and at Arrival Heights (AH) on Ross Island in the
Antarctic; Figure 1 shows their geographical locations and
Table 1 lists their geographic and geomagnetic coordinates.
As indicated by these latter data, and shown more fully by
Fraser-Smith [19871, Thule is particularly close to the north
geomagnetic pole, i.e., it is essentially at the center of the
northern polar cap. Sondrestromfjord, on the other hand,
is either just outside the polar cap, and thus in the northern auroral zone, or just inside the polar cap, depending on
the time of day (on the dayside it is typically located in
the auroral zone under the polar cusp; on the nightside it
is typically located in the polar cap somewhat to the north
Z
0oo
Thul

Z
020ON

INTRODUCTION

The STAR Laboratory at Stanford University has been operating three ELF/VLF radio noise measurement systems of
advanced design at high latitudes for several years as part of
a larger program to improve and expand knowledge of the
global distribution of ELF/VLF radio noise [Fraser-Smith
and Helliwell,

1985;

Fraser-Smith et al., 1988, 1991]. These

three systems were routinely making measurements during
some or all of the latter half of 1989, when an unusually
large number of solar particle events (SPE's) occurred in the
period starting July 25 (Bieber et al., 1990]. It is
4-month
well known that the occurrence frequency and intensity of
SPE's and their associated effects on radio wave propagation
through the polar regions, including the intense absorption
now known as polar cap absorption (PCA), are related to,
and vary roughly in phase with, the solar cycle [Zmuda and
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Figure 1. Geographical locations of the Thule, Sondrestromfjord and Arrival Heights ELF/VLF radiometers.
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TABLE 1. Geographical coordinates of the three high-latitude radiometer stations.
coordinates are computed from the 1985 International Geomagnetic Reference Field.
Geographic
Station
Thule, Greenland
Sondrestromfjord, Greenland
Arrival Heights, Antarctica

Geomagnetic

Coordinates
76.5-N, 68.8-W
67.0-N, 51.0 0 W
77.8-S, 166.7-E

The geomagnetic

Coordinates
87.5-N,
76.8-N,
78.8°S,

11.3 0 E
37.9 0 E
66.9-W

of the auroral oval [Kelly, 1983; Wickwar et at., 1984]). Arrival Heights is located 20 closer to its geomagnetic pole than
Sondrestromfjord, which means that it is similar geomagnetically to Sondrestromfjord but that it is also somewhat more
frequently located within the (southern) polar cap. However, it must be remembered that there are important differences between the earth's magnetic field configuration in
the northern and southern polar regions [e.g., Dudeney and
Piggott, 1978] that limit the relevance of north-south polar
region comparisons based on geomagnetic coordinates alone,

ments in the measurements made by ground-based particle
detectors [Bieber et al., 1990].

Probably the most important of these differences is the much
greater distance between the magnetic dip pole in the south
from its respective geographic pole [Dudeney and Piggott,
1978; Fraser-Smith, 19871. Another important difference between the north and south polar caps that must be taken
into account when simultaneous measurements are made is
the markedly different aspects presented to the sun by the
two polar regions at times other than the equinoxes.

ing a maximum of 7.5 dB at 1800 UT on 30 September (the
diurnal variation is characteristic of stations at which the
ionospheric D region is alternately sunlit during the day and
dark during the night (Sauer, 19681). After a further nighttime decline the absorption again increased to a relatively
small third maximum of 2.1 dB on I October, after which
it declined to zero and the absorption event terminated. As
would be expected, plots of the five minute averaged proton

This study addresses the effects produced on ELF/VLF radio
noise at high latitudes by eight SPE's. Seven of these SPE's

flux for proton energies greater than 10, 50, and 100 MeV, as
measured by the GOES-7 satellite [Sauer et a2., 1990; also see

are those referred to above, all of which occurred in 1989
and which started on the following dates: (1) 25 July; (2) 16
August; (3) 29 September; (4) 19 October; (5) 22 October;
(6) 24 October; and (7) 15 November. These SPE's are all
classified as relativistic events, i.e., the solar particle energies reached levels of 800 Mev or greater. The September
SPE and the combination of October SPEs are considered
to be among the most severe particle events ever observed
(Gorney, 19901. In addition to these seven relativistic SPE's,
we will also consider the effects produced by an additional
'softer' event, which started on (8) 12 August 1989 and which
is classified as a ground level event (GLE), for which the partide energies must reach a level of 350-400 Mev or greater,
but which was not energetic enough to be classified as a relativistic event. As we will show, there clearly are strong SPE
effects on ELF/VLF radio noise at high latitudes, but there
does not appear to be much distinction between the effects
produced by GLE's and relativistic events.

Gorney, 1990], show none of the diurnal variation seen in the
absorption data. Instead, the particle fluxes begin increasing rapidly shortly before 1200 UT on 29 September, rise to
a maximum within the next 12 hours, and then gradually
decline to low levels over the next three days.
Figures 3-6 show plots of the one-minute rms average amplitude of the ELF/VLF noise measured at Thule during the
interval 26 September - 5 October. The measurements cover
16 frequencies in the overall range 10 Hz - 32 kHz and they
are plotted in four groups, each covering four frequencies.
Although the measurements are made continuously, they are
only shown for two hours of every four hour interval during the 24-hour UT day, starting with 02-04 UT. The data
obtained during the alternate two hour intervals are contain-

3.1. The SPE interval of September 1989
Figure 2 shows a plot of the Thule riometer data for the interval 28 September - 2 October, 1989. It can be seen that the
absorption began increasing immediately after 1200 UT on
29 September and rapidly reached a maximum of 8.0 dB at
2100 UT. After a characteristic decline to a low level during
the nighttime hours the absorption again increased, reach-

Thule Riometer Data
September 28 . October 2, 1989

3. PRESENTATON OF DATA

!

In this section we present representative plots of the ELF and
VLF radio noise data recorded at Thule, Sondrestromnfjord,
and Arrival Heights during several SPE's. Because of the
more complete availability of noise data, and the greater
strength of the SPE's, we will concentrate on three SPE intervals for our data presentation, one covering the two August
events, another covering the single September event, and the
third covering the three October events. In addition, to help
characterisze the individual SPE's, we will provide reference
lots oTme imtrdt.Wwilstart
tfspresentation

byconsidering th

nevlcontaining the September event,
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partly because sstudy of the change produced over time by a
single relatively isolated event in our high latitude ELF/VLF
measur ementswill provide us with a reference against which
we can
aqe the changes produced by the other group. of

Figure 2. Thule riometer measurement, during the interval

SPE's, and partly bwaess

28 September - 2 October, 1989.

it produced the largest enhance.
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inated by the transmissions from a VLF ionosonde that was
operating at Thule during the time interval covered by this
communication.
Inspecting the data in Figures 3-6, we see the following general trends during the SPE interval (29 September-2 October): (1) for frequencies in the approximate range 250 Hz 1.5 kHz, the diurnal variation is suppressed during the 2-3
days following the start of the SPE; (2) for frequencies in the
two adjacent ranges 10-250 Hz and 1.5-3 kHz there is little
change in the noise statistics, i.e., the SPE appears to have
little effect on the noise; and (3) for frequencies in the range
3-32 kHz there is a marked decline in the noise amplitudes in
the 24 -48 hours following the start of the SPE, after which
there is a rapid recovery to the previous undisturbed levels.

of the PCA.
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3.2. The SPE interval of August 1989
Figure 7 shows a plot of the Thule riometer data for the interval 11-19 August, 1989. The absorption for this event began
increasing immediately after a comparatively sharp dip in
absorption at 1500 UT on 12 August and rapidly reached
an extended, structured maximum that varied in the range
6.8-9.3 dB from 0400 UT until 2100 UT on 13 August, after
which it declined until 0300-0600 UT on 15 October. The
absorption then increases slowly up to a maximum of 3.2 dB
in the interval 1800-210(" UT, followed by a short decline,
The absorption begins to increase again soon after 0300 UT
on 16 August, reaching a maximum of 6.0 dB at 1500 UT
the same day. Plots of the five minute averaged proton flux
for proton energies greater than 10, 50, and 100 MeV, as
measured by the GOES-7 satellite [Sauer et al., 1990], show
the existence of an SPE, starting a little before 1500 UT on
12 August. There is also a small increase in the energetic
particle fluxes starting on 15 August, which accounts for the
corresponding small increase in absorption seen in Figure 7
during the latter half of the day. This small increase in energetic particle flux is followed by a larger one starting early
on 16 August, which accounts for the increase in absorption
on that day. Interestingly, the SPE of 16 August is classified
Thule Riometer Data
August 11 - 19, 1989
is

10

1•

Figure 8. Measurements of the radio noise at Thule during
the interval 9-18 August, 1989, for four frequencies in the
range 275-750 Hz. The arrows mark the approximate start
times of the two SPE's.

as a larger event than that of 12 August, even though, as
we have seen, the ionospheric effects of the latter event are
greater than those of the first.
Figure 8 shows the changes in the Thule noise measurements
for frequencies in the range 275-750 Hz during the interval
9-18 August, and it is clear that the diurnal variation is once
again suppressed during the course of the two SPE's. However, unlike the previous event, and unlike the other events
for which we have made measurements, there is a small increase in the average noise level during the SPE. Figure 9
shows the corresponding noise amplitudes for frequencies in
the range 4-32 kHz, and once again there can be seen to be
some marked declines for the frequencies below 32 kHz. At
32 kHz the noise amplitudes do not appear to be significantly
changed by the SPE except for an unusual jump in the noise
amplitudes in the 6-8 hours immediately following the start
of the SPE.
As a final example of the data for the two August events,
Figuremeasue ns durngth of the Sondrestrtmfford VLF
noise measurements during the SPE's. For the four frequencies shown, only the amplitudes at 4 kHz show any obvious
SPE effect: the diurnal variation, which is not very marked
in any event, is eliminated throughout the course of the two
SPE's.
3.3. The SPE interval of October 1989
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Figure I I shows a plot of the Thule riometer data for the
interval 18-27 October, 1989. It can be seen that the absorption began increasing immediately after 1200 UT on 19
October, after which there is a series of maximums during
the latter half (i.e., daylight period) of each UT day until 27
October, when the ionospheric absorption changes return to
an approximately normal level. The largest of these repetitive daylight maximums occurs on 20 October, when the

Figure 7. Thule riometer measurements during the interval

absorption reaches a level of 14.0 dB around 1630-1700 UT,

11-17 August, 1989.

which is substantially larger than the maximum absorption
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Figure 9. Measurements of the radio noise at Thule during

Figure 10. Measurements of the radio noise at Sondre-

the interval 9-18 August, 1989, for four frequencies in the
range 4-32 kHz. The arrows mark the approximate start
times of the two SPE's.

stromfjord during the interval 9-18 August, 1989, for four
frequencies in the range 4-32 kHz. The arrows mark the
approximate start times of the two SPE's.

measured during the September event, even though the September event was a stronger event from the point of view of
the energetic particle fluxes measured on the ground.
prtonflu fo prtonenofthefiv
Plot
miuteaveage
protonen
1ive aveagd proton flu foasre
Plotes ofetethen minut
ergis1, geatr
5, ad
thn 10 Me, a meaure bythe
GOES-7 satellite [Sauer et al., 1990; also see Gornel,, 1990],
show that the sequence of absorption maxima in Figure I1I
is the result of the occurrence of three SPE's. The first of
these SPE's commenced at 1200 UT on 19 October and it
was followed by two others starting at about 1800 UT on 22

erally true that the SPE effects appear to be concentrated
in the two frequency bands 250 Hz - 1.5 Hz and 3-32 kllz.
In both bands the diurnal variation is typically suppressed
following the start of the SPE and the average amplitude
of the noise is decreased. There is, however, a difference in
the duration of these effects: they tend to last for 2-3 days
in the lower frequency band, whereas in the higher frequency
band the changes only last for about 24 -48 hours after which
there is a rapid recovery. The decreases in noise amplitudes
and suppression of the diurnal variations are not as evident
at Sondrestromfjord and Arrival Heights, which are at lower

October and at about 1830 UT on 24 October.

latitudes and not as exposed to the ionospheric changes pro-

Figure 12 shows the changes in the Thule noise measurements
for frequencies in the range 275-750 Hz during the interval
16-25 October, and once again there is a very marked sup-

duced in the polar caps by the incoming energetic solar partidles. Finally, for frequencies in the two ranges 10-250 Hz
and 1.5-3 kHz, the SPE's do not appear to produce marked

pression of the noise amplitudes throughout the interval in
which the SPE's are occurring. There is still some evidence of
a diurnal variation, but it is weak (and was not particularly
strong before the SPE's occurred).

changes in the rms noise amplitudes.

Finally, Figure 13 shows the corresponding Arrival Heights
noise amplitudes for frequencies in the range 4-32 kHz. The
changes closely resemble those observed at Thule, with the
exception that the more clearly defined diurnal variation is
more evidently suppressed during the course of the SPE's.

Thule Rlotneter Data
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4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have shown a number of plots of the variations of the
ELF/VLF rms noise amplitudes measured at Thule during
six large SPE's, ansd we have supplemented these plots with
others showing the variations of the noise amplitudes at Sondrestrosmi~ord And Arrival Heights. Our analysis of these

data, and of other similar data for the other SPE's that oc-

curred during the latter half of 1989, provide us with a general picture of how the noise amplitudes vary at stations in
and awound the polar caps during SPE's. Although there are
changes in detail that vary between SPE events, it is gen-
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Figure 12. Measurements of the radio noise at Thule during
the interval 16-25 October, 1989, for four frequencies in the
range 275-750 Hz. The arrow marks the approximate start
time of the first of the three SPE's that occurred during the
time interval,
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Figure 13. Measurements of the radio noise at Arrival
Heights during the interval 16-25 October, 1989, for four
frequencies in the range 4-32 kHz. The arrow marks the
approximate start time of the first of the three SPE's that
occurred during the time interval.

In an earlier study of the effects of an SPE on ELF radio

SPE's are unusual and remarkable events.

noise at high latitudes, in this case ELF sferics (75 Hz) measured at Byrd Station, Antarctica (which has a geomagnetic
latitude of 70.90 S (derived from the 1985 !nternational Geomagnetic Reference Field), and which is therefore not strictly
a polar cap station), Fraser-Smith and Helliwell [1980] found
that there was no polar cap 'blackout' of the sferics, but that
there were Fome significant changes in the median amplitudes
and rates of occurrence of the sferics. The first observation,
that there was no polar cap 'blackout,' is consistent with our
own observation that there are no marked changes in the
rms noise amplitudes for ELF radio noise with frequencies
in the range 10-250 Hz. However, the second observation
appears to be inconsistent. It is possible that there were
real differences between the effects produced on ELF radio

ported here cover only a single aspect of their effects on the
earth's upper atmosphere and on radio waves propagating
in the earth-ionosphere waveguide in the polar caps. Many
other studies, covering a wide range of topics [Reid, 1978] are
possible, including the influence of SPE's on stratospheric
ozone [Heath et al., 1977] as well as additional studies of the
effects of SPE's on ELF/VLF radio noise at high latitudes.
The occurrence of so many large SPE's in the latter half of
1989 provides us with a unique opportunity to conduct these
studies.

noise by the 9 June 1968 event analyzed by Fraser-Smith and
Helliwell [1980] and the SPE's analyzed here. On the other
hand, it is also possible that the lower geomagnetic latitude
of Byrd Station combined with differences in the amplitude
measurements account, at least partially, for the difference.
The median amplitudes measured by Fraser-Smith and Helliwell [19801 are more sensitive to changes in the amplitudes of
the much more frequently occurring smaller sferics than are
the rms amplitudes reported here, which are more sensitive
to changes in the amplitudes of the largest sferics. Many of
the larger sferics reaching Byrd Station must have come from
relatively close lightning discharges and they are unlikely to
have propagated through the southern polar cap, whereas
the smaller sferics, from more distant lightning discharges,
are more likely to have propagated through the polar cap
and thus to undergone attenuation due to the SPE-induced
ionization in the lower part of the ionosphere. In suppo:- of
this argument, we note that the median amplitudes of the
largest sferics measured by Fraser-Smith and Helliwell [19801
appear to be affected less by the SPE than the median amplitudes of the smaller sferics.
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Discussion
BENSON
COMMIENT. Have you seen evidence of signal enhancements of the radiometer signals just prior to
the large absorption events? Such enhancements are commonly observed in the auroral regions, e.g.,

see Benson et al, La Belle, etc.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
In the radiometer for the SPE event of 12 August 1989 there is a short (1/2 hour) enhancement
immediately proceeding the large absorption event! However this is the only such sample of an
enhancement that I have observed.
BELROSE
COMMENT. You spoke about the polar cap and the auroral belt or zone with reference to high energy
particle events, solar proton and electrons events, but you did not, I feel, provide a clear distinction
between polar cap and auroral events. Solar proton events enhance the ionization in the D-region
more or less uniformily over the whole of polar cap, down to latitudes dependent on whether a
geomagnetic storm is in progress or not. Auroral particle ev"nts, and relativistic high energy particle
events do occur at auroral latitudes are restricted to the auroral belt.

I
J

AUTHOR'S REPLY
Thank you, Dr. Belrose, for the clarification. I must say, though, that I am not convinced at this time
that the ionization produced by solar proton events in the D-region is more or less uniform over the
whole of the polar caps. Since spherics reach receivers in the polar caps from all directions, they may
provide me with a means for determining whether there is more absorption in some directions than
others during SPE's which would be indicative of non-uniform ionization over the polar caps.
Since Thule is close to the center of the nortfiern polar cap, it would be an ideal location for this
kind of study.
INAN
COMMENT. With respect to the earlier question by Dr. Belrose, I would like to point out that it is
well know that PCA or SPE (Solar Protes Events) significantly affect VLF paths. The early works is
the 1960's by Potemra at al., and Potemra and Zmuda, and later by Larsen et al. and Reagan et al,
precisely were on this topic and they used the effect of SPE's on VLF to derive D-regions profiles.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Thank you Umran. I think Dr. Belrose was concerned by my use of the term "wiped out" in reference
to the effects of an SPE on VLF signals in the polar cap. This would be true for HF signals, but it is
less true for VLF signals. The VLF signals- reaching stations ir. a polar cap will be attenuated,
perhaps strongly during a strong SPE, but they probably will not be "wiped out".
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ELF/VLF SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS
M. G. Laflin, Member, Technical Staff
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Telecommunications and Information Administration
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO, USA 80303-3328

1. SUMMARY
A 16-bit digital spectrum analysis system was
designed and built to provide measurement capabilities not currently available in commercial systems.
The system provides the wide dynamic range necessary to observe very weak signals in the presence ot
strong signals. Large sample size allows for high
frequency resolution. System outputs include spectral densities, amplitude probability distributions,
diurnal amplitude variations, and time domain plots,
Measurements were made to characterize the
ELF!VLF H-field noise environment in a sampling of
office buildings. These include two buildings in New
York City and two Denver office buildings. Measurements were made for all hours of the day and
include business day and weekend coverage.
Results reveal a complicated signal environment.
Associated with the power distribution frequencies
were strong odd harmonics with higher harmonics
evident into the kilo Hertz range; other man-made
noise components were also evident.
2. INTRODUCTION
The modern office building presents a very complicated electromagnetic (EM) radiation environment.
Strong, localized signals are present, which may be a
potential source of electromagnetic interference
(EMI). This is especially true in the ELF/VLF
frequency range. Office lighting and power distribution systems, fans, and elevator motors generate
strong fields at harmonics of 60 Hz. Off powerline
frequency man-made noise is also generated by
motors and lighting as well as corona discharge,
arcing, computers, displays, varying loads, and the
Slike. It is very important to characterize this
SELF/LF noise environment,
Presented in this paper is a brief overview of the
measurement system and results from four locations.

The first two sites, located in lower Manhattan,
represent high density urban environments. Office
buildings in Denver represent moderate density
urban and low density suburban types of environments. Data were collected during 24-hour periods,
covering business and nonbusiness days.
3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The Low Frequency Measurement System (LFMS)
was designed to provide a wide dynamic range, run
under computer control, and provide a variety of
analysis options. Digital time domain data are
recorded on digital audio tape for later playback and
analysis.

LOOP ANTENNA

MPLIER

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE

CAJIBRATION

AT
COMPUTER

OSCILLATOR

Figure 1. LFMS block diagram.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the measurement
system. A calibrated loop antenna converts ac
magnetic fields to analog electric signals. A digital
audio tape (DAT) recorder converts the analog
signal to 16-bit PCM data. The digital data are
recorded on digital audio tape. A desk top computer
is used to control the measurement system, recording
data at preprogrammed times, and for analysis.
During the analysis phase, data are transferred from
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the DAT via an interface, built by ITS, to the system
computer for processing,
3.1 Antenna
The system employed a simple loop antenna with an
integrated preamp and calibration loop.
The
antenna has a 3 dB bandwidth extending from 10 Hz
to 10 kHz and a response of 50 mV/nT. A 1 dB
compression occurs at 112 dBpT (dB relative to one
picoTesla) and the second order intercept is at
183 dBpT providing linear response over the
expected signal range.
The antenna and amplifier are connected to the
DAT with 30 ft of shielded cable.
3.2 DAT
A Panasonic SV-3500 digital audio tape recorder is
utilized. It provides a low impedance differential
analog input and 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion
(ADC). The sample rate is 48 kHz. The dynamic
range is greater than 90 dB and has a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) greater than 93 dB. The DAT is capable of storing 1.3 Gbytes of data.
3.3 DAT-Computer Interface
An interface was designed by ITS to convert digital
data available on the DAT's internal serial bus to a
format acceptable by an AT&T DSP32C signal
processor. The interface board resides inside the
DAT housing.
3.4 Computer
The system computer is an AT type personal
computer equipped with a math co-processor and a
plug-in DSP card. The DSP serial port accepts data
from the custom ITS interface and transfers it to the
host computer over the computer's ISA bus.
4. DATA ANALYSIS
Four types of output are generated: time plots,
spectral density plots, amplitude probability distributions (APD), and diurnal amplitude variation plots,
*
*

Once each hour the system records the time wave
form for a period of a few minutes. This is done
over a 24-hour period and include business and nonbusiness days. This is to provide records for periods
of high and low activity,

4.1 Frequency Domain
All frequency domain analysis is based on the Dis-

crete Fourier Transform (DFP). The DFT is imple-

"mentedon the computer with a base-2 Fast Fourier

*

Lr,

Transform (FFT) algorithm [1].

To reduce the

spectral leakage from the inherent rectangular
window, a "minimum four-term Blackman-Harris
(BH)" time domain window is used prior to transforming [2]. DFT sample lengths are 32768 and
65536 data points. Noise equivalent bandwidths,
based on DFT length and the BH window, are 1.46
and 2.93 Hz.
Spectral density plots are generated in the following
manner. The time data for an hourly measurement
are uploaded from the DAT and stored in a disk file
on the computer. A series of nonoverlapping DFTs
are performed on the time record. From these a
maximum and rms average flux density is calculated.
If any time signal exceeds a limit of 75% of the
ADCs maximum input rating, it is discarded. This is
to ensure linear operation. These cumulative spectral densities can be combined to generate a maximum and rms average level for an entire 24-hour
period. Amplitude is given in decibels relative to a
picoTesla (dBpT).
Spectral densities, which represent a single hours
measurement, are marked "1 Hr" in the upper righthand corner of the plot. Plots covering 24-hour
periods are marked "24 Hr." Resolution bandwidth
and number of "scans" or DFTs are also indicated in
the upper right-hand corner.
4.2 Amplitude Probability Distributions
An amplitude probability distribution (APD) is the
cumulative probability distribution for the received
signal/noise in a given bandwidth. In this case the
APD is based on envelope detection. The APDs are
generated by comparing the measured power against
a set of quantized power levels. A set of bins, each
representing a certain power level, is used to keep
track of the number of times the corresponding level
was exceeded. Each bin corresponds to a 5-dB
increment ranging from -30 dBpT to +90 dBpT.
This way the distribution is filled in. The sample size
must be large enough to intercept low probability
events.
APDs for two frequency bands are presented. One
covering 10 Hz to 1000 Hz and one covering 3000 Hz
to 7000 Hz. These are generated by sequentially
comparing the amplitude at each discrete frequency
within the band against the quaitized bins. This is
done for each DFT or "scan" over a 24-hour day. It
should be noted that this is not the same as sampling
the total power in the band.
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4.3 Diurnal Amplitude Variations
Diurnal amplitude variations track the rms average
level at a specific frequency for each hourly measurement over a 24-hour day. Powerline harmonics are
tracked to give an indication of field strength variation through the day.
5. MEASUREMENT SITES
5.1 Site #1
Site #1 is located in Lower Manhattan, New York
City, NY. It was built some time in the 1920s and is
of masonry and steel construction with a marble
vernier. Site #1 sets among the large cluster of
buildings that make up the financial district. During
the work day there is a high population density in the
area. This site is representative of an older style
building in a high density urban environment.
Site #1 has a large amount of electronics and power
equipment. A large bank of computers are located
on the 22nd floor. The LFMS was placed on the
19th floor in the facilities offices. Within the immediate area of the measurement system there was only
a moderate amount of electronics equipment.
5.2 Site #2
Site #2 is also located in Lower Manhattan. Built in
the early 1970s, it is of steel and concrete cantilever
construction with aluminum skin. It is a modern
office complex rising many tens of stories into the
air. Power is distributed to the various floors
through several parallel power buses. Site #2 is
representative of a modern skyscraper in a highdensity urban environment.
The LFMS was located on a high floor of building
one in a large open plan office area. Work space
was separated by soft par itions. Power was distributed throughout the office area via a grid located
under the floor. A cluster of desk top workstations
were located 20 ft from the antenna. Little other
computerized office electronics were present.

devices. These items were between 10 and 20 ft
from the antenna.
5.4 Site #4
Site #4 is located in an off-downtown area of
Denver, CO. It was built in 1984 and is of concrete
and steel construction with an aluminum skin and
many windows. Its height is six floors. This site was
intended to be representative of urban/suburban lowrise environments.
The measurement system was located on the sixth
floor in a large open plan office. Individual office
space was separated with soft partitions. A single PC
type computer and dot matrix printer were present in
the office area and was 14 ft from the antenna.
6. RESULTS FROM FOUR SITES
Results are presented on a site-by-site basis. Discussion of the results and conclusions are given in
Section 7 of this paper.
Spectral density plots are presented first. The first
two cover 0-600 and 600-1200 Hz, respectively; these
ranges are chosen such that powerline harmonics fall
on graticular lines. Resolution bandwidth for these
spectral plots is 1.46 Hz. The remainder of the
spectral densities are given in 3 kHz blocks. Resolution bandwidth for the last three spectral plots is
2.93 Hz. Spectral densities showing the maximum
and rms average level for a 24-hour day are given.
Reference [3] presents this work in greater detail.
The APDs for both business and nonbusiness days
are presented in two frequency bands. Printed on
the upper right-hand corner of the APD plots are the
rms average noise level in the band.
Diurnal amplitude variations for the first 10 powerline harmonics are shown for both business and nonbusiness days. These are the rms average values for
each hourly measurement in a 2.93 Hz bandwidth.

5.3 Site #3
Site #3 is located in the downtown Denver, CO,
building cluster. Built in the early 1980s, it is about
30 stories tall and is of modern concrete and steel
construction. This site is representative of moderate
density urban environments.
The LFMS was placed on the 6th floor in a common
area for several adjacent offices. At this site there
was a large number of word processing terminals
attached to a central unit. Supporting the central
computer were many printers and data storage
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Nonpowerline harmonic man-made noise is present
all sites. This is especially true of Site #3 where
there was a larger amount of monitors and other
computer related equipment. Although the source of
the non-PLH frequency spectra was not researched,
it is speculated that computer monitors are the
primary source. In Figure 2 we see what appear to
be PLH subharmonics. Upon closer examination,
these are found to occur at 33.3 Hz multiples and are
not PLH.
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Background noise levels at Site #2 at frequencies
below I kHz were found to be consistently higher
than those at other sites. This is reflected in the
higher rms levels indicated in the 10-1000 Hz business day APD (Fig. 26). The cause of this may be
the large amount of heavy equipment in use to
support operation of such a large structure. It may
have been caused by vibration of the sensor in
the earth's dc magnetic field--vibration from building
sway and mechanical activity. Above 1 kHz Site #1
exhibited a background level that was on the average
10 dB greater than the other sites.
7.2 Amplitude Probability Distributions
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Figure 45. Site #4 diurnal variation, nonbusiness day.

Examination of the amplitude envelope APDs,
Figures 22-37, indicate that the distribution is the
sum of several statistical processes. A Gaussian or
thermal process for low- and mid-amplitude events
and an impulsive component (impulsive in time and
also in frequency, since the algorithm "sweeps" in
frequency over the band) as well as the deterministic
PLH noise.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It is the purpose of this section to touch on some of
the more obvious results obtained from this series of
measurements. No attempt was made to identify the
source of the signal/noise although in some cases
speculation is made.

The rms average power over each band is shown for
business (Bday) and nonbusiness (nBday) in Table 1.
Amplitude values are given in dBpT. A definite
difference is seen between business- and nonbusinessday activity.

7.1 Spectral Densities
This section refers to Figures 2 through 21. Odd
powerline harmonics (PLH) are the dominant feature
at all sites at frequencies below about 2 kHz. At
several of the locations the third PLH is within 10 dB
of the fundamental. The mean value of the 60 Hz
signal at all sites was 93 dBpT while the third harmonic was 83 dBpT. This implies that a large part of
this powerline field is contributed not only by the
fundamental frequency, 60 Hz, but by its first several
odd harmonies.

Table 1. RMS Power in APD Bandwidth
Sites

Bday
0.01-1

Bday
3-7

nBday
0.01-1

#1

68.3

10.6

56.1

1.7

#2

69.5

2.2

61.0

- 4.5

#3

62.9

8.3

61.8

7.6

#4

61.1

-7.3

47.3

-14.9

nBday
3-7
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73 Diurnal Amplitude Variations
Figures 38-45 show the H-field variation of the first
10 PLH over 24-hour periods for business and
nonbusiness days. Three of the four sites show a
definite change during the business day with little
activity on the nonbusiness day. Site #3 does not
indicate much variation. This is most likely an
indication that equipment was left on around the
clock.
One note of interest is that the third PLH exceeded
the level of the first during low activity hours at all
sites except Site #3 (one could say that there is
never a period of low activity at this site).
8. SUMMARY
Presented here is an overview of a comprehensive set
of measurements designed to characterize the
ELFIVLF environment in a modern office building.
Odd powerline harmonics are found to be the
dominant feature at frequencies up to a few kilo
Hertz. Other nonpowerline frequency man-made
noise was also evident. APDs indicate a change in
noise level between business and nonbusiness day.
Definite day-night cycles were observed in powerline
H field levels at three of the four sites.
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RESULTS OF THE JOINT HIPAS/NUWC CAMPAIGNS TO INVESTIGATE ELF GENERATED BY
AURORAL ELECTROJET MODULATION
Peter R. Bannister and Raymond F. Ingram
Naval Underwater Warfare Center
New London, CT 06320-5594, USA
and
Michael J. McCarrick and Alfred Y. Wong
UCLA Physics Department, Los Angeles, CA
and
HIPAS Observatory, Fairbanks, AK

SUMMARY
This paper reports the results of the first concerted effort
(both experimentally and theoretically) to characterize the
various raranieters of the ELF HIPAS polar electrojet antenna excited by the HIPAS radiating facility. These parameters
include the magnetic dipole moment, excitation height, and
range and bearing dependence. The experimentally determined values of these various parameters, using a mobile
ELF receiver, as well as a long distance station, are in agreement with predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Two HIPAS/NUWC campaigns were conducted during MayJune and September 1990. Each campaign covered 12 consecutive days with six hours of continuous operation per day;
this amounts to 144 hours of systematically acquired data.
During each experimental run, the HIPAS high-power transmitters were operated at a frequency of 2.85 MHz and a
power level of 8 X 100 kW with an effective radiated power
(ERP) of 50 MW. The vertically-directed HF power was
typically amplitude modulated with a square-wave envelope
at 154 Hz. The HIPAS (High Power Auroral Stimulation)
ionospheric heater is located in the auroral zone 40 km east
of Fairbanks, Alaska. For a detailed description of the
HIPAS facility, see Wong, et al, (1990).
Absorption of the extremely-low frequency (ELF) modulated
electromagnetic wave in the lower ionosphere results in a
periodic modulation of the electron tempeature between approximately 70-90 km altitude. This tempeature modulation
causes a modulation of the electron-neutral collision frequency and thereby, a periodic modulation of the conductivity
tensor in the region illuminated by the HIPAS beam. In the
presence of an auroral electric field, modulated currents will
be induced that will radiate at the ELF frequency.
Although the ELF wave is generated in a region of the ionosphere where the dielectric constant is large and negative
(i.e., the wave is non-propagating) a fraction of the energy
escapes into the region between the earth and the ionosphere
and is detectable on the ground. The purpose of the joint
HIPAS/NUWC campaigns was to characterize this ELF
source by making measurements of the ELF wave both directly below the HIPAS beam and at various distances from
the source. These measurements were made under a wide
variety of experimental conditions including natural variations of the ionospheric parameters and controlled variations

of the HF heater source.
There have been questions in the past regarding the verification of the ionospheric source of ELF produced by modulated
HF heating. One of the questions raised is the sensitivity of
the ELF receiving system to modulated HF radiation. If the
ELF system itself demodulates the HF skywave, for instance,
the ELF measurements would be invalidated. In answer to
this question, the NUWC group performed laboratory tests
to measure the response of their ELF receiver to direct modulated HF radiation as a function of HF power level. During
the May 1990 campaign, HF electric field measurements
were made in the vicinity of the ELF system. The result was
that the observed HF levels were several orders of magnitude
below that required to produce detectable demodulation.
Another possible source of artificial ELF signals is the demodulation of the HF signal by nearby conducting structures.
A long fence with points of poor contact, for example, could
act as an HF receiver/demodulator. In this case, the signal
detected by the ELF receiver would be proportional to the
amplitude of the HF skywave. To test this possibility, simultanuous measurements were made of the ELF received signal
and of the demodulated HF signal using a standard HF receiver. We found absolutely no correlation between the ELF
receiver output and the HF modulation amplitude. ELF signals were correlated with auroral currents detected by the
magnetometer chain. Thus we believe the ELF signals are of
ionospheric origin.
THEORETICAL ESTIMATE
In the usual operating mode, the vertically directed HF power
illuminates a circular area of approximately 20 km diameter
directly above the HIPAS facility. The equivalent polar
clectrojet antenna (PEJ) can be thought of as a pair of
crossed horizontal electric (HED) or horizontal magnetic
(HMD) dipoles - each of magnetic moment m (or m, and
m2 ). For an HMD (see figure 1).
m - (IL)Az, Am'

(I)

m - (ILXg/1/2), Am'

(2)

while for an HED
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where 8 is the ionospheric skin depth. For a homogeneous,
isotropic ionosphere

In this article, we will use previously derived [Wait, 1961;
Balos, 1966; Kraichman, 1970; Bannister, 1967] quasi-nearfield range formulas (p ) X, p o )0, p ( h13), as well as
the Wait [1970] and Galej [19721 formulas (p ) 3h), to find
HED and HMD formulas valid at ELF for R > X, with no
restrictions on the ratio of p to h (R = (p2 + hW)^).

0S(3)
8

2-

Galejs, 1972; Martin, 1964). However, by following the procedure outlined by Martin 119641, Bannister and Williams
[1974], and Bannister f1986], practical approximate formulas
can easily be obtained.

1

Past measurement [Barr and Stubbe, 1984 a, b; Stubbe et al,
1985] have shown that for frequencies of 1 to 200 Hz, the
PEJ essentially behaves as an HMD rather than as an HED
(i.e., Az independent of frequency). Typical values quoted
are IL - 3 to 5 x 104 Am and Az - 10 km, resulting in
m - 3 to 5 x 108Am 2.

The HMD (or HED) is located at height h with respect to a
cylindrical coordinate system (p, ý, z) and is assumed to carry a constant current 1. The axis of the HED is oriented in
the x direction, while the axis of the HMD is oriented in the
y direction. The ionosphere is located at the height z>h
while the earth is located at height z<0. The propagation
constant in the air is denoted by y. (= ik = 127 / X.,),
whereas the effective propagation constants in the earth and
ionosphere are denoted by y, (=[kco/,(o. + iwc,)]J..) and
y, (=[i(copr(oi + ime,)lJ'), respectively. The magnetic permeability of the whole space is assumed to equal p., the permeability of free space. Meter-kilogram-second (MKS) units
are employed, and a suppressed time factor of exp (ire 1) is
assumed.

As an example of our derivation procedure, consider the
HMD H. component. When p > 3h the higher order evanescent modes can be neglected [Wait, 19701. Therefore

Ho-mcose P•[.!(kp)]l H.2)(x) _H )(21)
H*

At ELF (i.e., 30 to 300 Hz; ITT [1968),

H•) (kSop)

-

H 0 (x)e .

For x< 0.25 and c/v - I(L.e., p < 150 kin), (7) reduces to

H

(9)

-mcos

2ich
If we let

H

-

cos
27chR 2

(10)

(4)

(5)

where

x a kp(c/v)

(8)

For short distances (p < h/3), the quasi-near range formula is
[Bannister, 1967]

H#

- H,(2(x)e O

mncos4o
2xhp2

.

we see that for p > 3h, (10) reduces to (8), while if p < h/3,
(10) reduces to (9). Therefore, by substituting R for p in (7).
we obtain the general formula valid for R > X, (with no
restrictions on the ratio of p to h). It is

and

H1 (kSop)

X

2

H
When the measurement distance p is greater than approximately three ionospheric reflecting heights from the source,
each HED and HMD field component expression varies as
the Hankel function 1-.o)(kSo-p) or H,o)(kS.p) (or a combination of the two), where ikS. is the propagation constant in
the earth-ionosphere waveguide. S. is related to the phase
velocity v and attenuation rate ct by the formulas c/v = Re So
and ( = -8.7 k Im S..

(7)

(6)

Accounting for ionospheric reflection effects to distances of
approximately three reflecting heights (h) is a tedious process
involving an infinite sum of images or modes [Wait, 1970;

-

1l
_-o____I. (kR)[
J1X
2xrhR1 2

)-

j

where x now equals kR (€/v).
FIELD STRENGTH FORMULAS
In this section, we will present approximate formulas tor
HMD (or KED) ELF radio wave propagation in the earthionosphere waveguide. Most of these formulas have been
obtained by following the procedure outlined in the previous
section. They are valid for the source located at height z h, the receiver located at the earth's surface (i.e., z - 0 ). and
R > X, with no restrictions on the ratio of p to h.
It should be noted that for 2 Mm < p < 19 Mm, all of the
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j,
field strength component formulas presented in this article
should be multiplied by the spherical earth spreading factor
S, which is equal to

m COS

H,

2H4hR2

[X
L

m sin

I

2

1

(19)

(12)

S [sin(p/a)J
]
_=[

and
where V = 1/2 for all Ep , Ez, and H, components; V - 3/2
for all E, and HP components; and a is the radius of the
earth ( - 6.37 Mm) [Galejs, 19721. This factor (12) neglects
Adequate
the antipodal or "round-the-world" signal.
field-strength formulas for this signal are readily available
(Burrows. 1978. Wait, 1960, 1970; Galejs, 19721. For less
than approximately 150km:

H,

-

2 1
2h2
- I-(20)
R2

Lr

x |-I

12

22

H (2)(x))
)

I

(20)

e -C

where x now equals kR (c/v).
E i)(pocosqi

(13)

sinO

21xhR

H,-

(14)

nicos_
2 xhR'

Typical values of H, are plotted
2
m = 3 x 10 Am , and 0 = 00.
three different values of h - 50,
3
for short distances H, - h ,
H,-"hP.

in figure 2. For these plots,
The 154Hz H, plots are for
75, and 100 km. Note that
while for greater distances

We have also derived approximate expressions for a finite
length source (L large compared to Az). For the infinitesimal
antenna located along the x axis and p < 150 kin:
H--

SE

H-

M_cosi I -2
R2
2zhR

(15)

8m siný 3sinO cosO
2aR (y R)

(16)

- -

H, -

E,,

-l

p

(17)

Azyxdr
7rhR

Hand +
Y 2,rhR'

(

E,

irop01Azxdx
27chRz

IEx 2yi
R2)

(21)

(22)

(23)

and

H

-

41Azyhdx

(24)

2
2
h /R. For
p 2 + h . sinO = p/ R, and cos0
where R
the general case (i.e., p greater than approximately 150 kin)

The finite length antenna formulas may be determined in a
straightforward fashion by integrating (21) through (24) over
the length of the antenna (i.e.. from x, = x - L/2 to

~

2zhR

(18)

S×

1.|

x2 = x + L/2). The resulting formulas are:

itOPo0m cos# sinO

E.

Hi"'(x)

• -as
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- icn-Itp°z In 1
2Eh
RI

H

H

y2 /(x

L2
1
r(

(x -L12)

+L12)r _ (x -L12)r

r 2-RR2

H

(26)

_____(7

-a

I

f

+L/2) - tan-' (x -L/2)
r
r
2
2
+3(x +L/2) 1
+L/2)r[5r
(x
+
[signal

-IAzyh
2cy rs

3 (tnan_(x

2
+ 3(x -L/2) ] [
2 2
J
[(x -L/2) +r ]

+ (x -L/2)r[5r

2

2

(28)

and
E

,

E
T

--Lr

as a relative measurement only.
The amplified output of the three ELF channels is digitized
and recorded continuously to a large-capacity
optical disk.

mxy
- IhR R2R

-

+ 1Az 1I-I
ta-n
r
x (a
x

(25)

(29)

Sy

where
L =PE.J antenna length

y2 +h2

R,2 = (x +L/2)2+r2

At the same time, the acquisition computer cross-correlates
the waveforms with the ELF reference frequency and integrates the result to provide a real-time display of the ELF
signal strength and phase. This result is also transmitted to
the HIPAS control room via telephone lines so that the signal
condition can be monitored while the experiment is in progress.
The NUWC ELF receiver consists of a single air-core loop,
preamplifier, and a dedicated digital processor. The receiver
is self-contained and portable. During the May 1990 campaign, the NUWC receiver was positioned at a number of
receiving sites at distances between 20 km and 300km from
the HIPAS transmitting site. During the September 1990
campaign, the NUWC receiver remained at a single location
at Talkeetna, Alaska, 330 km southwest of HIPAS.
The NUWC receiver is designed to have maximum sensitivity between 40 Hz and 200 Hz, in contrast to the UCLA receiver, which is most sensitive from approximately 5 Hz to
50 Hz. Most of the experiments were performed at an ELF
frequency of 154 Hz. Since the near-field [Gilmore] ELF
strengths are typically 20 dB higher than signals received at Talkeetna, comparable signal-to-noise ratios were
obtained between the two systems despite the reduced sensitivity of the UCLA receiver at this frequency.
A secondary purpose of the May/June campaign was to provide an absolute calibration of the UCLA ELF receiver. Prior to this series of experiments, the response of the UCLA
receiver was known approximately within the pass band of
5-50 Hz. However, the response at 154 Hz was not calibrated. In addition, no independent measurement of ELF signals
produced by HIPAS modulation had been made. By locating
the NUWC receiver side-by-side with the UCLA receiver, we
were able to provide this calibration.
Prior to the September campaign, a calibration system was
installed for the UCLA magnetic field sensors. This includes
a driver coil that was buried at a fixed distance from the sensers, a tunable frequency source, and software to calculate
the response based on the calculated coupling between the
driver coil and the sensors. The system response is now
known absolutely over the full passband. The new calibration agrees extremely well with the previous calibration at
NUWC.

and
R

=(x -L/2)

2

-r 2

RECEIVING SYSTEMS
The UCLA ELF sensors and data acquisition system (McCarrick. el al. 19801 are located at the NOAA tracking station in
Gilmore Creek, Alaska. This site is 35 km northwest of the
HIPAS Facility. The ELF receiving system consists of a pair
of magnetic detectors oriented geographic NS and EW, and a
vertical electric field sensor. The magnetic detectors are
large, high-permeable coils that are buried for stability. The
coils have recently been calibrated in absolute terms. The
electric field sensor is more difficult to calibrate and is used

CHARACTERIZATION OF POLAR ELECTROJET
(PEJ)
The primary goal of the May/June 1990 campaign was to
make measurements at multiple distances in order to verify
the theoretical H, versus distance curve and determine the
average values of m and h. The secondary goal was to determine the pattern of the equivalent PEJ source. Measurements were made at distances between 20 and 300 km and at
various angles with respect to the ionospheric current source.
The EW polar electrojet current flows in the E region at an
altitude of approximately 110 km. However, maximum heating takes place in the D region at a typical altitude of 75 km
[Tomko. 19S11. This implies that what actually happens is
not a direct modulation of the electrojet current but rather a
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modulation of the currents in the D region that are mapped
down from the electrojet source. Werner and Ferraro [19901
have found that the electrojet mapping through the D region
becomes independent of spacial wavelength when the wavelength exceeds 100 km and can be completely characterized
in terms of the Pedersen and Hall conductivities. They also
found that there will be a NS component of the current density at the altitude of the ELF source, (approximately 75 km),
even though there is no NS component at the altitude of the
electrojet. This mapping propcrty can be attributed to the
anisotropy of the ionosphere.

infers a constant PEJ dipole moment.

At HIPAS. the magnetic NS is 28' E of N. while the magnetic EW direction is 1180 E of N. If we assume that the
equivalent PEJ consists of two equal magnitude, in phase,
perpendicular antennas located in the magnetic NS and EW
directions, then the resulting source pattern will be equal to
cosq, with the (p = 00 direction 450 from either antenna (see
figure 3). For this situation, the (p = 0' direction is 170 N of
E (or S of W).

These recent measurements suggest that the 78 Hz PEJ dipole moment is approximately 3 dB greater than the 154 Hz
dipole moment. That is, the HIPAS PEJ appears to be acting
like an HED rather than a HMD. These frequency comparison measurements should be repeated and extended.

The normalized (to (p = 00) field strength averages measured
at each of the eight locations are presented in figure 4.
((p =0° corresponds to 170 E of N (or S of W)). Also plotted
in figure 4 is the theoretical field strength versus distance
curve (from 19) for the case where m = 1.69 x 108 Am 2 and
h = 75 km. Note the close agreement between the predicted
and measured field strengths. It should also be noted that the
September average field strengths were approximately 11 dB
greater than the May/June average field strengths (i.e.,
m = 6 x IO A m2 and h = 75 kin).
The PEJ pattern can also be obtained by measuring two orthogonal horizontal magnetic field components (e.g., I-i, and
Hp) at various distances and angles from the source [Bannister, et al, 19741. A comparison of (19) and (20) results in

H¢

lHp

-

F(fR)cotý

(30)

where F(f. R) is a frequency and range dependent function,
For f 154 Hz and p = 300 to 350 km, F(f. R) - 1.10.

,

SN

Presented in figure 5 is plot of the magnitude of HV to H.
(in dB) versus ýpfor Talkeetna. AK (p = 330 kin). The measured value (+ 0.8 dB) is also plotted. A comparison of the
predicted and measured values yields T = 450, which for the
Talkeetria location, also indicates that the PEJ is oriented 17,
or E (or S of W).
FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF PEJ DIPOLE MOMENT
Presented in Figure 6 are theoretical plots of magnetic field
strength versus distance (from 19) for frequencies of 78, 154.
and 198 Hz. For these plots, n: = 6 x 101 Am 2, h = 75 km,
and # 00 . Note that for constant dipole moment m, the 10
to 150 km field strengths are identical However, at the Talkeetna site (330 km), the 154 and 198 Hz field strengths are
3 to 6 dB greater than the 78 Hz field strength.
Past measurements [Stubbe, el al., 19851 have indicated that
the I to 200 Hz field strengths (measured at a site 17 km
from the Tromso HF heater) were essentially identical, which

During May 28 and 29, the 78 and 154 Hz field strengths
were measured at the Gilmore Creek Site and at a 10 km
location. The 78 Hz measured field strengths were approximately 3 dB greater than the 154 Hz field strengths. On
September 24, the 35 km 78 Hz measured field strengths
were approximately 2 dB greater than the 154 Hz field
strengths, while Talkeetna (330 kin) 78 Hz field strengths
were approximately I dB greater than the 154 Hz field
strengths (rather than the expected 3 dB lower).

DEPENDENCE OF ELF SIGNAL ON IONOSPHERIC
PARAMETERS
A number of interesting observations can be made by comparing the ELF signal amplitude and phase with the ionospheric parameters, inferred from the College, AK magnetometer and riometer traces. Figure 7 shows data from 15
September 1990. The most apparent feature of this data is
the clear 180 degree phase reversal of the ELF signal as the
magnetometer H-trace reverses sign. The H trace shows the
horizontal NS component of the magnetic field, with positive
defined as northward. An overhead eastward electrojet current will cause a positiv.'e H deviation, while a westward
electrojet shows up as a negative H deviation. In figure 7 it
is clear that as the H component pass through and oscillates
about zero, the ELF phase also oscillates about -90 and +90
degrees. When the westward electrojet surges strongly at
1130, the ELF phase finally locks at +90 degrees. It is also
apparent that there is not a straightforward correspondence
between the amplitude of the ELF signal and the deviation of
the magnetometer H component. During the eastward deectrojet, there is at least a weak correlation with a peak in the
magnetometer around 1000 UT corresponding to a peak in
the ELF signal at the same time. On the other hand, the very
large currents seen during the westward surge between 1130
and 1300 UT do not produce a larger ELF signal. The large
currents are likely due to an increase in conductivity because
of increased ionization in the lower ionosphere. This can be
seen by inspecting the riometer signal, which shows relative
absorption of cosmic 30 MHz noise as it passes through the
ionosphere. The abrupt increase in absorption at 1130 UT is
coincident with the large negative excursion of the magnetometer H component.
The effect of increased absorption in the lower ionosphere on
the ELF signal strength is somewhat indeterminate. Since the
modulated current density is proportional to the DC conductivity, one might expect increasing ionization to increase the
ELF signal. However, there are two factors which work in
the opposite direction. Firstly, under some circumstances the
increased conductivity appears to "short out" the auroral electric field. This can be seen in coherent radar data where there
is sudden loss of cross-field backscatter coincident with a
large absorption event. The mechanism which is responsible
for coherent backscatter depends on a threshold value of the
electric field. Secondly, under very high absorption conditions, the HF wave may be absorbed very low in the D region where the conductivity is extremely low.
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LONG DISTANCE PROPAGATION (HIPAS/CONNECTICUT)
Following Bannister 119751, when R>0.2 X.0and p > 3h, the
Hankel functions in (19) may be replaced by the first terms
of their asymptolic expansions, resulting in (for f = 154 Hz
and m = 6 X 10' Am 2):

For the US Navy's ELF Wisconsin Transmitter Facility
(WTF), I = 300A, L = 22.5 km, and a, = 3.2 X 104 S/rn.
From (2), the WTF 76 Hz magnetic dipole moment is 1.55 X
101OAm 2 . When combined with the Michigan Transmitter
Facility (MTF), there is a 6.7 dB gain so that the combined
76 Hz WTF/MTF dipole moment is 3.35 X 101AM2 .

H, - -123.1 -201ogh - 10logc/v -a p
- 10log[asinp/al + 20logcos+

Referring to table 1.we see that the 154 Hz magnetic dipole
moment was less than the 76 Hz combined WTF/MTF magnetic dipole moment by a factor of 200 (46 dB) during the

where h is in km, p and a in Mm, and a in dB/Mm.
other frequencies (assuming constant m)

H,

--*

•

(21)

For

(32)

Presented in figure 8 are two nighttime plots of H. versus p
for measurement distances of 10 km to 10 Mm. For these
plots, f = 154 Hz. h = 75 km, a = 1.7dB/Mm, (p = 00, and
m = 1.7 x 10'Am2 (May/June result) or 6 x 108 Am 2 (September result).
For the HIPAS/Connecticut path, p = 5.2 Mm and (p = 70.
For m = 1.7 X 10"Am, H, - - 187 dBA/m, while for m =
6 x 10'Am 2 , H, - - 176 dBA/m. At the Connecticut site, the
typical Winter month's variation of 154 Hz "clipped" atmospheric noise field strength is from -156 to -146 dBA/m/ Hz.
Assuming the average value is -151 dBA/m/'VHz, then if =
6 x 10", the SNR will be 7.5 dB after 0.5 hr and 10.5 dB
after 1 hr integration time - therefore, detectable. However,
if m = 1.7 x I0"Am 2, the HIPAS/Connecticut signals will be
undetectable even after an hour's integration time.
154 Hz HIPAS transmissions were successfully received in
Connecticut during 5 nights in December 1990/January 1991,
and also during 5 nights in September/October 1991. The
average field strengths are plotted in figure 9. along with the
simultaneous Gilmore Creek AK averages. During these
reception periods, the average HIPAS PEJ dipole moments
were 4.0 X I0Am 2 (December 1990/January 1991) and 12 X
10'Am 2 (September/October
1991).
To date, the
HIPAS/Connecticut path (5.2 Mm) is the longest path over
which ELF PEJ transmissions have been successfully received.

IIIPAS PEJ/CONIBINED ELF SYSTEM COMPARISONS
Presented in Table I are the 154 Hz magnetic dipole moments inferred from the joint HIPAS/NUWC 1990 campaigns. During the May/June campaign, m 1 .69 X 10'Am 2
(0500 - 1100 UT). 2.12 X 10'Am' (0800 - 1100 UT) and
2.83 X l0OAmn (high value). The high value field strength
samples are those whose magnitude exceeded the nightly
average value at each measurement location. During the 15
to 25 September period, m =- 6.0 X 103Am 2 (0800 - 1400
UT). and 9.0 X 108Am 2 (high value). However on 26 September. the ELF signal strength was very weak. resulting in
in = 2.12 X 10'Am3. which was the same as the avg 0800 1100 UT May/June inferred value.

0500 - 1100 UT spring period and by a factor of 56 (35 dB)
during the 0800 - 1400 UT fall period. In order for the
HIPAS PEJ system to be comparable to the WTF/MTF systern, it's efficiency (which varies as m2 ) must be increased by
a factor of 3 X 10 to 4 X 10W. Papadopoulos, et al [19901
have proposed two methods of achieving this increase in efficiency. These, and other methods, will be attempted in future HIPAS PEJ measurements.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented approximate field strength
formulas for both horizontal dipole and finite length polar
electrojet (PEJ) sources. These formulas are valid at any
range from the source.
We have also shown that the results of the 1990 joint
HIPAS/NUWC campaigns to investigate ELF generated by
auroral electrojet modulation are consistent with our recently
developed theory. The 154 Hz average dipole moments inferred were 1.7 X 10SAm 2 (spring) and 6.0 X 10'Am2 (fall),
while the average excitation altitude of the ELF source was
shown to be equal to 75 km. The HIPAS PEJ is also characterized by a cos (p dependence, with p = 00 approximately
equal to 170 N of E (or S of W).

Our measurements also indicated that the 78 Hz PEJ dipole
moment was approximately 3 dB greater than the 154 Hz
dipole moment. That is, the HIPAS PEJ appears to be behaving like an HED rather than an HMD.
We have also shown that in order for the HIPAS PEJ system
to be comparable to the ELF combined WTF/MTF system,
it's efficiency must be increased by a factor of 3 X 103 to 4
X 104. Beam painting has been proposed as a way to increase the PEJ efficiency. However, the beam painting experiments to date have been indecisive.
Based upon subsequent measurements, we have shown that
he HIPAS/ Connecticut path far field measurements are in
agreement with near field measurements.
To date, the
HIPAS/Connecticut path (5.2 Mm) is the longest path over
which ELF PEJ transmissions have been successfully received.
By far, the largest variations in the PEJ produced ELF signal
strengths are due to natural variations in ionospheric conditions.
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TABLE 1

154HZ HIPAS MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENTS

DATES

m(Am2)

TYPE OF AVERAGE

dB relative to
1.69XI0'Am2

5/29 - 6/5/90

0500 - I I0OUT

1.69X108

0

5/29 - 6/5/90

0800 - II0OUT

2.12XI01

2.0

5/29 - 6/5/90

HIGH VALUE

2.83X108

4.5

9/15 - 9/25/90

0800 - 1400UT

6.0x108

11.0

9/15 - 9/25/90

HIGH VALUE

9.OXI0'

14.5

9/26/90

NORMAL MODULATION
SAMPLES

2.12X10'

2.0

L

z

p

H/

p
I.

Geometry of the theoretical model.

- 120h = 50km

75kin
-140
co

-10
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200
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measurement distance p (kmn)
2.

H,

versus p forf

154 Hz. m - 3 x 101 Am 2, a - 1.7 dB/Mm,* - 0', and h - 50, 75, 100 km.
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I.

Introduction

VLF transmitting antenna design is a
specialized field of engineering that requires
the combined skill of radio, civil and
mechanical engineers.
The antenna systems
used for this band (15-30 kHz) are enormous
structures;
vertical
radiators
with very
extensive top-loading (non-radiating top-hats),
necessary because the electrical height of
practical towers is small. For tower heights of
300-450
metres
(1000-1500
feet)
the
electrical heights are only fifteen to forty-five
one thousands of a wavelength.
Various types or classes of antennas are
presently in operational use.
Some of the
:ommon types are: inverted-L antennas;
r-antennas; multi-wire diamond antennas and
paralleled combinations of diamonds; down
leads from long catenaries with mountain top
support (e.g. the USN Jim Creek, WA station);
and the fjord mountain antenna, Narvik, Norway
are employed.
There are about as many
zonfigurations
as
there
are
antennas
[Watt, 1967; Belrose, 19831.
Three very large VLF antennas are more
Dr less scaled versions of each other. These are
the USN stations at Cutler, ME and North West
Cape, Australia; and the NATO VLF station at
Anthorn, England. The top-loading consists of
6-diamond sha-ied wire panels, see Fig 1,
supported by 13-towers of heights 243 - 390
metres high.
While indeed a high radiation efficiency is
achieved (> 80% for the USN antennas operating
in the 20-30 kHz band), for a new installation,
in the authors view, this is not a good antenna
design for the following reasons:
1) There are too many tall grounded towers;
2) Even for the largest antenna (the NWC
antenna) the effective height of the antenna
system is only about one-half the average
height of the 13 towers.
The decrease is
attributed to the sag on the top loading
structure, and to the many grounded towers
with their extensive guy systems;

3) The top-loading

contains many wires, too

many wires for places where wind loading is a
problem, and too many wires to ice up in a
Canadian environment;
4) The star like configuration results in six
sharp points, and while this forms a nice snowflake-like pattern viewed from above, sharp
points should be avoided, because of corona
problems with the high transmit powers
employed.
It is clear that precautions were
taken to avoid corona, note the large corona
rings (Fig. 2);
5) The operational bandwidth, except for the
largest, the NWC, Australia antenna, is less
than that required for 4-channel MSK (a 200 Hz
bandwidth is required).
The NWC Australian
antenna system is a very large installation.
The outer ring of towers for this station are on
a diameter of 2.5 kilometers. The problem with
bandwidth is particularly a problem for the
smallest of the three antenna systems Anthorn.
In fact Anthorn employs bandwidth resistors,
resulting in a loss in radiated power, in order
to realize even a 100 Hz bandwidth.

A
2.
Design

to
Need
Concepts

Overview

Antenna

The purpose of a study recently carried
out at the Communications Research Centre was
to search for new concepts, or revisit old ones;
e.g. multiple tuning,
an early concept
(Alexanderson, 19201, to improve the radiation
efficiency and bandwidth of VLF/LF antennas.
During the course of the study the author had
the opportunity to visit the German Navy VLF
Station at Rhauderfehn, near Hanover, Germany.
This station employs eight 352.5 m umbrella
top-loaded antennas.
Each antenna is tuned
and separately fed.
Since the spacing between
the antenna elements is small with respect to a
wavelength, the eight elements radiate "in
phase", and the far field radiation pattern is
omni-directional.
In effect this antenna
system is a "radiation coupled multiple tuned
antenna array".
This configuration intrigued
the author, and so even prior to his visit to the
station he decided to carry out a detailed study
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(by numerical and experimental modeling) of a
simplified version of such an antenna system,
for comparison with a more conventional
multiple

where Ras is the antenna system resistance.

During the Durig
course
the study, five
curs te of
ofthestuy,
ive
antenna types were considered, some of which
were modeled in more detail then others. These
were:

The antenna system bandwidth, for VLF/LP
antenna
syste
anth,
foreacFanc
antennas, when the antenna's base reactance
Xa > Ras is

1) Conventional antenna systems, like the
Anthorn/Cutler/NWC Australia VLF antennas;
2) A single tall umbrella top-loaded radiator;
3) A transmission-line radiator;
4) Radiation coupled multiple tuned antenna
arrays (similar in principle to the Rhauderfehn
VLF antenna); and
V)
aThis
unipole type of
4)
Multiple-tuned
described).
arrays (to befolded
antenna
systems is a principle

Multiple tuned-antenna

Rr
R._.
= Rr + Rg + Rc-Ras

f
Qas
since

Qas--'

Rasf
Xa
Xi
Ras

formula is an approximation and valid
only if the antenna is electrically small and its
operating frequency f is low compared to the
resonant

frequency

fo of the antenna

system.

The general formula is

subject of my paper.

Ras f D1-1[12]
Antenna

3.

BWas

Fundamentals

The input impedance of an electrically
short top-loaded vertical radiator Za = Ra - j Xa.
This is the impedance that must be tuned and
matched to the characteristic impedance of the
transmission feeding the antenna, and to the
The antenna
transmitter output impedance.
resistance Ra (sometimes labeled Rb to indicate
that the antenna is base fed) is the sum of the
radiation resistance Rr and the ground loss
resistance Rg, referenced to the feed poin
t
resistance Rc of the tuning coil or helix must
also be included, and this further increases the
antenna system resistance Ras = Ra + Rc.
The

radiation

important parameter,
is
Pr I

2

resistance

Rr is

an

since the radiated power

---

Xa

This is the bandwidth of the antenna system.
When connected to a transmitter the operating
bandwidth is increased by a factor of 2. When
a signal source (an RF amplifier) is required to
deliver power to a load (the antenna system),
the power transfer will be a maximum when the
load impedance is the complex conjugate of the
Matching therefore reduces
source impedance.
the antenna system Q by a factor of two, and so
doubles the bandwidth.
However, the the
bandwidth calculated
above from
circuit
theory, is the 3dB bandwidth.
A more practical
operational bandwidth of the antenna system is
less than this; more typically the antenna's
bandwidth is increased by a factor of 1.5.
Hence the operational band width
BWop = 1.5 x BWas

Rr

where la is the antenna current.
The radiation efficiency

TI

is equal to

PL
t

where Pt is the transmitter power.
Since

An alternative definition of bandwidth useful
for numerical modeling is the predicted
bandwidth for an arbitrary VSWR, say 1.5:1.
This bandwidth is calculated for the numerical
model by change of frequency.
VSWR is
measured with respect to the resonant antenna
system impedance.
Since the transmitter's RF
amplifier is conjugately matched to its load,
the antenna system, the operational bandwidth
is twice the antenna system bandwidth.

Rr is small for conventional VLF
antennas, typically less than I ohm, the loss
resistances must be small with respect to the
radiation resistance for an acceptable radiation

Another
important
parameter
is antenna
The base voltage for an electrically
potential.
short antenna is

efficiency.

Vb = la Xa

The loss resistances are the ground

loss resistance Rg, and the RF resistance of the
tuning coil or helix Rc.

The maximum potential existing on the antenna
due to potential build-up from its standingwave potential-distribution pattern is
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Vas(max)

=

where 0 = electrical height of the antenna
system at the operational frequency f
f
8= fo 900

4.

Tools

For

Antenna

Modeling

The
numerical
modeling
studies
employed the numerical electromagnetic codes
NEC-3 and MININEC. Menu driven versions of
MININEC, ELNEC and MN are easier to use---we
used ELNEC [Belrose, 1992]. The experimental
modeling
studies
were
conducted
by
fabricating a detailed model of the antenna,
sometimes including insulated guys, using a
scale factor of 1000 for VLF antennas. That is
towers 300 meters in height scale to a modeled
rods 30 centimeters high, and a full scale
frequency of 25 kHz scales to 25 MHz.
4.1 Measuring
Impedance

Antenna

System

The experimental models were placed
on a 30 metre diameter elevated ground plane
(Fig. 3), so that the instruments to measure
impedance and the effective height of an
antenna under test could be deployed from
beneath the wire grid ground plane (Fig. 4). To
measure impedance either a Hewlett-Packard
RF Impedance Analyzer Model 8505A or a HP
Network Analyzer Model 4194A was employed.
The latter instrument was used with a probe (a
HP 41194A) so that the impedance could be
measured right at the base of the model
antenna; or the effect of the measurement
c-ail(in
coaxial cable could be taken into account using
the former instrument.

Swas

The modeled antennas were very small
with respect to the size of the ground plane,
but the radius of the ground plane (15 metres)
not large with respect to the wavelength at
the modeling frequency (wavelength 12 metres
Edge effects,
for a frequency of 25 MHz).
because the ground plane was finite affect
particularly the measured resistance. The
effect on measured reactance is small, since the
effective capacity of the ground plane is very
large with respect to the capacity of the
antenna system. But there is another problem
with modeling electrically short antennas,
Since the base capacity of the antenna system
at the model frequency is small, the base
insulator capacity of the model becomes

important.

Antenna

4.2 Measuring

Vb
cos 0

System

Radiation

The radiation resistance is not so easily
measured.
We have used three methods.
Whatever method is employed, measurements
have to be made with great precision to achieve
accuracy, since the radiation resistances are
small (for conventional VLF antennas < I ohm).
The three methods that we have used are:
4.2.1 Antenna under test as a Receiver
The effective height of electrically
short antennas, but not tuned antennas such as
a multiple tuned antenna array, can be
determined by measuring the open circuit
voltage of the antenna under test (AUT), using
the antenna as a receiving antenna.
A signal
was radiated (using a Hewlett Packard Model
3335 Tracking Synthesizer) from a small loop
antenna at the edge of the ground plane. The
open circuit voltage was measured using a HP
Level Meter Model 3586C with a HP 1124 active
probe. The effective height is determined by a
comparison with the measured open circuit
voltage for an antenna of known effective
height.
We used a 1-metre whip as the
reference antenna.
The input impedance of the probe must be
known.
In our case the HP active probe had
input impedance of I Mil in series with a 10 pf
capacity.
The open-circuit voltage of an antenna is
Voc

=

he Ei R±V

where he is the effective height of the antenna
metres);

and

Ei

is

incident

the

field

strength (in WV/metre).
The reference antenna was a 1 meter
whip, whose effective height is known (0.5 in),
and so the effective height of the antenna under
test can be determined from the difference
between the open-circuit voltages of the
antenna under test compared with the reference
antenna,
The problem with this technique is that
precision of measurement has to be very
the
great, and all parameters have to be accurately
The
measured and taken into account.
reference antenna's capacity was small (our's
was 12.4 pf---calculated value); hence the feed
through capacity of the base insulator for this
reference antenna becomes important (our feed
through

insulator capacity

was 4.6 pf).

Any

error in the measurement of he is squared,

ho

i

p

ra

t

gh

isltr

cpct-w

s

46

p)

n
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since
Rr = 160 .

2

he2 ohms

We have estimated that the accuracy in
determining
Rr using this method of
measurement was something better than a
factor of two.

4.2.2

Antenna under test as a Transmitter

A second method is to use the antenna
under test as a transmitting antenna. The field
strength for a particular power input is
measured in the far field, and compared with
the field strength for a reference antenna, e.g. a
This measurement
whip.
quarter wave
technique is a good one if the model frequency
is high. For a scale factor of 1000, and a full
scale frequency of 25 kHz, the model frequency
is 25 MHz, and a quarter wave whip while
larger than at VHF frequencies is still a
There are however, errors
reasonable size.
Field strength can be
with this method.
measured with an accuracy of ± 1 dB, and so the
difference in field strength is measured with a
precision of ± 2 dB. Power radiated varies as
Since we
field strength squared (see below).
are trying to measure radiation resistance,
antenna

current must be

proportional

to Ia 2 .

measured,

and Pr is

radiation
Any
estimation
of the
efficiency using this method is low, in fact
very low since the ground conductivity should
ground,
For average
also be scaled.
conductivity
3 mS/m for the full scale
antenna site, the ground conductivity for the
modeling site should be 3 S/m. Since the radial
ground system cannot be modeled, resonant
quarter wavelength elevated radials can be
used for the model, since a 3- or 4- elevated
radial wire ground system is equivalent to 120
buried radials [Christman, 1989].

5. A Mini-Study
A n t en n a s
First let
antennas:

us

consider

of

Conventional

several

conventional

1) The Anthorn/Cutler/NWC type;
2) A single umbrella top loaded radiator
(Fig. 5); and
3) A transmission line radiator (Fig. 6), which
is an antenna system that has been investigated
by the author [Belrose, 1983] in previous years.
This antenna type was revisited as a part of the
transmission line radiator
The
study.
present
is
an inverted-L
type in which the horizontal
arm is

bent

into

a multi-side-polygon,

or a

spiral, of length necessary for resonance.

Even with great care the

uncertainty in determining
as a factor of two.

Rr can be as great

If the scale factor is 100, the model
frequency is 2.5 MHz.
The modeled antenna
cannot be placed on the elevated ground screen,
and a quarter wave whip is unreasonably large.
We carried out a series of model measurements
using a scale factor of 100.
In this case we measured absolute field
strength, and so it was necessary to measure
field strength as a function of distance, over
say 2 kilometers.
From the field strength vs.
distance curve, one can deduce the effective
ground conductivity of the field site; and,
knowing this, one can estimate (using an
appropriate theoretical formulation for ground
wave propagation)
the unattenuated field
strength Eu at I kilometer. And, since
Pr (kW) = 1.111 x 10-5 Eu

2

mV/i

we can determine the radiated power.
Again,
antenna current must be measured to determine
the radiation resistance.
This method is quite
accurate, since the field strength is determined
from a series of measurements, rather than a
spot measurement, but it is tedious to do.

5.1. A Basic Antenna Element- a Single
Inverted-L
The multiple tuned antenna systems
which we will be considering here were made
up from basic elements, inverted-L type
antennas (Fig. 7).
This is a commonly used
antenna type, which is easy to construct.
Therefore the investigation began with a short
study of inverted-L antennas.
For our study we supposed that:
1) the vertical radiator was a square or
triangular tower 304.8 m high, 4 - 5 m on a
side; and
2) the horizontal top loading was a 457.2 m
long square cage of four conductors, where the
square is 15.24 m on a side. The construction
of the horizontal cage and its support by the
towers could be similar to that used for EHV
(500 KV) power transmission lines.
5.1.1

Idealized

lnverted-L

An
idealized
inverted-L,
a base
insulated tower with no end support tower is
sketched in Fig. 8a. In Fig. 9 we compare the
measured antenna resistance Ra and reactance
X a
vs.
frequency
for
experimentally
modeled,

an
inverted-L
having
scaled
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dimensions as above, with theoretical values
(radiation resistance Rr and reactance Xa)
calculated by: 1) a transmission line type of
analysis, c.f. Belrose [1983]; and by 2) by
ELNEC.
Theory and experiment are considered
The differences are
to be in good agreement.
thought to be due to the difficulty with
experimental modeling, when such a large scale
factor is used; and with the fact that the
antenna is mounted on a ground plane of finite
size (an elevated ground screen 30 m in
For example, the calculated
diameter).
reactance at 25 MHz corresponds to an antenna
capacity for the model of 11 pf, and the
difference between this reactance and the
measured reactance amounts to a difference of
2.3 pf, which can be attributed to the base
The
insulator capacity for the model.
radiation
calculated
between
differences
resistance and measured antenna resistance are
attributed to effects associated with the finite
size of the grour.d plane. Although the ground
screen looks to be very large with respect to
our small model, its radial dimension is only
1.25k at 25 MHz.
It is well known that the
resistance of a monopole is modified by
currents reflected from the edge of a ground
plane of finite size.

5.1.2. Effect of Grounded Towers
The idealized antenna had no end
support tower, and no sag on the horizontal arm
of the antenna (Fig. 8a). We have investigated
the effects of grounded support towers and sag
on the horizontal arm by numerical and
Fig. 8b is an invertedexperimental modeling.
The current
L with an end support tower.
induced to flow on the grounded support tower,
according to ELNEC, is opposite in phase to the
This effect reduces
current on the radiator.
the effective value of the antenna's radiation
The sag on the
resistance and reactance.
horizontal arm further reduces the radiation
resistance.
If two towers are employed (Fig. 8c) to support
a cage antenna, this further reduces the
radiation resistance and reactance.
These effects are summarized in Table 1.

5.1.3. Cage Feed for a Grounded Tower
An
arrangement
discussed
by
Belrose [1983) which eliminates the need for an
insulated-base tower, a decided advantage if
wires
feasible, cf. Fig. 10, is to feed a cage of
that surround a grounded tower.
In fact this
method of feed was used for the USN VLF
antenna at Northwest Cape Australia.
This
method of feed (confirmed by experiment and

performance

at full

scale)

works

well

for

LF/MF radiators, where the electrical height of
large compared with
the tower is large,
practical antennas at VLF, and the radiation
However,
resistance is several ohms, or more.
according to NEC-3, when the electrical height
of the tower is small [Royer, 1991], the
induced current on a
'transmission line'
9-wire cage
grounded tower surrounded by a
(Fig. 8d) reduces the radiation resistance by an
intolerable amount (Table 1).
is
reactance
the antenna's
While
reduced, which is desirable, the radiation
This
resistance is reduced by a large factor.
means that the ground loss resistance for the
must
be
efficiency
radiation
same
reduced; and the antenna's
proportionally
bandwidth is less.
Thus, unfortunately, this
method of feed should not be used at VLF where
the highest possible value for the radiation
resistance is desired from the point of view of
efficiency and bandwidth.

5.2. The
Antenn

Anthorn/Cutler/NWC

Type

of

The Cutler and Anthorn
antennas are in
effect 6-inverted L type antennas fed in
parallel, each with a diamond shaped topThe antenna system is
loading structure.
supported by 13 towers. The NWC antenna uses
cage feed with a grounded center tower
(a 48-wire cage).
Anthorn is the smallest and the N€¢C
The Anthorn
antenna system the largest.
antenna is an example of the problem with this
type of antenna if its size (in wavelengths) too
The measured radiation resistance for
small.
this antenna at the operating frequency of
19 kHz is only 0.08 ohm (we comment below on
factors affecting radiation resistance for this
type of antenna); the antenna system resistance
including bandwidth resistors is 0.18 ohms;
The
and the antenna reactance -j 85 ohms.
The
kHz.
50.1
frequency
self-resonant
radiation efficiency is 44-percent and the
Note that the
antenna's bandwidth is 100 Hz.
antenna

employs bandwidth resistors.
Since
the antenna is built on land that is partly
under water at high tide, the ground loss
resistance is very low and the bandwidth is
Bandwidth resistors are used to achieve
small.
a
100
Hz
bandwidth
[Cook,
private
communications, 1991).
Why is the radiation resistance so
small?
For uniform current on a driven tower
of height that of the center tower of the
o
ithat
of the cnter toereofathe
Anthorn antenna (228 in,
and if there was no
sag on the top loading, and if the antenna was
supported by insulated towers, the radiation
resistance at 19 kHz would have been
The difference between this value
0.33 ohms.

I

f
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and the actual measured value is because: the
top loading is insufficient for there to be
uniform current on the down-lead; there is a
significant sag of t' e top-loading structure; the
grounded towers cury out of phase currents
and this effect decreases the antenna system
radiation
resistance
and
the
antenna's
reactance.
The effect of the grounded center
tower is particularly significant.
The center
tower supports the driven ends (Fig. 1) of the
diamond panels and the 6-downleads that are
fed.
In Fig. 11 we show a skeleton model for
this type of antenna---skeleton because the
diamond panels are made up from perimeter
and center wires only, to simplify the
numerical model.
For this case study the
diameter to the open ends of the diamond
panels was 1000 meters, and the height of the
panels 300 meters. The frequency was 25 kHz.
As can be seen by the density of wires at the
center of the model, each diamond panel has its
own down-lead and all panels are fed in
parallel.
Table 2 shows the effect of the
grounded towers.
to
The effect of the grounded towers is
reduce the antenna's radiation resistance and
the antenna's reactance.
The phase of the
current on each of the grounded towers is
- 1 800
wrt the current on the radiating
downleads. The current on the grounded center
tower is significant.
With a current of
I ampere flowing on each down-lead (antenna
current 6-amperes),
the current
on the
However
grounded tower is 0.7 amperes.
radiation due to the current distribution on
this tower is partially screened by the six
down-leads (on a 15m radius about the center
tower).

5.3 Umbrella Top Loaded

Antenna

Umbrella top loading, see Fig. 5, has
been studied by Belrose [1983] and Hansen
[private communications, 1988].
The design
procedure
given
by
Belrose
was
a
numerical/graphical
method,
based
on
experimental modeling studies.
Hansen has
written a computer programme for use with an
IBM compatible PC (ANT 1) based on other
model studies
The important parameters
for an
umbrella top loaded antenna are: the height of
the tower h; the number n of active top loading
wires (12 is a reasonable number); the tangent
of the angle 6 between the top loading wire and
the tower (1.4 is reasonable but 1.0 has been
employed); and the height at which the
umbrella wires are broken by an insulator
divided by the height of the tower (s/h).

The capacitive reactance is decreased
by the use of umbrella wires (or active guys),
and as s/h increases the capacitive reactance
decreases.
As s/h increases the radiation
resistance
at first increases,
and
then
decreases.
The radiation resistance is a
maximum when s/h - 0.3.
This is because
current on the umbrella wires has a component
opposite in phase wrt current on the tower.
For f = 20 kHz, h = 609.6m, n = 12,
tangent 0 = 1.4, and s/h = 0.7, the antenna's
impedance is
Za = 0.83 - j 158 ohms
For a helix Q-factor = 2000, and a ground loss
resistance Rg = 0.25 ohms, the antenna system
resistance Ras = 1.16 ohms, and the radiation
efficiency n = 72 percent.
The self resonant
frequen
o
tHe an
te
systis
calculate
the is 163 Hz. ora
bandwidth o3
of the antenna
For a
transmitter power of 1000 kW, the antenna
voltage is high.
The end voltage where the
umbrella wires are broken by an insulator is
210 kY.
Reducing the height of the tower will reduce
the radiation efficiency and bandwidth, and
increase the antenna's reactance and antenna
voltage (Table 3).
A tall tower with an
extensive umbrella-hat is required for VLF.

5.4 Transmission

Line

Radiator

The transmission line antenna, see Fig.
6, has been studied by Belrose [1983:.
This
antenna was revisited as a part of the present
study. A resonant antenna was thought to be a
good feature.
Since the antenna could be
"tuned" by the addition of an end capacitor, it
was thought that this could provide a way to
dynamically tune the antenna in synchronism
with the frequency shift keying for MSK, if its
bandwidth was too small.
That is the "end"
capacity could be switched in synchronism
with the frequency shift keying.
However,
after
a
detailed
experimental/numerical
modeling study, it was concluded that this type
of antenna was not a useful antenna for high
power VLF transmission for the following
reasons:
I) A number of towers would be needed, eight
ig
ensivet
rt an e
tosp
mrr
o more.
or
to support an extensive top-loading
cage;
2) since the antenna system is in effect
"quarter wave resonant" the end voltage would
be very high for a transmitter power of
1000 kW, and the end tuning capacitor would
have to withstand this voltage; and
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3) this type of antenna system does not lend
itself easily to frequency agility,

differences are attributed to difficulties with
experimental modeling as discussed above, and
the simplicity of the numerical modeling.

As noted above multiple tuning has
been used since the beginning of radio, for
improving the radiation efficiency of early VLF
antennas, where the most adverse conditions of
low radiation
resistance and high
base
reactance are encountered, and some extreme
measures were necessary to obtain acceptable
antenna
radiation
efficiencies,
c.f.
Alexanderson
[1920].
While the basic
principles were understood, little use has been
made of multiple tuning since these early
antenna
systems fell
into disuse,
until
recently, because of the high cost of multiple
helix tuning coils, and matching and phasing
circuitry, inside physically large copper or
aluminum screened tuning huts.

The multiple resonant frequencies were
somewhat unexpected.
They are due to the
complex interactions between multiple tuned
antenna elements that are closely coupled, not
because of a misstuning of the elements in the
experimental model.
It is interesting to note
that with 4-towers tuned, there were 5 resonant
frequencies; and with 2-towers tuned there
were 3 resonant frequencies.
It is speculated
that with 8-towers tuned, like for example the
Rhauderfehn
antenna,
there
would
be
9 resonant frequencies.
However, according to
ELNEC only
the two highest resonant
frequencies are of practical importance, since
for these the antenna's radiation efficiency is
high.
The radiation efficiency is low for the
other 3 resonant frequencies.
And, only the
highest resonant frequency (26.815 MHz for
the model) would be used practically, since

The early history of
summarized in Table 4.

VLF antennas are 'current fed.'
Therefore in
practice such antenna systems should be tuned
by
incrementally
increasing
the
helix

6.

Multiple

6.1 Radiation

Tuned

Coupled

Antenna

multiple

Systems

tuning

is

Antenna Systems

The German Navy VLF antenna system at
Rhauderfehn,
Germany
(Figs. 12, eight
13, 14,
15) is
multiple tuned.
It comprises
352.5
m
muitpletund.
I copries eght3525 m
umbrella top loaded antennas, Figs. 12 and 13.
smbrea eparatel,
F
and te
Each antenna is
8-elements
th
ro ug h radof
ia tiothe
n. antenna array are coupled

Our antenna model consisted of four
inverted-L antennas, see Fig. 7a, each element
tuned with an identical base loading coil.
A
single inverted-L antenna by itself, with the
base loading used. resonated at
25.12 MHz.
The impedance (Z, 0) as measured at the base of
one of the elements of the coupled antenna
system is graphed in Fig. 16. Notit~e that in the
frequency range 23-28 MHz the antenna's
reactance was measured to be zero
(0 = 0) at
five frequencies in this band,
24.15. 24.24,
24.7, 26.3 and 26.815 MHz.
The theoretical impedance curve was
calculated by ELNEC, in a like manner with the
experiment.
That is a base load reactance was
chosen such that a single inverted-L antenna
was resonant at 25.12 MHz, and this inductance
was used as a base load for each of the
4-elements of the multiple tuned antenna
system.
The resistance associated with these
base loads was chosen such that the calculated
antenna's impedance at the highest resonant
frequency was in agreement with the measured
value
(at
the
corresponding
resonant
frequency).
Clearly there is a good qualitative
agreement between theory and experiment. The

reactances from the high frequency side
(minimum inductance) to achieve resonance.
It
is not known whether this is the tuning
procedure used for the German Navy VLF
antenna, Rhauderfehn.
However, it should be noted, that for
our model studies only one tower was fed. The
oumdestisonyneowrasf.Th
Rhauderfehn VLF station employs eight towers,
and each tower is fed. We have not investigated
the
h frequency
r q e c response
e p n e of
o a radiation
a i t o coupled
o p e
antenna system with all towers
fed.

6.2 Folded Monopole Type
Two approaches can be taken to achieve
a wider bandwidth: increase the effective
diameter of the radiator; or multiple tune
several vertical towers (or down-leads) sharing
a common top-hat.
Both approaches are taken
in the antenna system to be described.
Let

us

now

consider

four

inverted-L

antennas
arranged
in
the
manner just
discussed, but with their ends connected, see
Fig. 7b.
This configuration is more typically
like a conventional multiple tuned antenna
system where two or more down leads share a
common top-load, excepting for the simplicity
of the top-loading structure. The antenna to be
described is in effect a multiple tuned double
folded unipole. The base tuning is an essential
part of the
antenna system,
since this
establishes equal and in-phase currents on the
vertical elements.
The current is zero at the
center of the antenna system, as it was at the
end of a single inverted-L.
It is interesting to
note that the antenna can in effect 'be tuned' in
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the course of the numerical modeling study by
changing the loads to achieve the deepest
overhead null in the vertical plane pattern.
For the experimental model, each
element of the multiple tuned antenna system
was tuned with an identical base loading coil.
As for the radiation coupled multiple tuned
antenna discussed above, each inverted-L
antenna, by itself, with the base loading
inductance used, resonated at 25.5 MHz. The
measured impedance vs. frequency for this
antenna is plotted in Fig. 17. For this multiple
tuned
antenna,
in
the
frequency
range
23-28 MHz, there was only one resonant
frequency, 27.2 MHz.
Theoretically, according
to MININEC, loads of j 652 ohms would be
required to tune the antenna to 27.2 MHz, and
such a load would tune a single inverted-L to
24.56 MHz.
In accord
with early theory the
with multiple tuning RMrT
radiation resistance
2
is equal to n Rr , where Rr , is the radiation
resistance of a single element, n the number of
elements, and RMT is the radiation resistance
with multiple tuning.
But this equation does
not take account of the mutual inductances
between the vertical elements of the multiple
tuned antenna, which in effect lower the
effective capacity of the antenna system.
A
larger load inductor must be used to tune to a
given frequency, and the increase in the
radiation resistance is less.
Writing
Rr = k n

2

Rr,

for our experimental model k = 0.87.
The loss resistance associated with each
inductor Rc appears at the terminals of the
driven element as n Rc, and this same factor n
applies for the ground loss resistance Rg
attributed to each element of the antenna
system.
But the effective ground loss with
multiple tuning should be less than for single
tuning, since with multiple tuning the ground
loss is distributed over n times the area. The
radiation
efficiency
can
therefore
be
significai),, increased.
The
anlyss
bov isfortheantnna
modeled. That is the antenna is multiple tuned
legs are fed
but only one leg is fed. If all four
the effective radiation resistance attributed to
each element is RMT divided by four.

A Comparison between
Performance
(Measured
and
Predicted) for Multiple Tuned

7.

Antennas
vs.
Antennas

Single

Tuned

In Table 5 we compare the operational
performance of two types of multiple tuned
antenna systems: 1) the German Navy radiation
coupled multiple
tuned
antenna
system
(measured performance); and 2) a multiple
tuned
double
folded
unipole
(predicted
performance); with 3) the largest antenna of
conventional design in the world, the US Navy
antenna system at North West Cape, Australia.
The comparison is made at a frequency of
20 kHz.
The predicted radiation efficiency for
the double folded unipole multiple tuned
antenna system compares favorably with the
Northwest Cape antenna, which is the largest
VLF antenna in the world, excepting the
antenna voltage is high, and the antenna's
bandwidth is too narrow for 4-channel MSK.
The high value of radiation
resistance,
2.3 ohms, which at first sight might seem to be
unacceptably high, is due to the fact that all
towers excepting for one, the center support
tower, radiate in-phase and contribute to the
total radiation field.
Since the radiation
resistance is high, ground loss resistance
becomes
less
important
for comparable
radiation efficiencies, and in the design of
such antenna systems, it would be possible, for
example, to use fewer radials in the ground
to in effect trade radiation efficiency
system,
for bandwidth,
but still achieve a reasonable
radiation efficiency.
radiation
the
compare
we
When
resistance for multiple tuned antennas with
single tuned antennas, we must specify how the
multiple tuned antenna was fed.
The radiation
resistance for the multiple tuned double folded
unipole is the source value with four tower fed.
This
method
of
feed
is
operationally
convenient, since four transmitters could be
Hence it would be possible, but with
used.
retuning, to remove one or more transmitters
for service, with a corresponding decrease in
radiated power.
The predicted value for the
radiation resistance is in more in accord with
the 1.9 ohms for the Rhauderfehn antenna, then
wr
it antennas
oher
th

towers

If one tower is fed, and the other three
are grounded through their tuning

helixes, the radiation resistance associated
with the fed tower would be four times that
shown, viz. 9.2 ohms; an unheard of value for

V Yl.F
While the
multiple tuned folded
unipole antenna has limitations when compared
with the largest VLF antenna in the world, the
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USN NWC, Australia antenna, let us be clear
what we are comparing.
The NWC antenna
-omprises
13 towers, and the diameter of the
outer ring of towers is 2.5 kilometers.
The
double folded
unipole
multiple
antenna
:omprises 5-towers on a diameter of 914
metres.
Clearly, now that we know how to
design such an antenna system, we could
optimize its characteristics.
For example,
lengthening the horizontal arms of the antenna
will decrease the reactance needed to tune the
antenna, and the antenna voltage; and increase
the radiation resistance.
But additional towers
would be needed to support the longer toploading spans.
Finally it should be noted that
the comparison was made at
20 kHz.
Increasing
the operational frequency
will
result in improved performance.

S.

Concluding

Remarks

Other configurations for the
structure one under consideration.

top-loading

This antenna offers
an attractive
alternative to conventional design for a LF
antenna.
Here, the length of the top loading
elements is more practical, and can be
significantly
longer in electrical
length.
Grounded support towers could be used to
support a
wire cage
antenna
structure
(i.e. down leads could also be cages). A threeor four-element multiple tuned antenna system
could be suspended from 4- or 5-grounded
towers.
While, as noted above, this reduces the
antenna's
radiation
resistance
and
the
antenna's reactance, this configuration lends
itself to a practical antenna design.
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field (with the exception of the center tower),
and since currents on grounded support towers
oppose the current on the radiating towers this
is a distinct advantage;
5) As is well known with multiple tuning, since
=urrent is collected at 2-, 3-, or 4-downleads,
depending on design, the radiation resistance
is high, and less attention needs be given to
reducing the ground loss resistance to a very
low value. It is speculated that less wire would
be needed in the total ground system;
6) The maximum voltage on the antenna, in
contrast with conventional VLF antennas,
occurs at the center of the antenna system, at a
place where in effect the antenna does not
"end". Thus corona problems associated with
high powers are minimized; and
far exceeds that
7) The theoretical bandwidth
for any known VLF antenna system of
momparable size and having a similar number of
towers.
However, the antenna voltage is high, and
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Table

1

Effect of support towers, and of physical and feed arrangement on the
impedance, according to MININEC, of an inverted-L antenna: height 304.8 mm,
diameter 6.35 mm; with 457.2 mm horizontal cage, diameter 10.6 mm; frequency
25 MHz

Configuration

Base fed,
no end support
Base fed,
grounded

end

Reference
Sketch

Impedance

Fig. 2a

0.6

-j 577

Fig. 2b

0.52

- j 562

tower

support

tower*

Cage inverted-L radiator
suspended between two grounded
Cage fed grounded tower
no end support tower

Fig. 2c
towers
Fig. 2d

* For a realistic model, with suspended top-loading
own weight, the base impedance Za = 0.4 - j 549

0.35-j 482

0.125 - j 255

cage hanging under its
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Table 2
Skeleton Cutler/Anthorn/NWC Antenna System
Base Currents on Towers*
Outer Ring/Inner Ri
(center tower)

Impedance

Configuration

Antenna's

No Towers

0.85 - j 200

12 Towers
(No center Tower)

0.55 - j 179

0.085/0.089 Z-180 0

13 Towers

0.45 - j 163

0.077/0.0805 Z-180 0
(0.7 Z-180 0

Antenna current 6.0 [0O

*

amperes.

Table 3
Predicted
Reference
f = 20 kHz

n

performance

for

an

Umbrella-Type

Antenna

parameters:

=12

tangent 0= 1.4
s/h = 0.7
Pt = 1000 kW
Helix Q-factor = 2000

Tower Height Rr
ohms
(Metres)

Rg
ohms

-j Xa
ohms

BWop
Hz

1l
%

Vas(max)
fo
kV
kHz

304.8

0.21

0.25

398

46

31

78.7

533

457.2

0.46

0.25

242

88

55

52.5

321

609.8

0.83

0.25

150

163

71

39.3

210

I{
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Table 4
Multiple Tuning: Early History
Alexanderson

I

[19201

Briefly described by Laport [1950]

German VLF Goliath antenna, Kalbe, Germany,
mid 40s. Measured data available [Watt, 1967].
Station moved after the war to Gorki, USSR.

Three
interconnected
hexagonals
with 3 insulated
200m central
towers, and 15 grounded 170m
towers, the three central support
towers were tuned, the center down
lead was also tuned and fed (in
effect this gives 4-down-leads
tuned).

Canadian Department of Transport
LF transmitter at Beaconsfield, QC
(near Montreal)--late 40s - early 50s.

Diamond antenna with four tuned
down-leads.

LF Broadcast transmitter Donebach/Odenwald,
Germany [CCIR 1966-69 Doc. X 57].

Folded monopole, 3 - 200m towers
uniformly spaced about a central
tower, tops joined by a lOin flat wire
system, all towers tuned (BW 6 kHz
achieved at 155 kHz).

USN Stations Annapolis, MD (1941) and
Lualualei, Hawaii (1947) [Watt 1967].

12 parallel wires supported by 7182.9m grounded towers, two downleads tuned one fed.

Unique antenna system for short (LF/VLF
application)/low profile (HF mobile appliccation) [Ray, 1972; Ma and Fitzgerrell, 1977].

Multiple tuned type, but an
additional feature was the method
of feeding the flat-top; by a wire
running up the center of the
grounded towers (loading coils
said to be effectively in series at
the top of the towers but
physically placed at ground
level).

German Navy VLF Station at Rhauderfehn, nr
Hannover, Germany (operationally in use).

8-352.5m
antennas,
separately
station in

umbrella top-loaded
each antenna tuned and
fed (author visited the
June 1989).
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Fig. 1 Pictorial view of the USN Cutler, Maine, VLF antenna [after Watt, 1967].

Fig. 2 Bird's eye view from an outer tower of the NATO Anthorn, England, VLF antenna, looking
Antenna insulator strings are 9-metres long and fitted with large
toward the center tower.
coronal rings. Note the engineer at the top for size comparison.
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f

Fig. 3Left: Aerial view and close up
view of the CRC 30-metre elevated
ground plane for experimental antenna
modelling studies.
Below: Instruments to measure
Fig. 4
are
characteristics
system beneath
antenna
the modelled
deployed directly

9'J

o"/,
La
(a)

I////,//////////////

GUM-

Fig. 5

Sketches illustrating phasing of

currents on umbrella and inverted-L
Note that for the
type radiators.
inverted-L currents on the top-load do
not interfere with currents on the
radiator, but this is not the case for the
umbrella antenna.
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Fig. 10 Photograph of the base insulator for one element of the German Navy
Rhauderfehn, FRG, VLF radiation coupled antenna system; and view inside
one of the tuning huts. The tower lighting transformer is in the foreground,
In the case of a grounded tower
the main tuning helix in the background.
neither the base insulator or the lighting transformer would be needed.

Skeleton model for the
Fig. 11
Cutler/Anthorn type VLF antenna,
for numerical modelling study.
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L310

1W

0

Fig. 12
Sketch of one of the
antennas.

Rhauderfehen

umbrella

Insulator

9 Aircraft warning signs
I Antivibration segments

-- N

IM

Fig. 13

Site plan for the Rhauderfehn VLF antenna system, showing the

position of the towers and arrangement of radial ground system for the eight
umbrella

antennas.
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Photograph of three of
Fig. 14
the Rhauderfehn towers taken
from the top of one of the
towers.
The tuning huts can be
clearly seen, as well as, for the
near tower, the antenna lead to
a feed through insulator feeding
through the roof of the antenna
tuning hut.

Fig. 15
View looking up from
one
of
the
base
of
the
The
towers.
Rhauderfehn
antivibration segment can be
clearly seen, as well as the
antenna feed cage (the heavy
conductor that appears to be
coming in from the top of the
photograph).
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Fig. 16 Measured and calculated impedance (Z, 0) vs frequency for modelled
VLF radiation coupled antenna system (Fig. 7a's antenna).
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Measured and calculated impedance (Z, 0) vs frequency for double

folded unipole, antenna system (Fig. 7b's antenna).
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Discussion
V. LAMMERS (US)
In addition to keeping the ratio of radiation resistance to ground loss resistance high for best signal
transmission, what can you do by improved grounding to achieve a low take-off angle.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Improved grounding will not help to achieve a low take-off angle (or efficient coupling into the
waveguide mode of propagation). I discussed this briefly in my introductory overview. In the case of MF,
where one can certainly describe the propagation via a wave-hop mode, I argued that the ground more than
fifty wavelengths in front of the antenna was important in achieving a low take off angle. At 3.75 MHz this
distance is 4 kin; at 25 kHz (if this concept still has meaning) this distance is 600 km!! Ideally a VLF/LF
transmitter should be on an island remote from land, or have the ocean in the preferred direction of
propagation. However, as I noted ground of high conductivity can be found in the prairie provinces of
Canada.

U.S.

INAN (US)
What you just described is also valid for MF Broadcast antennas, which have ground systems
underneath essentially vertical monopoles. The purpose of the ground plane is to increase efficiency rather
than control the radiation pattern.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
What you have said is only partly correct. The ground system controls and stabilizes the self
impedance of the individual antenna elements, and it plays a significant role in stabilizing the antenna's
azimuthal pattern, which is important for critical antenna arrays. Some critical broadcast antenna
systems have used elevated radials (elevated near the center) or insulated radials, to help stabilize the
pattern in the different seasons.
Concerning the desire to achieve a low angle of radiation, we are concerned here with skywave,
which is usually considered a nuisance for broadcasters. The MF Broadcast service relies on ground wave,
in fact particular attention is sometimes taken to reduce the skywave, and so reduce the interference
problem during nighttime hours. The null on the horizon, characteristic of vertical antennas, is a null with
respect to the launch of skywave. The total field strength does not have a null in the direction of the
horizon -- this is the range of angles in which the ground wave is found.
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A Dynamic Bandwidth and Phase Linearity Measurement
Technique for 4-Channel MSK VLF Antenna Systems
M.D. HARRINGTON
Defence Research Agency
DRA Portsdown
Portsmouth, Hants P06 4AA.
UK

SUMMARY

noise power spectral density -.ido will be required in order
to maintain a desired bit error probability. This is

The recent move to multi-channel MSK transmissions on

illustrated at Figure 1 which plots the degradation in bit

stringent performance boundaries on anteIi bandwidth
and phase linearity parameters. The limitations of
traditional 'static' measurement techniques for these
parameters are described, and a new 'dynamic' test
methodology is discussed. A spectrally matched test
waveform is generated in order to fully exercise the antenna
system under test. The test waveform also allows real-time
quality of tune information to be generated as an operator
aid.

phase deviation from linearity (only parabolic phase
nonlinearities are shown - Ref 2).

VLF transmitters has lead to a requirement for more

LIST OF SYMBOLS

=
S

(1 )(F.) cross power spectrum
output spectrum

(F.*)

complex conjugate of input spectrum
GGy
G.. Gyy

coherence

Bandwidth Measurement

The general measurement technique used in the past
consisted of tuning the system for the desired mode of
operation (in this case 200 baud MSK), then removing the
modulation and applying a CW tone. This is then altered in
discrete steps (typically 10Hz) until the required bandwidth

G.*y

complex conjugate of cross spectrum

has been determined by amplitude comparison either by

G..

input power spectunm

monitoring locally or at a remote receiving site.

Gyy

output power spectrum

However. previous work by CCM12 has demonstrated that
the above method provides a misleading estimation of the
transmitter/antenna system full power instantaneous
bandwidth when applied to the non-linear amplifiers
typically used at VLF to increase efficiency. By using a
static stimulus, the tuned system dynamic response is
masked. Furthermore, a stepped CW measurement (usually
performed over a period of 15 - 30 minutes) is easily
distorted by variability in the site primary power supply
and even by local climatic conditions such as cloud cover
wind gust
In addition,
transmitter
down time
is
by factors.
the need
to continually
perform
repeat

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a method for performing dynamic
measurements of antenna bandwidth and phase linearity
parameters for VLF transmitter systems. These
measurements have been undertaken in support of both
National amd NATO VLF MSK upgrade programes, and
relate to VLF transmitting antenna characteristics required
Sond
itincreased
The conversion to 200 Baud MSK transmissions (from 50
baud FSK) places strict bandwidth and phase linearity
requirements on antenna systems in order to limit phase
and amplitude non-linearities which inevitably lead to a
degradation in overall system performance. Networks
exhibiting phase non-linearity or deviation from a lin..

nmesurements after minor tuning adjustments to correct for
asymmetry, an example of which is shown at Fig 2.

phase reeponee produce en output signal which is a

modulation formal require

The system bamdwidth may be more accurately measured
(sad adjusted) by using an injected real-time dymunaic tst
signal of equivalent power spectral density to the

in bit
inteeencemA
andtheincems
The
resultend
is intesymbol
distorted
time mrslated
vesion of
input signa.

Since it is imnpossible in prwctie to injea Gautien Noise

er

so as to determine the frequency transfer function, an

Th

I

STANAG 5030 requires that the phase deviation (from
linearity) should be limited to 12 Degrees in order to
prevent a degradation of the bit energy to noise power
spectral density ratio by more than 0.5 dB. This limit was
selected in order to correspond to a probability of bit error
which preserves an overall system CER (Character Error
Rate) of I x 10"3.
2.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
2. 1

()}
S=

energy to noise power spectral density as a funiction of the

Consequentially, an increame in the bit energy to

euti

tryblitreec

n

nices

nbt

ic

ti

mosbei

rciet

netGusa

os
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alternative is to generate signals which not only allow
convenient analysis but are also valid examples of the
modulation states used. In this respect, one suitable
solution is to use a frequency comb which is envelope
matched to the MSK spectral distribution. Such a signal
may be conveniently generated using most on-site 4channel MSK modulators by careful choice of the external
traffic data presented to the modulator inputs:
Chl
0

Ch2
1

Ch3
1

VLF receive antenna and amplifiers of known
characteristics were used so as to ensure that the
measurements included all signal distortions and frequency
response functions that would be referred to a receiver
input. All measurements were recorded (and analysed) at 'rf
in order to ensure that no significant error would be
introduced by down conversion filtering/front-end effects
at the receive site.
It is important that the transmitter system be correctly
tuned for 200 baud MSK operation before any
measurements are recorded. In particular, over-coupling of
the antenna system (manifested as at Figure 5) must be
avoided and amplitude symmetry should be established and
maintained throughout the measurement. An advantage of
using a dynamic test signal is that local monitoring
enables detection and correction of these factors in real
time.

Linearity Measurement

Cross spectrum - sometimes called "cross power spectrum"

is a measure of the mutual power betwn to s

F*)is the input spectrum's complex conjugate
is the output spectrum

The magnitude of the cross spectrum measurement is the
product of the magnitudes of the two signals, therefore the
measurement can be a sensitive tool for isolating major
components common to both input signals - in this case
the five test comb frequencies. However, cross spectrum
measurements do not necessarily reveal causal
relationships, i.e. the analyzer may show signals at the
network output not caused by the input. For a much better
indicator of ,ausality, the coherence measurement is used.
Coherence is derived from a series of averaged cross
spectrum measurements. It shows the portion of the output
power spectrum actually caused by the input signal and is
an indication of the statistical validity of the cross
spectrum measurement. Values are on a scale of 0 to 1,
where 1 indicates perfect coherence - poor coherence
values are caused by uncorrelated input signals, windowing
leakage effects and system non-linearities.
Coherence is calculated by dividing the cross spectrum by
both the input and output power spectra:
_G. Gy

*y

GyY
where:

Gxy

is the cross spectrum
is the cross spectrums complex conjuga,

Gxx

is the input power spectrum

Gyy

is the output power spectrum

The same test setup (Figure 6) is used for this 'confidence

A realistic indication of the system phase response can be
obtained by performing a cross-spectrum measurement
using the same test signal as that described in the
bandwidth measurement above,

-

where:
(FY

Since the received signal contains all the information
required for the measurement (i.e. relative tone amplitudes),
cross-calibration between site recording equipment is not a
significant factor - the limiting requirement is that each
signal is captured and re-constructed in a linear manner,

Phase

The measurement is computed by multiplying the complex
conjugate of the linear spectrum of the input by the linear
spectrum of the output:
Gy X---(Fy )(F.*

Ch4
1

The resultant spectrum is shown at Figure 3. By monitoring
this signal both locally and at a remote site (using, for
example, the test setup shown at Figure 4), a comparison
may be made with the original input signal and the
bandwidth determined by direct inspection of the
experimental daeta

2.2

as shown at Figure 6.

s

check' measurement.
On-site monitoring signal information can usually be
obtained using the Transmitter stations own external whip
antenna installation. However, the location of this antenna
is not usually ideal (leading to inherent proximity effects)

and so, where possible, a loop antenna is usually employed

each point in the current frequency span. Such
measurelents ar useful in this instance, since they revead
both phase and magnitde information.

as an independent reference.
3.

RESULTS

The phase display of the cross spectrum measuremsent

3.1

Bodwidth

Measurement

shows sh relative phe.- at each feuency - between two

I

signals. Because this phase relaloimdnp is relative, co"s

Messureaen

spectrum meauremet cam be made witout Ow us ef a

dt Trhsminur site (a described above). ThMf&naresubw

synchronised trigger. All that is required is saone a the
input &Wdoutput signals of the
wokAys
under tat.,

were then obtained from en manlysis of the off-sr signals
reebd beth loaldm i th UK at DRA Panadown,

wms made using live test sigalus i•yected at
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The original input spectrum is shown at Figure 3. The
signal received off-air at the UK test site reflects the
shaping function of the Tuning and Antenna sub-systems
in the relative tone amplitudes. It is important that
amplitude symmetry be maintained throughout the
measurement - this can be conveniently monitored by
comparing matching frequency pairs at the receiving site
and relaying asymmetry information back to the
Transmitter site for corrective action.
A subtractive analysis is then performed on the two spectra
- this can be done directly from the plots, but since all
signals are available in digital format at 14 bit resolution
from the PCM data recorders, greater accuracy is available
by using computer analysis techniques. Figure 7 shows the

4

CONCLUSIONS

The test method described uses a spectrally matched test
waveform which fully energises the antenna system under
test and so gives more accurate, operationally useful,
measurement results. In addition, the technique gready
reduces the required measurement transmitter down-time by
providing feedback quality of time information to operators
in real time. This is particularly useful for those
Transmitters which use a bandwidth resistor in the tuning
chain, as the effect of varying the bandwidth resistor
current on antenna tume-state can be observed by direct
inspection.
S
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STUDY OF A VLF DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA ARRAY
G. A. ASHDOWN
Defence Research Agency
DRA Portsdown
Portsmouth, Hants P06 4AA,
UK

SUMMARY

This study considers the use of an array of VLF antennas

SVLF

of the array combine

at the point of reception

(constructively or destructively) depends on the relative

distributed throughout the UK, instead of a single, high
powered antenna, for submarine command broadcasts. Such
an array offers survivability and environmental
advantages. The coverage of the array would, however, not

phases of the signals, the phase of each signal being a
function of the path length, in wavelengths, between
antenna and receiver. The radiation pattern of an array can
be drawn, which plots gain with respect to a single antenna

be omni-azimuthal, but would have nulls every few degrees
as a result of the interference between the signals from the
individual antennas.

as a function of the angle from broadside ('broadside' being
perpendicular to the array). The calculation involved in
producing this plot is analogous to that for classical optics
for the far-field.

The study investigates the effect on the array coverage of a
number of impairments (operating frequency, phase and
frequency errors, and antenna loss), and discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of steering the main beam to
the receiving platform. Consideration is also given to how
the received signal will be distorted depending on the
location of the receiving platform. It was concluded that a
array would not be suitable for providing wide area
continuous and assured communications.
1.
INTRODUCTION
The study examined the use of a spatially distributed array
of single VLF antennas for submarine command broadcasts,
instead of the usual implementation of one or more
antennas placed closely together and radiating as one high
powered antenna.
The use of a number of widely dispersed, integrated,
transmitters offers redundancy advantages with the
possibility of lower visual and electromagnetic
environmental impact due to reduced element radiating
power. This, however, would be offset by the sophisticated
arrangements required to ensure that all of the individual
antennas acted as in integrated system, despite the
distances between them.

I3.

2.
THE ARRAY
The basic array consists of a number of discrete
transmitting elements (antennas). These elements emit the
same in-phase signal, and the signals form a spatial
interference pattern. The element spacing determines the
positions of the (side) lobes and nulls in the interference
pattern. (For applications such as radar, half wavelength
spacing is generally favoured since it results in a main
beam, and low sidelobes. This contrasts with VLF
submarine broadcast communications which generally
require near omni-azimuthal coverage.)

The way in which the individual signals from the antennas

The shape of a VLF array built in the UK would be
dependant on sites available. It is reasonable to expect
that the array would not be a straight line, nor would its
antennas be equally spaced. At 20 kHz, the UK is
approximately 50 wavelengths long. It was assumed for
this study that the antenna sites would be randomly
positioned (effectively) throughout the length of the UK
(thus average antenna spacing would be of the order of
seven wavelengths), at varying distances from a nominal
North-South line. Broadside to this array, and hence main
beam direction, would then be due west. This study used ten
antennas, each of power 75 kW, and results were compared
to those for a single, omnidirectional, 750 kW transmitter.
The antenna layout used in this study is shown in Figure 1.
It was allocated the name "FILEUK". Figure 2 shows the
radiation pattern for this array, with the signals transmitted
in phase (on this plot, the gain of a single,
omnidirectional, 750 kW antenna, is shown by the 10 dB
circle). The radiation pattern for a number of layouts were
examined, and it was concluded that results obtained for
"FILEUK" were typical - it was therefore used throughout
this study.
IMPAIRMENTS
The effect of the following parameters on the coverage
obtained from a VLF array were examined.
*Operating Frequency
*Phase Errors
-Frequency Errors
.Loss of Antennas
These impairments were all applied to the basic system:
*Array Layout "F'.EUK"

-Operating Frequency 20 kHz
r iNoPhase or Frequency Errors
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3. 1 Operating Frequency
As the transmission frequency varies, the phases of the
individual antenna signals at any receiving point will vary
(since the distance from the receiver to each antenna, in
terms of wavelengths, will alter), and hence the
interference pattern will change.
The radiation patterns for a number of frequencies in the
VLF band were examined. At 20 kHz, the radiation pattern
consists of a mainbeam and numerous sidelobes, with
varying gains, up to a maximum of around 17 dB - see
Figure 2. The radiation patterns at other frequencies were of
the same form, consisting of a comparable number of
sidelobes, with a similar distribution of gains, although
the exact positions of the sidelobes (and nulls) varied with
frequency. It was concluded that, although the exact
radiation pattern is very dependent on operating frequency,
for a staggered array of the type which would have to be
implemented practically, the overall coverage will not be
improved (or degraded) by operating at a particular
frequency. However, because the positions of the nulls are
frequency dependant, once the array layout had been
selected its coverage would need to be calculated, and tested
practically.
3.2 Phase Errors
For the purposes of this model, random phase errors were
generated for each antenna, using a gaussian (normal)
distribution with zero mean and a user defined variance.
It would be expected that each transmitting antenna would
derive its frequency and time from a high quality frequency
standard, which would be synchronised. The accuracy of
the transmitters is such that they will drift, relative to each
other, by perhaps ljs per day. This time delay corresponds
to a phase offset of 7.2* at 20 kHz, 10.80 at 30 kHz. To
model this, 70 was used as the variance in generating
random phase errors.
The changes to the radiation patterns, resulting from the
introduction of phase errors, were examined for a number of
sets of phase errors. Although the effect on the overall
pattern did not appear to be very great, especially in the
region -900 to +900 which is mainly of interest for North
Atlantic coverage, there were slight alterations in the
positions of nulls and the gains of the lobes which could be
of significance to a platform trying to receive a signal.
In addition to phase errors at the antennas, which could
possibly be monitored so that the coverage at any
particular moment could be predicted, phase variations
could also be introduced by unpredictable aberrations in the
ionosphere. However, given the short baseline of the array
compared to reception ranges the ionosphere was
considered to be similar for each path to the receiving
platforms.
3.3 Frequency Errors
If one or more of the antennas transmit the signal at an
incorrect frequency, the relative phases of the signals, and
hence the total signal at any particular point, will be
altered. The frequency accuracy of an individual transmitter

is of the order of one part in 1012, which implies an
accuracy of the order of ±10-8 Hz at VLF frequencies - this
magnitude of error is not going to affect the array radiation
pattern.
There is however a possibility of an error occurring if a
transmitter becomes faulty, or an incorrect frequency
setting is used. This was investigated for an error at one
transmitter of up to 200 Hz - if the 'rogue' antenna was more
than 200 Hz out from the operating frequency, its
propagation characteristics would be very different, so
larger errors were not considered.
A number of different cases were considered, and it was
established that the magnitude of the effect on the radiation
pattern was dependent on which antenna had the frequency
error. For example, a 200 Hz error at antenna 6 appeared to
have far less effect than the same error at antenna 2; this is
because antenna 2 is further from the phase centre of the
array. The changes in the radiation patterns, compared to
the 'perfect' case, were small but discernable.
3. 4 Loss of Antennas
If one or more of the antennas operate at reduced power, or
fail completely, the total power will be reduced. Moreover,
since one or more of the individual signals received at any
particular point will be changed, the total signal will also
be altered, and hence the whole radiated pattern.
An example of the effect of antenna loss is shown in the
radiation pattern of Figure 3 - antennas 3 and 7 are off, and
antenna 2 is operating at half power. It can be seen that, as
expected, the loss of the antennas significantly alters the
radiation pattern and, hence the coverage. Consequently, if
a transmitter is deactivated, not only would a receiving
platform at the limits of the transmitter range no longer be
able to receive messages because of the reduction in power,
but a platform at a bearing off the main beam may suddenly
find itself in the null of the 'new' radiation pattern, even if
it is well within the range of the 'old' radiation pattern.
4.
IMPLICATIONS OF VLF PROPAGATION
The radiation patterns used so far are quick to produce, and
are suitable for a 'first look'. However, the plots assume
that at the receiving point, the amplitudes of all the
individual signals are equal. At VLF frequencies, the
interaction between the modes propagating in the earth
ionosphere waveguide mean that signal amplitude is not a
simple function of distance, but consists of a number of
peaks and nulls due to modal addition. Further, since the
height of the ionosphere varies between day and night,
VLF propagation also follows a diurnal variation. To take
this into account "power plots" were produced.
The power plots show a plan view of the coverage with
received power, in dB ptV/m indicated by a grey-scale. The
plots were produced as follows. At every point on a 100
km xy grid, the distance from the point to each of the
antennas was calculated. The relative phases of the signals
were found from the differences in path lengths; the
amplitude of each signal was found from the propagation
curve for the appropriate frequency and time of day, taken
from Brookes, McCabe and Rhoades [1]. The signals were
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then summed, taking into account both their amplitudes
and relative phases.

antenna radiates 75 kW, the corresponding power for each
bearing could then be calculated.

The day and night power plots for the array "FILEUK",
operating at 20 kHz, are shown in Figure 4. The
transmitter is at the centre, and received powers have been
calculated out to a radius of 7 Mm. No information was
available for distances less than 750 km, hence the blank
area in the centre. (Note that the main beam points due
west, not upwards as in the radiation patterns.)

The assumption was then made that, at a particular bearing,
the signal generated by the array is the same as that
produced by a single antenna transmitting the power
calculated from the gain, and, therefore, the limit of
coverage at that bearing will also be the same.

Power plots were also generated to look at the effect of
phase errors. Comparing the resulting plots with those of
Figure 4 showed that, although the coverage did not change
greatly, nulls were introduced which would mean that, if
unpredictable phase errors occurred, the receiving platform
could unexpectedly find itself unable to receive
communications.
One limitation of the power plots is that they use one
propagation curve, a sea path, for all bearings. However,
this study is concerned with coverage in the North Atlantic,
so a sea path is appropriate for the western half of this
plot, and the eastern half is of lesser interest. Obviously,
the power plots give a more realistic picture of the
coverage achieved by an array than do the radiation
patterns, but the power plots are very time consuming to
produce, so most of the analysis was done using radiation
patterns, or the coverage plots described in section 5.
5.
IMPLICATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC NOISE
At VLF, because of the worldwide propagation of VLF
frequencies generated by lightning impulses, atmospheric
noise, rather than receiver internal noise, is the limiting
factor in long distance signal reception, and this will vary
with geographical position. By calculating the SNRs over
an area, a coverage plot, showing the geographical limits
of reception for a particular transmitter can be constructed.
(Because atmospheric noise is a random phenomena, it is
described statistically, for example, the noise value (in dB
pV/m) which will not be exceeded for 99% of the time (the
value used in this study), and hence the SNR and the
coverage limits are also given as those correct for a certain
percentage of the time.)
The NRaD Long Wave Propagation Capability (LWPC)
program [21 calculates the coverage limits (corresponding
to a specified SNR) by combining information about signal
strength at each location, calculated using standard
waveguide mode propagation techniques, and atmospheric
noise values taken from a data base. Inputs include
frequency, month and time of day, all of which affect both
propagation and atmospheric noise parameters. Figure 5
shows the different coverage limits for a 20 kHz transmitter
operating at a number of different powers. during the day.
Plots to assess the coverage limits of the array were
The gain for the array operating at the
produced as follows.
wa cacultedforever dereebeteen
requredfreueny
required frequency was calculated for every degree between
-900 and +90* (these are the values plotted in the radiation
patterns). Since broadside is due west, this corresponds to
bearings from 1800 to 360°. This value for gain is with
respect to an individual array antenna; given that each

Plots were generated by hand, by overlaying a map
showing the coverage limits for a number of powers, for
the partirular frequency and time of day required (similar to
Figure 5), with a plot of the bearing lines (which are not
straight because of the projection of this particular map),
and then drawing in the the coverage limits along each
bearing.
Figures 6 and 7 compare the reception limits for the array
and a single 750 kW antenna operating at 20 kHz, for day
and night respectively. (Note that at night there are areas
within the limit line where no reception is possible; this is
shown as a bounded area for the single antenna, and as lines
along the bearing curves for the array. For the array, there
are also areas beyond the reception limit line where
reception is possible - these areas are also shown as lines
along the bearing curves.)
Similar plots were generated to show the effect of the
various impairments already investigated in section 3. The
reception limits for the array with and without phase errors
are compared in Figure 9, for 20 kHz day. (The particular
phase errors used are given with the figure.) The limits are
similar, but it can be clearly seen that some nulls have
moved a few degrees. This plot clearly shows how
significant the effect of phase errors, even of this
magnitude, can be.
6.
BEAM STEERING
The obvious method of overcoming the problem of the
possibility of the receiving platform being within a null of
the radiation pattern, and hence unable to receive any
signal, is to steer the main beam to the direction of the
platform. This can be achieved by introducing, at each
antenna, a phase shift which is a function of the required
main beam bearing relative to broadside, the frequency, and
the position of the antenna with respect to the array phase
centre. Steering the main beam also ensures that the
maximum power, and hence the maximum range, is in the
direction of interest.
Beam steering has some advantages, but also a number of
disadvantages - these are summarised below.
Advantages of Beam Steering
Maximum power, and hence maximum range is in
(a)
the direction of the receiving platform.
(b)
The main beam direction is largely unaffected by
equencyerr on ls oantennasealthoug
phaseand f
phase and frequency errors and loss of antennas, although
the rest of the radiation pattern may be changed. (The
exception to this is if any phase errors are systematic
rather than (apparently) random, in which case the main
beam will be pointed in the wrong direction.)
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Disadvantagesof Beam Steering
(a)
The power in the main beam is significantly higher
than that in any of the other lobes (by at least 6dB, i.e.
7500 kW as compared to a maximum of around 3500 kW in
the sidelobes). It may therefore be relatively easy to
establish the bearing at which the maximum power is being
transmitted (e.g. using an aircraft with a simple VLF
receiver) and hence the bearing of the platform. Since the
beamwidth (which is determined by the size of the array) is
narrow (3dB beamwidth 1.20, null-to-null beamwidth 20),
the platform position is defined in azimuth,
(b)
The narrow beamwidth implies that the platform
position must be accurately known so that the phase shifts
needed to steer the beam to the required direction can be
calculated. Each antenna would require the facility for
introducing the phase shift into the signal. The actual
phase shift could either be calculated at a central processor
and sent to each transmitter site, or the required steering
direction could be passed to each site and the phase shift
calculated there. Whichever method were used, the control
information (i.e. phase shift or steering direction) would
have to be passed to the antenna securely and reliably.
(c)
Only one receiving platform can be contacted at a
time (unless they are all on the same bearing), so any
message requiring transmission to several platforms would
have to be repeated for each, reducing message throughput.
(d)
A possible way of overcoming problem (a) - i.e. the
position of the main beam indicating the bearing of the
receiving platform - could be to repeat the message with the
beam steered to several different bearings, which may be
unrelated to the actual platform bearing. However, this
method has the same disadvantage as transmitting to a
number of dislocated receivers - dilution of message
throughput. Continuous communication to one platform
would not be possible.
7.
SUMMARY
OF ARRAY
COVERAGE
RESULTS
Because the coverage limits for various transmit powers are
so closely spaced for powers in the range 150 - 750 kW (for
example, see Figure 5), the coverage limit (as shown by the
coverage plots) for the distributed array is fairly close to
that of the 750 kW antenna, even though the power in
many of the lobes is well below 750 kW. In fact, since the
coverage limit for the array tends to hover about the 750
kW limit, it suggests that it is not really necessary to steer
the beam unless the receiving platform is near the outer
limits of the transmitter range.
The limitation of the distributed array lies, of course, in the
existence of the nulls in the coverage. These occur very
abruptly, for example, a change in bearing of one degree
can result in a drop in apparent radiated power (i.e. value
calculated from the radiation pattern gain) from 1280 kW to
14 kW. and hence loss of signal.
Similarly, if any
impairments occur which alter the coverage, the platform
could abruptly lose the signal, even though the platform
itself has not moved,
The coverage

is totally dependent on the operating

frequency used. The coverage could be characterised
theoretically, and confirmed by actual measurements, in
which case it should be known whether or not a particular
platform would be able to receive a message, provided the
platform's position were known with sufficient accuracy.
However, the high possibility of the introduction of
random impairments would mean that these 'perfect'
coverage plots would often not reflect reality.
Quite high relative phase errors are possible, both because
of drift in equipment, and due to errors in initiating the
signal from widely dispersed antennas. These, largely
unpredictable, errors can have a significant impact on the
positions of the nulls in the coverage limits of the array.
Errors in the frequency at individual antennas are not so
likely to occur, but when they do they again affect the
coverage pattern. Total or partial loss of any of the
antennas also has a significant effect on the coverage,
which is dependent on the particular antenna(s) involved.
The effect of all possible antenna losses could be modelled,
however it would be very time consuming.
These impairments appear to have little effect on the main
beam (except for reduction in power due to antenna loss),
so many of the problems could be overcome by steering the
main beam to the receiving platform. However, there are a
number of disadvantages to this method, as listed in
section 6.
8.
SIGNAL DISTORTION
For adequate communication using signals from a
distributed array, the coverage is not the whole story. To
consider the problem in the simplest terms, the signals
from two transmitters may add constructively at the point
of reception, but the difference in the two path lengths may
be several wavelengths, and thus the information (for
example, one bit) conveyed on the signals may be offset,
and hence the resultant will be meaningless. This can be
overcome by delaying the start of transmission of the
information at one antenna relative to the other, so that the
information coincides exactly at the reception point, but
the problem will still occur at other locations. The fact
that the 'information' will probably alter either the
frequency (FSK) or the phase (MSK) of the signal
complicates matters even further.
The problem was investigated using two different methods
as outlined below. Reception was considered at two
locations, Y (30*N 50*W) and Z (60'N 20*W).
Additionally. Y was taken to be the centre of a square, side
100 kin, whose corners were labelled A, B, C and D (lying
due NE, SE, SW and NW of Y respectively).
8. 1 Bit Distortion
A signal consisting of five bits, 10101, was considered,
each bit being 5 ms long. Delays were introduced at each
antenna such that the leading edge of the first bit
transmitted by each antenna arrived at Y at the same time.
This is equivalent to introducing a phase shift at each
antenna such that the main beam is steered to Y, but,
depending on the relative path lengths from Y to antenna,
the actual phase shift may be greater than 2t. In this
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example, time delays of up to 4.32 ms had to be introduced
at the individual transmitters,
Knowing the distance from the other locations to the
antennas, and the delay at each antenna, it was then
possible to calculate the relative times of arrival (t.o.a.) of
the signals (that is, the leading edge of the first bit) at each
location. Figure 9 shows the signals from the individual
antennas, and the resultant, arriving at locatio" D, 70 km
NW of Y. (At Y all the bit edges would line up on the grid
lines as the signal from antenna 9 does here.) Maximum
time difference between t.o.a. of signal leading edges at D
was 0.12 ms - this implies that a receiver at D could receive
the message correctly.
The corresponding plot of t.o.a. at location Z is shown in
Figure 10. Here the maximum difference in t.o.a. of bit
leading edges is 7.03 ms - greater than one bit length. As
can be seen, the resultant signal is totally distorted. Thus,
for a receiving platform at Z to successfully receive the
same message as at Y, the message would have to be
repeated using a different set of time delays. And this would
have to happen even if Z was well within the coverage area
of the array.
88.2 Carrier Distortion
Signals transmitted by the distributed array would not, in
fact, be a series of bits, but would be some form of
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). (This includes MSK
(Minimum Shift Keying) which is FSK with a modulation
index of 0.5 and is the current VLF modulation system.) In
FSK two transmitting frequencies are used, F1
corresponding to a '1' and F2 to a '0'. When switching
between the two frequencies, phase continuity is
maintained. Fl = Fc + F. and F2 = Fc - F., where F. is the
carrier frequency (e.g. 20 kHz) and F. is the offset frequency
(typically 50 Hz). This has been modelled for Figures 11
and 12. The Figures show a 2 ms 'snapshot' of the
individual and total signals received at locations Y and D
respectively. (As for Figures 12 and 13, t=O corresponds to
the t.o.a. of the first antenna signal.)
It can be seen from the Figure 12 that although the relative
t.o.a. of signals at location D are only a small fraction of
the bit length (5 ms), and hence do not appear to have a
significant affect on the received bits (Figure 9), these
delays correspond to a large fraction of the actual sine
waves (20 kHz ± 50 Hz), so instead of adding up to give the
maximum amplitude as at Y (Figure 11), a smaller amplitude
(and hence power and SNR) is received,

*
,

•legible
8.3 Discussion
This section has attempted to illustrate graphically the
effect on message reception of using a distributed array.
Figure 10 shows that, if a receiving platform is located
away from the main beam, even if it is not in a null and
hence the SNR is sufficient for reception, the message
information contained in the signal will be distorted, so
message reception is actually only possible close to the
main beam.
Figure II further shows that close to the location for which
reception is optimised, although the message information

IL
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may not be too severely distorted, the relative delays
between the antenna signals may mean that the signals
interfere with each other such that the total signal, and
hence the received SNR, is reduced to such an extent that
reception is difficult.
This brief assessment of distortion has made a number of
simplifying assumptions:
(i)
The amplitude of the signals from each antenna are
equal at the receiving location - this is not necessarily true,
as amplitude (field strength) is dependent on the distance of
the receiver from the antenna.
(ii)
The delays at each transmitter are specified to 0.01
ins, without any time/phase errors.
(iii) All assessment so far has been in the time domain.
Although Figures 11 and 12 include the switch from F1 to
F2, the difference between 20.05 kHz and 19.95 kHz
cannot be distinguished on these graphs. Some frequency
domain analysis would also be required.
Synthesising signals to simulate distortions is relatively
straightforward, and would be necessary to assess the
impact on differing designs of receivers.
9.
CONCLUSIONS
The study has examined the relative effects of impairments
on the performance of a large distributed antenna array
operating at VLF and compared the performance with that
obtained using a conventional antenna implementation.
1.
There are a number of impairments which can be
introduced at the individual transmitters - errors in phase,
frequency and availability - which affect the coverage of the
array, notably the positions of deep nulls restricting the
coverage along some bearings.
The effect of these impairments could, in theory, be
measured and used to calculate the coverage at any particular
time. Since they are random, and in some cases continually
varying, the transmitters would have to be monitored
continuously, and data returned to some central processing
point.
The problems with impairments could largely be
2.
overcome by steering the main beam to the receiving
platform.
Moreover, the work on signal distortion
suggests that this would have to be done to ensure that a
message was received. However, there are a number
of disadvantages with beam steering:
The narrow beamwidth means that the position of
(a)
the platform needs to be known very accurately.
The relative phase of the VLF signal at each antenna
be calculated, and implemented, precisely to steer the
beam with the necessary accuracy.
It is only possible to communicate
with one
platform at a time. If the same message has to be sent to
several platforms, the message must be repeated with the
(b)
must
main
(c)
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main beam steered to several different directions. This
increases the time taken to sent a message to several
platforms, and means that there cannot be continuous
communications to any single platform.
(d)
The fact that the main beam is directed towards the
platform may make it possible for the bearing of that
platform to be deduced, thus defeating the principle of
covert submarine operation.
3.
It could be argued that in using a VLF distributed
array, the risk from the vulnerability of a single site
transmitter has been exchanged for that arising from the
monitoring and control needed for the distributed
transmitter system.

10.
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Signal from
Antenna:

FIGURE 9: Individual and Total Signals (Bits)
at Location D
(Antenna Delays Optimised for
Message Reception at Location Y)
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Discussion
INAN
COMMENT. 1) 1 am surprised about the 1 ms phase error that you mentioned. I would think you can
have quite better synchronization between sites, for example with GPS systems. 2) 1 wonder why you
have not considered a linear array, for example with 1/2 spacing, which would have a clear main lobe
which was to be steered using phase/beam diversity to transmit to multiple platforms.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
1) With GPS you can get inter-site synch > I in 10"8. But, you need to take into account the time
delay involved in passing intersite control information over land lines, for example, Cornwall to
Scotland time delay can be 200 msecs (= 40 bits for MSK). Also using GPS leads to system
vulnerability-what do you do if the GPS satellites fail or are destroyed, or satcom links are broken?
You also need to take into account the fact that a VLF transmitter cannot be adjusted instantly
(because of the size of the tuning components, etc).
2) This study was initiated from a suggestion that an array of widely distributed antennas would be
less vulnerable to destruction (either sabotage or aerial attack) because the antennas are so far
apart. Half wavelength spacing would not satisfy this criteria. Having distributed the array antennas
as widely as possible over the UK, the study then compared the array coverage to that of the optimun
case - an omnidirectional transmitter. Having a distinct, steered main lobe is not optimal for the
reasons given in the paper.
HILDEBRAND

COMMENT. Have you considered beam broadening methods? If you hide the main beam and use
strong side lobes it should be easy to mask the bearing(s) for the communication path.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
No.

I
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APPLICATION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM TO SHORT ANTENNAS
Prof. Francisco C.V. Grilo
Prof. Ant6nio Manuel E.S. Casimiro

Faculdade de Engendaria da Universidae do Poro
Depautamento de Engenharia Electrotdcnica e de Computadores
Rum dos Bragas
4099 PORTO CODEX
PORTUGAL

As it is well known the far field pattern of an aperne is
related to a distribution of radiating sources by the
Fourier Transforn [1].
In this paper we show that it is possible to use the
Fourier Transform to make the analysis and synthesis of

whae
I means inner product of vectors

P. =

short antennas, too.
and
In this way we can easily have both die analytical
graphical representation of the antenna pattern and the
errors that we make with the usual approximating
models. It is also possible the use of the know how on

the signal processing field to make the analysis and

(2)

61

--- Fa
phas F4aine

Summary

X is the wave length
Supposing that the sources are infinitesimal elements of

curent (fig 1):

synthesis of the radiation pattern
All the theouy is based on the Theorem of the Small
Complex Translation [2] meaning that we can represent
all the current distribution on the antenna by complex
translations of an infinitesimal element of current.

Using the Maxwell equations the electric fields are
(fig.2):

d

.

dl

ABZ.47r

The corespondent pattern can be found using an adequate

sen(•

) 319.r0

12d sen(e 2 )e

spatial variable representation.

r2

1(3)

2

(4)

1.The small complex translation

d"2=eZ 411r 2

In all this paper, both the sources an the produced fields
are represted in the domain of the temporal Fourier
Transform.

where zo =-120

Let us suppose a souc ll(x(o.yozo) that produces a field
El(xy.z) that is linearly related with the source: a a*
Ii(xo.yo.zo) produces the field eJ9l(x,y,z).

am only interested in the far field pattern (fig.4)
In that cae, the field E2 can be approximate by field El
as shown in figA.

We call a small complex traslation of the source

So

ll(xoyozo) made by the vector d(xdydA thde translation
that ceates the some 12(xyz)- a • Il(x+xd.Y+Ydz+zd)

e
(fit) Wdhuo

appax

.ad Ihs

Usually when we ae dealing with arrays and antennas we

d

-

d Eal

€c• d

(5)
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Vinai
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Uf all the sources can be obtained by small complex
translations of one unitary source in the origin, the far
field is related with the source distribution by the Fourier
Transform [2] as resumed in next topic.
2.The use of the Fourier Relation

sen(O)
=L
JdAdl

r

=

d

=

en(A)

= 3oZo

,

When the sources are distributed in one direction, the zz

rLdd

(9)

4_

axis for instance,(lD) the far field can be represented with
the variable Oz (fig.3) because it is symmetrical around
the zz axis

whlere

So if we have one linear and thin antenna with length "L"
in the zz axis as shown in the fig.3 the infinitesimal

1o is the superficial density of current in the origin
(0,0,0)

electrical field dE(z) created by the infinitesimal element
of current I(z) is related with the infinitesimal electrical

So, the electrical field produced by the infinitesimal

-.

field d0) created by the infinitesimal element of current
1(0) by the small complex translation theorem:

di = dx dy dz

element of current ,I(x~y~z) is:
d-

d ElR(z)] =d

,(O

z)
1(0)

I(x,y,z)

E-

-' =V

d0z

dI
f(x,y,z) dxdydz d

=c
d L(P5) '(z) ez

dzj~l-

d-r 1(0,0,0) dxyd

(10)

d&

(7)

The total electrical field, produced by the current
distribution inside the small volume where we can use

where O[p=cos~z

the small complex translations, is
The total field is obtained by integration of all the

dr v

L
ET(P) =

jI•O) (z)e z dz

with

2

=KE(1)

1F1 yi

(

E= E

infinitesimal fields over the length EL"

P. 0 cos(=1 )
(8)

Where K= 2X(
So, unless one constant, if the far field pattern is
expressed in the variable 0, it is related with the field
produced by the unitary source placed in the origin, by

one window (-f•1to) in the Inverse Fourier Transform of
the current distribution.
Using a similar procedure we can see that for two
dimensional (21)) or three dimensional (3D) distributions
of sources the Fourier relation appears if we use the
variables [j
and Oz as follows:

~

P= 0cos(f?)
cosOV)

N

So
r

E,=

.
r d
dx eJZX Jdy e
dT x
y

r

Jfix,y,z)dze
z

= d&
Fx'l (Fy'(Fz'(f(x,y,z)))
dT
Again the total field field is given by the product of the

field produced by refenmce source and the three
The far field produced by an infinitesimal element of
current Lo(xOYorZ) in the space (fig.5) is

dimensional inverse Fourier Transform on the variable 1,
unless one constant.
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3.The application to an small antenna
with uniform distribution
Let's apply the developed theory to an antenna with an
distribution of currents that can be considered uniform,
supposing that has an length equal to "2a" and it is
oriented on the zz direction (fig.8).

3 Grilo, Francisco. C.V.. Casimiro, Antdnio. M. E. S.,
"The Spatial Distribution of Sources and the Symmetry
of the Far Field Paern",
PIERS (Progress In Electromagnetics; Research
Symposium),
MIT, Cambridge
USA, Julio 1991

Let us consider as die referece source the infmitesimal
dipole in the origin that has the well known field pattern
senO (fig.6)

4 Schelkunoff S.A., Friis, H. T.,
and Pratice,
Antennas
TheorySonsic.,
t W
John
Wileye andand
Sons Inc.,
1966

The factor that multiplies the field produced by the
infinitesimal is easily found by the inverse Fourier
transform (fig.?)

5 Collin, R.E., Zucker, FJ.,
Antenna Theory, Mc Graw-Hill,
1969

This factor depends on the length "2a" and the error that
is made when it is assumed that the factor is constant can
be seen in a graphical way.

6 Krauss,
J.D., Antennas,
McGraw-Hill,
1950

So, when the antenna length is small compared with the
wave length the factor is almost constant, but increasing

7 Jasic, H.

if the factor is assumed to be constant the error increases,

too.

Antenina Engineering Handbook,

McGraw-Hill,
1961

4.Conclusions
!

~8 Elliot

Robert S.,
Antenna Theory and Design, Prentice-Hall,

!

The Fourier Transform can be used to make the analysis
and synthesis of the radiation pattern in antennas with
uniform distribution of current and which length is much
|small that die wave length, making possible the
graphical visualisation of the error committed when it is
assumed a constant array factor.

1981
9 Ruach, W.V.T., Potter, P.D.,
Analysis of Reflector Antennas,
Academic Press, New York,
1970

This procedure can be applied whenever we are dealing
with a source distribution that can be obtained by small
complex translations of a reference source in the origin.
In more complicated cases it is possible the use of
Fourier Transform and Fast Fourier Transform procedures
to make the analysis and synthesis in a computational
way in, to simplify the calculus and to have a graphical
idea about the errors involved in the model.
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ANTENNA MODELING AND ANALYSIS
M. Bandinelli,
IDS

- Ingogneria Del

S.

FOR ELF/VLF/LF APPLICATIONS
Chiti,

Sistemi,

MMMWKARY
This paper presents a numerical
procedure which can be effectively used
for the analysis/design of very-low
frequency capacitive antenna system on
complex platforms and for charge
distribution computation. The "quasistatic" radiation problem has been
solved by means of the corresponding
electrostatic solution, by using a
Method Of Moment (MOM) procedure. Pulse
basis functions defined on surfacepatch domains and point-matching test
procedure are used, in conjunction with
a powerful postprocessing numerical
tool. Given the platform model, the
Spostprocessing
tool allows us to
Sanalyze all possible antenna
configurations by running the Method of
Moment computer code only once. The
4
following parameters can be evaluated
i) Antenna Radiation Pattern, ii)
Antenna Norton equivalent circuit (from
which the effective voltage at the
tof the receiver can be
input
o
h iii) eevrcnb
Sevaluated),
Induced charge
distribution, iv) Scattered electric
field distribution near the platform.
The proposed solution is particularly
useful for applications where the
criticity
of the structure requires a
peculiar attention in defining
structural elements that constitute the
"electrical doublet" (conformal
antenna).

Scwith
Based upon integral equations, a number
of numerical techniques have been
developed and investigated during last
two decades, showing very interesting
capabilities in many applications to
real electromagnetic (e.m.) problems
[12,14,15,17,18].
TheiI effectiveness
in many engineering problems have also
stated new guidelines for
electromagnetic approach, both in the
field of analysis and design.

R.

Cioni

Pisa Via Roma 50,

Italy

currently used and have been widely
applied for the study of such problems
and particularly in the field of
antenna system performance, in real
platform environments, over a wide
frequency range frequenjly around
resonant region of the platform/antenna
system.
The present paper deals with the
development of a numerical technique
too, which can be applied both to
antenna siting problem analysis and
design and with charge distribution
computation on complex objects; the
numerical technique is based on a
Method of Moment solution of the
corresponding electrostatic problem,
suitable for application in the quasistatic case. The procedure is based or
a triangular surface patch
representation of the body, in
conjunction with pulse basis functions
and point matching testing.
Regarding the case of charge
distribution computation,
the proposed
technique can efficiently serve as a
method of investigation about
electrostatic charging of conductive
bodies, which is a serious problem for
many flying objects.
For antenna siting problems it can be
pointed out that different antenna
systems mounted on platform of limited
size, such as flying object (aircraft,
RPV), belongs to the category of
capacitive quasi-static (due to the
very small dimensions of the object
respect to the system operating
wavelength) antennas as, for example,
in the case of long range navigation
aids (OMEGA, LORAN C and so on)
sensors.

Typical applications of numerical

Antennas used for the mentioned
applications have tipically very small
size also with respect to platform
ones, and their electromagnetic
properties depends strongly both on the
shape and dimensions of supporting
platform; being essentially a kind of
charge pick-up on the object, the
antenna has to be well positioned in

techniques are concerned with antenna

order to collect maximum charge

siting problems and with the evaluation
of current/charge distribution over
complex objects; different numerical
codes developed in the past are

quantity from the platform
maximize its efficiency.

and
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These kind of antennas works in major
cases on receiving operation, for which
both antenna capacitance and collected
charge from supporting structure can be
determined by means of the proposed
method, taking into account for
interactions between conductive
elements, antenna and structures, in
their real geometrical configuration.
As discussed with better detail in the
following, the method represent a very
efficient and low cost analysis tool
because, once fixed the geometry of the
model and a canonical base of incident
electric field, we need only one MOM
evaluation in order to obtain the
characteristic parameters of any
sensor-platform configuration, for any
excitation field source.
The paper is particularly devoted to
the use of the procedure to the design
problem of a receiving VLF antenna
system. It contains a general
description of the method, its
theoretical development, the
peculiarities of MOM formulation
chosen, in terms of geometrical
subdomain sections, basis and test
functions, and the definition of
parameters which can be evaluated by
means of the method, such as radiation
pattern, antenna equivalent circuit,
charge distribution on the object,
objectl
X.M

LOW(Y

PIULfR

When the wavelength of an incident
field is considerably greater than the
a
typical dimensions of the scatterer,
"quasi-static" situation occurs,
Such a situation is usually analyzed by
means of the so-called Rayleigh series
(1] of the e.m parameters such as
"electric and magnetic fields",
"induced current" and "induced charge".
The Raylegh series is a power series in
the frequency domain. The existence of
this series has been proved and its
radius of convergence has been found
for smooth perfectly conducting objects
[1]. The radius of convergence is equal
to the absolute value of the lowest
natural frequency of the object and
hence under this value the Rayleigh
series should converge to the exact

solution. However the first few terms
usually suffice for most of practical
purposes.
Let
5 andp the current and charge
densities induced on a conducting
platform by an incident time-armonic
e.m field

E,

H; they can be

expressed in the following lowfrequency (Rayleigh) expansion

-

Y=

,-

A- 45.

P=i

-ikP.

n.0

As it can be seen, the ratio of two
consecutive terms is proportional to j
frequency), so that only
0o (w=angular
terms are important as the
the first
frequency approaches zero.
To find the Rayleigh series terms
different procedures can be considered:
4 following the approach of Stevenson
[2,3], which expands the Maxwell
equation in a low frequency
series,and then solves for each tern
of it;
* by means of a procedure that uses a
low frequency expansion of the
Electric or Magnetic Field Integral
Equation, (EFIE, MFIE) then solving
a set of equations for the
determination of

a
ad,

so on [4,5,6,7]
For the purpose of this paper, it is
not of interest to examine the details
of such procedures, but to analyze the
properties of the first
andp 0 , that,

terms

50I,it

as we will see, are

related to the characteristic
parameters of electrically short
extent, it can be
antennas. To this
shown that:

V
V

o= 0

5•

-)

Po

These equations imply that the lines of
-

50

form closed loops on the surface S
of the scatterer, whereas the lines of

5

terminate at charges

p0. 50 can be

identified with the magnetostatic
currents, and P0 with the
electrostatic charge induced on the
body. It is worth noting that 0 has no
relation with the total induced current
flowing across any cross-section of the
platform.
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From the point of view of the e.m field
radiated by these "low frequency"
current distributions, it is however
expected that %0and J7 give rise to a
magnetic and an electric dipole
respectively,

CAekCI'rI

AI~r

A

difference that can be used as an input
signal to a receiver. In the following
we shall make reference to the smallest
and the greatest of the two parts
respectively as "sensor" and
"platform". Intuitively, the sensor
constitute the "hot pole", while the
platform constitutes the 'ground
reference'.
While the platform can be generally

Quasi-statically antennas correspond to
very large wavelengths where it becomes
difficult and costly (or sometimes
impossible, especially when antennas
have to be installed on moving
platforms) to produce resonant aerials.
On reception it is the signal-to-noise
ratio that is of prime concern, rather
than the absolute value of the received
signal.
We must therefore consider
the dominant source of noise, and at
these frequencies external noise is
much more significant than internal
noise.
Beyond the threshold where external
noise starts to become dominant it
proves therefore useless to improve the
efficiency of the receiving aerial,
since this will increase the noise in
the same ratio as the effective signal.
This means that the dimensions of
receiving antennas operating at very
low frequencies can be small comparing
to wavelenght while giving satisfactory
performances.
In this chapter a sintetic
representation of a receiving
capacitive antenna (or electric
doublet) will be given, in order to
introduce the implementation of the
design procedure that will be described
in the next chapter.
Although perhaps not piatically so
important as in the "receiving case",
also the transmitting capacitive
antennas in the low frequency range
will be analyzed, in order to identify
the parameters by means of which it is
possible to define an antenna siting
procedure on a given platform.
Both problems can be analyzed referring
to the Rayleigh series recalled in the
previous chapter.

identified with the metallic structure
on which the antenna is installed (as
an example an aircraft or a ship), not
necessarily the sensor must be a
classical antenna structure as a
monopole. Design considerations can
suggest original solutions, obtained
sectioning a part of the structure and
using it as sensor.
We will represent the antenna, viewed
from the feed terminals, by means of
Norton Equivalent Circuit parameters

I. (short-circuit
(input admittance)
[8,9]. By means of
representation, it

current) and Y,
as shown in fig. 1
such equivalent
is immediate to

obtain the voltage on the load A (Y)
connected to the antenna terminals.
Remembering the quasi-static nature of
the problem under test we will refer to
the Rayleigh series [1, 2] to evaluate
these parameters. In particular we will
solve for the electrostatic problem
associated to the dinamic one (it means
that the e.m incident field will be
replaced by an equally polarized
electrostatic field), by evaluating the
charge distribution p 0 induced on the
structure and the capacity C of the
"sensor-platform" system. Through these
parameters we can then entirely define
the Norton equivalent circuit of the
capacitive antenna. A detailed
numerical analysis of the good
performances obtainable in the low
frequency range by means of this
approach, in comparison with NEC [10]
full-wave results, is also stated in
[i]
for a classical short dipole wire
antenna.
Short circuit current

Synthetic Ronresentation
Cauanitive Antenna

of

Receivina

A capacitive antenna is schematically
composed by a conducting object (with
dimensions small compared to
wavelenght) with one section insulated
from the remaining part of the

conductor.

When excited by an incident

e.m field, the two parts of the dipole
(not necessarily geometrically

symmetrical) present a potential

Placing the antenna in an uniform
electrostatic field would result in a
redistribution of the charge density
p. on the system so that charges +Q
an
on
appe a o tha t
a
nte nna
and -Q would appear on the two antenna
elements. For the low-frequency dinamic

problem, it

tollows that the current

flowing through the short-circuited
terminals of the antenna is well

approximated as:
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JOQ
j=

well suited for the evaluation of
other forms of antenna elements.

(3)

It is obvious that the induced charge Q
in the static problem depends
upon the
orientation of the antenna in the
impressed field just as the short
circuit terminal current in the dynamic
problem depends upon the orientation of
the antenna in accordance with its
radiation pattern (it has to be noted
that as a consequence of the quasistatic nature of the electrically small
antenna problem, the radiation pattern
will be that of an elementary dipole).

Input impedance
Given the input impedance
admittance Y,),

in

many

(or

Z,

the frequency

domain:
Zf = l/i

= k

Xi

+

the resistive part

(6)

f

is

in

general

subdivided into the sum
While dealing with capacitive antennas,

+

(7)

the magnetic field solution (j0 in the
induced current Rayleigh serie) need
not be considered in evaluating the
short circuit terminal current value,
since all
currents on the conducting
surface which are accounted for in the
magnetic field solution are solenoidal
and contribute nothing to the net
terminal current.
To deal with parameters which are

(
radiation resistance and
9R
ohmic resistance, taking into account
for the energy dissipation on the
antenna, due to the material
conductivity). The second term can
normally be neglected with respect to

it is convenient to define the
"Equivalent Area" of the antenna :

is customary to take Z.
capacitive reactance

=

other Z, terms.
-iete In the very low frequency problems it
independent from the incident field !~

At, = QI6

¢1
4)

* -/i/j

where E0 is the permittivity of the
homogeneous space surrounding the
antenna. Using such a definition, it is
possible to express the antenna short
circuit current as:
(5)

JQ E0 A49 1E,
j=

Recalling the well known "Effective

c

as a pure

(8)

where C is the "sensoi-platform"
capacity.
Once known the parameters A and C,
an
the equivalent circuit of fig. 1
characterizes suitably, from the point
of view of the reception properties,
the antenna configuration under test,
allowing effective parametric
evaluation varying the load impedance
of the receiver.

lenght"
L4,
usually considered to
define the receiving properties of
wire antennas, it is seen that the
equivalent area A

II

serves an analogue

function in the Norton equivalent
circuit : both are constants of the
antenna and represent proportionality
factors between the incident field
amplitude and the level of excitation
of a circuit connected to antenna
terminals. While the "effective
lenght"

L,

is

particularly

convenient

V

S

u

I
Fig.
T

1

€APfTTW 1U'PKUzk

to use for thin wire antennas because
of the simple relationship between L,
and the physical dimensions of such
antennas,

the Equivalent Area

is

Although most practical antennas
installed on moving platforms,
operating in the quasi-static domain
are receiving antennas, it is worth
noting that the same quantities used to

-
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define the equivalent circuit of fig. 1
serve to evaluate the radiation
characteristic of a capacitive antenna,
such as the radiation pattern.
The
procedure to obtain this makes use of
the reciprocity theorem.
The "sensor-platform" antenna is
excited by means of an incident

* The determination of the
equivalent capacitance requires
the knowledge of the
difference of potential between the
sensor and the platform when:
a charge (e.g. positive) is
applied to the sensor;
0
the same charge quantity,
with opposite sign is applied to
the platform;
* the sensor is open circuited,
i.e.
electrically separated from
the platform.
*

electric field E, as in the receiving
problem, then the induced charge Q on
the two parts of the antenna can be
computed and presented in a polar
diagram in coIrispondence with the
incidence angles of the field ii.
Repeating this procedure for a number
of incidence angles, for a fixed
polarization, it is possible to obtain
the directive gain pattern (supposing
the ohmic losses on the structure be
negligible) of the antenna for that
polarization [8].
We should note that for this type of
aerial the radiation pattern is always
that of a simple dipole, however
varying its orientation relative to the
overall structure and the actual
quantity of induced charge (e.g the
gain G) [16]
DSCRIPTION Or TI4

DESIrn

PROCTflT1

*

The determination of the short
circuit current requires the
knowledge of the total char, 3 on the
s
w
sensor when:
* an electric field vector, which
has the same polarization of the
field to be received, causes a
charge redistribution on the e.m.
model (platform+sensor);
m the sensor is short circuited,
i.e. electrically connected to the

platform.
So, in principle, two different models
should be used and a lot of Method of
Moment runs (one for every field
polarization vector plus one for the
equivalent capacitance

determination)

As described in the previous chapter,
the design of an antenna configuration
mainly requires the determination of
the equivalent capacitance and the
short circuit current.

should be performed. Such a procedure
should lead to a very time expensive
and tedious activity. By modifying the
procedure, only one e.m. model must be
defined and the method of moment must
be run only once, thus greatly
increasing efficiency.

The present analysis and design
procedure is based on a MOM simulation
code, followed by a suited data
processing tool [19]. So, the whole
procedure is mainly composed by the
following steps:
4
Dlefinition of the e.m model by a

In order to have better understanding
of the procedure, it is worth noting
that our MOM computer code will output
only an intermediate set of results,
arisina from a set of canonical
independent
sources linearly
eccitation

CAD tool-

from each other

*
Run of the electrostatic method of
moments computer code'

charges or field vectors, along
independent directions). The final
solution will be computed by the
postprocessor code, once the actual

*
Run of the nostnrocessor codeAby
which the final results
such as:

"*
"*
"*
"*

Antenna equivalent area;
Antenna equivalent capacitance;
Antenna short circuit current;
Charge distribution over the
antenna and body structures;
0 Field distribution around the
structures and radiation patterns;
may be computed, displayed and stored
on a memory mass device,
It

is worth

noting that:

( such sources may be

excitation has been stated.

Such a procedure is possible owing to
the (quasi) static nature of the
problem and cannot be applied when
field propagation exists.
By running the method of moment
computer code only once, the procedure
is particularly optimized with respect
to computer time, so a lot of
situations may be efficiently taken
into account. In the following sections
each step of the procedure will be
described.
d
The @.z model,
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As a result,

The e.m. model is formed by triangular
plates which allow the modeler to
flat
correctly simulate as well as single
bended and double bended surfaces.
A different attribute (group number)
may be assigned to different blocks of
the
and is inherited by all
the model,
We
plates forming the block itself.
assume that blocks having different
group number are electrically insulated
each other; this is the case betwen a
sensor and the remaining e.m. model
(platform). The method of moment will
consider the blocks electrically
insulated and the connection may be
forced at the post processing phase, in
order to compute the short circuit
current [19].
Method Of Moments Formulation For
Electrostatics
The problem to be solved by method of
moments is the determination of the
charge density once fixed the
eccitation source (the field vector or
a net charge on the e.m. model or part
that is the solution of the
of it)
Poisson equation [12]:

The solutions are the induced charge
density on each triangular element of
the model and electrostatic potential
of each block. Particular care has been
devoted to the implementation of a well
conditioned matrix in order to use a
single precision arithmetics (32 bit).
The Canonical Set Of Excitations
The set of excitations is such that any
be any field
excitation,
Ther
other excitation, may be any field
vector and/or any charge on the
platform, may be described by a linear
combination of the canonical
excitations.
If the charge density is separately
stored for each canonical eccitation,
by applying the superposition theorem
the charge density for any type of
excitation may be computed.
Once fixed a cartesian reference system
the canonical set of
(0,X,Y,Z)
excitation has been identified as:
+

(9)

e

*
*

whose integral form is:
+

•

(r) =•()+
)+ f
S

5

(t)
(10)

P()

47re 0 F-r

r _the
J

and p
is known, while 0.
Only •
must be determined.
As known, the use of a Method of
Moment formulation requires the
solution of the above described
integro/differential equation by a
matrix formulation.
The expansion functions used in our
procedure are step functions, each one
different from zero only over a
triangular element and zero otherwise:
of course, each function has a domain
different from all other functions. The
weighting functions are dirac delta
functions, centered on the centroid of
each triangular element [13,14,15]. An
additional equation needed in order to
solve the problem is found by imposing
the total charge value on each block of
the e.m. model.

the number of equations is

given by the number of plates plus the
number of blocks electrically insulated
each other.

E field vector
axis;
E field vector
axis;
E field vector
axis;
A unit charge
e.m. model.

parallel to the X
parallel to the Y
parallel to the Z
on each block of the

with a grandtotal of (3÷number of
blocks) excitations.
Note that most of CPU time is required
to create and invert the matrix, while
number of solutions to be computed
impact on the total CPU
have a little
time.
The PostDrocessina Procedure
The postprocessing procedure mainly
consists of the following steps;

*

Computation of the antenna
equivalent capac-itance C by:
Forcing a unit positive charge
Q on the sensor block;
* Forcing a unit negative charge Q
on the platform block;
* Determining the difference of
potential V between the two blocks;
* Applying the formula C = Q/V.
*

*

Comnutat-Aon of the short circuit
current
* Forcing the electrical

connection
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between the platform and the sensor
blocks;
* Defining the E field vector of
the e.s. field to be received;
* Computing the charge density over
the whole e.s. model;
* Computing the total charge Q on
the sensor block;
a Computing the short circuit
current by the formula:

I = j(Q.

It must be stressed that the set of
results computed by means of Method of
Moments is given for the sensor
electrically insulated from the
platform, while the computation of the
. needs the
short circuit current
computed for an e.s. model
solution
sithinon elcptricaedisonanecis.
Tdel
with no electrical disconnections. The
electrical connection required in the
evaluation of I, is performed by the
postprocessor and the resulting charge
density distribution is computed in
real time, starting from the canonical
set of solutions. The whole procedure
is therefore very efficient, thus
allowing for the analysis of a large
number of conformal antennas by
creating a single e.m. model with a
number of blocks equal to the number of
antennas to be analyzed.

Use Of The Antenna Parameters

Real

In

Applications
As reported in a previous chapter,
antenna parameters above described may
be used in order to analyze the
receiver performances or to design the
input amplifier, by means of the
equivalent electrical circuit reported
in fig. 1.
Given the input admittance of the
receiver

4 = j

Y,, the load voltage is:

C
(11)

VU =

-- j 0 Aq E0 Ew
,+ Y

.+ Y

The transfer function has a zero at f=0
and, if Y)isreal, a pole at f = 9L/(29
C), so it stems out that the input
admittance of the receiver plays a very
important role in terms of:

* The sensitivity of the whole system;

#

A first
rejection of low frequency
man induced noise components.

DETIGN EXAMPLT
In order to show the characteristic and
the performance of the capacitive
antenna analysis and design procedure
discussed in the previous chapters, it
will be reported an example concerning
the installation of an OMEGA receiver
on a Remote-Piloting-Vehicle (RPV)
METEOR MIRACH 100 aircraft.
In particular
as :
*
*

*

the problem can be stated

e.m characterization of the OMEGA
signal (10.2-13.6 kHz) exciting the
receiving system;
design of the optimum capacitive
antenna, satysfing the mechanical
and aerodynamic constraints; under
this voice are as well as the siting
problem of canonical probe (as
monopole) and conformal antenna
design, by using structural parts of
the vehicle;
analysis of the performance of the
receiver supplied by the receiving
antenna.

Within this paper the second and third
items will be examined, while for
simplicity it will be assumed OMEGA
signal as a "plane-wave type" incident
field. Fixed a cartesian reference
system (O,X,Y,Z) with Z axis normal to
the earth, we will assume the incident
E-field polarized parallel to Z. A
better e.m characterization of the
OMEGA signal requires an analysis of
VLF propagation phenomena in the lowaltitude atmosphere that is beyond the
scope of this work. It is however
obvious that the design procedure can
work for every type of field
eccitation.
In fig. 2 a sketch of the aircraft and
the Method of Moment patch model used
in the design procedure are reported.
Note that the dielectric part of the
structure are not included in the
model. This fact is justified since the
low-frequency e.m field interact very
weakly with non metallic materials.
The aircraft flighting trim has been
assumed horizontal (parallel to
ground), because this configuration is
certainly the most operatively
significative from the OMEGA radioassistance point of view.
In fig. 3 the "antenna hypothesis"
under test are specified . In
particular, some of these are
concerning a classical (monopole or "Lantenna") probe installed on the
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aircraft, wh.le other ones are
concerning conformal antenna solutions,
obtained by insulating a part of the
structure (sensor) from the remaining
of the platform (parachute box,
vertical stabilizers...).
In the first
case the problem is
essentially an "antenna siting" one. In
the second the designer had to choice
the structural parts suitable to
constitute the conformal antenna.
In the following we will refer to the
hypothesis by means of "A%", as
reported in the figure.
In fig. 4 the evaluated parameters iq
(Equivalent Area), C (input capacity of
the sensor-platform antenna),

I. and

Y, (Short circuit current and input
admittance of the Norton equivalent
circuit of fig.

1), are reported.

I.

and Y, are calculated at 10.2 Khz.

taking into account for the overall
interaction between the different part
("sensor" and "platform") in their real
geometrical configuration. The
parameters of the Norton Equivalent
Circuit are obtained for the receiving
problem, so to easily calculate the
actual voltage on the load representing
the receiving equipment. The directive
gain radiation pattern and the
Equivalent Dipole Moment can be
obtained for the transmitting problem.
Due to the quasi-static hypothesis
valid for this type of problems, it has
been possible to use in an effective
way a Method Of Moment code. In fact,
once modeled the overall metallic
structure and fixed a canonical base of
the incident electric field, we need
only one MOM evaluation; then the
results can easily and low-costly postprocessed in order to obtain the
characteristic parameters of any
"sensor-platform" (antenna)
configuration, for any excitation field

The parameters A. and I. give the
designer an estimation of the receiving
capability of the antenna, while

configuration.
From the previous considerations comes
that the proposed procedure can easily
provide quantitative comparisons
between several design solutions.

by means of input admittance Yitis
possible to evaluate the degree of
antenna-load mismatching.

An example of design procedure of a
capacitive OMEGA antenna to be
installed on
small aircraft has been
presented
anda discussed.

When fixed the receiver front-end, it
is possible to evaluate the voltage
induced on it by the incident field,
simply resolving the Norton equivalent
circuit of fig. 1.
In fig. 5 the voltage induced on three
different receiver front-end impedance
is reported, when feeded by each Al-AI0
antenna. Once fixed any not-e.m
constraints (structural constraints,
cost constraints...), this table gives
the designer the elements to guide the
choice of the optimal capacitive
antenna.

aCLUIzM
A numerical procedure has been
presented which provides a low-cost
design of receiving or transmitting
capacitive antennas in the very low
frequency range (when the typical
dimensions of the antenna and the
structure on which it is to be
installed are very much smaller than
the wavelenght).
The procedure, based on a non-usual
application of the Method of Moment in
the quasi-static approximation, can
solve the electrostatic problem for
each generic antenna configuration

Although actually not implemented, a
similar procedure can be developed for
the analiysis and design of
electrically short inductive antennas,
such as small loops.
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Fig. 2

RPV sketch and numerical model for MOM
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A 5
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3 Antenna design hypotheses under test
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PATTERN MEASUREMENTS OF US NAVY ELF ANTENNAS
E. A. Wolkoff
W. A. Kraimer
Submarine Electromagnetic Systems Department
Naval Undersea Warfare Center Detachment
New London CT 06320, USA

SUMMARY
The radiation pattern of an ELF transmitting antenna can be determined from field components measured at a single point.
Horizontal magnetic fields from the four US Navy ELF antennas
in the north central United States were measured at three receiving locations. The three resulting pattern factors for each antenna are compared and shown to be in good agreement.

Antenna efficiency here is some 20dB greater than for the usual conductive
terrains found in most locations. It happens that the resistivity at these
sites is inhomogeneous and anisotropic. This modifies the cosine pattern;
the nulls are filled in, the radiation maxima are not off the ends of the
HED. and the phase of the radiated magnetic field is not 45* with respect
to the current. All four ELF antennas display these effects in various degree.

LIST OF SYMBOLS
ELF
Extremely low frequency
EW
East to west antenna
HED
Horizontal electric dipole
NRTF
Navy Radio Transmitter Facility
NS
North to south antenna
sdm
Standard deviation of the mean
SNR
Signal to noise ratio

PROPAGATION MODEL
Field strengths of an HED antenna can be found by application of Bannister's ELF field strength equations [l]. These equations are valid at distances greater than a wavelength in the earth (about 30km at 76Hz at the Navy
transmitter sites).

INTRODUCTION
The United States Navy operates two ELF radio transmitter sites;
NRTF Republic in the Michigan upper peninsula, and NRTF
Clam Lake in northern Wisconsin. Each site has one north-south
and one east-west antenna. The antenna elements are heavy aluminum cables 20 to 45km long suspended on wooden poles 3 to
5m above the surface of the earth. The cables are grounded at
the ends with a single feed point between the grounds. Independent power amplifiers are used to excite the four antennas with
modulated currents of ISOA at NRTF Republic and 300A at
NRTF Clam Lake. Generally all four antennas are operated as a
single array to generate a strong signal over a large area. Transmitter coordinates are in table 1.
The coverage area of the ELF broadcast is the region on the
earth's surface within which a receiver will correctly decode a
message in a specified time with a specified probability of success. Given each antenna's radiation pattern and the magnitude
and phase of the current driving it, the size and shape of the
coverage area can be predicted. Conversely, antenna currents
can be used to control the size and shape of the coverage area.
Patterns of all four antennas were measured in 1989. The purpose of this report is to describe the measurements and the resuiting patterns, and show how to predict signal strengths from
the combined antennas.
ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
The ELF antennas are less than 2 percent of a wavelength long
and can be analyzed as horizontal electric dipole (HED) antennas. The efficiency of an HED near the earth is proportional to
the square root of the effective earth resistivity. If the resistivity
were homogeneous and isotropic the HED would have a cosine
pattern in the horizontal plane, with maximum radiation off the
ends, and with the radiated magnetic field phase-shifted 45* relative to the current.
The antenna sites are located on the Canadian Shield, a geologic
region characterized by highly resistive, near-surface bedrock.

Bannister's equations have been modified here to permit the calculation of
the phase as well as the magnitude of the field. The scalar earth conductivity has been replaced by antenna pattern factors to account for the anisotropy of the earth conductivity generally found at transmitter sites. Where
Bannister simplified to obtain the magnitude only of field components, the
complex form (Hankel and hyperbolic functions) has been restored. The
antenna length has been absorbed into the antenna pattern factors. The
azimuth to the field point previously defined as the angle counterclockwise
from the electrical axis of the antenna is now defined as the angle clockwise from true north. Figure I shows the field components of an HED
antenna at a location on the surface of the earth at a distance Q and azimuth relative to the location of the HED antenna.
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Figure 1. Fields at the Surface of the Earth of an
HED Antenna
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Constants:

j

V-I
3.14159

it

c
PO

m/s
H/m

3.0 -108
4n -0-7

speed of light
free space permeability

a

m

6.37-106

earth's radius

Variables
:
V b

azimuth of field point clockwise from
north
great circle distance to field point from HED
horizontal magnetic component in the transverse
and radial directions at the point (4, Q).

r
m
A/m
A/m

H4
HQ

Parameters:
h
m
ionospheric height
a
nepers/m waveguide attenuation rate

adB

c/v
f

a -8. 6859 -106

dB/Mm

waveguide (inverse) relative phase velocity
operating frequency
2nf
antenna current
wave number
c/v - ja/k
propagation constant
kS 0Q
antenna pattern factor north
antenna pattern factor east

Hz

S1/s
I
k
S0
x
T,
Te

A
1/m
r/c

am
am
Functions:
H,(2 )

Hankel fn of order 0,

H, ý2)

2

"d kind

Hankel fn of order 1, 2nd kind

The values of I,

H4 , He,

So,

x,

T,,

T,,

H0 (2 ) and H,12) are complex.

Correction functions for ionospheric reflections are now:
u = nQ/2h,

t

=

u/S

2
0,

note that So and t are complex,

(2t/7c)coth t + (l-2/ic)t

Gh(t)

=

Vh(t)

= t 3 (coth t) (csch2 t),

Hh(t)

= Gh(t) + V,(t) .

2

csch 2 t,

The modified field equations now become:
4•0Q'
HI
• [Tsin4
H4 : q IG,
1(t)x

-

Tcos 0] [HSI2 ' (x)

nL

-

xH0o2 (x)

sin-4o

IT

Q/a
sin(Lg/a)
]/1/2

i
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DETERMINATION OF ANTENNA PATTERN
The pattern factors may be found by substituting values of H,
and H. measured at a single receiver location into (I) and (2)
then solving simultaneously for T. and T,.
Several conditions must be observed to assure that the model
will provide accurate pattern factors.
I. Magnetic field measurements require high SNR and careful
alignment of the loop antenna axes with respect to the direction
to the transmitter,
2. Propagation parameters, (h, ca, c/v), must be accurately
known. The most certain values are for daylight paths, these
paths are also the most stable. Values used are given in table 3.
System variables, (I, p), need to be accurately found. Distance and azimuth can be determined from a map. Antenna current magnitude can be obtained directly from the transmitter log,
phase requires that accurate clock relations be maintained between the transmitters and receiver,

*,

4. The field at the receiver is more strongly influenced by closer
parts of the transmitting antenna. To avoid having a nonuniform conductivity under the transmitting antenna affect the
field, the distance to the receiver should be large compared to
the length of the transmitting antenna,
5. Conditions near the receiver must not distort the field. It is
necessary to stay away from conductors that act as parasitic antenna elements, and avoid areas with strong contrasts in earth
conductivity.
MEASUREMENT PLAN
To assure robust solutions of the pattern factors, horizontal orthogonal components of the magnetic field were measured at 3
receiver sites which met site selection criteria described later.
The receiving antennas were oriented in the no:th and east directions. H, and H. were calculated for each particular transmitter. A magnetic compass adjusted for the magnetic declination
was used to orient the loops. True north was verified by comparing the sun's magnetic azimuth (found with a transit) with the
true azimuth (from an ephemeris).
Nine days with 8 hours a day of transmissions were scheduled
for each receiver site to permit accurate estimates of the fields of
all 4 transmitting antennas at 2 frequencies. Only daylight hours
were used.
The first day was used for site selection and evaluation. The
primary test was that the vertical magnetic field be at least 20dB
down from the largest horizontal component. Measurements on
the next four days were at 76Hz and the last four days at 44Hz.
The schedule for each of the 4-day periods is shown in table 4.
Each day is broken into 4 blocks of 2 hours.
Days I and 2 are designated as antenna alone (AA) days with
transmissions from one antenna at a time. One antenna for each
2 hour block.
Day 3 is a single site (SS) day with the first 4 hours devoted to
NRTF Republic and the second 4 hours to NRTF Clam Lake,
note that the current phase in one antenna is shifted IS0 * during
the second 2 hour block.
Day 4 is a dual site (DS) day with all 4 antennas transmitting in
each block. Note that the phasing of different pairs of antennas
is shifted in each 2 hour block.

The phase shifts on days 3 and 4 allow calculation of each antenna's contribution to the field. On an SS day, the fields measured in the second time
block are added to those measured in the first block to obtain twice the
contribution of the EW antenna, the second is subtracted from the first to
obtain twice the contribution of the NS antenna. Similarly, on a DS day,
the fields of all 4 blocks are added to obtain 4 times the contribution of the
NRTF Republic EW antenna (appropriate sums and differences are used to
find the contributions of the other 3 antennas). This is done to test for
interactions between the antennas. A side benefit is an effective SNR
improvement of 3dB on SS days and 6dB on DS days. The risk is that
with substantial down time (of any transmitter or the receiver), the separate
contributions can not be obtained.
The antenna currents were measured before any field measurements to find
the relation of the actual to control room instrument readout. Transmitter
clocks were adjusted to UTC using the OPS receiver clock. The clocks
were checked and reset between measurement sites and after the final site
was completed. A copy of each transmitter log was obtained showing start
and stop times and antenna current readouts. Corrections for antenna current and timing were made during final data reduction. Late start or early
stop times required rejection of the measured sample.
Individual data runs were 14 minutes long to allow & runs in a 2 hour
block with 9 minutes left over. The extra time allocation was: 5 minutes
for operators to switch transmitters at the end of a block; I minute grace
period at the beginning of a block; 2 minutes distributed between the runs
to store data, restart and make minor receiver adjustments.
SITE SELECTION
Sites were selected at azimuths that placed them approximately 450 off the
ends of the transmitting antennas for strong H, and H. components. Ranges greater than 10 times the length of the longest antenna element were
chosen (p > 450km) to lessen the affect of different earth conductivities
under different parts of the antenna. The search for electrically clean sites
caused the range to be greater than the needed 450km.
Finding distortion-free sites is something of an art, long nearby conductors
can act as parasitic antenna elements, and horizontal contrasts in earth conductivity can cause non-symmetrical currents in the earth. The following
criteria guided site selection.
Clean-site criteria
Avoid railroads (3km), pipelines (2 to 16km), power lines (2 to 8km), telephone lines (2km), fences and other conductive structures (15 to IS0m).
Choose areas with deep conductive overburden and free of faults or strong
conductivity contrasts.
TRIP NARRATIVE
Measurements of the magnetic field generated by the ELF antennas were
made at 3 receiver sites at distances of 500 to 1075km. Antenna current
calibration and clock adjustments were made at the 2 transmitter sites. Locations of the centers of the ELF transmitting antennas, the center of the
array, and the three receiver sites are in tables I and 2.
The measurement vehicle (van) departed from NUWC New London, Connecticut for NRTF Republic, Michigan where the station clocks were set to
UTC using the OPS receiver, the magnitude and phase of the antenna currents were measured and compared to values shown in the control room,
and the operators were briefed on the details of the transmission schedule
and data logging requirements. The next stop was at NRTF Clam Lake.
Wisconsin where the same tasks were repeated.
The first measurement site was at Pigeon River State Fish and Wildlife
Area east of Mongo, Indiana. Measurements at bolh frequencies and all
transmitter configurations were completed in 9 days.
The station clocks at Republic and Clam Lake were rechecked and fouad
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to be within Sips of UTC, and reset to zero offset,
The second measurement site was at Fort Niobrara National
Wildlife Refuge northeast of Valentine. Nebraska. Measurements were completed with the loss of only 2 hours on the first
day.
The third and last measurement site was at Roseau River Wildlife Area west of Ross, Minnesota. Measurements were completed in 9 days.
A final check of the station clocks showed errors of less than
19ps which would require phase adjustments of at most 0.50.
DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENTS
At each receiver site, the horizontal magnetic field of the four
transmitting antennas was measured in the north and east directions at both 44 and 76Hz.
Field measurements were made from a 12-passenger van
equipped to operate at remote locations. The van carried a 2channel digital ELF receiver incorporating air-core loop antennas, preamplifiers, tracking narrowband filters to attenuate power
line interference, clippers to prevent saturation, lowpass antialiasing filters, analog-to-digital conversion, and a desktop computer
to reduce and display data when collected, and to store results.
The loop antennas are contained in a plywood cube. A 464 turn
winding of #18 aluminum wire is mounted on each inside face
of the cube. Windings on opposite faces are connected in series
to fornm 3 orthogonal antennas with turns-area products of 73m 2,
resistance of 51(2, inductance of 270 mH. calculated equivalent
H field noise of-1 16dB - 20Log f wrt IAfm/'iHz.

until 5 seconds of samples are acquired. A continuous calibration tone is
injected into the channels to account for the reduction in the effective gain
due to clipping. The tone is attenuated and injected in series with the loop
antennas.
Data acquisition
At the end of every 5 seconds, the computer performed a digital version of
quadrature demodulation on the stored samples. This was done for noise.
signal and calibration frequencies (75. 76 and 77Hz, or 43, 44 and 45Hz)
on the two signal channels, and at the calibration frequency on the reference channel. The gain of each signal channel was calculated as the ratio
of the measured calibration voltages at the output of the signal channel
(adjusted for attenuation used at the point of injection) and the reference
channel. The gain was then calculated at the signal and noise frequencies
using previously measured frequency responses. Finally, the signal and
noise were referenced to the field using the previously calibrated antenna
gain.
The running averages of the 5 second results were displayed graphically
and numerically on the computer's color monitor along with system and
diagnostic parameters. The cumulative coherent sums of signals and the
noise power were saved in memory. At the end of a data run (usually
840s), the final average signal and noise were saved to the hard disk, along
with all pertinent data.
Data reduction
A copy of each transmitter log was obtained and the individual data runs
that had been saved on the hard disk were corrected for the recorded transmitter antenna current magnitude and phase. Generally the current was
within IA of the nominal magnitude (150 or 300A), and within 10 of the
nominal phase (45 or -135*). Phase corrections also were made for clock
differences from UTC.
Magnetic field

Frequency stability and accuracy were provided by a rubidium
frequency standard, timing traceable to UTC was provided by a
GPS satellite receiver clock. A calibration and reference unit
used the Ipps clock pulses and frequency standard to generate
sampling pulses, tracking filter reference, and calibration signals.
A spectrum analyzer and portable 2-channel oscilloscope were
used to set up the receiver and monitor the analog waveforms,
Power was provided by a lkW invertor operating off the test
vehicle battery or alternator. Critical components operated
through an uninterruplable power supply backed up by deep discharge batteries,
Loop antenna alignment
The cube containing the loop antennas was leveled with a bubble
level mounted on the top, and oriented with a magnetic compass.
The compass was adjusted for the local magnetic declination
shown on an Aeronautical Chart. Magnetic declinations were
checked by taking sunshots (azimuth and elevation) with a transit. A computer program, "Floppy Almanac 1989". from the US
Naval Observatory, Nautical Almanac Office. was used to get
the latitude and longitude of the subsolar point (declination and
Greenwich hour angle) at the time of the sunshot. Actual azimuth and elevation were calculated as the great circle bearing
and range from the receiver to the subsolar point.
Receiver operation
In each of the two receiver signal channels, a clipper after the
interference filters removes voltage spikes, an antialiasing filter
reduces high frequency components, an amplifier brings the
peaks to between 8 and 10 volts at the input to the digitizer,
The two measurement channels and a reference channel are sampled and digitized, (ai 320 samples per second per channel), the
digitized voltage samples are stored in the computer memory

The measured and corrected H. and Flycomponents for each data run were
weighted and averaged over the 2 hour time block. The weight used was
the inverse noise power in the bandwidth of the signal, (integration time
divided by the measured IHz noise power).
The block averages for each day were used to calculate the contribution of
each antenna to H. and H, (as described above in the Measurement Plan
for SS and DS days). Each antenna's measured H. and H7 fields were
projected to obtain the signal and effective noise of H. and H,.
The daily H, and H. averages were weighted by their effective inverse
noise powers and averaged to obtain a final single estimate for each combination of field component, receiver, transmitter, and frequency. The resulting 48 component estimates are complex numbers and have an associated
effective noise or sdm. The daily and average values are summarized in
tables 5, 6 and 7. It appears that the 76Hz signal from the Republic EW
antenna to the Ft. Niobrara receiver on 5 Aug 89 is in error. Until the
source of the error can be determined, all data will be retained and used in
the pattern factor calculations. With this one exception, the daily values
are not notably different whether transmissions are by multiple antennas
(SS or DS days) or single antennas (AA days). This demonstrates that the
field of the array is the superposition of the fields from the individual antennas.
Pattern Factors
The pattern factors, T,, T, and associated sdm, were calculated separately
for each of the 3 receiver sites using the range, azimuth and measured
fields of the receiver (table 5, 6, or 7), the propagation parameters (table
3), and the propagation model (equations 1, 2). Finally, the weighted average over the 3 receiver sites was calculated. Pattern factors derived for
each receiver site, and the weighted average for the 3 sites are in table g.
FIELD STRENGTH PREDICTIONS
Field strength predictions based on the parameters in table 3 and the pat-
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tern factors of table 8 should be fairly accurate. Error contribution of die patter

factors will be less than 0.5dB for all path

conditions. For all-daylight paths at ranges less than %Mm.
fields should be predictable to within IdB. Prediction errors for
nighttime and mixed paths will be greater.

Field strengths for any one antenna car be calculated using the
equations and parameters given here. Tc field strength for any
combination of antennas transmitting can be found as the vector
and phasor sum of the separate fields.
The procedure is to first solve the great circle from each transmitting antenna to the receiver location. Calculate H, and H, for
each source and rotate to common orthogonal directions to find
H, and H-,. Find the sums of the H. and H. components. Finally,
calculate the direction of maximum H, and its magnitude.
REFERENCES
1. P. R. Bannister, "Simplified Formulas for ELF Propagation at
Shorter Distances", Radio Science, vol. 21, no. 3, 1986, p. 529.
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TRANSMITTER

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

NRTF Republic NS
NRTF Republic EW

n46.24
n46.33

w87.90
w87.77

NRTF Clam Lake NS
NRTF Clam Lake EW

n46.08
n46.10

w90.90
W90.91

Full System

n46.19

w89.35

Table 1. Midpoints of Transmitting Antennas and Array

RECEIVER

LATITUDE

Pigeon River, Indiana
Ft. Niobrara, Nebraska
Roseau River. Minnesota

LONGITUDE

n41.6702
n42.8708
n48.9871

w85.2442
w100.4915
w96.0258

Table 2. Locations of Receiver Sites

f
Hz

I1
km

44
76

Table 3.

c/v

48.2
55.5

O.
dB/Mm

1.26
1.23

1.03
1.25

Daylight Propagation Parameters

ANTENNA CURRENT PHASING (deg)
type

AA

SS
q

GMT

1300 - 1455
1500- 1655
1700-1855
-- 8
1900- 2055

45
---

1300- 1455

45

45

45
--

-135
-

""1500
- 1655
1700- 1855
1900 -2055

DS

TeMe 4. Trannitlr Schedule

NRTF Republic
NS
EW

1300150017001900 -

1455
1655
1855
2055

.-

-

45
45
45
45

NRTF Clam Lake
NS
EW
...

.....

45

--

-

45

--

--

-

45

-

45
45
.135
-135

-

-.
45
45

...
45
-135

45
-135
45
-135

45
-135
-135
45
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fraq

44Hz

transmitter

date

H,

Jul
1989

SNR
dB

mag
dBH

H,
phase
deg

SNR
dB

mag
dBH

phase
deg

Republic NS
9
551 km
4
156.4*
b
-21.8*
1 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

33.5
34.5
37.0
41.2
43.7

-137.6
-137.3
-137.2
-137.2
-137.3

16.8
16.9
17.3
17.3
17.2

32.3
32.7
34.2
37.4
40.7

-139.7
-139.7
-140.4
-140.3
-140.2

-18.6
-17.1
-20.4
-16.1
-17.6

Republic EW
o
556 km
+
157.80
b
-20.40
I 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

28.0
27.6
31.3
34.9
37.5

-142.6
-143.6
-142.9
-143.6
-143.4

-158.9
-160.7
-160.1
-159.7
-159.8

39.4
38.8
42.0
45.1
48.1

-132.3
-132.7
-132.7
-132.6
-132.6

-22.5
-23.0
-23.5
-24.1
-23.6

Clam Lake NS
o
667 kin

AA
AA

23
24

27.7 -142.2
27.9 -141.6

0.9
-1.6

32.1 -138.0
31.7 -137.9

-27.5
-27.5

135.30

SS

25

28.4

-140.9

3.0

31.2

-138.1

-27.4

-40.80
300A @ 450

DS
avg

26

36.1 -142.0
37.8 -141.9

3.5
2.7

39.6 -138.4
41.3 -138.3

-29.2
-28.7

Clam Lake EW
e
670 km
b
-40.70
I 300A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

29.2
27.6
30.8
38.8
40.1

-138.8
-138.5
-138.5
-139.4
-139.2

-166.0
-159.6
-160.6
-161.3
-161.5

19.8
13.7
20.8
29.7
30.7

-148.4
-152.7
-148.4
-148.3
-148.5

-6.0
-7.8
-5.0
0.6
-0.8

Republic NS
Q
551. km
4
156.4*
b
-21.80
1 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

19
20
21

33.8
37.4
41.2
42.6
45.9

-136.6
-136.8
-136.5
-136.5
-136.5

19.4
17.3
18.1
17.1
17.6

32.2
34.7
37.5
39,7
42.9

-141.4
-142.2
-142.1
-141.7
-141.9

-39.7
-39.2
-42.4
-41.1
-41.1

Republic EW
o
556 km
*
157.80
b
-20.40
I 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

19
20
21
, 2.2

30.5
32.0
35.6
36.5
40.3

-142.7
-142.7
-142.1
-142.5
-142.4

-156.4
-157.2
-155.3
-157.3
-156.6

40.8
42.3
45.0
46.5
50.2

-135.0
-135.0
-134.8
-135.0
-134.9

-40.5
-40.4
-40.0
-40.9
-40.5

Clam Lake EW
o
667 km

AA
AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

18
19
20
21
22

34.3
32.6
34.1
34.0
38.4
42.2

-141.4
-140.9
-140.9
-140.8
-141.5
-141.2

4.9
5.5
6.3
3.0
2.9
4.0

35.7
34.4
35.5
35.1
40.1
43.7

-140.2
-44.3
-139.6
-45.0
-140.0
-44.2
.140.2
-46.0
-0403-4AS
-140.1
-45.3

AA
AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

18

35.1
33.9
36.0
37.4
42.5
45.2

-137.5

-160.0

22.5 -150.4

-18.2

-137.3
-137.0
-137.4
.137.3
-137.3

-159.0
-157.2
-158.4
-159.7
-158.6

23.0
24.0
26.8
31.2
33.8

-24.1
-10.8
-22.2
-21.5
-20.4

*

b
I

S135.30

76Hz

type

S135.30
b
I

-40.80
300A @ 450

Clam Lake EW
670 km
4
135.3*
b
40.7o
I 300A @ 45-

.22

19
20
21
22

Table S. Measured Fields at Pigeon River.

-148.7
-149.4
-145.5
-149.1
-149.1
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freq

transmitter

type

date
Aug
1989

44Hz

Republic NS
g
1064 km

SNR
dB

mag
dBH

He
phase
deg

65.10
150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

8
9
10
11

22.7
23.5
26.8
30.8
33.2

-149.5
-148.8
-149.4
-149.9
-149.7

15.6
19.2
14.6
10.4
12.6

Republic EW
o
1077 km

AA
AA

8
9

32.0
31.2

-140.2
-140.9

S-106.10
b
I

-106.3'

SNR
dB

26.1
27.2
31.2
35.0
37.3

mag
dBH

phase
deg

-146.3
-145.6
-145.2
-145.5
-145.5

136.5
140.5
141,2
142.8
141.7

6.1
4.8

19.4 -153.7
20.5 -152.3

-62.7
-43.2

SS

10

35.6

-140.6

4.9

22.6

-153.7

-40.0

64.70
150A @ 450

DS
avg

1I

40.3
42.4

-140.4
-140.5

6.0
5.7

24.6 -155.9
28.0 -154.9

-60.7
-53.6

Clam Lake NS
o
840 km
-111.70
b
61.60
I 300A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

8
9
10
11

26.4
24.8
30.5
36.2
37.8

-144.6
-144.8
-144.5
-144.5
-144.5

24.0
20.1
14.6
20.2
19.4

29.9
28.0
34.0
39.1
40.8

-141.7
-142.0
-141.3
-141.5
-141.5

139.8
136.0
139.6
140.8
140.2

Clam Lake EW
Q
840 km
*
-111.9°
b
61.40
I 300A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

8
9
10
11

25.7
25.5
29.8
35.2
37.0

-144.8
-145.0
-145.1
-145.5
-145.3

24.6
28.5
25.3
19.8
21.8

27.6
27.8
31.7
36.8
38.7

-143.4
-142.8
-143.5
-143.8
-143.6

-32.5
-37.1
-31.2
-35.4
-34.5

Republic NS

b
I

76Hz

HO

AA

4

1064 km

AA

5

30.2

-146.8

-31.0

30.3 -148.0

86.6

-106.10

SS

6

29.3

-147.1

-23.6

30.0

-147.2

92.4

65.10
150A @ 450

.DS
avg

7

33.6 -147.2
36.2 -147.1

-20.8
-23.9

34.2 -147.5
36.7 -147.6

98.2
94.2

Republic EW
Q
1077 km
-106.3'
b
64.70
1 150A @ 450

AA
AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

3
4
5
6
7

40.0 -137.9
36.9 -138.1
36.5 -138.2
38.4 -138.1
42.8 -138.0
46.6 -138.0

-25.3
-27.8
-26.8
-29.5
-26.9
-27.0

23.2
18.7
24.4
20,9
27.4
30.1

-154.5
-156.9
-152.6
-156.3
-154.4
-155.3

Clam Lake NS
Q
840 km
S
-111.7*
b
61,60
I 300A @ 450

AA
AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

3
4
5
6
7

35.0 -142.0
35.1 -142.4
32.2 -141.7
32.4 -142.2
38.7 -142.2
42.3 -142.2

9.0
3.9
0.5
8.3
8.9
7.1

32.9
33.3
31.2
31.3
37.6
40.9

-143.9
-144.6
-144.7
-143.6
-144.0
-144.2

116.1
115.3
106.4
116.4
119.8
116.6

Clam Lake EW
o
840 km

AA
AA

3
4

31.7
31.4

-142.3
-141.8

14.1
14.9

27.8 -145.8
28.9 -144.8

-57.3
-62.2

+

-111.91

AA

5

30.1

-142.3

21.6

30.1

-51.2

b
I

61.40
300A @ 450

SS
DS
avg

6
7

32.8 -141.9
38.6 -142,3
41.2 -142.2

9.8
13.3
13.7

29.9 -145.0
36.-145.2
38.9 -145.1

o
b
1

Table 6. Measured Fields at Fort Niobrara.

-144.3

-109.5
-105.6
-58.8 ?
-124.0
-117.7
-106.2 7

-59.6
-63.4
-60.8
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freq

transmitter

type

date
Aug
1989

44Hz

76Hz

9

SNR
dB

H.

mag
dBH

phase
deg

SNR
dB

mag
dBH

phase
deg

Republic NS
o
681 km
4
-60.40
b
113.60
I 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

24.9
24.2
30.9
31.7
35.1

-148.2
-147.3
-146.2
-147.9
-147.4

-155.0
-162.5
-155.7
-159.9
-158.2

33.5
32.1
36.7
38.5
41.9

-139.0
-138.7
-140.3
-139.2
-139.6

158.3
159.1
147.7
159.6
155.5

Republic EW
e
685 km
4
-61.50
b
112.50
I 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

35.5
35.0
39.0
42.0
44.8

-137.6
-137.1
-138.1
-137.7
-137.7

14.2
11.9
12.1
13.9
13.3

32.2
31.4
33.6
35.6
39.5

-141.6
-140.8
-143.4
-142.0
-142.3

152.7
151.7
143.7
153.4
150.2

Clam Lake NS
9
502 km
-48.10
b
128.10

AA
AA
SS
DS

23
24
25
26

31.8
32.3
35.5
40.1

-138.8
-138.6
-139.1
-138.8

177.9
177.8
174.6
178.9

36.5 -133.7
36.9 -133.7
39.6 -134.0
44.3 -134.0

162.3
160.4
162.4
161.2

I

300A @ 450

avg

42.3

-138.8

177.8

46.6

-133.9

161.5

Clam Lake EW
Q
500 km
-48.20
b
128.00
I 300A @ 45*

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

23
24
25
26

34.1
33.1
38.7
43.3
45.2

-135.1
-135.4
-135.8
-135.6
-135.6

14.6
16.5
16.8
16.2
16.2

23.7
21.2
27.9
31.6
33.8

-144.8
-146.5
-145.7
-146.6
-146.3

-159.8
.159.5
-155.9
-152.2
-154.1

Republic NS
Q
681 km
4
-60.4
b
113.60
1 150A @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

19
20
21
22

30.4
31.3
32.7
36.8
39.6

-147.2
-147.4
-147.7
-146.8
-147.2

-165.5
-163.9
-163.8
-169.1
-166.7

34.4
35.0
39.3
42.6
45.2

-141.0
-140.6
-140.6
-140.8
-140.7

133.2
134.0
133.8
131.5
132.5

Republic EW
Q
685 km
4
-61.5°
b
112.50
I ISOA @ 450

AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

19
20
21
22

42.1
42.4
44.3
47.1
50.5

-136.3
-136.4
-136.2
-136.4
-136.3

8.7
8.0
7.9
9.2
8.6

32.6
32.0
35.5
39.1
41.8

-144.0
-144.3
-144.3
-144.3
-144.3

137.4
136.2
139.2
137,9
138.0

Clam Lake NS
e
502 km
+
-48.1'
b
128.10
I 300A @ 45-

AA
AA
AA
SS
DS
avg

I8
19
20
21
22

33.0
36.3
36.2
36.7
43.1
45.5

-140.5
-140.6
-140.7
-140.3
-140.4
-140.4

-169.6
-174.4
-172.5
-173.6
-174.4
-173.8

37.0
40.0
40.1
40.7
47.3
45.5

-136.0
-136.2
-136.1
-136.0
-136.2
.136.1

153.8
152.6
151.8
153.4
151.
151.8

Clam Lake EW
o
500 km
*
-48.20

AA
AA
AA

18
19
20

37.1 -134.9
39.6 -135.0
39.2 -135.3

29.4
28.8
28.6

25.4 -146.2
28.1 -145.6
27.4 -146.1

-160.5
.163.7
-163.4

b
128.0°
I 300A @ 45-

SS
DS
avg

21
22

42.1 -135.0
48.4 -135.1
50.3 -135.1

29.4
28.5
23.7

30.4 -146.3
37.2 -146.3
39.0 -146.2

-165.1
-166.3
-165.8

Table 7. Measured Fields at Roseau River.
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freq

44Hz

transmitter

Re

Im

sdm

Re

Im

sdm

2705
4904
233
3280

1205
1531
3201
1485

-40304
-42747
-40349
-40431

-29716
-31959
-25021
-29757

642
2721
4885
953

Pigeon River
Ft. Niobrara
Roseau River
Average

8532
7785
6516
8107

Republic EW

Pigeon River

63334

32720

990

-8370

1720

911

Ft. Niobrara

62249

32174

1918

-1731

-1834

4041

Roseau River
Average

55179
62376

31573
32510

2765
2358

-3174
-7805

2085
1575

3865
1904

Pigeon River

4904

3413

740

-26644

-11877

741

Ft. Niobrara
Roseau River
Average

3376
3697
3961

5612
4049
4177

879
524
951

-26647
-25629
-26115

-13231
-12041
-12268

783
515
730

Pigeon River
Ft. Niobrara

16083
17241

14024
12778

970
907

9818
12018

5423
5462

973
916

Roseau River
Average

13967
14815

13866
13709

444
1370

10053
10337

4823
5012

442
795

Pigeon River

10802

2127

1255

-57255

-42531

983

Ft. Niobrara

12692

4730

2754

-55775

-37400

5413

Roseau River
Average

10192
10742

6097
4023

1366
2021

-52843
-55816

-38523
-41141

1413
2819

Pigeon River

77189

49572

1239

-7065

3733

1028

Ft. Niobrara ?

83993

40375

3657

744

-5593

9331

Roseau River
Average

71010
74093

51215
50054

1057
1333

2533
-1962

-3776
-277

968
6082

Pigeon River
Ft. Niobrara
Roseau River

5362
7035
4703

6668
7856
7254

928
1686
555

-31702
-29473
-28979

-21112
-21855
-19883

927
2494
564

Average

5036

7156

705

-29706

-20274

1339

20230
22363
17102
18018

24275
22391
24728
24494

816
1382
404
1756

12704
14079
13177
13117

10058
9281
9117
9300

812
1976
399
445

Clam Lake EW

Republic NS

Republic EW

Clam Lake NS

Clam Lake EW

Table 8.

pattern factor (Om)

Republic NS

Clam Lake NS

76Hz

receiver

Pigeon River
Ft. Niobrara
Roseau River
Average

Antenna Pattern Factors. Measured and Weighted Averages
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1. SUMMARY
A tethered aerostat VLF/LF transmitter (TAVT) system is a
cost-effective, survivable alternative for reconstituting
VLF/LF communication connectivity to strategic forces in
a post-attack environment. This paper describes the tradeoff design considerations that led to recommending aTAVT
system with a 50,000-cubic-foot aerostat and a 5,000-foot
tether used as the transmitting radio antenna. The major
tradeoff factors considered in choosing this design were:
survivability, transportability, coverage area, operating frequency range, maximum effective radiated power, cost, and
corona avoidance,
2. INTRODUCTION
During the early part of the 1980s, considerable interest existed in providing survivable and enduring communication
connectivity between the U.S. National Command Authority (NCA) and strategic forces during the trans- and postattack periods. The large operational ground-based, fixed
VLF transmitting facilities (e.g., Cutler, Maine) lacked survivability under nuclear attack while the endurance of aircraft-deployable VLF/LF systems (e.g., TACAMO) was
questionable. The ability to maintain VLF/LFcommunica-

quency range and bandwidth required for anti-jam modes
of modulation.
3. TECHNICAL APPROACH
With the proof-of-concept design experience as justification that the TAVT system was a viable concept for reconstituting submarine communications, a tradeoff analysis was
made for three candidate TAVT system designs with antenna lengths of 3,000, 5,000 and 7,500 feet.[3] The study goals
were to:
* Detemrine number, size and location of TAVT system
nodes needed to meet coverage area requirements.
I Evaluate ability of candidate transport systems to move
TAVT systems to required locations in a timely manner.
j Assess TAVT system vulnerability to jamming and
physical destruction.

tion connectivity is highly desirable due to its inherent long
range, relative insensitivity toanuclear-disturbedenvironment and water penetration capabilities.
Therefore, the WWMCCS System Engineering Organization (WSEO) within the Defense Communications Agency
(DCA) sponsored a study by General Electrict1 1 to develop
a parametric technical database for atethered aerostat VLF/
LF transmitter (TAVT) system. Following the parametric

,
-

(

analysis, the WSEO and the U.S. Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory (AFGL) contracted with Westinghouse to develop a proof-of-concept TAVT system using an existing

25,000-cubic foot aerostat design as shown in Figure 1.
The TAVT system was designed, built and tested in opera-

tional exercises and electrical measurements were made on
and efficiency of a 3,000-foot
base impedance,12bandwidth
1

Vertical antnia.

The studies cited above involved major tradeoffs. The factots that were deemed important for both large and small
aerostats are shown in Table 1. Sincesurvivability was the
most important factor in thedesign and was achieved by designing for transportability, the technical approach was to
determine the minimum size that would meet the operational requirements of coverage area (i.e.,range), operating fre-

Figure 1. TAVT Aerostat and Mooring System
Table 1. Aerostat Design Parameters

Factors Favoring

Lamge Aerostat
Frequency Range
Bandwidth
Operational Range
Power
Corona Avoidance
Ground Plane Size
Tuning Coil Size

Factors Favoing

Small Aerostat
Helium Requirements
Fuel Requirements
Personnel
Transportability
Survivability
Cost
Logistics Support
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0

Evaluate technical risk areas to determine their impact
on TAVT system configuration and performance.

Since the cost and logistics requirements are dependent
upon post-attack communication requirements of endurance and frequency of transmissions, three communication
missions were postulated to obtain a range of activities that
would affect fuel and helium consumption. The transuission duty cycle determines the fuel consumption. Survivability obtained by moving determines the helitum consumption due to the necessity of deflating the aerostat before moving to a new location. The three communication
missions were designed to fully cover the potential operational cost for TAVT systems in a post-attack environment,

Figure 3 shows the tradeoff curves for a TAVT system d(
sign at a 1,000-foot pad altitude and enough free lift to rL.
main within a 30" line-of-sight measured from the base of
the antenna to the zenith. This antenna displacement angle
of 30° was chosen as the nominal design limit. This 300 displacement results in 1.25 dB loss in radiated power due to
the reduced vertical height. The variation in base impedance
is less than two percent. Curves similar to Figure 3 have
been developed for pad elevations from sea level to 5,000
feet (for every 1,000 feet). With these curves and a selected
location, the mean and maximum wind velocity at that location can be superimposed upon the graph to obtain the optimum size of the aerostat volunme. For the three tether
lengths, the aerostat volume, tether diameter and tether

3.1 PHYSICAL DESIGN
The seven major elements of a transportable TAVT system
are shown in Figure 2. They are the aerostat, the mooring
system, the metal-clad tether (antenna), transmitter and
coupler trailer, power generator trailer, ground system and a
helium supply truck.

break strength are determined for the maximum wind vel ocity plus a safety factor.
The physical design parameters for the three tether lengths
are shown in Table 2. The percent free lift and the wind velocity for the 300displacement angle are approximately the
same.
Table 2. Aerostat Design Parameters
Antenna Aerostat
Wind
Free Antenna
Length
Volume
Velocity
Lift Diameter
(feet) (cubic ft.) (knots)* (%) (inches)
3,000
25,000
44
32
0.578
5,000
50,000
45
32
0.630

3.1.1

*with 300 displacement

Since communication mission requirements and threat
assessments are scenario-dependent, the major goal of this
paper is to concentrate on the electrical performance factors
and then sunmmarize the results of the transportability and
cost analyses.

7,500

Aerostat and Tether

The design of the aerostat is predicated on its lifting ability
and is determined strictly by its volume. As the size of the
aerostat increases, the volume increases as the cube of the
linear dimension. However, the weight of the aerostat hull
and system increases approximately as the square of the lineardimension. Thus, as aerostats become larger, they have a
greater payload and altitude capability. For the TAVT sys-

100,000
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3.2 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE
Figure 4 shows the electrical pictorial schematic of the
TAVT system. Careful attention was taken to avoid coronas
by the use of a corona shield at the aerostat and corona ring
near the base of the antenna. Radiated power is limited by

tem, the payload is the weight of the tether, the Faradaycage

i •

30

-*POWER GENE~RATOR

06

ANYCUPLE
SYSTMWIND

Figure 2. TAVT System Major Elements

20OIN

40Y0STEM0

SPEED (KNOTS)
1000-FT PAD ALTITUDE

Figure 3. Continuum of Aerostet Designs
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the inception of corona; thus, one of the major tradeoffs was
to determine the optimum tether diameter. Figure 5 shows
radiated power versus tether diameter for a 3,000-foot tether at 27 kHz. The corona onset voltage is inversely related to
the tether wire diameter. The diameter of the tether wire is

coSHIELD

limited by the weight, volume, breaking strength and reeling problems. A tether diameter of 0.578 inches was selected with a weight of 119 pounds per 1,000 feet and breaking strength of 9,200 pounds.
At the antennabase, the voltage is a function of tether length
(antenna height). Figure 6shows the antennabase voltageas
a function of tether length and frequency. The maximum
base voltage is limited by corona at about 70 kV for a
0.5-inch-diameter antenna.
From the previous parametric curves, Figure 7 shows theestimated maximum radiated power without corona.
100
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1 1 1

-
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Figure 4. Electrical Pictorial Schematic of the
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Figure 6. Antenna Base Voltage vs. Tether
Length (Antenna Height) and Frequency
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The tether design utilizes Kevlar as the strength member,
Surrounding the Kevlar are the inner and outer metal coaxial braids insulated from one another electrically to allow
transmission of 400 Hz aerostat power supplied in the coaxial mode for valves, blowers and all airborne power. The
two metal braids, in parallel, also conduct the antenna VLF/
LF Lw.'Tent. Each braid is relatively loosely wound and they
spiral iii opposite directions so that half of the antenna current flows in each braid. Also included in the tether are two
fiber optic cables for telemetering aerostat status information (e.g., pressure).

3.3 PROPAGATION PERFORMANCE
For each TAVT system design, the radiation efficiency was
calculated for the frequency range of 15-60 kHz. Then with
transmitter powers of 25, 50, and 100 kW, the effective radiatedpower (ERP) was calculated. The ERP was thenused
in the Segmented Waveguide model[41developed at the Naval Ocean Systems Center. Figure 11 shows typical range
versus frequency curves for three of the potential nine cornbinations of antenna heights and transmitter power. These
curves weregenerated for a typical submarine VLF receiver
and with one of the MEECN modulation modes.

The radiation efficiency is equal to the radiation resistance
divided by the sum of the radiation resistance, antenna wire
resistance, tuning coil resistance and the ground system resistance. In selecting the design for the ground system, calculations were to determine the ground resistance as a function of radial distance and the number of radials. At a
160-foot radial distance, the ground system resistances are
2.2 ohms for 4 radials, 1.95 ohms for 8 radials,and 1.3 ohms
for 16 radials with ground conductivity of0.004 mho/meter,
antenna height of 3,000 feet and a frequency of 27 kd-z.
Doubling the number of radials from 8 to 16 only increases
the radiation efficiency by 3 percent. Thus, eight radials,
each 160 feet in length, were selected as the ground system
along with a 150 x 6 foot steel wire mesh ground screen underneath the mooring platform. The radials are connected
by a circumference wire which has ground rods every 15 degrees and at the antenna base tying all radials and the ground
screen together.

For connectivity to a submarine operating area, there are
two major factors in propagation performance: sea water
penetration and~enough bandwidth to support the anti-jam
modulations (MEECN Modes 8 and 9). Table 3 shows the
operating frequency range for three antenna heights. The
lower frequency for MEECN Mode 15 is determined by the
corona limit. The lower frequency for MEECN Mode 9 is
determined by the bandwidth requirement. The upper frequency for the 5,000-foot antenna is determined by the

For the 3,000-foot antenna and the selected tether diameter
and ground system, Figure 8 shows the base reactance and
system bandwidth. Figure 9 shows the maximum radiated
power for a 25 kW transmitter as a function of antenna
height. Figure 10 shows the antenna bandwidth as a function of antenna height.
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point where the antenna impedance transitions from capaci tive to inductive (quarter wavelength).
Table 3. MEECN Modulation Mode Operating
Frequency Ranges
MEECN Mode Frequency
Ranges in kHz
8
9
15
25 - 82
35 - 82
25 - 82
29 - 61
20- 61
20 - 61
15-49
24-49 ,
15-49

Antenna
Height
(in feet)
3,000
4,000
5,000

3.4

4 OTHER FACTORS
Since survivability was the major design consideration and
survivability is achieved by moving within the enemy's intelligence and targeting time, it was determined that the
maximum aerostat size that could be designed for quick
over-the-road transportability was 100,000 cubic feet. The
upper bound on the aerostat size was thus established.
Based upon the actual procurement and operating costs of a
25,000-cubic-foot aerostat, the procurement cost, ten-year
life cycle cost, fuel and helium cost, and personnel expenditures were determined for the three postulated missions and
three aerostat sizes. Figure 12 shows the procurement cost
for the most demanding mission using a 100-kW transmit-

FJ

4. CONCLUSIONS
The tradeoff analyses and the successful demonstration of a
TAVT system with a 3,000-foot. antenna have shown that
design, development and operational risks have been successfully addressed in pointing toward the optimum design
for reconstituting VLF/LF communications to the submarines.
The recommended design was a 50,000-cubic foot aerostat
with a 5,000-foot tether. The justification for the decision
was based on the following rationale:
50,000-cubic foot aerostats have been built and flowu
The modifications to the
of other missions.
in
supportsystem,
mooring
tether and ground system over that
demonstrated with the 3,000-foot TAVT would be
small.
* The increase in bandwidth and the avoidance of corona
at the lower frequencies allow the TAVT system to use
anti-jam modulations for greater area coverage.
0 The 13 percent increase in cost over the 3,000-foot
TAVT is worth the added flexibility of using higher
power transmitters and operating at lower frequencies.
15
,

ter.

I

Figure 13 shows the required time for deploying a TAVT
system after a move as a function of aerostat size.

0
ýLu10 -

In calculating the ten-year life cycle cost, the major differences in operating costs were the added logistics cost associated with extra personnel for handling a larger aerostat
and the added extra cost of the helium and helium transport.
For a 180-day mission that included 12 moves of 200 miles
each, the relative increase in life cycle cost over the
3,000-foot TAVT system is 13 percent for the 5,000-foot
TAVT system and 44 percent for the 7,500-foot TAVT sys-
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"*
"*

No substantial difference exists in the vulnerability and
operational concepts to increase survivability of a
5,000-foot TAVT system compared with a 3,000-foot
system.
The added gain of the 7,500-foot TAVT system in coverage area and flexibility (e.g., smaller grounding system) is not worth the added cost
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VIABILITY ASSESSMENT FOR RELIABLE LONG-WAVE COMMUNICATION LINKS
T. S. Cory, P. E., Consultant
T. R. Holzheimer, Staff Engineer
E-Systems, Greenville Division
Greenville, Texas U.S.A.
SUMMARY

LIST OF SYMBOLS

The success of Omega radionavigation suggests that highly
reliable global communications are possible over diverse
links to arbitrary receive locations at longwave
frequencies. A model 'TERNOISE" was generated and
validated against existing models and with available noise
data sets. The potential of such links, using the available
TERNOISE model and available transmit assets, is
confirmed by applying the accepted statistical methods of
6
C.C.I.R Report 322-2 to several operational scenarios.
This investigation has generated the first known
requirement for arbitrary land-based receive sites at
extremely long distances. Emphasis is on inland groundbased receivers in low-latitude and equatorial regions which
may be near noise (local storm) centers. Optimum
frequencies for such inland links are expected to be about 7
kHz as opposed to greater than 20 kHz over seawater. Time
availabilities of 90% for 50% of hours are expected out to
ranges of 9000 km at a frequency of 24 kHz for the highest
power stations, to 6000 km at 10 kHz for Omega stations,
supporting data transfer rates of 25-50 bits per second at a
bit error rate of 10A-3. This says that the frequency of
operation must be judiciously picked and that there is a
difference between a path purely over seawater and a path
over land.
Several available transmit sites were
investigated. The existing high power transmit sites are
called type I and the Omega radio-navigation transmit sites
are called type 2 sites. The type 1 transmit sites have
approximately 13 to 14 di higher ERP than type 2
stations. However, the type 2 stations are spaced globally
and can be picked up at essentially any point on the globe.
This results in the possibility of coordinating type 2
station use and usage of multiple transmit sites (i.e.
arraying). Data rates on the order of 50 baud are possible
for type 1 sites and 5 to 25 baud for type 2 sites. This has
to do with the fact that type I sites are typically 4 channel
MSK having a large efficiency-bandwidth product while
type 2 sites have a smaller efficiency-bandwidth product.
The real limiting item is the antenna bandwidth which is
typically no greater than 200 Hz for the various transmit
sites. Predicted BER of 10A-6 are average with 10A_3 being
the maximum. These availabilities convert to near-perfect
receive S/No performance at lower 2.5-5 BPS rates while
maintaining a 3 dB margin for forward error correction and
a 6 dB contingency for noise uncertainty. The reference
value for MSK for a non-fading signal is 14 dB. The
available margin gained by processing, error correction,
available bandwidths, etc. is approximately 21.6 dB.
Analyses show that these numbers are conservative,
resulting in estimates of error occurrence at lOA-3 BER
having a period of at least 33.3 minutes.

A

amplitude of incoherent wavehop sum

APD

amplitude probability distribution

BER

bit error rate

BPS

data transfer rate in bits/second

Eb/No

signal energy per bit/noise density

ERP

effective radiated power

Fa

received noise figure in dB above KT

FSK

frequency shift keying

I•

thermal noise power density; temperature in
degrees Kelvin-Boltzmann's constant

FkHz

frequency in kilohertz

Ld

log deviation of received noise in dB below
Fa

m

median received signal field derived from
incoherent sum of wavehops

MSK

minimum-shift keying modulation

Ne

electron density

PSK

phase shift keying

S/No

signal-power/noise-power in bandwidth
equalling the signalling rate

T'E

transverse electric

TM

transverse magnetic

v

collision frequency

Vd

voltage deviation

INTROD

.CTION

Traditional longwave VLF links have been characterized
and designed for communication over seawater to ships at
sea. Present Independent Research and Development
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activities in the longwave community have emphasized
high-latitude links, often to airborne platforms where both
TE and TM modes are possible and of interest. The
investigation underlying this paper is concerned with the
viability of highly reliable long distance and
geographically distributed ground-to-ground links to
inland low-latitude regions. The concept is that of using
frequencies in the ELF and/or VLF regions that exhibit lowloss, stable, non-fading signal propagation to extremely
long ranges and that are relatively immune to man-made
environmental disturbances; hence, very reliable. A
requirement was to compute system link reliability on a
statistical basis as a measure of viability. Because of the
somewhat different geographic and operational emphasis
involved, and the range of frequencies available from
various transmit platforms, the initial objective was to
characterize the propagation over a wide range of
frequencies from ELF through VLF. This was done by
combining the best available noise data and available
signal propagation models so that signal-to-noise
performance could be evaluated. Obtaining piecewise
physical significance from the modeling process provided
a necessary understanding of the communication link. The
major deterrent to reliable communications is noise caused
by propagation of lightning flash energy; thus, the noise
uncertainty is due to storms and particularly the proxim'.ty
of the receive site to major storm centers. The reliability
goal was chosen to be a BER of 1OA-4 90% of the time for
90% of the hours referred to maximum signalling rates of
25 or 50 Hz. The minimum predicted performance for
which links are viable was chosen to be a BER of 10A3
90% of the time for 50% of the hours. The minimum
reliability criteria converts to essentially perfect
reliability for data transfer rates of the order of 1 Hz.

implementation and the high degree of physical insight
associated with the individual wave hops. Long range
computations above waveguide cutoff employed the
incoherent addition of hops. Below cutoff and/or at short
range, computations were made as the sum of both coherent
and incoherent hops, appropriate to the particular situation
being evaluated. At long range, and appropriate to many
hops, the method of Millington was again applied for
mixed land-sea paths. The wavehop model is useable for
hop-by-hop application of the geographic distribution of
ground and ionospheric constituents.

Although airborne platforms operating into end-fed
resonant antennas have the capability of handling raw data
throughput exceeding 1000 Hz, ground station
instantaneous bandwidths are limited to approximately 100
Hz. For a given transmitting antenna, the instantaneous
bandwidth varies inversely with the fourth power of
frequency(and the cubed power of height). Without
considering more detail, the minimum 3-dB loaded
bandwidth was initially chosen to be 20-25 Hz, so that a
well-matched transmitter could support a minimum
signalling rate of 10 Hz when employing a 1-chip/Hz
modulation technique such as MSK or quaternary PSK.

The noise-only statistics were taken to represent the
signal/noise process. The error introduced by this
assumption is approximately one dB in the worst case; and
therefore, the signal was taken to be deterministic.

DESCRIPTION OF RESOURCES
A skywave and groundwave model were developed. The
groundwave model employed the rigorous residue series of
Bremmer(underlying the C.C.I.R. Rec. 368 data) along
with Millington's semi-empirical method for segmented
mixed paths. 1 ' 7 20 The skywave calculation employed
a 44-term reflective wavehop model, after Bremmer, that
was calibrated with measured layer heights from Brazil by
Klemetti, and the ionospheric coefficients taken from the
LF module of the Communication Assessment Program
(CAP) which, in turn, were obtained from the Weapons
Effects on D-Region Communications (WEDCOM)
model. 3 , 19 The ground conductivities were taken from
C.C.I.R. Report 717 for frequencies below 30 Kilz. 8 This
model was selected for ease of personal computer (PC)

The groundwave model was validated by comparison with
C.C.I.R. Rec. 368, data which was computed using the
same algorithm for homogeneous path conductivity. The
skywave model was validated by comparison with NRL
Report 6663 at a frequency of 12 KHz. 2 This comparison
is illustrated in Figure 29-1, showing the "sawtooth" hopby-hop ionospheric focusing given by this type of model
over sea water. A wavehop range curve over soil is
smooth.
The noise evaluation compared data taken from C.C.I.R.
Report 322-2, low noise prediction (LNP) model, latest
Stanford data, and a model, TERNOISE, developed by the
authors. The TERNOISE model is based on Report 322-2
and augmented with NBS(now National Institute for
Standards and Technology(NIST)) Monograph 23 APDs,
using Report 322-2 statistical methods. 9 The predictions
of TERNOISE below 10 Khz are linear extrapolations. The
various noise data sets as applicable to Japan are illustrated
in Figure 29-2.16, 17 A particular link scenario
application is illustrated in Figure 29-3.

TECHNICAL APPROACH
Evaluating the links of interest, the levels of signal and
noise at the receive site were separately computed and then
the energy density(S/No) was computed. This ratio was
compared to the ratio required for BER's of either I0A3 or
0'A-4 for MSK, as shown in Figure 29-4. The margins were
then used with the noise exceedance statistics to produce
time availability. The median signal, determined at long
range by the incoherent wavehop sum, is related to this
sum by
median signal = m = 0.833A, where
m is the 50% value of the field as defined in the Madrid
International Radio Conference in 1933.
The program TERNOISE was used to compute the noise
levels and statistical variations of S/No. TERNOISE
computes selected seasonal and diurnal average noise
values in order to reduce the number of cases to consider to
five; Seasonal Median, Seasonal Day, Seasonal Night,
Winter Day, and Summer Night. In particular, the Seasonal
Median is the arithmetic dB average of the C.C.IR. Winter
Day and Summer Night values.
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The process used in Report 322-2 is invoked for reducing
the four-hour block averages to hourly and short-term
statistics. Upper decile deviations from the block median
data are matched up with seasonal/diurnal measures, as
shown in Figure 29-5. Using the lognormal graph, defined
by median and upper decile values, the predicted hourly
levels are found. For short-term noise, four particular
APD's from Monograph 23 are used which are; Rayleigh,
Vd=4 and Ld= 10.5, Vd=9 andLd= 16, and Vd= 16and
Ld=25, as illustrated in Figure 29-6. Using these APD's and
the variations of Vd and Ld with frequency for bounding
winter day and summer night extremes, given in Figure 23
of Monograph 23. an algorithm computes the particular
APD's and margins at particular frequencies for these
bounding extremes. Then the margins appropriate for the
five defined seasonal/diurnal conditions are determined in
the same manner as the block averages. These margins are
added to the median to give the expectation for the
Instantaneous noise envelope. The margins used by the
program to convert Fa into instantaneous noise figure are
given in Figure 29-7. An example predicted curve set from
TERNOISE for 50% of the time for 50% of the hours is
given in Figure 29-8.
The predicted noise ignores the possible dip between two
and four KHz due to waveguide cutoff. From a noise
viewpoint, this dip may be very deep and sharp or it may be
minimal, depending on proximity to, and the number of,
noise sources involved. A single predominant source at
long range produces the sharpest null. A close source
propagating predominantly groundwave, or a number of
uniformly distributed sources, minimize the null.
Underground data taken by NIST from ELF through low LF
frequencies shows a slight tendency at nulling, even in
very quiet areas of coal mines. In fact, the median mine
noise defined from these tests was taken as monotonically
varying.
Of some engineering interest, sets of S/No curves were
produced for homogeneous seawater and average soil for
median and decile cases referred to seasonal median noise in
Washington, D.C. These data sets, parametric in range and
frequency, are given in Figures 29-9 through 29-12 for an
assumed I-kilowatt ERP.
RESULTS:
The propagation models were validated, depending on the
areas of uncertainty of the data, and on the data available.
The comparisons included the following:

I

0

12 kHz validation against data from NRL
Report 6663

(0

30 kHz validation against the CAP LF model

0

ELF validation of the extrapolated TERNOISE
data against LNP model at a 9000 km receive
location

0

ELF validation of the extrapolated TERNOISE
data against LNP model and Stanford data at a
receive location in Kochi, Japan

A comparison of wavehop calculations vs range with
published data in NRL report 6663 for ground-based
terminals over an otherwise undefined seawater path was
performed at 12 kHz.
The 12 kHz validation was performed, with the values of
0.00045 mho/m at 69 km and 0.00035 mho/m at 86 kin.
These conductivity values were used in the model, but the
physical heights were adjusted to the 70 km and 90 km
respective day and night values used in the NRL 6663
report.
The agreement between the methods is excellent at a
nominal range of 9000 km, especially during the day.
The wavehop-computed fieldstrength data over seawater
exhibits a periodic shape. Each time the curve suddenly
drops corresponds to another "hop" falling beyond line-ofsight. The cusp just before each drop is created by the
convergence coefficient of the predominant hop-to-bedropped which is at the lowest near-horizontal
incident/takeoff angles, where the energy spreads out so
much along the path direction that it is focused.
Fieldstrength curves over land, calculated by the model, do
not exhibit this periodic behavior.
Next, a comparison was made of wavehop fieldstrength
computations versus range over the same path with the
CAP LF module at it's limiting frequency of 30 kHz and out
to it's limiting range of 8000 kin. The wavehop
computation employs a two-segment sea-land computation
according to Millington's method, using an average ground
conductivity of about 5 millimhos/meter.
The particular wavehop calculations comprising this data
were made using an ionospheric conductivity of 0.000272
mho/m at a height of 68 km during the day, and a
conductivity of 0.000136 mho/m during the night, which
is appropriate for a height of 83 km. This data is
representative of measurements made in Brazil prior to data
reported by Klemetti.
The agreement between models is excellent at long range,
converging as the range approaches 8000 km. The CAP
data appears to have some nulls and/or periodic variations
in range, that have not previously been observed by the
authors. The agreement appears to be within about 2 dB at
the ranges of interest.
The third comparison was of the output of the LNP noise
prediction model versus TERNOISE. Only block averages
of the noise are compared. The seasonal/diurnal noise
values represented by the individual data sets is Summer
Night, the noisiest case. The LNP model was cycled
through January time blocks(summer in the southern
hemisphere) until the highest level was found (which
corresponded to 0841 local time) before making the
frequency computation run. The validation phase consisted
of confirming the continued rise of noise with decreasing
frequency into the ELF region as predicted by the
TERNOISE linew downwd exwapolation. The TERNOISE
model approximates the C.C.I.R. data down to 10 kHz, and
is self-validating against the measured data available and
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applicable in the low- and mid-latitude regions.
these data sets ignore the cutoff region.

Both of

The agreement is seen to be excellent at the extremes in
frequency(low ELF and VLF above about 17 kHz). The
agreement is excellent at all frequencies representing Type
1 transmit station operation. The biggest difference is the
rising LNP-predicted noise levels as the frequency is
decreased from about 17 kHz to the 8 kHz lower LNP VLF
limit. In particular, at 10 kHz, the LNP-predicted level is 11
dB above the C.C.I.R.level, at about 38 dBuV/m*HzA0.5 .
At the average location, the time average Omega station
signal level is expected to be in the 29 - 32 dBuV/m range
which, suggests possible corruption in the noise data.
Lastly, data comparing TERNOISE and LNP models with
measured Stanford University data at Kochi, Japan, taken
again for the noisiest Summer Night noise values was
investigated. The LNP search produced the highest block
average value corresponding to July at 0848 local time.
Comparing data vs frequency given in Figure 29-2 shows
agreement between all data sets above approximately 17
kHz, with the maximum delta being about 2 dB in this
frequency region. The Stanford data bridges the cutoff
region, showing different minimum frequencies for day and
night. The low-ELF agreement between the model
calculations is not exact, but it does show that we have
adequate built-in conservatism in our model. The important
comparison is at approximately 10 kHz, noting that one of
the test frequencies is at 10.2 KHz which is the prime
Omega frequency. Although it may be feasible (looking at
tape recordings) to eliminate the effect of a strong local
station like the one at Tsushima Japan, the signals from
the remote Omega stations may appear like noise. The 10.2
kHz noise level happens to be about 29 dBuV/m*HzA0.5,
so that the measured noise level and the expected average
remote Omega signal level are nearly the same.
Additionally, the LNP-predicted noise level is 5 dB above
the Stanford results, and roughly another 5 dB above the
C.C.I.R.-based predicted value,
A brief outline of the link analysis calculation is given in
Table 29-1

TABLE 29-1
LINK BUDGET FORMAT SUMMARY

"o

Transmit Effective Radiated Power(ERP)
dBk (with respect to 1 kw) (includes
antenna pattern gain and RFD losses)

"o

Signal/Noise-density(S/No),
dB(1-Hz BW)

for I kw

"o

Noise Bandwidth (-

"o

Signal/Noise Ratio(S/N) at receiver dB
S/N required::
14 dB for 10A-3 BER
20dB for 10A-4 BER
o

)dB

Binary Error Rate(BER) achieved

LINK ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
The day and night time layer heights of 69 and 86 km
respectively are chosen based on data from Klemetti.
The atmospheric constituents of electron density and
collision frequency taken from the CAP(i.e. WEDCOM)
data base, are given in Figure 29-13.
Ionospheric conductivity data computed from the
atmospheric constituents of Figure 29-13 are given in
Figure 29-14.
Ground conductivity maps from C.C.I.R. Report 717 are
used. There are no listed conductivities for land greater
than 10 millimhos/meter, or less than 0.1
millimhos/meter. The majority minimum is about 1
millimho/meter. Other conductivity maps for Continental
United States (CONUS) are available, and represent surface
conductivities appropriate for higher frequencies where the
skin depths are shallow, with surface conductivities
approximately a factor of 3 greater than those shown in
Report 717.
The modulation technique of choice at longwave
frequencies is MSK, which is a essentially a four-phase one
chip/bit modulation system having the most selective
power spectral density, with sidebands falling off at the
rate of 50 dB/decade. MSK is a coherent modulation type
which is phase-continuous through the first derivative. It
can be viewed either as FSK or PSK. MSK, for example, is
FSK with a modulation index of 0.5. It is also two
quadrature-combined binary PSK signals, with the same
carrier frequency, but 90-degrees apart in phase. In the PSK
analogy, the bits from the input data stream are alternated
between the two channels, so each channel operates at half
the total bit rate. Further signal processing such as using a
Non-Return-to-Zero(NRZ) band-limited base-band
signalling scheme, such as Manchester encoding, will
further improve the actual bandwidth occupancy of the
signal.
The performance of a modulation scheme depends on the
noise statistics involved. There is a substantial difference
between gaussian(white) noise and atmospheric noise
which is impulsive. The actual Vd of the atmospheric noise
makes only a second-order difference in the noise
statistics. At higher frequencies, the dispersive effects of
fading influence the modulation performance where the
standard case is flat-flat fading(flat in both time and
frequency). At VLF, the signal is essentially non-fading
and the error rate curve is that of a non-fading signal in
atmospheric noise.
TYPE 1 TRANSMISSION

ANALYSIS

Analytical results are presented for two frequencies
available at the type 1 transmit sites for median(50%
hours, 50% time) and for decile (50% hours, 90% time)
conditions representing average day(Seasonal Day noise
values) and average night(Seasonal Night noise values)
conditions. Additionally, the frequency constraint is
"removed and the performance is analyzed for a constant
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transmit ERP of 24.8 dBk, for several seasonal/diurnal and
statistical cases. The frequency analysis uses incoherent
hop addition at all frequencies in the signal calculation, and
ignozes cutoff for both signal and noise phenomena. The
fixed frequency link analysis is presented in Table 29-2.

TABLE 29-2
9000 km TYPE 1 DETAILED LINK ANALYSIS

o

Transmit Carrier Power ref+33.0 dBk for 200 baud
Transmit ERP/Channel +24.8 dBk for 50 baud

o Median S/No for I kw

+24.5 dB
+23.0 dB
+23.0 dB
+20.8 dB

o

-17.0 dB for 50 Hz

Noise Bandwidth

avg
avg
avg
avg

o Margin for 50% Hours, 909 Time
-13.8 dB avg
-13.0 dB avg
-134 dB avg
-12.9 dB avg

day @ 17.8 kHz
night @ 17.8 kHz
day @ 24.0 kHz
night @ 24.0 kHz

day @ 17.8 kHz
night @ 17.8 kHz
day @ 24.0 kHz
night @ 24.0 kHz

o S/N at Receiver 50% Hours, 90% Time
ref. median 32.3 dB
18.5 dB avg day @ 17.8 kHz
30.8 dB
18.8 dB avg night @ 17.8 kHz
30.8 dB
17.4 dB avg day @ 24.0 kHz
28.6 dB
15.6 dB avg night @ 24.0 kHz

"oS/N Required (see Figure 27-4)
ref. 14.0 dB min for
"oBER Achieved 50% hours, 90% Time
ref. median >10A-7
2.0*10A-7
2.0*10A-7
1.2*10A-6

2.0*10A.4
2.8*10A-4
3.2*10A-4
5.9*10A-4

avg
avg
avg
avg

10A-3 BER

day @ 17.8 kHz
night @ 17.8 kHz
day @ 24.0 kHz
night @ 24.0 kHz

BER's for an average day and average night are shown
together with Summer Night data for decile time
availability in Figure 29-15.
TYPE 2 TRANSMISSION ANALYSIS
The type 2 reception under Seasonal Median noise
conditions is the most representative situation, world wide.
A 25 Hz bandwidth (14 dBHz) and a minimum 10A-3
BER(14 dB S/N), require a margin above S/No of 28 dB.
This performance level is achieved out to a range of 6000
to 7500 km for 50% of hours, 90% of time. These range
profiles suggest possible reception from either 2 or 3 Type
2 sites at any location in the world. The exception to this
is if one of the great circle paths does not have a majority
of its path over seawater.
Analysis shows that five or six type 2 stations may be
usable at any location for ranges out to 13,000 km over
seawater. This analytical conclusion is in agreement with
previous work.

The S/No curves for median and decile noise conditions,
with a one-kilowatt ERP, referred to Seasonal Median, for
mixed data link over a majority seawater and then over
land, are presented in Figure 29-16. The decibel rate of falloff on either side of the optimum frequency, of
approximately 8 KHz, is significantly less than over a link
having a long land segment terminating its path into the
receive location.
Figure 29-17 shows the S/No prediction for a transpolar
path with the majority of its path being over land(or ice)
and passing over the north pole. There is a minimum
occurring in the 6000 - 7000 kin range that signifies the
effect of the poor ground conductivity. The negative S/No
dB's and the field strengths of less than a microvolt per
meter above the minimum signify the unusability of the
path for communications. As the wavehop propagation
program sums the modes incoherently, the minimum is due
to the reflection process on an individual mode basis. The
minimum is due to the Brewster angle in which impinging
waves are transmitted into the ground with minimal
reflection.
RELATIONSHIP OF CALCULATED NOISE
STATISTICS TO MESSAGE RELIARILTY
The link calculations have
been made assuming data
transfer at the maximum signalling rates for both broadcast
and hypothetical Omega communications. The maximum
rate of 50 Hz for broadcast is the modem per-channel clock
rate, and the assumption is that the link would be assigned
one such channel. The assumed maximum rate of 25 Hz for
Omega communications is taken equal to the available
antenna bandwidth.
Such communications must be
compatible with normal Omega reception. Use of a high
clock rate for such communications may minimize
interference with this normal narrow-band reception.
Actual data transfer rates for high reliability will be lower
than 50 or 25 Hz. If transmission is at higher rates, then
rate reduction must be accomplished with signal
processing. The signal-to-noise ratio enhancement and
forward error correction capability made possible by rate
reduction (narrower bandwidth), is called processing gain.
The forward error correction portion of the available
processing gain, taken to be 3 dB, is that to correct a
specified maximum BER, taken to be 10A-2, to essentially
perfect copy. The remaining processing gain is applied as
a margin to increase the time availability of the link.
The link data transfer rates were arbitrarily chosen to be of
the order of one (1) Hz. These rates are assumed to be near
the probable lower limit of acceptability for
communications and are also, roughly the same as the
equivalent bandwidth for normal Omega reception.
Specified rates of 0.5 - 2.5 Hz for broadcast and 0.25 - 1.25
Hz for Omega were assumed, worst case. The 5:1 (or 7 dB)
ranges for each type transmit site was assumed, as a
margin, to accommodate uncertainty in short-term noise
statistics in low-latitude geographic areas. The margin for
uncertainty of the C.C.I.R. noise prediction is 6 dB. The
additional 1-dB accommodated the error in using only the
noise statistics for the signal-to-noise process.
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The link data transfer rates correspond to nominal 20:1
bandwidth reduction plus an additional 5:1 bandwidth
reduction to accommodate uncertainty, for a total worst
case bandwidth reduction of 100:1. The corresponding
reduction in mean-square power or rms voltage at the
detector is greater than the bandwidth reduction because of
the impulsive nature of the noise. The statistical margin
above median (50% of the time for 50% of the hours) for
high exceedence probabilities is proportional to the meansquare power. The reduction in rms voltage as a function of
bandwidth change is given in Figure 26 of C.C.I.R. Report
322-2. For a TERNOISE assumed Vd of 12 dB in a
bandwidth equal to the signalling rate and a 20:1 bandwidth
reduction, this margin is reduced an additional 8.3 dB
beyond the 13 dB linear bandwidth change. Allocating
1-dB to an imperfect detector (relative to ideal), the required
margin will be reduced an additional 7.3 dB. For 100:1
bandwidth reduction, the margin is reduced an additional
9.6 dB beyond the 13 dB linear bandwidth change, or a net
margin reduction of 8.6 dB.

relative to the hourly variations. Thus, achieving the
perfect reception condition must be possible using at least
the slowest data transfer rate specified during the worst case
seasonal and diurnal condition. Improved data transfer will
be feasible during seasons and times of day other than
Summer Night.
The comparison between high-rate and low-rate
performance is illustrated in budget form as follows at a
frequency of 10 kHz during the Summer Night referenced to
the median 50% time during 50% hours condition:
(A) Required Margin for Near-Perfect Performance
98.3% time, 99% hour > median by
90% time, 50% hours > median
thus, 98.3% time, 99% hours > 90%
time, 50% hours

(+) 32.6 dB

(-) 12.6 dB

20.0. dB

(B) Available Margin for Nominal 20:1 Rate Reduction
Statistical communications systems performance estimates
are often related to the way in which supporting link signal
and noise data have historically been collected. Terms used
include "time availability," "reliability," "service
probability," "location variability," and "percent
confidence." At VLF frequencies, these estimates are easier
to understand because the signal is non-fading, there is
essentially no location variability, and uncertainties are
related only to the noise. The basis for measuring noise
has been long-term averages, over several hours, of two or
three statistics, rather than direct measurement of the
amplitude probability distribution of the instantaneous
noise envelope. As a result, separate long-term and short
term margins must be applied. At VLF, hourly long-term
averages equate to percent confidence that a short-term
minute-by-minute time availability will be achieved.
The target link performance for this program is a BER of
10A-3 minimum 90% of the time for (with) 50% hours
(confidence) referred to the maximum signalling (data
clock) rates. This is approximately equal to perfect
performance at the low rates, with excellent performance
defined to be achieving a BER of 10A-3 or less 98.3% of the
time for 99% of the hours, providing that a local lightning
storm is not occurring at the time. Simply stated:

*

If the computed BER is 10A-3 or better
for 90% of the time for 50% of the hours
at a data clock rate of 50 Hz (broadcast),
of 25 Hz (Omega), this assures that the
message will be received for a data
transfer rate in the range of 0.5-to-2.5
Hz or 0.25-to-1.25 Hz respectively,
providing that a lightning storm is not
occurring at the time.
This results from the following:
The exclusion of 1% of the hours corresponds to an average
of 1-hour/day of active lightning during an assumed threemonth rainy season to represent the exclusion. The choice
of 98.3% of the time is predicated on I-minute per hour, the
smallest unit of time for the minute-by-minute variations

20:1 rate factor for processing gain
allowance for imperfect detection
excess margin for 20:1 rate reduction

(+) 13.0 dB
(-) 1.0 dB
+8.3 dB

available margin for 20:1 bandwidth
reduction

20.7 dB

(C) Available Margin for Maximum 100:1 Rate Reduction
100:1 rate factor for processing gain
noise uncertainty
error allowance for using only noise
allowance for imperfect detection
excess margin for 100:1 rate reduction
availoble margin for 100:1: bandwidth
reduction

20.0 dB
6.0 dB
1.0 dB
1.0 dB
C+)9.6dB
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)

21.6 dB

This is sufficient to accommodate the worst case over the
low-rate range if error correction is not employed. Note
that 10 kHz is the lowest frequency covered by the C.C.I.R.
These margins are
data base without extrapolation.
referenced to an S/N of 14 dB, representing MSK for a nonfading signal in atmospheric noise in a bandwidth equal to
the signalling rate (See figure 29-4).
These results are conservative for several reasons. At an
uncorrected error rate of 10A-3 for the slowest broadcast
data rate of 0.5 Hz, there is a predicted error every 2000
seconds, on average, which corresponds roughly to 250
message characters. This means that short messages could,
in principle, be sent without error, however, good system
design practice demands forward error correction. Using
half-rate coding, the available margin above target would
be reduced by 3 dB to 17 dB. The exclusion of local
thunderstorms also reduces the required margins as well as
protecting against the 1%-of-the-hours. In this situation,
the use of the Seasonal Night noise measure is appropriate
for the statistics relative to the median value, if the median
noise delta of 8.1 dB between Summer Night and Seasonal
Night is retained as representing worst case performance.
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The Seasonal Night noise measure reduces the required
margin form 20 to 18.6 dB.
Using the Seasonal Night variability above median, the
available margin of 21.6 dB minus the required margin of
18.6 dB is 3 dB. This 3 dB is allocated for error detection
and correction.
The results are still conservative because at a l0A-3 BER,
the average period of error occurrence is 2000 seconds, or
33.3 minutes. However, there is still, 6 dB margin included
in case the noise is up to 6 dB greater than the values used
for calculation.
EAThese
,GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The process of signal reception in the VLF band is
externally noise limited, with external noise figures greater
than 140 dB below 30 kHz. Receive antennas may be pickup probes rather than full-size antennas used for
transmitting that are designed to optimize power gain or
efficiency-bandwidth-product. The most important overall
design consideration is sensitivity. Electrically small
pickup probe antennas are required for portability, but must
not be made too small or else the received noise will equal
the internal noise of the receiver,
Because of the optimum frequency for S/No which is
characteristic with land-based receive sites, there may not
be much difference in performance between using
frequencies ranging between 10 and 24 kHz. The 1/fourthpower-of-frequency is proportional to I/height cubed
which is proportional to n*BW for transmit antennas.
Thus, operational considerations may govern the frequency
selection, if resources over this large a frequency range are
indeed available,
With respect to interference, the operating frequency
should be as low as possible, consistent with an available
ground-based station resource for transmitting. This makes
deliberate interference very difficult, and renders
interference virtually impossible because the interference
installation would have to be fixed and could not be
effectively implemented.
Signal processing, would not have to provide a margin for
interference. Redundancy could be implemented for coding
and to perform forward error detection and correction. At
least 10 - 15 dB of processing gain may be achievable, and
no more than 3 - 6 dB would be necessary for error detection
and correction.

parameter in determining statistical communication
performance at VLF, noise in typical low latitude and
equatorial regions needs to be measured. Coincident with
such noise measurements, communications performance
over some link(s) terminating at the receive site should be
measured. As low-latitude and equatorial regions are close
to storm center "hot-spots", the rainy season (Summer
Night) noise in such a location(s) should be measured as
opportunities occur.
This investigation has predicted that the hypothesized VLF
links will work, and that messages of prescribed quality
will be received 90% of the time for 50% of the hours.
type of statistics in other frequency bands have a
specific qualitative meaning. For example, a VHF/UHF
link analysis predicting a given level of service 90% of the
time for 90% of the hours means that the link is virtually
certain to work all the time, and with some conservatism.
The target design criteria for many such links is 90% of the
time for 60% of the hours. When the propagation medium
is even more variable, such as at HF, 90% of the hours is
adequate for voice, but data circuits are often designed for
99%, or even 99.95%, of the hours. Thus, there is a
question of just what these statistics mean at VLF. The
authors' believe that at VLF, where location variability of
signal is not a problem and signal stability itself is not a
problem and the only statistical problem is noise, then 14
dB of margin above median may be viewed as either 99.9%
of the hours and 50% of time or 50% of hours and 90% of
Also, when
time, but not both simultaneously.
considering noise alone, the added S/No "delta" over
gaussian of about 14 dB for a BER of 10A-4 provides
The incidence of instantaneous
additional margin.
communication errors at VLF needs to be compared with
statistical prediction measures, either by comparing
measured communication link data with prediction analysis
or by true link simulation.
Communication links have been investigated using
existing transmit sites, and reliable links can be obtained
over 6000 to 9000 km distances. This does require that the
frequency of operation be judiciously picked. There is a
difference between a path purely over sea water and/or over
land. Analyses show that the choice of 24 KHz for sea
water is appropriate, but that a path partially over land
shows approximately 10 KHz as the optimum choice of
frequency. This result occurs because of the altered
propagation conditions caused by paths being over both
sea water and land. However, it is also noted that a natural
interference immunity exists at these frequencies and that
the only noise that has major performance impacts are
caused by lightning from localized storm centers.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper illustrates the viability of reliable global
communications at VLF as a consequence of the insight
gained by performing link analyses vs frequency. The
physical and economic reality of implementing these
possibilities depends on the availability of transmit
resources, possibly on a shared basis,

This paper generates the first known requirements for
arbitrary land-based receive sites at extremely long
distances. The locations investigated included low-midlatitude and equatorial receive sites. The continuous
ELF/VLF frequency spectrum was evaluated for
communications possibilities. Path characteristics were
investigated which included combinations of sea water and
land masses.

The low-latitude regions are those where the least VLF
research and development has been applied, particularly in
characterizing the noise. As noise is the most critical

Recommended items for further investigation arise from the
need for accurate minute-to-minute short term noise
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statistics. These recommendations include complete link
testing, making noise measurements near low latitude
storm centers with the latest available hardware,
performing VLF spectral characteristics, updating
conductivity measurements.
Measurements of noise and existing signal levels for worst
case in low latitude interior hotspots would help bound the
VLF communication link performance.
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Discussion
INAN

COMMNENT. I am a little worried about your use of an "incoherent sun of ray hops" model. In this
frequency range, the rays as they reflect will acquire substantial phase charges at the ionospheric
reflection points. Thc reflection coefficients are sensitively dependent on angle of incidence and also
the modes are excited (at the antenna) with a particular set of phases and amplitudes. The ray model
is probably not appropriate for large distance (i.e. 9000 kin), it should be much better to use a
waveguide made approach, such as the LWPC.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I agree that LWPC code is much more accurate and is the preferred approach. However, we needed
method of visualization in a physical sense as required by our study. We did compare our results to
those generated by the LNP (PSR) code for validation. We do not consider the wavehop model any
more than a first order approximation with large contingency (i.e. deltas) included in the SIN
estimates. We did compare, for first order approximation, coherent and incoherent suns beyond 6000
kmn which showed little change. For more detailed analysis and now that we have received LWPC we
would use this for the next iteration, higher accuracy predicition.
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Abstract
An orbital emplacement for the transmitter and
the antenna of a communications link at ELF (30 to 300
Hz) and VLF (3 kHz to 30 kHz) to submerged submarines, has been considered since the very inception of
the space age. Only recently, however, space technology
has reached sufficient maturity, for system designers to
undertake serious studies of this link configuration.

*

The optimistic outlook stems from recent space
technology developments, such as the design and construction by NASA of long orbiting tethers, and the testing,
onboard Shuttle Orbiter ATLANTIS, scheduled for Summer 1992, of the first spaceborne 20 km metal wire.
This is known as the Tethered Satellite System #1 (TSS1, in short), a space mission that might be possibly
followed by other flights, with tether lengths that could
reach 100 km.
Once deployed at a height of, say, 300 km, from a
Shuttle Orbiter, or from another suitable platform, a long,

*

thin tether aligns itself along
of the gradient of the Earth
metal, the tether can function
Dipole) transmitting antenna

the local vertical by virtue
gravity field. If made of
as a VED (Vertical Electric
at ELF and VLF.

*

1.

INTRODUCTION TO SPACEBORNE TETHERS:
AN EMERGING TECHNOLOGY FOR USE IN
RADIOPHYSICS AND RADIOENGINEERING

Sometime in Summer 1992, a new structural
element will make its appearance onboard the Shuttle
Orbiter: a tether consisting of a very long, thin filament
attached, at one end, to the Shuttle, and holding "by the
leash," at the other end, a satellite. Hence the name
"Tethered Satellite System," in short TSS, that has been
given to this joint initiative by NASA and ASI (Italian
Space Agency).

The Summer 1992 tether, a flexible thread with a
diameter of a few millimeters, will have a length of 20
km. However, in later missions, tethers of 100 km length
and even longer are a distinct possibility.
The tether aligns itself with the local vertical and
stays so aligned, by virtue of the vertical gradient of the
Earth gravity field. The tether's orientation, both for
upward and downward deployment from the Shuttle,
dciates only slightly from the local vertical, and its
angular movements about that vertical resemble the
angular movements of a pendulum attached to the
Shuttle. While the Shuttle Orbiter moves in its orbital
flight around the Earth, the tether stays roughly aligned
with the center of the Earth.
In a few years, once that such basic operations as
deployment and retrieval are thoroughly understood, the
tether will find wide-spread use as a flexible structural
element (capable of responding to traction) in large space
structures of one, two, or three dimensions. This use is
similar, in several respects, to the function of ropes in
suspended bridges.
While two-dimensional and three-dimensional tethered structures belong to the long-term future, the
attention of flexible-spacecraft designers will concentrate,
in the short term, on the one-dimensional case. A single
vertical tether, notwithstanding its simplicity, is capable
of performing a variety of functions, among which, if the
tether is made of metal, are the following:
(a) operating as a transmitting antenna (either
resonant, or non-resonant, such as a travelling-wave
radiator), for the effective radiation of electromagnetic
waves. This specific use is the object of this paper.
Tethers can be made of such a length that they radiate
effectively e.m. waves at frequencies as low as ELF and
VLF;
(b) operating as a receiving antenna, again either
resonant or non-resonant;
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(c) performing as a self-powered antenna, for
radiation of e.m. waves at ULF (frequencies of I Hz or
lower);
(d) generating DC electric energy, at the expenses
of the platform's orbital energy. The electromotive force
is v x B • It, where v is the orbital velocity (about 7.7
km-/sec-for a height of 380 kin), B is the Earth magnetic
field (about 0.3 104 Weber/m 2 ), and t is the length of the
tether (20 kin). The circuit closure is provided by the
magneto-ionic plasma of the Earth ionosphere, while the
contact between each end of the tether and the ionosphere
is provided by a "plasma bridge" also known as a
"plasma contactor."
As already told, NASA and ASI will launch in
orbit, in Summer 1992 the TSS-1 mission, that uses a 20
kin-long metal wire. This mission will verify, first of
all, such dynamical issues as the feasibility of safe
deployment and retrieval. In addition, it will perform
experiments on the electrodynamic and electromagnetic
mechanisms (c) and (d) above.

2.3

The Properties Of The Ionosphere

The ionosphere is a plasma consisting of electrons,
protons, and neutral particles.
In the F-layer, the
electron and ion densities, t& and ti,, have the following
values:

Nighttime: r1e = 'i7 = 4 x l01

2.1

RADIATION OF E.M. WAVES FROM A TETHER
IN THE IONOSPHERE TO THE SURFACE OF
THE EARTH, AT ELF AND VLF FREQUENCIES,
Introductory Remarks
2.1 Intodutor
Remarncie

The possibility of transmitting electromagnetic
waves from a Shuttle Orbiter to the surface of the earth
is discussed in a paper by Grossi et al. (1991). The
antenna generating the electromagnetic field consists of a
vertical wire (the tether) which is driven with the Shuttle
as ground. In this Section 2, the electromagnetic aspects
of the problem are examined with available knowledge as
the basis. Because the existing theory of the properties
of the ionosphere and of antennas moving in it are
approximate and complicated, quantitative results can be
obtained only in terms of a relatively simple model.
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The reason for including the factor 19 in (3b) is that the
lower ionosphere consists of a mixture of ions including
N,

N', O,

with a mean mass of 19 amu.
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the gyrofrequencies are
2.2

The Model

The specific problem to be investigated is the
electromagnetic field on the surface of the earth generated
by currents in a vertical antenna moving in the F-layer of
the ionosphere at a height of 400 kin. The length of the
antenna is 4 km. It is driven at its upper end by a
generator voltage V. against the space shuttle as a ground.
A schematic diagram is in Fig. 2-1.
The ionosphere is assumed to extend from a height
of 150 km to infinity as a homogeneous medium. It is
given a sharp boundary with air as a simplification of the
gradual layered boundary between 100 and 200 km.
With the shuttle orbiting the earth along a great circle
over the poles, the earth's magnetic field B. - 0.5 x 104
Teala is roughly parallel to the vertical antenna over the
poles and perpendicular to it over the equator.
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The effective collision frequencies-representing the sum of
the electron- ion and electron-neutral collisions-are
Daytime:
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103;
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4 x 102
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2.4

Plasma Waves In The Ionosphere

the wave number becomes
,

The ionosphere is a complicated medium for the
propagation of waves generated by oscillating currents at
an angular frequency w in an antenna. The frequencies
of interest for the tether experiment are in the following

VLF:
1.88 x 104
ELF:

< 30 kHz

= kk
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or
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when the steady magnetic field B0 is parallel to the
electric field.
These are modified when B 0 is in the
direction of propagation, as shown in King and Harrison
(1969) (Section 2.12).
With (11), the wave number is
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so that the high exponential attenuation makes propagation impossible.
With
2 = 44.55 x 10's and w2 + V2 = (1.88 x 10'
to 1.88x10 5 )2 + 106 = 3.53 x 10' to 3.53 x 1010 for the
VLF range, ai > /3, and no propagation is possible.
When the steady magnetic field B0 is not parallel to the
electric field, propagation is likewise generally not possible
except in the Whistler mode considered
section.

in the next

b) The Whistler Mode
The existence of the steady earth's magnetic field
B0 makes propagation in other modes possible. Because
the analytical formulation is extremely complicated, it is
necessary to introduce the simplifying approximation of
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This is satisfied by the entire VLF range (Sa), but not by
the entire ELF range (8b). For frequencies that satisfy
(10), the plasma behaves like a homogeneous medium
with the relative effective permittivity and conductivity
given by

(19)

)

The condition for propagating waves of this type is

2
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Alternatively, when
c,, < 0 or w

k,

102(10)
>>w-= 2.53 x 102

neglecting the losses due to collisions and treating the socalled cold plasma. This has been shown to be a good
approximation of hot plasmas in its general description of
the wave propagation.
A special range of propagation occurs
parabolic branch of the dispersion curve is
This is shown by Denisse and Delcroix (1963,
The condition underlying propagation in this

when the
applicable.
page 95).
mode is

W < W, = 8.88 x106

and
(1 + ip)1/ 2 = f(p)+ ig(p).

(14)

The quantities 1(p) and v(p) are tabulated over a wide
range in King and Prasad (1986).
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a) Electromagnetic Waves.
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Three types of waves are examined as follows.
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The specific frequencies to be investigated are

1/2

ki = (3 + ia,; fli = k0

(22)

This follows from Fig. 8.7 in Denisse and Delcroix (1963).
This is satisfied by the entire VLF range (8a).
The wave number k, given by Denisse and Delcroix
(1963, p. 98) with 2 << w2 is
PC

ki =

k""'p'
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=
= 2.37 x104kow"'1
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0.749 x 10-a'
For the
1.88 x 10,

two freqaencies
this gives

k
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for f = 9 kHz
for 1= 30 kHz
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The Air-Ionosphere Boundary
electromagnetic field in the ionosphere gener-

ated by the current in the antenna travels outward with
amplitudes at sufficient distances determined by the far-

J1.88

x 10mk° = L6.27 x 10-1 m- 1

o33.4km
o
0 =

1.0 km

x 10-2 m-l/

(25)
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3.42 x 10-2 M-1

ki =

0.76

w =

Specifically with

~1.88

A

(26)

=

184 m

The field incident on the ionosphere-air
field pattern.
boundary is locally approximately a plane wave which is
reflected and refracted according to Snell's law. Since the
Whistler-mode field is incident from the ionosphere (Region i, wave number k,) on the air (Region 0, wave
number k 0) with kl/ko = 100 when f = 9 kHz, it
experiences total internal reflection when e > OCT,where
the critical angle is

The effective permittivities are
19r =
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. =t
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For Alfven waves, the phase velocity is the so-called
Alfven velocity given by
a =cwg = 7.077 x 10-C = 2.115 x

105 m/sec = 211.5 km/sec

(30)

When a/c << 1, as in (30), the wave number is well
approximated by
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Thus, there is only a small circular window from the
ionosphere into the air. It is directly below the antenna
and, at the distance 250 km from the antenna to the
boundary, it has the radius 2.5 km.
Even in this
window, the field incident from the ionosphere is largely
reflected back upward with the reflection coefficient
-0.98.
The transmission coefficient is 0.0198 for propa-

In order to transmit a field through the window
into the air and down to the earth, the field pattern of
the antenna must have a significant amplitude within
0.57' of the perpendicular.

2.6

.

- 0.

(32)

and
2Ar
k

k-k1-§

(31)
%

For the frequency f = 40 Hz or w = 251.3 a. is entirely
negligible so that
ka -

(35)

gation into the air.

Wpi

= j8 +. icn.

(0.01) =

air arrives at the boundary within a small cone with
angle 9 = 0.57'. This suffers reflection and refraction at
the boundary. At normal incidence, 9 = 0, the reflection
and transmission coefficients for the electric field are

the conditions
The ELF range (8b) does not satisfy
for propagation with the Whistler mode. However, it
does satisfy the conditions for propagation with Alfven
waves. This condition is

k

sin-'

This means that the only field that is transmitted into the

c) Alfven Waves

S<<

A=

0.01 radian = 0.57'

The antenna (tether) length is h = 4 kin, so that
h

sin-'

(27)

5288 km
8

The antenna length h = 4 km corresponds to

(33)

The Antenna

The properties of antennas in magnetoplasmas are
very complicated.
Analyses have been carried out by
Seshadri (1965), (1968) and Bhat (1973) with the steady
magnetic field parallel to the antenna and by Wunsch
(1967) with the magnetic field perpendicular to the
antenna. A detailed study of these investigations and
application of their results to the present problem are
beyond the scope of this preliminary study. For present
purposes, the antenna will be treated as immersed in an
infinite homogenous medium with the wave number k,.
characteristic of the Whistler mode for the VLF rate (8a)
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and k0 for the Alfven mode for the ELF range (8b).
There are two possibilities for the antenna with
the length h = 4 km and the radius a = 1 mm. These
are: (a) The antenna is coated with a layer of dielectric
with the radius b - 2 mm. If the dielectric is teflon,
ed, = 2.1. (b) The antenna is bare (or the insulation is
so thin that b/a - 1). The properties of the antenna
are very different in these two cases.
a) The Insulated Antenna

significant field is maintained in the downward direction
near e = 0. The insulated antenna is ideally suited for
a horizontal orientation of the antenna and is essentially
useless for the vertical orientation.
b) The Bare Antenna
At f = 9 kHz for the Whistler mode, the bare
wire of length h = 4 km = 12 A, is electrically very long.
If it is terminated to produce a travelling wave of current
approximately given by 1 - I
, the electric field at
large distances from the antenna is

A conductor with radius a and a dielectric coating
with radius b, relative permittivity cd,, and wave number
kd =k 0 Ed, embedded in an infinite homogeneous
with the wave number ki such that
Iki 12>> kd2,has the properties of a transmission line.
The wave number is

ik

]
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Sirce wo/ki = 1, the result is
The characteristic impedance is

•

l(o)l

2 rkI
In these formulas, r0 is the resistance per unit length of
the wire. For the Whistler mode at f = 9 kHz, it follows
that
1
k 0 = 1.88 X 10-4 m- ,

4
1
kd = 2.72 x 10- m- ,

2
ki = 1.88 x 10- m-1

(39)
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The far-field pattern given by I f(O) I is shown graphically
in a polar plot in Fig. 2-2. It is seen that the principal
lobe is downward-directed and rotationally symmetric
with maximum at em = 14V.2. The field at e = 00 is,
of course, zero. There are eleven minor maxima between
the principal one and e = 7r/2.

With radius a = 1 mm, r/ = 2.2mix 10fl/n So that
27ro/wA, = 0.0195 0l/in.
This is negligible compared
with ?r/2, which contributes the radiation resistance per
unit length. With b = 2 mm,
kL = 6L + ia= (1.1 + i0.001)x 10-3mn-'
(40)

The field that enters the air from the ionosphere
according to the field pattern in Fig. 2.2 is extremely
small since the angle of incidence on the ionosphere-air
boundary must be almost vertically down, specifically
within 0.570 of the vertical. The magnitude of the field
at 0=0.01 rad = 0.570 is f(e) = 0.38, whereas it is

so that

f_(9) = 7.34 at the maximum.

)3L = 1.1 X10- 3 M- 1,

AL = 5.7 x 103 in = 5.7 kmn,

4=

116.4 f

(41)
(42)

h/AL

0.70

In order to direct the maximum of the field
pattern vertically down continuously, the antenna must be
tilted 140.2 from the vertical and then made to rotate so
that its lower end describes a circle. Since the tether
normally oscillates through an angle near 140.2, it is only
necessary to impart a small transverse push to have it

For a tether length of h = 4 kin,

I

e'

(38)

Z, = w0L In b

(43)

trace the edge of a cone.

The rate of circulation is

irrelevant so long as the tether continuously maintains an

The electrical length is sufficiently short so that,
regardless of whether the antenna is terminated in its

angle of 140.2 with the vertical.
If the maximum of the field pattern in Fig. 2-2 is

characteristic impedance so that a travelling
current is maintained or it is simply driven as a
against the space shuttle, the principal lobe of
pattern is in the equatorial plane 0 = 7r/2

directed down, the full field intensity with
F1(.)1= 7.34
directed ont the full f
inte n
th ionspee-i
is directed onto the circular window on the ionosphere-air
boundary so that even with the small transmission

wave of
monopole
the field
and no
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coefficient, the effective value of

If(e)

jf(e)

in the air is

3
With h/a = 4 x 10 /10-'

3.2

= 4 x 106,
(49)

IP = 2 1n(2h/a) = 31.8,
and r = 400 km,
-

1x01 x 0.15
(5o)

V0 x 1.18 x 10-8

For an applied driving voltage to the antenna of V0 1kV, the field incident on the surface of the earth is
EI

-2
x 10
-=r 5.2 Amp
127r x 31.8

Note that

,

(52)

o/(,,/2 = 1207r/10 = 127r.

Conclusion

There are several possible modes for the transmission of electromagnetic waves through the ionosphere to
the earth surface. The Whistler mode appears to be the
most promising for the VLF band when the source is a
vertical traveiling-wave monopole erected on the lower
In order to maintain a
side of the space shuttle.
continuously significant field on the surface of the earth
or sea, it is necessary that the antenna be displaced from
the vertical by an angle of 140.2 for f = 9 kHz and
rotated so that it traces the surface of a cone.

cutter, and finally attaches to the payload. The entire
system weighs approximately 39 kg most of which is
the 23 kg endmass.
The brake/cutter assembly contains a running-line
tensiometer, stepper motor for turning the brake, the
friction brake shaft and gearing, and tether cutter. The
friction brake slows the deployment speed by wrapping
several turns of the tether around a small shaft when
approximately 19-km or 41026 turns of tether have been
The tether is made from a polyethylene
deployed.
The 0.75 mm
synthetic fiber called SPECTRA-1000.
diameter is much larger than necessary for strength on
this first flight but this size gives significant micrometeoroid protection (about a 0.1 percent risk for one orbit).
The endmass (or payload) weighs 23 kg and has
an overall size of 20 x 33 x 41 cm. It contains a threeaxis accelerometer, tensiometer, magnetometer, its own
power, computer, telemetry system and supporting electronics. Two antennas are mounted on the sides for data
transmission directly to the tracking stations during the
The endmass and tether are cut, at the
experiment.
Delta II end, after deployment and burn-up on reentry
into the atmosphere.

3.3

3.

3.1

SMALL EXPENDABLE-TETHER
SYSTEM (SEDS-1)

DEPLOYMENT

General Description

The Small Expendable-Tether Deployer System
(SEDS-1) is being built by NASA as a low-budget
secondary payload for a March 1993 flight on a U.S. Air
Force Delta I[/GPS mission. SEDS will deploy a 23 kg
endmass (or payload) at the end of a 20 km long tether.
The experiment purpose is to test and demonstrate the
feasibility of the design concept and to verify the
computer models that have been built to predict tether
dynamic behavior during this type of low tension deployment. The key features of SEDS are its simplicity, low
tension deployment with minimum braking, non-retrievability of the tether (the tether is cut after it is fully
deployed), and low cost. The 20-km deployment, which
is initiated by spring ejection of the endmass at an initial
speed of 1.5 meters per second, last about 90 minutes

Design Concept

1) the deployer
SEDS consists of four parts:
(tether wound on a core, canister cover and base plate);
3) the electronics box;
2) the brake/cutter assembly;
A view of SEDS is
and 4) the endmass (or payload).
show in Figure 3.1. The tether unwinds - about 46500
turns - from the outside periphery of a stationary core-there is no rotating reel.
After unwinding the tether
travels through a small opening in the top of the canister,
to a friction brake, a tensiometer, then to the tether

(51)

1.18 x 10-V/rn

The current at the driving
This is easily measurabie.
point of the antenna is obtained from (45). It is

2.7

(one orbit).

1=0.15.

Electronics System

The SEDS electronics data and control system will
record, store, and continuously downlink data over the
Delta II S-band telemetry channel. It counts the turns
as the tether unwinds from the spool, logs the time for
each turn, serves as an event timer, responds to sequencer
commands from the Delta II second stage, controls the
stepper-motor/brake system, and activates the pyrotechnic charge for the tether cutter. Data stored, besides the
turncounts, are tether tension, temperature, and supply
voltage. The storage capacity is 160 kilobytes (approximately 115 kilobytes are required) and the downlink
capacity ranges from 1 kilobit per second to 64 kilobits
per second (requirement is 4.8 kilobits per second). The
The
entire memory can be dumped in six minutes.
system weighs about 3 kg and has an overall size of 8 x
13 x 29 cm. A block diagram is shown in Figure 3.2.

It
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3.4

Mission

The tether deployment begins 3780 seconds after
Delta II lift-off at the apogee of a 204 x 704 km orbit.
Full deployment of the 20 km tether is reached 5100
seconds later. After full deployment, the tether swings
for ten minutes through an angle of approximately 50
degrees toward the local vertical.
The tether is cut
during the swing when it is near the local vertical position
and over the Pacific Ocean at about 150 degrees east
longitude. This occurs at 5800 seconds (slightly more
than one orbit) after deployment begins. The reentry
takes one-third of an orbit so the tether and payload
should reenter over the Pacific Ocean near 100 degrees
west longitude or just off the coast of Mexico. Table 3.1
shows the Delta II/SEDS-1 sequence of events. Figure
3.3 gives the SEDS-1 ground track,

3.5

Tether Dynamics Calculations

A major goal of the first SEDS flight is to validate
the extensive amount of computer modelling that has
been done during the last several years to predict the
dynamic behavior of a tether in space. The results of
some recent calculations done by Control Dynamics are
shown in Figure 3.3 for a 20 km deployment starting at
the apogee of a 204 x 704 km orbit and lasting for 5800
seconds (1.6 hours or a little more than one SEDS orbit).
Full deployment is reached at 5100 seconds followed by a
50 degree swing to the vertical that is completed at 5800
During most of the
seconds when the tether is cut.
deployment period the tether position is forward of
vertical at an angle of about 50 degrees.
The tether length, deployment speed, and tension
are shown in Figure 3.4. Deployment begins with spring
ejection of the endmass at a speed of about 1.5 rn/s.
Tension forces initially are 0.03 to 0.04 n (3 to 4 g) with
"aslight increase beginning around 2700 seconds reaching
"avalue of 3.0 n at full deployment (5100 seconds) and a
maximum value of 4 n just before the tether is cut at
5800 seconds.

3.6

Measurements

The key measurements are the turns of the tether
versus time as the tether unwinds.
This is sensed
optically and stored in the electronics system memory.
The command times for operating the stepper-motor
brake and the cutter are based on this measurement.
Also, tether length and payout speed are determined from
the turns data.

I

The time duration of each turn will be compared
with similar laboratory test data to evaluate the accuracy
of ground test results in predicting flight performance. A
reasonably close comparison is important to succeed at
developing future tether applications,

Other data collected will bc *emperature, tension
(just before the final exit guide), a,. supply voltage.
Radar data will be collected on the ground giving the
Delta II and payload position.

4.
4.1

FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT
Science And Technology Objectives

There are several issues of feasibility concerning
SEDS tethers that must be verified experimentally, before
these tethers can be used as antennas in communication
First of all, we must
systems of practical relevance.
verify that the dynamics of tether deployment and
station-keeping is well understood, and fully controllable.
NASA-MSFC has scheduled several flights of SEDS systems, as piggy-back payloads on board the Air Force
Delta-Il rocket, to test tether dynamics. There will be a
SEDS-1 flight in March 1993, a SEDS-2 flight in March
1994, and a SEDSAT mission in July 1994 (this mission is
under study but has not yet been appioved). There will
also be an electrodynamic mission called PMG in June
1993.
Once that the dynamics is well understood, we
should start experimenting with the radiophysics and the
radioengineering issues that are fundamental to the use of
SEDS tethers as antennas, in communication links from
orbit to Earth surface.
The most relevant of the scientific investigations to
be carried out are the following:
(a) guidance of the e.m. waves radiated by the
tether, along the lines of force of the Earth geomagnetic
field, in the whistler regime, at VLF frequencies;
(b) Alfven wave guidance, also along the geomagnetic lines of force, at ELF frequencies, below the ion
cyclotron frequency;
(c) investigation of non-linear effects in the ionosphere, due to the high level of radiated power. This
involves determining the threshold of occurrence of nonlinear effects, and establishing the analytical dependence
of these effects upon the level of radiated power;
(d) determination of the angular aperture of the
cone of capture of e.m. waves by the lines of force of the
Earth magnetic field;
(e) determination of the transmission and of the
reflection coefficients at the boundary between the bottom
of the ionosphere and the top of the atmosphere, as a
function of the angle of incidence (from above) of the e.
m. waves radiated by the SEDS tether, when they reach
this boundary in their descent toward the Earth surface;
(f) determination of the spatial extent of the
illuminated area on the Earth surface. This is essential
information, in order to establish the minimum number
of satellites that are required to cover at all times a large
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portion of the Earth surface (such as 60%, 80% or 100%).
The investigations listed above have an intrinsic
scientific value within the realm of radiophysics.
In
addition, they represent essential steps that must be
undertaken toward the goal of detei nining the feasibility
of using SEDS tethers as antennas in space-to-ground
communication links.

4.2

Application Goals

Because the ultimate use of the ELF/VLF propagation paths from orbit to Earth surface is in communications, we must characterize these paths as communication
channels. The knowledge available on the applicable path
properties is extremely limited, so that we must start
from the fundamentals, and measure on the occasion of a
first experiment, the following parameters:

should radiate a frequency of - 9 kHz. A second tether,
also 4 km long, could be used to generate DC electric
power, with the objective of recharging the payload's
batteries.

5.2

Description Of The Payload

The simplified block diagram of Figure 5-1 shows
the principal elements of the proposed payload.
They
are:
(1)

2 conducting tethers, each 4 km long, each with its
deployer;
the electrical resistance of each 4-kmn
tether is 88 ohm for the first mission (later-on, it
could be lowered to 28 ohm); one tether teflon
coated and one tether bare.

(2)

3 plasma contactors, complete with power supply
and auxiliary units, each rated at 20 A, capable of
providing a low-resistance bridge between each end
of the tether and the ionosphere, and between the
platform and the ionosphere;

(3)

one solid-state VLF transmitter to feed one of the
two tethers as a travelling-wave (TW) antenna at
9 kHz. To function as a TW radiator, the
antenna requires the termination of the free end of
the tether with a resistor equal to its equivalentline characteristic impedance. Thus, the plasma
contactor makes the "ground connection" to the
ionospheric plasma;

(4) the measurement of the spatial and temporal
variability of the channel properties;

(4)

additional silver-zinc batteries on the Delta-Il second stage;

(5) the distortion that affects specific communication waveforms, that are transmitted through the channel.

(5)

DC/AC static inverter (high voltage input);

(6)

AC/DC converters (low voltage input).

(1) the response of the path to a "delta function"
in the time domain. This will provide the measurement
of the group delay, and of the time spread, inclusive of
multipath spread;
(2) the response of the path to a "delta function"
in the frequency domain. This will provide the measurement on the frequency spread, inclusive of Doppler shift
and spread;
(3) the measurement of the path losses and of the
noise;

Once that the parameters above have been measured, it will be possible for communicators to select a
waveform and to design a link that makes the best use of
the available paths.

5.

5.1

A SEDS/DELTA-II PAYLOAD FOR A FIRST FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENT
General

There are several factors that make it advisable to
perform experiments on electrodynamic tethers by taking
advantage of the availability of SEDS (Carroll 1987;
Harrison et al., 1989) and of the Delta-Il flight opportunities (Garvey and Marin, 1989).
The most important
factor is the low cost and the high frequency of flights of
SEDS/Delta-II. In this paper we illustrate an experiment
for inclusion in the SEDS/Delta-Il demonstration program. The payload should be limited to radiation of
e.m. waves in the VLF band (experimenting with ELF
waves, a more difficult undertaking, should be considered
for later times). The tether could be 4 km long, and

Figure 5-2 shows a possible location for the
payload on board the Delta-II. The required space is a
fraction of the available toroidal volume (with rrean
radius 33", width 16" and height 20") all around the
guidance section of the Delta-Il. The SEDS deployer is
accommodated in the shaded area of Figure 2.
As a DC electric power generator, the tether can
draw from the ionosphere a current of 12 A DC, under
the drive of a maximum electromotive force of 2.1 kV
provided by the V x B . I mechanism, where V is the
orbital velocity, B the intensity of the Earth magnetic
field, and t is the tether's length.
As already indicated, while one of the two 4-kmn
tethers is used to generate DC electric power, the other
tether is used as a travelling wave transmitting antenna,
at the frequency of 9 kHz.
This requires that the high-voltage emf due to the
tether (1.05 kilovolt DC) be inverted by a static inverter
into a low-voltage AC, that becomes easy to transform
into the wanted values and converted ultimately into the
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DC voltages required by the various power supplies. The
tether DC electric power generator will supplement the
batteries, will trickle charge them and stay connected with
them, while feeding the on-board loads. We have worked
out two cases for the DC generator:
(a) a 88 ohm tether, capable
payload with a 30% duty cycle,

of feeding

the

(b) a 28 ohm tether, capable of feeding 100% of
the time the same payload,
According to the SEDS deployer's manufacturer
(Tether Applications, Inc.)
a 4-km x 1-mm diameter
tether with a resistance of 88 ohm can be accommodated
into the deployer canister without any substantial
modification to the hardware.
This tether will be used for the first mission. For
future missions the tether resistance could be reduced to
28 ohm by using a 1.7 mm-diameter Copper wire. In
this case the primary power generated by the upper tether
would be 21 kW, 10 kW of which are delivered to the
load (batteries or VLF transmitter) with a 100% duty
cycle. In this latter case, the SEDS deployer must be
enlarged.
The total mass of the payload is 360 kg (- 794
lb).
This includes the tether masses, three plasma
contactors inclusive of their power supplies and auxiliary
units, two Marman clamps, and two additional 250 Ah
Silver-Zinc batteries on the Delta II which enable a
mission duration of 4 days. Two of the three plasma
contactors are installed on the end masses of the SEDS
tether. One is attached to the platform itself. The
primary power requirement for the payload is 28 volt DC,
10 kW at VLF.
Use will be made of the Delta-II
telemetry channels available to payloads.
This use,
however, will be very limited because the scientific data
from our experiment are collected and recorded by the
receiving stations on the Earth surface, and not onboard
the platform.

A nominal inclination of 370 and an orbital altitude
greater than 400 km with a circular or a low eccentricity
orbit are acceptable. The prior knowledge of the orbital
parameters is a particularly important factor in our case
because we must establish the location of the receiving
sites on the Earth surface as a function of the orbital
parameters.
We must make sure that the orbiting
system flies as close as possible over each receiving site.
In later flights, we could relax this specification and
explore signal detectability at substantial distances from
the
ground
track.
For
the
first
electrodynamic/electromagnetic mission, however, the receiving
stations should be strictly located along the ground track.

5.4

Several instrumented sites at various locations on
the Earth surface will be used for data collection and
recording, equipped with the same instrumentation that
has been developed for the TSS-1 electrodynamic mission.
The existing instrumentation is mobile and can be
relocated at sites that are on the ground track of the
proposed SEDS/Delta-II mission.
This instrumentation
consists of the following equipment:

(a)

Receiving/recording system developed for TSS-1
by Rice University under a subcontract from
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. This instrumentation, complete with data recorders, uses
the following sensors:

-

One set of 3-axis magnetic field sensor BF-4 (a coil
magnetometer) for the band 0.3 Hz to 500 Hz;

-

Two sets of 3-axis magnetic field sensor BF-6 (also
a coil magnetometer) for the band 100 Hz to 100
kHz.

(b)

Receiving/recording system developed for TSS-1
by University of Genova, Italy, using sensors that
were loaned to University of Genova by US Navy,
NUWC, New London, CT (NUWC sensors are
encapsulated in Bentos glass spheres suitable for
underwater deployment).
The sensors are:

-

Two sets of 3-axis induction coil magnetometer for
the band 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz (Gritzke and Johnson,
1982);

-

One set of Varian, optically
vapour magnetometer.

The receiving terminals that were used during the
flight of TSS-1 could be moved to new sites that are
suitable for the SEDS-1 mission of March 1993.

5.3

Orbital Flight Parameters

The parameters for the orbital flight of the
proposed electrodynamic/electromagnetic tether experiment could be taken to be similar to the parameters of
the first SEDS/Delta-II flight (DeLoach et al., 1990),
presently schpAuled for March 1993, devoted to the
measurement of the dynamic properties of the SEDS
tether.

I

We estimate that by adding 260 lb of Silver-Zinc
batteries (this figure is already included in the total mass
of 790 Ib) to the Delta's second stage, the mission can last
as long as 4 days. The orbital decay will be approximately 2.5 km/orbit during electrodynamic operations.

Ground-Based Data Collection

pumped,

cesium

Another magnetometer has been added to the
sensors that the University of Genova has borrowed from
the US Navy: a SQUID, multi-axis system that was
procured for the TSS-1 flight.
Given the planned orbital parameters, the schedule
of data collection at each of the ground-based sites can be
easily formulated with all necessary time accuracy. The
number of channels that will be recorded at each site are
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a function of the number of sensors and of the number of
axial components for each sensor. In addition, a channel
will be devoted to station's identification and time information consisting of Epoch and of 1-second time marks.
Pertinent telemetry data from SEDS/Delta-LI will be
collected, processed, and formatted by the on-board
computer (Rupp, 1988). These data will then be transmitted to the ground-based telemetry stations assigned to
the flight, via the Second Stage telemetry link.

7.

6.

These authors hold the view that, notwithstanding
the lack of pressing motivations to add, at this time, new
operational systems to the communications arsenal, R&D
activity on this and similar advanced subjects, should be
vigorously pursued.

OPERATIONAL USES OF THE ORBITING TERMINAL FOR TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS TO SUBMERGED SUBMARINES

The orbital emplacement of the transmitting terminal brings with it the potentiality of covering, worldwide, all ocean areas, inclusive of the polar caps, should
the orbit have a high-inclination.
The waiting time,
however, to have available the satellite, for any given
location (should a single satellite be in orbit, with its
transmitting terminal), would be too long. A constellation of several satellites would make it possible to cover,
at any one time, a large portion of the Earth surface,
Figure 6.1 shows that less than ten satellites might
be sufficient. A lot depends on the extent of the radius
of the illuminated aree, that is a quantity not reliably
known from theory, and for which the final word will
come from an experiment, such as the one illustrated in
3ection 5. Figure 6.1 shows that, assuming this radius to
b- somewhere between 3,500 km and 5,000 kin, the
required number of satellites would range between five
and ten, to assure 80% coverage of the Earth surface.
With the constellation in place, assuming that
transmissions take place at VLF, the system could be
used to transmit EAM (Emergency Action Messages) to
submerged submarines.
The strategic communications
link thus provided, would be a complement to
"TACAMO," and would be characterized by a greatly
enhanced geographical coverage. Should the ELF capability, then, be added to the satellite, the link would
substantially augment the capabilities of the ground-based
ELF facilities presently in use by US Navy.
With the present decrease in emphasis in strategic
communications, due to the deep changes that have
recently occurred in the world's geopolitical situation,
tactical uses of the spaceborne transmitting terminal
discussed in this paper, may be of greater interest. This
system could be used by a Battle Group (Carrier,
Destroyers, Submarines, etc.), deployed in remote ocean
waters, to enable communirations from a surface ship to
a deeply submerged vesL,'

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the early days of radio, long, thin-wire
antennas have been a fundamental presence in transmission facilities at LF, VLF and lower frequencies.
The
orbiting tethers represent the latest addition to this family
of long line radiators. It seems natural to perceive the
spaceborne tethers as potentially useful to fulfill communicationq requirements that are world-wide in character,
such as the strategic and tactical communications requirements of US Navy.

Especially in cases such as ours, in which a fully
probative experiment on an entirely novel technological
development can be performed at low cost, it is advisable
to proceed with it, learn to the fullest what the new
technology's capabilities are, and identify unrecognized
potentials, possibly leading to even broader and unforeseen applications for this technology.

8.
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computations

you

make for the needs which are put before you?

J.S.

Belrose

(CA)

Professor Bossy.
reference
about

Thank

the

profiles

very

by

cross modulation.

modifications

electron

Prof.

NSW Australia,

referring back

you

Nor do we hear

detailed

measured

Armidale,

Reg

by

the

density
Smith

and to

profiles by Dr.

The

Deck's profiles were based

set

of data,

VLF/LF steep
many

on a

His

agreement
approach

with
was

making adjustments

the

on

systems.

I do

not

what

has

been

After

the

have

much

discussed

this

morning.

by

Bannister

presentations

to

add

to

and

Bonifazi

I

think that it is clear as to the state of the

the TSS, which is foreseen up to 1998.

This

has been supplied by Professor Bonifazi.

This

document may be useful if there any questions
to

be

answered

incidence

applications.
programme.

experimental

hands

opinions on tethered satellite

years ago.

He sort of fiddled the profiles to obtain
best

some

I have with me a copy of the future program for

limited

at Cambridge

I want to express

method of

to the Deck's profiles,

recorded

(IT)

(experimental) system. I only want to add that

The VLF community keeps

made to those

Tacconi

at

Bain.

data

G.

I agree, we do not see much

to the IRI models.

So much for me, Professor Tacconi-

one,

the
data.

manually

to get an agreement

participate
some

this

technology

and

Bannister spoke about the SEDS
We

(my

university)

in this programme.

gaps

tethered

about

concerning

antenna,

the

which

hope

to

There are still

modeling
has

to

of

take

the
into

with

account all the surroundings of it so it is not a

the data, then you changing the profile a little

very simple task. In my opinion there is still a

bit and get a little bit better agreement with

lack

the data.

which is not as simple as a classical

Dr. Bain made further adjustments to

the

profiles

16

kHz

to provide

Hollingworth

measurements,

a

better fit

interference

signal

measurements over distances

versus

in modeling this global radiation system

to the

The

pattern

target that you have in mind:

distance

of less that 1000

complexity

diagnostic
the

will

tool for

ionosphere

depend

mainly

the

if it is to be a

discovering
surrounding

dipole.
on

properties
it;

if

of
the

RTD-4
properties of the tethered dipole itself are the

D-region that is important to VLF propagation.

prime

At

interest;

or if

it

is

to

be

used

are many

purposes. There

telecommunications

studies to do. Then there

for

is the propagation

modeling which is still to be considered.
the

problems

hypothesize

are

far

the

field

interfaces

conditions,

which

near

conditions or a mix of both of them.
identification

altitudes

the

error

bars

are quite

But by the time you get down to the

small.

altitudes that are important to VLF its like a
flag waving in the breeze, they are all over the
place.

Enough on these comments.

field

So some

related

parameters,

All

higher

to

the

I would like to comment on something
Jerry Ferguson said.

We are preaching to the

operational targets which you can have in mind

choir here.

We all want to continue the kinds

could be studied more precisely in the future.

of work we are involved in.

This is all I have to say.

to

establish

Its very difficult

communications

between

engineers that use our knowledge and those of

J.S.

Beirose

Professor
table.

(CA)

Tacconi.
Have

Thank
So

we

much

stimulated

you

for the

round

some discussion

us

that are

think

trying to

that

the time

generate
lag

knowledge.

tends

to

be

in

almost walks of live about 10 to 14 years.

I
all

My

from the floor, would someone like to start off?

own experience as a systems engineer

is that

Verne

the

of

Hildebrand

systems

have

knowledge.

Hildebrand

V.

(US)

Jack,

I

would

like to start with a question for you.
D-region

profiles

you

referred

to,

On the
are

you

engineer

(Response:

about

oblique reflection

have

100

cm

in

the

-3).

C

layer?

Most of the

at VLF will

take place

at

needed,

do

this in very

general

I think

terms.

that he can manipulate.

He has filters with

adjustable

He

bandwidths.

has

modulation

schemes with all kinds of processing gain.

on

has

upper D region

calculations
propagation
think

isn't
much,

going

to

affect

the

and as a result of that I

you added some confirmation to Jerry's

use of the exponential profile.
have

for many of our

any

(Response:

error

bars

for

Second, do you
those

profiles?

in most cases no, no error bars).

The

today has quite a bit of technology

densities below that, so a lot of what is going
in the

our

and just to

world of adaptive receiving equipment.

the

you

ahead

give an example of that, let me talk about the

I can

that

way

We are not really able to provide

much of the information

willing to put a density number on the peak of
nose

gotten

nonlinear processing

techniques,

He

clipping

is one that we are all familiar with, and there
are

others

computer

that

can

be

techniques

improvements.

used.

will

He

has

Sophisticated

buy

you

adaptive

slight

antennas.

Signal processing is a part of modern system
design.

We don't have the foggiest notion of

My own experience is, and I have been out of

what the trade offs are, and how to process the

this a while so I have to be very cautious, is

signal to get the optimum receiver sensitivity.

that almost any remote measuring technique or

It is extremely important if you are going to

in

use adaptive antennas to know how to apply

situ measurement of

that part

of the

D

region important to VLF propagation has very

these assets.

large error bars. The error bars are so great as

mitigate atmospheric

to make it completely out of the range of any

the geographic distribution

great use to us. That's why we have all gone

you are doing paper analysis.

back, I think, to use the VLF signal itself as a

laboratory

means

have no concept of what you are processing if

of

trying

to probe

the

part of

the

If you process for a pattern to
noise, you have to know

experiment

of noise sources, if

with

a

If you do a
receiver,

you

RTD-5
you

don't know

where

the thunderstorm

So we have to do scenario type analyses.

are.

If you

had paths going from Cutler Maine to Palmer
Station,

Antarctica

which

passed

process those receivers so that you get rid of

station

and

cross

modulation

the

activity

unquestionably there. It was small. We had to

your nonlinear

do processing to look for it, 0.07 dB to 0.1 dB

processing is entirely different than you have

type of changes, but it was quite measurable.

used in the past.

We just don't know what

So

these mixes

Furthermore,

know what we are going to see, that's why we do

intense

close

in

thunderstorm

with an adaptive antenna, then

are.

I'd say

that

the

in this experiment,

over

of course,

this
was

we cannot

90% of the systems engineers don't have the

the

foggiest notion of what they are dealing with.

deficiencies of our models.

So we have two communities that don't know

against the notion that there is no D region at

anything,

night. and against the notion of carrying the

about

building

systems.

That's

enough for that comment.

U.S.
on

lnan

Dr.

(US)

Belrose's

experiment.

We

do

it

to

learn

the

I want to caution

skywave groundwave approach too far in VLF. I

I would like to comment
earlier

comment.

I

think

think that the

proper approach

mode

at these

analysis

really

distances

is the

and

that's

why we all extensively use Jerry's code.

those of us who have experience in HF, and I
don't, may have a misconception (it came out at

J.S.

least a couple of times in this meeting) that

there was no D region at night, in fact I showed

there is no D-region at night.
point

of view,

because

the

there

VLF

Well from a VLF

is a D-region

wave reflects

at

somewhere

between

also alluded

reflection

80 to

85

height

to

km

reflection

a

nighttime

height.

So

D-region.

Also the concept of a skywave and a

there

certainly

is

not

evidence

said

for a

in the phase of a VLF signal steeply reflected

10

The D-region has simply elevated
km

overview

did

1 to

to earlier.

60

introductory

I

nocturnal

as Verne Hildebrand

from

in my

(CA)

at night.

electrons/cc

itself

Belrose

from

ionization process

the

D-region

(the

causing a change

16

kHz

Rugby

Cambridge path).

I said that the absorption at

night

very

would

be

small

modulation is a function
you the absorption

and

transferred

of absorption,

mind

at VLF is small at either

day or night, but it is less at night.

Certainly

groundwave has to reconsidered, because of the

your remarks about the magnitude of the effect

distance, 2000 km say, which is the distance

you

have

from Washington to Newfoundland.

this

statement.

approach,

The mode

measured/are

looking

for

confirm

I believe, is much more appropriate

to think in terms of because the ray approach,

I was really not arguing

in terms of

would, if you quantitatively wanted to analyze

wavehop versus waveguide mode propagation. If

the signal, would require

you

number of rays.
we

believe

a prohibitively large

So from a mode point of view,
what

might

happen

in

that

plot field

strength

versus

distance,

both

components are there no matter which method
calculation

you use.

Concerning the distance

experiment, is that the mode structure of the

of about 2000 kin, while I did not comment on

waves

this in my introductory lecture, I have in the

propagating

from

Washington

to

Newfoundland could be altered because of the

past -- look at Fig. 5.

collision frequency change overhead the Cutler

phase for the paths Rugby-Malta

transmitter.

Idiris (at distances of 2200-2500 kin) are sort

occur,

We have evidence

because

we did

that this can

a similar

experiment

with the Puerto Rican transmitter in 1989.

We

of peculiar.
the

The diurnal variation of
and Rugby-

The day time "phase height" and

"nighttime

phase

heights"

are

about the

RTD-6
same.

There

during

the

seems only to a mode change

sunrise/sunset

transitions.

Notice

appreciate

some

input

in that

area,

because

those are the questions being asked.

I said "mode change", since I would agree with
you

that

a

propagation

analysis

by

the

You may be aware that the future of

waveguide mode would probably better explain

NATO

the observed pattern,

questions being asked of AGARD.

itself is

needed?
J.H.
are

Richter
involved

(US)
in

All

defense

of

us

research

who

certainly

not really

sure.

There

are

Is AGARD

Or should it be combined with other

R & D facilities under NATO?
curiously

enough,

under the

AGARD

is,

military part of

recognize that we are in a period of intense

NATO, while under the civilian part of NATO

restructuring and questioning of what is being

we have the Defence Research Group (DRG), and

done.

there may be some thoughts of combining those

In particular, in my present capacity of

chairman

of

the

questions by

EPP,

AGARD

I

am

and

being

asked

the military

staff

efforts.

Anyway, we will be asked: What is it

that we do in the EPP that is really critical for

under which AGARD functions, to demonstrate

the future of NATO?

And just to come back

that what we do is not only useful to NATO but

and

are

that

dependent upon what

scientific problems left that we would like to

NATO is critically

we are doing.

say

that

there

some

interesting

That, of course, is a nearly

study, and that what we do contributes to some

impossible task but, what I would like to see

sort of military operations that are still being

discussed here is: What are the issues in the

used is not enough.

area of ELF/VLF?

OMEGA,

Where are the gaps in our

knowledge

that are

operations?

There

still critical

for military

is no question that in the

As was pointed out, even

may not be around

forever, because

the trend is going more and more toward using
satellites

for

both

communication

and

area of plasma physics you always will have a

navigation.

large

threat of a global war, satellites are much more

number

of

very

interesting

problems.

But, where are the gaps in knowledge that are

survivable.

really critical for military systems?

conflicts

Because

With

are

really

future

effort

umbrella,

satellite resources.

There

are

you

the

other

the

AGARD

forums

participate,

e.g. URSI.

are having

certainly

where

can

The discussion that we
would

not need

to

be

present

It is unlikely
that

only if we can identify these, can we justify
under

the

result

in an

arguments

satellites.

being

In

diminished

that the

regional

anticipated

adversary

taking

would
out the

That is obviously one of
for

depending

this

respect

more

I

am

on

really

addressing not only ELF/VLF, I am addressing

addressed to conduct work of interest to URSI.

the entire question of ionospheric

But AGARD asks these questions.

and I would like to have some comments on that

as

Dr.

solved

Ferguson
the

pointed

problem,

out,

that we

have

we can

declare

victory and move on to another area.

I am

purposely

and so

Is it really,

posing this a little bit provocative

propagation

if possible.

J.A.

Ferguson

(US)

To

answer

your

the

single

most

question:

In

question, but I would like to get your feedback

important

shortcoming

because I need that.

prediction

is in the question of the day/night

convince
critically

a

military

missing

What is it, that we can
person,

in the design

systems

so

that

research

in

that area?

we

can

that

is

still

terminator.

of ELF/VLF

ionosphere

justify

expending

I would very much

transition?

my

opinion

What
is

in

VLF

happens

undergoing

propagation

while
that

the
major

That question has been neglected

largely because most VLF and LF propagation

RTD-7
prediction

has

been

oriented towards

war.

out nuclear

The

an

of

questions

all

a viable

military option any

was

question.

I do not know, even if we answer all

under

irrelevant.

You had to be able to calculate or

make

predictions

when

severely disturbed
transition effects

conditions

the

ionosphere

lty manmade

was

devices.

So

more

under

what's

happening

ambient

whole question of whether a submarine fleet is
is

these propagation questions at VLF, if we are
ultimately going have a subscriber for all this
knowledge.

So I let some one else address that.

and even naturally occurring

irregularities, which we know are there, were

J.S.

Belrose

irrelevant as well. That has changed

I hope.

down

tools

The naturally occurring

like the

research we should at least give John Bickel

irregular

time to analyze all his data!!

day/night

terminator

structures

that are

what's

left

as

concerned.

disturbances,
and

in

far

all

the

the

polar

regions

as prediction

(CA)
and

Before

stop

doing

we

lay

propagation

are

models are

Not trying to make a pitch for the

A.C.

Fraser-Smith

(US)

I

cannot

attempt

to

LWPC, the computer model has built into it the

raised.

I don't share your negative view Jerry,

necessary

but I understand it very well.

mechanisms

to calculate

strength under conditions

the signal

when the ionosphere

Dr.

answer

Richter,

I

all

do

the

questions

being

In response to

believe

that,

although

is changing, but we don't have good parameter

ELF/VLF

values for these transition periods.

Regarding

dramatic events taking place in this field right

Belrose

now that may impact seriously upon AGARD's

the

ionospheric

mentioned,
of

that

that

Dr.

we have attempted to used profiles
sort

problem

profiles

to

model

measured

data,

the

is (to get back to Verne's point) that

interest

is

an

and

old

what's

military systems.

field,

going

there

to

are

some

happen

to

its

We have seen a remarkable

new transmitter going into operational

use

in

most of our measurements are over very long

Germany, and, if things loosen up in the old

paths.

Soviet Union, we will learn more about what

A lot of the things you see in steep

incidence

sounding

get

averaged

out

and

has been going on there.

Maybe at a future

virtually disappear when you look at long path

AGARD meeting someone from Russia can talk

propagation.

about the Soviet efforts in VLF and ELF, which

The

challenge

for

the

VLF

community, I think, is to (and it's going to be

I think are probably dramatic,

hard)

didn't

convince the user community that now,

instead

of looking

nuclear weapons,
now

there

is

prediction

at massive

lay downs

there is a tactical role.
a

need

to

have

capabilities

short

under

hear

about

in

this

and which we

meeting.

In

the

of

United States, at the present time, there is this

So

big HARP project planned for heating of the

term

ambient

ionosphere
made

which

in

my

some measurements

experience

having

in connection

with

conditions, knowledge that we have or expect

ionospheric

to obtain about the ionosphere and its effect on

fantastic new source of ELF and VLF signals

VLF longwave propagation, knowledge that can

for submarine

somehow

new

be

used

to

help

communicators

manage their communication

resources.

then,

overall

to continue

viewpoint,

the

with
primary

communications

is

broadcast,

for

submarines.

and

my

user

for

But

source

people.

negative

very

VLFILF

experience

of

maritime

communications

heaters

might turn

communications,

out

or at

to

be

a

least a

to generate them for use by the

Unfortunately

much

at
I

this

that

meeting.

mentioned

the

wasn't
In
Charge

discussed
my
to

own
Be

fleet

Experiment, this was the rocket experiment in

to

March. We were trying to use an electron beam

I know that in my country, the

in space to generate ELF and VLF signals.

We

RTD-8
didn't

succeed.

theoretical

That

papers

capability

was

being

to generate

in

accord

published.

high

with

As

current

the

electron

processing

of

transmissions
noise.

in

signals
the

area, but now

wireless antenna capability up there to shoot

can

out an electron beam and generate ELF and VLF

between the spherics.

signals on

That has,

detecting

presence

of

spheric

We feel that is a somewhat neglected

beams in space develops, we will have a true

the ground.

for

with little computers

now you

to look at signals

occurring

work hard

I mention that most of

from the

the noise is impulsive and the US Navy at this

NATO point of view, probably a very dramatic

current time gets around that by clipping the

capability, because you might

spherics before processing the data.

be able to jam

We feel

VLF signals and ELF signals in certain regions

that there is a lot of information that could be

of the

or satellites,

derived about the statistics of spacing between

T'his is a new development taking place as well.

the spherics, and looking in those quiet spaces

world

by using

rockets

between
From the point of view of knowledge
gaps,

I mentioned

latitudes.
write

my

at high

I was asked, not very long ago, to

a

review

on

the

noises

you

These

are

which

I don't really

run

into

auroral

distinction between
my systems.
review

measurements

I

particular

in

the

hiss,

and

make a

when

kinds

of

these

transmissions,

impulsive

hence

signals

gaining more

I am pointing out areas where
could

be

made

occurring.

and

new

for

sensitivity.

other studies

developments

are

I am enthusiastic about the future,

polar

regions.

from the scientific point of view.

polar

chorus,

not there will be submarines is a bit outside

great deal

I'm measuring

of
with

Whether or

my scope because I am not a systems engineer,
but a physicist.

When I began trying to write that
found

information.

that

there

wasn't

enough

The last really significant paper

J.S.

Belrose

(CA)

Tony, while you

still have the microphone, could you comment

I ran into was by Tobin Jorgenson in Denmark,

from

and that was about 25 years ago.

happen to the noise measurement program that

write

a review

signals.

occur

other

transmissions

they

essentially
and

of the statistical
making

auroral hiss.

all

signals

I am not sure
and

attempt

I am not
to

measure

So there is still a lot of scope for

measurements

in

the

polar

regions, just

That's one of the gaps.

covered my list.
this meeting.
are

occurrences,

an active

blank out
other

occurring in the polar regions.

noise.

of these

Yet I know that when big auroral hiss

events

really

I couldn't

on his observations

developing

of

I think I have

your point

of view,

what is

you have been involved with?

going to

Noise programs

like the ones in CCIR were based on data.
with the Pacific
entirely

new

Sierra model

approach.

Now

we've taken an

Certainly

they

are

comparing with your data, but are your data
going

to be

summarized

in

some

way

and

perhaps stored in a CCIR data base, or what
will be the

end result of your measurement

program in so far as users are concerned who
want noise data?

I am very enthusiastic about
I am just pointing things that
and which

could have

been

presented.

A.C.

Faser-Smith

(US)

Assuming

that

my building doesn't collapse from the weight
of all the magnetic tapes I have been acquiring
over the years, my plan is to feed those data

One other thing that Bob Helliwell and

into CCIR, and I currently do have good links

i, at Stanford, have been interested in for a

with the CCIR people within the United States,

long time is applying more knowledge to the

Don Spaulding for example.

It is really a

RTD-9
question of turning the crank on the data.

We

ionospheric

have been turning out reports on the data.

We

in view of the satellite capabilities?

are actually processing all the data that I have

no

on tapes.

superior

That is every minute of data is being

processed from the various stations.

There is

a lot of work required, and it is slow.
still recording

at certain locations

We are

around the

world, predominately at high latitudes.

I am

propagation

question

should

that satellite

to

anything

ionosphere.

you can

you look at bandwidth alone.

particularly

at

the

lower

frequencies

the

The problem is

methods that can be used if satellites are not

have an additional capability

model,

with

that the military does want to have alternative

dramatically

CCIR

do

is

There is no question about that, if

available.

the

There is

communications

hoping that we will have enough information to
improve

be abandoned

Therefore, it is essential that they
to satellites.

below

10 kHz where a lot of data are missing.

(For

Now let me tell you what I picked up

the past 30 years the HF community has had to

from the

put up with

justifying some additional work in this area.

an

empirical noise model,

now

previous discussion with

respect to
I

with the advent of the theoretical LNP model it

want to try it out on you.

would

is how do we change our effort in view of what

be

exciting

to

see

these

concepts

applied to HF -Ed)

we have learned from the Gulf War and the end
of the Cold War?

E.

Schweicher

simple question.
ionospheric

I

(BE)

have

a

very

Is there really a future for

propagation?

Except

submarine communications
not much

future

for

I think

ionospheric

there

for

worst

case

is

bursts

to disrupt communications,

studies and

jammers
countries.
unlikely

higher

As you know we have a bright
the

satellites

frequencies

and

where

you

way say the

effort in the past has been geared towards a

frequency band.
using

I think, if I understood it

right, one could in a simplified

for LF and VLF studies of propagation in that

future

The question asked

scenario,

that

only

In

much

nuclear

can

much

communications,

can

view

that

using

high

we

altitude

be

and

done

of the fact

will

bursts

have

just

nuclear

by

large

that

it is

high
to

potent

altitude
interrupt

in view of the fact that we

achieve high antenna directivity and where the

probably won't have very potent jammers, we

size of the system is much smaller.

could make

I would

our fallback alternative

ELF/VLF

like to know if you really think that we should

communications

much

go on with long term studies in the field of

considering

the

ionospheric propagation?

that were mentioned, viz. considering in more

it

would

be

ionospheric

wise

for

Personally, I think
EPP

to

reduce

the

activities,

detail

now

nighttime

more

efficient

propagation

propagation,

across the terminator.

and

by

phenomena

propagation

Therefore, if you look

at 1 MW radiated power, if you don't design a

J.S.

Belrose

(CA)

That would be a

very controversial point of discussion.

I could

make a comment myself but I see Dr. Richter -

system that has to work in a highly disturbed
environment
probably

and

against

could make

way of communicating.
J.H.

Richter

answer.

In

the

(US)

Let

me

previous discussions

I

a much

jammers,

you

more efficient

Therefore, it is time

just

now to look at some of the physics that had

really

been neglected in view of the fact that in the

think I got one fairly convincing point that I

past

case

scenarios,

could make for continuing work in this area.

which we don't have to do any more.

I can see

First

this as an argument that could be used to say

of

all.

your

question

of whether

all

we

designed for

worst
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that

some

effort

should

be

ionospheric propagation.
the threat

continued

For the reason that

has changed

it is time to address

other questions that may

result in (a selling

point for the military) reduced
transmitting

in

stations.

power in the

I imagine

if you

problem,
much

and the

problems

tougher to solve.

that are

There

left are

is plenty of

justification for continued effort, if not more
justification
get

all

for continued

excited about

effort.

satellites

When you
you have

to

can

think again about this solar adversary, if you

reduce your power from a megawatt to 10 kW

will, when the sun is very active even satellite

you would save a lot of operating costs.

systems are not immune.

Did I

During the Gulf War

make myself clear? That was for me a sort of a

GPS didn't work as well as it was supposed to

convincing argument to maintain some effort in

because the sun was interfering.

that area.

Coins didn't work as predicted because the sun

There is no question, of course, and

I have to agree with Professor Schweicher, that
the attention
precision
area,

of the

weapons

satellite

navigation.

military is

area,

in the

in the

high

electro-optics

communications,

satellite

There is no question that's where

was interfering.

A lot of HF

If we would have had that war

at a minimum of the solar cycle (maybe we can
schedule

those

things

like

that),

everything

would have worked better as planned and as
predicted.

We just happened

to do

it in a

their attention is.

But I think we can justify a

period when the sun was in one of its most

continued

in

active periods. A lot of expectations went by

effort

terrestrial

systems

by

saying that you do not want to rely on satellite
systems

as

a

communicating
fallback

means
solely,

method.

of

you

Now,

question has changed,

navigating
have

to

since

the

the board.

or

have

a

whole

there is reduced threat

J.S.

Belrose

comment

by

(CA)
Prof.

The
Schweicher

provocative
extends

outside the meeting here, as we just heard from

of jamming, a reduced threat of high altitude

comments

nuclear detonations,

military have never given up with HF.

and things like this,

we

can address the question of how can we make

expression

VLF communication more efficient.

down.

fair

Is that a

summary?

by Jerry.

Ferguson

(US)

One

of

the

Certainly the

that HF is dead

Canadian
The old

but it won't

lie

In Canada we have many short period

disturbances
auroral

J.A.

far

which

are

belt,

which

in

Canada,

latitudes

associated

extends
and

to

these

with
rather

the
low

disturbances

things that I didn't say earlier concerning this

are very sporadic in both space and time.

focus

many

CRC we have a number of people doing research

Now that we

in support of military HF communications --

on nuclear

weapons

effects,

ways made the problem easier.
are contending
we

are

now

with the ambient environment,
dealing

adversary.

Because

cycles

its

and

in

with
the

massive

we

have an ongoing

At

project in adaptive

HF

a

much

tougher

networking,

sun,

in its

various

whole network of HF stations. If you have an

activity,

introduces

variables that we have no control over.

I mean

for a

ionospheric

forward

nowadays.

kind of weapon at you, it made the problem

engineers

simpler.

sophisticated

If there

is a need for VLF communications,

then the

have

a

find another path around it, with the store and

that the guy was going to throw a particular

problem requiring a lot mor,, effort.

you

disturbance on one path you can

that the problem was simpler when you knew

Now, it's a much, mu, h more difficult

system where

techniques

available

In another
have

been

modems

high data rate systems.
engineers,

the

people

area,

in packet radio
communications

designing
for

digital
However

designing

extremely
voice

and

the young
these

new

RTD-l 1

Some

of

these

HF propagation.

about

little

know

modems,

modems

won't

work

in

the

R.F.

Benson

(US)

I would like

to

Canadian environment,

because of the Doppler

respond.

shift

spread

signal.

Gulf War, but, if my memory serves me right,

Some of the modern modems are designed so

it was under President Ford that he had to rely

that if the frequency spread is more than 1 Hz

on HF communications to get information when

its performance is seriously degraded.

the ship the Miagez was hijacked.

and

frequency

frequency

spread

is

on

more

the

or

A 1 Hz

less

conditions in the Canadian Arctic.

quiet

So some of

the people

that were previously ignoring

propagation

are busy planning

HF

propagation

particular
spread.
for

at
There

one

that

measuring

parameter,

in

Doppler

is certainly a continuing need

High Frequency

areas.

and conducting

experiments,

least

HF

propagation

Several mentions were made of the

information

that

the

multiplicity

think in terms

that

would

understand the need for our work.

that

some of these

of

the

aspects

very

if

meteor

there

propagation path
be

From

communications,

of, for example

communications,

I think that a major need is to ensure
systems

at

for some reason they were not suitable.

and the

designing

The only

through,

other systems were not operational or failed or

cost,

engineers

get

time, was due to HF because

in particular

radio

could

we
burst

are

disappears

useful

for

low
so

military

applications when some information has to be
transmitted

without interception.

I think

we

have had many experiences of that in the past
A.S.

Smith

(UK)

This

is a

comment on

the point that Tony Fraser-Smith
the high latitude ELF/VLF noise.
a direct interest

in this panel.

The other thing, if the military

made about

ever needs reminding of why not to put all the

It may not be

eggs in one basket, they could use NASA as an

to this community,

and the

example.

I remember, that not too many years

way we are proceeding now, but there are some

ago, the emphasis was to do everything on the

interesting

shuttle. If you wanted to do any research at all

looked

scientific

at.

I

developments

questions

would

which

which

like

are

to

point

out

you did it on the shuttle because we are going

high

to do away with all our rockets, and the shuttle

in the form of

will be all things to all people and it will do

happening

latitudes now, in the Antarctic,
automatic geophysical

observatories

going

in a

to

continent.
variety

be placed
These

which are

interesting

phenomena
kind

of

receivers.
many

which

you

studies

about

a

auroral
with

network

it will

are

scaled

down

of

in

still be very important to

know about VLP propagation,

to have these

improved computer codes, to tell us about this
for these purely scientific

studies.

everything.

NASA has realized its mistake on

that and now they are trying to go back into a
multiplicity

approach

and

have

unmanned

rockets as well as the shuttle program.

I think

that it is always a mistake to throw all your
eggs into one basket.

this

Even if we come to a scenario where

VLF transmitters

operations,

a

There a lot

can answer
having

the

have

for geophysical

questions

experiment,

over

will

including ELF and VLF receivers.
of

at

network

observatories

of instruments

can be

J.S.

Beirose

approach

(CA)

to modern

will be addressed

The

multiplicity

communications

at our

meeting

systems
next fall

where we are going to talk of multimedia. Is
Paul Cannon

here?

Are you

going

to have

ELF/VLF as one link in your multimedia?

I think

that's an important point to bear in mind for
the future.

P.S. Canon (UK) I
agree
with
the
comment that you shouldn't put all your eap
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in one basket. There will be a meeting next fall

sure he could make some comments from his

on multimedia propagation and the basic theme

knowledge and points of view.

of

this

meeting

deliberately

is:

or

accidentally

you

sometimes

have

Sometimes

sometimes

propagation

may

you
by

may

two paths.

that causes you problems,

but on

H.J.

Albreicht

wanted to

Thank

presently

speaking

with

a

accent, I apologize for my cold.

in your

of

system.

I strongly

support

the idea

course

question

very

Lammers

Dr.

Belrose's

proposal.

(US)

In

comments

response
on Dr.

to

Schweicher's

It is true, there are HF systems that

are troubled
constantly

by propagation.

see the

same

In the US we

thing,

that

after

a

In

interesting

concerned

propagation
V

with

the

the

defence

reorientation

is

necessary.

account.

We use the same argument

ourselves.

I work for the

which has

Rome

among

laboratory

the charter for propagation

US Air Force.

into

in the

not applicable any more.
do

any

research

I am not an HF or VLF or ELF

with it.

microwave

our

no

more

organization

Although

it

in

when

was

to

currently
political

the

appeared

renaissance
going

propagation

the

be

available,
situation

struggling as well.

that

there

was

will

be

as

an

reborn

superfluous.

Then again it

In the

past this

the

sunspots

have

The ups and

I don't know

something

downs

to

do

in HF being

is

popular, and the older ones of us know this.

research

in

think it is most important that, in the whole

I

microwave

region.

field of electromagnetic

that

had

certain standard know how must be preserved,.

HF

over-the-horizon
beyond

with

change

the

a

radar
what's

so

that

we

specialized

can

wave propagation,

respond

question.

to

any

This also

a

particular

includes the

in

the

subject

HFDF community

are

comment on, on the surface and near surface

We all have our arguments

as to why our work is important.
necessarily

some

there

improved

the

HF

cycle) for some unknown reason.

man

practically

area

seemed to follow the sunspot cycle (an 11 year

of propagation.

but

of

There was no need to

because

Then

was declared

whether

man,

importance

towards the end of the sixties, HF was declared

We are slowly being driven out

I am a

the

I remember

important way to communicate.

taken

I guess

research

propagation

been

I am
strange

research seems to follow a cycle.

satellites.

really

I

The subject is

and

system has been developed, it is found out that
hasn't

you,

rather

many occasions actually it gives you diversity

that we should pursue various lines,

*

(GE)

stay out of the discussion.

That doesn't

mean that the people who control

the purse strings agree to that.

I guess that a

that

propagation.
areas

you

asked

I think

me

particularly

that a certain research

should be followed, and

interested to do that.

to

we should be

I know that there will be

problems to justify such work at the present

lot of work has to be done to justify ELF or any

moment.

other propagation work for that matter.

this or any other area superfluous at this very
point.

J.S.

Belrose

(CA)

Thank

you

Mr. Lammers. Any other comments? Could we

It is very short sighted to declare

We are in research and research means

that it is a long termed development.

That is

about all I can contribute.

stimulate a comment from Dr. Albrecht about

j

his interest
propagation

in the land
across

problems with

sea boundaries

and

the ground and interesting

respect to VLF/LF, that topic

wasn't really discussed at this meeting. I am

J.S.

Belrose

(CA)

Thank

you

Dr. Albrecht. I think your comments are well
taken.

Would

any body

something? Dr. Bonifazi

-

else

like

to say
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But to add a bit more extended vision

the past.

C.

(IT)

Bonifazi

I don't want to make any

comment on the present discussion.
is interesting.

to that.

We have to realize that the mission of

I think it

NATO now is in transformation and indeed the

You have to not only to do the

military aspect of the mission of NATO may

research but also to tell about your research,

not be as strongly emphasized in the future as
it is now or has been in the past. What we have

I want to add something concerning the
future, the near future.
view

the

tethered

It could be useful to

system

application for ELF/VLF.
the

first

scientific

application
And

we

the

as

an

antenna

And to move from

investigation

need

to

do

something

more.

people

who

have

is a

worked

bringing together
on

the

practical

aspects of propagation, and those of us who are
using

VLF

now

environment.

to

study

the

earth's

It is the environment, as Jerry

mentioned, that we know very little about.

In

terms of the global change and the mission to
planet Earth type of issues, VLF is going to be

To make clear that when I was making some

required

zomments in my presentation I was required to

upper

do

ignorosphere.

the

formally working
A few

Italian

Bannister

this meeting

was

because

that

the

in

presenting is one of the key elements in this.

it

SEDS program

to

seen

Space

years ago we

last

two

is

with NASA in this project.
formed a joint (NASA,

Italian Space Agency) working
the

Agency

or three

miscommunications,

group.

years,

due

something

to

went

to

understand

atmosphere

that

region

which

we

of

call

the
the

This community of experts that

we have here

have

all

things to

contribute.

Another side of it also is that any country or

During

collection

of countries,

in

some

afford to

lose expertise

in an area like this.

wrong.

The investigation

this case,

of the issues,

cannot

like the ones

We are informing NASA that the Italian Space

Jerry raised,

Agency wants to collaborate

that expertise and promote it and at the same

with them in the

is an excellent way to maintain

SEDS program, for the simple reason that we

time contribute

have invested

NATO, if it develops into a charter like that as

technology,
this
think

new

a lot

of money

in

and it is extremely
technology

that

application

what
of

important that
-specially

the

be

tested

this new

it

in flight.

electromagnetic propagation,

the

tether,

is

plasma

which is essential

contactor

for the simple

I

antenna
extremely

you have the new

the

educational

important that

concerns
it

to the

technology,

transforms

issues

that

uniquely
earth's

in

itself.

These

manifest
isotropic

charter of

are

issues,

scattering type of
themselves

media

which

rather
is

the

ionosphere.

technology,
reason that

One of the concerns of us, as pioneers

you will never get a current of 100 amps using

in the field of radio wave propagation, is the

an electron gun.

In addition to having a high

problem of having fresh blood coming in. Who

-urrent and proper modulation you need a new

are we to transfer our knowledge to if the fresh

device, and the plasma contactor is the proper

blood doesn't come in?

one.

your

The future is, in my opinion, with this

new technology and this new system.

U.S.
for

Inan

(US)

identifying

propagation

I
the

want
area

and the day/night

are

concerned

with

that

matter, in discussion with those that are
providing the resources for the continuation of

to thank
of

organizations

I think all of you in all

Jerry

the

research.

nighttime

terminator type

of issues which really have been neglected in

J.S.
note,

Belrose
we

need

(CA)
to

I think on
end

our

round

that
table
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Is there anyone else who wants to

discussion.

make a final comment?

Well,

let

me

thank

you very

much

indeed for what I think was a useful and an
enjoyable
think, been
future

and

meeting;
a very
our

for

this

useful

work.

session

discussion

The

subject

has,

I

of the
of

the

meeting, as I have already said, brought back
nostalgic remembrances for me -- I enjoyed the
opportunity to discuss this subject again in an
AGARD forum, after 11 years.
also told
make
during

you we (in

new
the

contributions
past

few

And, as I have

our Laboratory)
to the
years

we

field,

could
since

reactivated

research relevant to the subject matter of this
conference.

Let me close the technical part of

the program and turn the meeting over to our
panel chairman,

Dr. Richter, who will conduct

the closing ceremonies. Thank you gentlemen.
Thank you ladies.
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